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FOREWORD

Each of the volumes of the present work so far pubHshed

has consisted of a group of consecutively published Opinions and

Declarations. The present volume however, comprises only a

single Opinion, namely Opinion 283, the Opinion embodying the

decisions in regard to the names properly applicable to the

human malaria parasites taken by the International Commission

on Zoological Nomenclature at its Session held in Paris in 1948.

This arrangement has been adopted for two reasons. First,

the length of this Opinion with its enclosures make it more con-

venient for library use that it should constitute a single unit

rather than be bound up as a part of a larger volume. Second,

the interest attaching to the present Opinion extends over a much

wider field than does that of most other Opinions rendered by

the International Commission. For this reason also, it has been

judged that for Hbrary purposes the most convenient arrangement

would be for it to be issued as a single volume, complete with

its own index.

FRANCIS HEMMING

Secretary to the International Commission

on Zoological Nomenclature

28 Park Village East,

Regent's Park,

LONDON, N.W.I

England.

15th May, 1954.
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OPINION 283

VALIDATION, UNDER THE PLENARY POWERS, OF
THE GENERIC AND SPECIFIC NAMES COMMONLY
USED FOR THE MALIGNANT TERTIAN MALARIA
PARASITE AND THE QUARTAN MALARIA

PARASITE RESPECTIVELY

RULING :—(1) The incorrect particulars relating to

the generic names Plasmodium and Laverania and their

type species given in Opinion 104 and, in consequence, in

the Official List of Generic Names in Zoology are hereby
cancelled.

(2) The Plenary Powers are hereby used for the pur-

poses and to the extent specified below:

—

(a) The under-mentioned specific names published for

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite are here-

by suppressed for the purposes both of the Law
of Priority and of the Law of Homonymy: (i)

malariae Laveran, 1881, as published in the com-
bination Oscillaria malariae', (ii) malariae Mar-
chiafava & CeUi, 1885, as published in the

combination Plasmodium malariae', (iii) malariae

Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as published in the com-
bination Laverania malariae (in so far as this was
pubhshed as a new name and does not represent

a transfer of Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881,

to the genus Haemamoeba)
',

(b) The under-mentioned specific names published for

the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite are

hereby suppressed for the purposes of the Law of
Priority but not for those of the Law of Homo-
nymy: (1) /a/c//brm^ Antolisei & Angelini, 1890,

as published in the combination Ematozoo falci-

forme', (ii) laverani Labbe, 1894, as published in
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the combination Haemamoeba laverani; (hi)

falciforme Thayer & Hewitson, 1895, as pub-
Hshed in the combination Haematozoon falci-

forme ;

(c) The indication, by monotypy ofPlasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & CelH, 1885 (the Mahgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite) as the type species (i) of the

genus Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, and
(ii) of the genus Haematophyllum Metschnikoff,

1887 (the name of which was published as a

substitute name {nom. nov.) for the name Plas-

modium Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, in the

erroneous belief that that name was not available

under the Regies) is hereby set aside, and, in place

of the foregoing species, the species Haemamoeba
malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (the Quartan
Malaria Parasite) is hereby designated as the type

species both of Plasmodium Marchiafava & CeUi,

1885, and of Haematophyllum Metschnikoff, 1887;

(d) The under-mentioned specific names are hereby
validated as follows: (i) the name malariae
Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as pubHshed in the com-
bination Haemamoeba malariae, to be the name
of the Quartan Malaria Parasite, notwithstanding
the fact that, prior to the suppression, under the

Plenary Powers, of the names specified in (a)

above, that name was an invahd secondary
homonym; (n) falciparum Welch, 1897, as pub-
lished in the combination Haematozoon falci-

parum, to be the name of the Malignant Tertian
Malaria Parasite;

(e) The indication, by monotypy, of Laverania malariae
Feletti & Grassi, 1889, or, as the case may be, of
Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881 (being names
for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite sup-
pressed under the Plenary Powers, under (a)

above) as the type species of the genus Laverania
Feletti & Grassi, 1889, is hereby set aside, and, in
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place of the foregoing species, the species Haema-
tozoon falciparum Welch, 1897, is hereby desig-

nated to be the type species of the genus Laverania

Feletti & Grassi, 1889;

(f) The generic name Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889

(type species, by designation under the Plenary

Powers, under (e) above: Haematozoon falci-

parum Welch, 1897, validated under the Plenary

Powers, under (d) above, as the name of the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite) is hereby
validated.

(3) The under-mentioned generic names are hereby
declared to be either invalid or not required for the

reasons severally stated below against the names in

question :

—

(a) Oscillaria Laveran, 1881 (in so far as Laveran pub-
lished this as a new name and not as Oscillaria

Schrank, 1823) : invalid, because a junior

homonym of Oscillaria Schrank, 1823, that name
retaining, under Article 1, its status under the
Law of Homonymy, notwithstanding the fact that

the genus so named is currently treated as

belonging to the Vegetable Kingdom;

(h) Haematophyllum Metschnikoff, 1887: invahd be-

cause a junior objective synonym of Plasmodium
Marchiafava & CelH, 1885 (these two nominal
genera having the same nominal species as type
species)

;

(c) Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889; invahd be-

cause a junior objective synonym of the name
Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885 (con-

sequent upon the designation under the Plenary
Powers, under (2)(c) above, of Haemamoeba
malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, the nominal
species which is the type species, by monotypy,
o^ Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889, to be also

the type species of Plasmodium Marchifava &
Celh, 1885);
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(d) Enmtozoo Antolisei & Angelini, 1890: not required,

because the type species {Ematozoo falciforme

Antolisei & Angelini, 1890) of the genus so

named is a junior subjective synonym of Haemato-
zoon falciparum Welch, 1897, designated under
the Plenary Powers, under (2)(/) above, to be the

type species of the genus Laverania Feletti &
Grassi, 1889;

(e) Haematozooii Thayer & Hewetson, 1895: not re-

quired because Haematozoon falciforme Thayer
& Hewetson, 1895, the type species, by monotypy,
of the genus so named, is a junior subjective

synonym of Haematozoonfalciparum Welch, 1897,

designated under the Plenary Powers, under (2)(f)

above, to be the type species of the genus
Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889

;

(f) Haemosporidium Lewkowicz, 1897: invalid because
a junior objective synonym of Plasmodium Mar-
chiafava & Celli, 1885 (consequent upon the

designation under the Plenary Powers, under
(2)(c) above, of Haemamoeba malariae Feletti &
Grassi, 1889, the type species of Haemosporidium
Lewkowicz, 1897 (by selection under Article 30,

Rule (g)) to be the type species also of Plas-

modium Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885);

(4) The under-mentioned specific names, each of which
was published as the name of a new avian parasite but in

the description of each of which there appeared an
incorrect statement that the parasite in question had been
found in the blood of human malaria patients, are hereby
declared not to be available as specific names for the
Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite (the parasite mis-
identified with the avian parasite concerned by the
authors in question), these specific names adhering, under
the Regies, to the avian parasites from which the original
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descriptions of these parasites were drawn up by their

respective authors:

—

(3) praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as pubHshed in the

combination Haemamoeba praecox\

(b) immacuJata Grassi, 1891, as published in the com-
bination Haemamoeba immaculata.

(5) The under-mentioned terms consisting of Latin

adjectives published in the genitive case in agreement not
with the generic name (as required by Article 14(l)(a))

but with the specific name, either expressed or understood,
are hereby declared to have been published not as sub-

specific names of human malaria parasites, but as techni-

cal designations for those species, and, in consequence,
the Latin adjectives of which these terms are composed
possess no status as subspecific names in zoological

nomenclature:

—

(a) quartanae Celli & Sanfehce, 1891, as published in

connection with the specific name Plasmodium
malariae

;

(h) tertianae Celli & Sanfelice, 1891, as published in

connection with the name Plasmodium malariae;

(c) quotidianae CeUi & Sanfelice, 1891, as pubHshed in

connection with the name Plasmodium malariae
;

(d) tertianae Kruse, 1892, as published in connection
with the name Plasmodium malariae;

(e) quartanae Kruse, 1892, as published in connection
with the name Plasmodium malariae

;

(f) irregularis Kruse, 1892, as published in connection
with the name Plasmodium malariae;

(g) tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in connec-
tion with the generic name Haemosporidium

;
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(h) quartauae Lewkowicz, 1 897, as published in connec-

tion with the generic name Haemosporidium\

(i) unclecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in

connection with the generic name Haemospori-
clium ;

(j) sedecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in

connection with the generic name Haemospori-
diwn

;

(k) vigesgimo-tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published
connection with the generic name Haemospori-
dium.

(6) It is hereby placed on record that there is no such
generic name as Haematomonas Osier, 1886, Osier in the

passage in question not having published a new generic

name but having referred to the previously pubUshed
name Haematomonas Mitrophanow, 1883.

(7) It is hereby recalled that, under the Ruling given
in Opinion 101, the under-mentioned generic names and
the under-mentioned specific name published for human
malaria parasites by Danilewskyin 1891 possess no status

in zoological nomenclature :

—

(a) the under-mentioned generic names : (i) Cytamoeba
Danilewsky, 1891; (ii) Cytosporon Danilewsky,
1891; (iii) Cytozoon Danilewsky, 1891; (iv)

Haemocytosporon Danilewsky, 1891;

(b) the specific name hominis Danilewsky, 1891, as

published in the combination Laverania hominis.

(8) It is hereby placed on record that the name guartana
Labbe, 1894, as published as a subspecific name in the
combination Haemamoeba laverani var. quartana, is an
available name but is not required for the Quartan
Malaria Parasite, it being a junior subjective synonym of
the specific name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as
published in the combination Haemamoeba malariae,
validated under the Plenary Powers, under (2)(d)(i) above.
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(9) It is hereby placed on record that the under-

mentioned alleged specific names, not having been
published, are cheironyms, and, in consequence, possess

no status in zoological nomenclature:

—

(a) irregularis Sakharov, erroneously alleged to have
been published in 1892 as a subspecific name in

the combination Haemamoeba febris irregularis;

(b) tropica Koch, erroneously alleged to have been
published in 1899 in the combination Plasmo-
dium tropica.

(10) The specific name vivax Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as

published in the combination Haemamoeba vivax, is

hereby declared to be the oldest available specific name
for, and, therefore, the valid specific name of, the Benign
Tertian Malaria Parasite.

(11) It is hereby placed on record that the specific

name tertiana Labbe, 1894, as pubhshed as a subspecific

name in the combination Haemamoeba laverani var.

tertiana, is an available name, but is not required for the

Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, it being a junior sub-

jective synonym of the specific name vivax Grassi &
Feletti, 1890, as published in the combination Haema-
moeba vivax.

(12) The following particulars in regard to the generic
names Plasmodium and Laverania, together with the
relevant bibliographical references, are hereby inserted

in the Official List of Generic Names in Zoology in place
of the particulars deleted therefrom under (1) above:

—

(a) Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885 (gender:
neuter) (type species by designation under the

Plenary Powers : Haemamoeba malariae Feletti

& Grassi, 1889 (the Quartan Malaria Parasite));
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(b) Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (gender : feminine)

(type species, by designation under the Plenary

Powers : Haematozoon falciparum Welch, 1897

(the MaHgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite)) (generic

name to be used by authors who consider the

MaHgnant Tertian (or Aestivo-Autumnal)
Malaria Parasite to be generically distinct from
the Quartan Malaria Parasite).

(13) The under-mentioned generic names or alleged

generic names are hereby placed on the Official Index of
Rejected and Invalid Generic Names in Zoology with the

Name Numbers severally cited below :

—

(a) the under-mentioned generic names rejected under
G) above, to be entered as Name Nos. 88 to 91 :

(i) Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889; (ii)

HaematophyHum MQtschnikoff, 1887; (in) Haemo-
sporidium Lewkowicz, 1897; (iv) Oscillaria

Laveran, 1881 (in so far as this was pubUshed as

a new name and not as Oscillaria Schrank, 1823);

(b) the reputed but non-existant generic name Haema-
tomonas Osier, 1886, rejected under (6) above, to

be entered as Name No. 92;

(c) the under-mentioned generic names rejected under
(7) above, to be entered as Names Nos. 93 to

96: (i) CytamoebaT>dim[tv^sky, 1891; (ii) Cyto-
sporon Danilewsky, 1891; (iii) Cytozoon Dani-
lewsky, 1891; {\v) HaemocytosporonD?im\QV^^\.y,
1891.

(14) The under-mentioned specific names are hereby
placed on the Official List of Specific Names in Zoology
as Names Nos. 112 to 114: (\) falciparum Welch, 1897,
as published in the combination Haematozoon falciparum
(the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite); (ii) malariae
Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as pubhshed in the combination
Haemamoeba malariae (the Quartan Malaria Parasite);

(iii) yivax Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as published in the
combination Haemamoeba vivax (the Benign Tertian
Malaria Parasite).
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(15) The under-mentioned specific names are hereby
placed on the Official Index of Rejected and Invalid

Specific Names in Zoology with the Name Numbers
severally cited below :

—

(a) the under-mentioned names suppressed under the

Plenary Powers, under (l)(a) above, for the pur-

poses both of the Law of Priority and of the Law
of Homonymy, to be entered as Name Nos. 45
to 47: (i) malariae Laveran, 1881, as published

in the combination Oscillaria malariae \
(ii)

malariae Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, as published
in the combination Plasmodium malariae', (iii)

malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as pubUshed in

the combination Laverania malariae
;

(b) the under-mentioned names suppressed under the

Plenary Powers, under (l)(b) above, for the pur-

poses of the Law of Priority but not for those of
the Law of Homonymy, to be entered as Name
Nos. 48 to 50: (i) falciforme Antohsei & Angelini,

1890, as published in the combination Ematozoo
falciforme \

(ii) falciforme Thayer & Hewetson,
1895, as pubUshed in the combination Haemato-
zoon falciforme', (iii) laverani Labbe, 1894, as

pubhshed in the combination Haemamoeba
laverani',

(c) the under-mentioned specific names pubhshed as

the names of avian parasites, in so far as in the
original description the names concerned were,
as noted in (4) above, incorrectly applied also to

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, the
names concerned to be entered as Name Nos.
51 and 52: (i) immaculata Grassi, 1890, as

published in the combination Haemamoeba im-
maculata', (ii) praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as
published in the combination Haemamoeba
praecox

',

(d) the under-mentioned terms, which have been alleged

to have been published as names but which have
been ruled in (5) above to have been published as
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technical designations, the entries now to be made
to be given the Name Nos. 53 to 63 : (i) irregularis

Kruse, 1892, as pubhshed in connection with

the name Plasmodium malariae
;

(ii) quartanae

Celli & Sanfelice, 1891, as pubhshed in connection
with the name Plasmodium malariae

;
(iii) quart-

anae Kruse, 1892, as published in connection
with the name Plasmodium malariae

;
(iv) quart-

anae Lewkowicz, 1897, as pubhshed in connection
with the generic name Haemosporidium

; (v)

quotidianae Celh & Sanfelice, 1891, as published
in connectionwith the name Plasmodium malairae;

(vi) sedecimanae Lewkowicz, 1 897, as pubhshed in

connection with the generic name Haemospori-
dium; (vii) tertianae Celh & Sanfelice, 1891, as

published in connection with the name Plasmo-
dium malariae

;
(viii) tertianae Kruse, 1892,

as published in connection with the name
Plasmodium malariae

\
(ix) tertianae Lewkowicz,

1897, as pubhshed in connection with the generic

name Haemosporidium
\

(x) undecimanae Lew-
kowicz, 1897, as published in connection with
the generic name Haemosporidium; (xi) vigesi-

motertianae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in

connection with the generic name Haemospori-
dium

;

(e) the name hominis Danilewsky, 1891, as published
in the combination Laverania hominis, which, as

noted in (7) above, is invalid under the Ruling
given in Opinion 101, this name to be entered as

Name No. 64;

(f) the under-mentioned alleged names ruled in (9)

above to be unpublished cheironyms, to be
entered under the Name Nos. 65 and 66 : (i)

irregularis Sakharov, erroneously alleged to have
been published in 1892 in the combination
Haemamoeba febris irregularis

;
(ii) tropica Koch,

erroneously alleged to have been published in

1 899 in the combination Plasmodium tropica.
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I.—THE STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Detection of errors in " Opinion " 104: In January 1943, Mr.

Francis Hemming, Secretary to the International Commission on

Zoological Nomenclature, when checking certain miscellaneous

documents which in 1939 had been transferred to his charge by

Dr. C. W. Stiles on his election as Secretary to the Commission,

found an offprint of a paper entitled " The Correct Name of

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite " written jointly by

Sir Rickard Christophers, CLE., F.R.S., Colonel I.M.S. (ret.)

{Leverhulme Fellow under the Medical Research Council, London

School ofHygiene and Tropical Medicine, London) and J. A. Sinton,

M.D., D.Sc, Lieut-Colonel I.M.S. (ret.) (Manson Fellow, London

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine), which had been pub-

lished in December 1938, Brit. med. /. 1938 (vol. 2) 1 130-1 134. It

became immediately apparent from this paper that the entries in

regard to the generic names Laverania and Plasmodium made in

the Official List of Generic Names in Zoology by the Ruling given

in the Commission's Opinion 104 (1928, Smithson. misc. Coll.

73 (No. 5):25-28) contained a number of serious errors which

would need to be corrected by the International Commission.

2. Accordingly, in January 1944 Mr. Hemming entered into

correspondence with Sir Rickard Christophers (at this time of the

Department ofZoology, Cambridge University, Cambridge) with a

view to elucidating certain questions as a preliminary to the

preparation, for the consideration of the International Com-

mission, of a paper drawing attention to the errors in Opinion 104

and submitting proposals for their rectification by the use by the

Commission of its Plenary Powers for the purpose of stabilising

the nomenclature of the human malaria parasites on the basis of

the practice currently adopted by malariologists. This corres-

pondence was extremely protracted, fresh nomenclatorial diffi-
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culties constantly arising when known difficulties were overcome.

A preliminary draft of the required application was completed by

Mr. Hemming in the early part of 1944, but a number of important

matters still remained to be settled. Mr. Hemming's corres-

pondence with Sir Rickard Christophers and Brigadier Sinton

was still in progress when in August 1944 an application to the

Commission on similar lines to that in preparation by Mr.

Hemming was received from Dr. Curtis W. Sabrosky and Dr.

Robert L. Usinger (then of the United States Public Health Service,

Office of Malaria Control in War Areas, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.).

In correspondence between Mr. Hemming and Dr. Usinger, under

cover of a letter from whom the foregoing joint appHcation had

been transmitted to the International Commission, it was agreed

that the application submitted by the latter jointly with Dr.

Sabrosky and the application upon the preparation of which

Mr. Hemming had been engaged since the beginning of 1943

should be laid before the Commission as complementary applica-

tions, each designed to secure the same general ends. It was not

long after this that further nomenclatorial problems came to hght,

including, in particular, the discovery recorded by Sabrosky in

1946 that the material on which the nominal species Plasmodium

malariae Marchiafava & Celh, 1885, was based was not homo-

geneous and, although consisting primarily of examples of the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, included also examples of the

Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite. It was not until January 1948

that Mr. Hemming succeeded in obtaining photostat copies of the

last of the papers which it was necessary to consult in order to

make sure that it contained no further surprises. Throughout

this long period, Mr. Hemming's paper was under constant

revision on questions of detail, and, when the last of the required

photostats was received, it was not long before the final version

was completed. By April 1948 the application in its final form

was submitted to the International Commission.

3. Mr. Hemming's application: Mr. Hemming's application

contains a detailed survey of the history of the names, generic and

specific, given to the human malaria parasites from the time when
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the first of these species was named by Laveran in 1881 up to

the year 1 897, in which the name Haematozoon falciparum was

published by Welch as a name for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite. At the conclusion of his application, Mr. Hemming
submitted a series of proposals designed, not only to stabilise

existing nomenclatorial practice but in addition to sweep away,

with the aid of the Commission, the large number of invalid

names and reputed but non-existent names which in the past

have contributed so largely to the confusion in which the names

for the human malaria parasites have been engulfed. Inevitably

therefore Mr. Hemming's paper is both complicated and lengthy.

In these circumstances, it has been decided that the most con-

venient course will be, while incorporating Mr. Hemming's paper

in the official records of the present case, to print it in a separate

Appendix rather than actually to include it in the body of the

present Opinion. Mr. Hemming's proposals which are sum-

marised in Part 6 of his paper will be found on pages 213 to 222

of the present Opinion.

4. Joint Application submitted by Dr. Sabrosky and Dr. Usinger:

As explained in paragraph 2 above, Dr. Robert L. Usinger on

7th July 1944 addressed a letter (which was not however received

until 22nd August) to the International Commission covering an

application for the use, by the Commission, of its Plenary Powers

for the purpose of stabilising the nomenclature of the human
malaria parasites on the basis of the existing practice of malario-

logists. In this paper, Drs. Sabrosky and Usinger accepted the

conclusion reached by Christophers and Sinton that, contrary to

the view held till then, it was the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite and not the Quartan Malaria Parasite which had been

described by Marchiafava & CelU when in 1885 they had estab-

lished the nominal genus Plasmodium; but they followed previous

authors in assuming that Marchiafava & Celli had not cited any

nominal species at the time when they established the foregoing

genus, and in consequence of this, they treated the nominal

species Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, as the type species of
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this genus. It transpired in subsequent correspondence that the

applicants were not then aware of the rule laid down by the

International Commission that all applications submitted to it

should, as a preliminary, be published in the Bulletin ofZoological

Nomenclature and had already submitted their paper for publica-

tion in the serial publication Science, in which it was published

within about a week of its receipt in the Offices of the Commission

(Sabrosky & Usinger, 1st September 1944, Science 100 (No. 2502):

190-192). The problem dealt with in the foregoing application

was further examined by Dr. Sabrosky in 1946 when he pubhshed

a paper (Sabrosky, 25th October 1946, Science 104 (No. 2704):

401-402), in which he stated that an examination of Marchiafava

& Celli's paper of 1885 had satisfied him that, contrary all

previously pubhshed statements, the foregoing authors when

establishing the nominal genus Plasmodium, had established also

a new nominal species to which they had given the new name

Plasmodium malariae. In the same paper. Dr. Sabrosky reported

that the detailed descriptions, the case histories and the figures on

Plate VI published by Marchiafava & Celli, when establishing the

foregoing nominal species, had been critically analysed by Dr.

Martin Young {National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland)

who had come to the conclusion that, although, as previously

stated by Christophers & Sinton (1938), the material on which

Marchiafava & Celli had based their nominal genus Plasmodium

consisted predominantly of examples of the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite, it included also—a point that had not been noted

by Christophers & Sinton—some examples of the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite. Since this later paper by Dr. Sabrosky

rendered out of date in certain particulars the application which

he and Dr. Usinger had submitted to the Commission in 1944,

Mr. Hemming, as Secretary to the Commission, wrote to the

applicants, asking how they wished this matter to be dealt with

when the case came to be laid before the Commission. As the

result of this exchange of correspondence it was agreed (letters

dated 21st and 26th October 1947 from Dr. Sabrosky and Dr.

Usinger respectively) that the original application should be

laid before the Commission in the form in which it was submitted
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in July 1944, notwithstanding the modifications rendered neces-

sary by the evidence adduced in Dr. Sabrosky's paper of 1946,

but that in addition Dr. Sabrosky's (1946) paper should be

submitted to the Commission simultaneously with the original

application, to which it would thus form a supplement. The

two documents are as follows:

—

(1) Joint Application by Dr. Curtis W. Sabrosky and Dr. Robert L.
Usinger submitted under cover of a letter from Dr. Usinger dated

7th July 1944

NOMENCLATURE OF THE HUMAN MALARIA PARASITES

By CURTIS W. SABROSKY and ROBERT L. USINGER
{United States Public Health Service, Office of Malaria Control

in War Areas, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.)

The names for the malarial parasites of man have long been the

subject of discussion, much of which has hopelessly intermixed zoo-
logical and nomenclatorial considerations. Stiles (1928, Opinion 101,

p. 13) has aptly remarked that " the nomenclature of the parasites of
malaria in man and birds represents one of the most confusing chapters

in the entire history of zoological nomenclature."

The problem has been very ably and painstakingly reviewed by
Christophers and Sinton.* We have carefully studied their paper, we
concur in their conclusions, and we agree that strict adherence to the

International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature would result in great

confusion. The nomenclature adopted in Opinion 104 is clearly the

best solution to the problem and should be maintained. However, we
feel it necessary to point out that Opinion 104 did not provide an
official answer, notwithstanding the fact that zoologists have for years

regarded it as the final decision in the matter.

NOMENCLATURE OF THE HUMAN MALARIA PARASITES
UNDER A STRICT INTERPRETATION OF THE RULES

Oscillaria Laveran, 1881 (type, O. malariae Laveran, 1881, the

parasite of malignant tertian malaria; by monotypy). Malario-

logists are now agreed that Laveran had the sexual forms of

this species, only, in his first paper cited above.

R. Christophers & J. A. Sinton, 1938, British Medical Journal, 1938 (vol. 2)'-

1130—1134.
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=Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885 (type, P. malariae Laveran,

1881, parasite of malgnant tertian malaria; by monotypy).

= Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1890 (type, H. malariae Feletti &
Grassi, 1890, parasite of tertian and quartan fevers in man; by
monotypy). The name has been shown to include two species,

and therefore is not really monotypic. Grassi & Feletti later

in 1890 restricted malariae Feletti & Grassi to the parasite of

quartan fever and proposed H. vivax for the tertian-producing

form. Result: the type of Haemamoeba is H. malariae Feletti

& Grassi, as restricted by Grassi & Feletti to quartan fever.

In the genus Plasmodium it is a secondary homonym o^ malariae

Laveran, 1881, and the next oldest available name, quartanae

Celli & Sanfelice, 1891, is vahd.

=Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (cf. footnote, Christophers &
Sinton, 1938, p. 1133) (type, Oscillaria malariae Laveran; by
monotypy).

= Haematozoon Welch, 1897 (type, Haematozoon falciparum Welch
1897; by monotypy).

Conclusions, under a strict interpretation of the Rules:

(1) If zoologists agree on one genus for the malarial parasites, its

name, as shown above, would be Oscillaria Laveran, because this name
is not invalidated by previous use in botany (Code, Article 1) or by its

unsuitability (Article 32). It will be noted that all five generic names
were monotypic as originally proposed and that three

—

Oscillaria,

Plasmodium, Laverania—have identical type species and would be
isogenotypic synonyms whatever classification is used.

(2) If zoologists decide that two genera are required, the name
Oscillaria would be strictly correct for the parasite of malignant tertian

fever, and Haemamoeba for the other two.

(3) The names of the classical species of malaria under a single genus
would be as follows:

—

Oscillaria vivax (Grassi & Feletti, 1890)—Tertian malaria.

Oscillaria quartanae (Celli & Sanfelice, 1891)—Quartan malaria (to

replace malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1890 nee Laveran 1881).

Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881—Malignant tertian malaria.
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It is generally agreed that such conclusions would result in great

confusion in medical and zoological Hterature. The generic name
Plasmodium and the specific names malariae (quartan)t and falciparum
(malignant tertian) have long been accepted by malariologists through-

out the world. The usage was supported by Opinion 104 in which
Laverania and Plasmodium, together with 55 other generic names, were
placed on the Official List of Generic Names with " malariae (as

restricted to quartan fever) " designated as the type of Plasmodium and
falciparum Welch (1897) designated as type of^ Laverania. The matter

would thus appear to have been settled but for the following significant

statement by Stiles (1928) in the presentation of the case for Opinion

104: "The Secretary has personally checked these names and believes

that they are all nomenclatorially available and valid, and that, there-

fore, they can be adopted in harmony with the Rules instead of as

nomina conservanda.''

Contrary to this usage in Opinion 104, it is clear that malariae as

used in the combination Laverania malariae by Grassi & Feletti was
not a homonym but was the original malariae of Laveran, that falci-

parum therefore was an unnecessary substitution, that falciparum
after all was not the next oldest available name, that " malariae (as

restricted to quartan fever) " could not be the valid type of Plasmodium
Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, since the Plasmodium of that date, was
based on malariae Laveran, the parasite of malignant tertian fever, and
that Oscillaria Laveran, 1881, antedates both of the above generic

names.

To have arrived at any of the conclusions stated in the Opinion would
therefore have required a Suspension of the Rules. Inasmuch as the

Rules were not suspended for any of the names approved in Opinion

104, we submit that the names Laverania and Plasmodium hold a place

on the Official List in direct contravention of the Rules, rather than
being maintained and protected by them.

In the present instance, we are faced with an Official List containing

certain names which are not official in the sense that the action neces-

sary to make them so was never taken. We can find no justification

for believing that names placed on the Official List, merely in the

absence of any expressed " objection, question, or adverse comment "

(Opinion 75, p. 35) at the time, are thereby conserved to eternity and
not subject to critical evaluation. Since the names Plasmodium
malariae (quartan) and falciparum (malignant tertian) are generally

accepted in zoological and medical literature and since it was apparently

t According to Christophers & Sinton, 1938, the name nialariae Laveran was
first applied to quartan malaria erroneously by Liihe (1900).
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the intention of the International Commission to fix these names, we
respectfully request that the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature legalize Opinion 104 as it applies to the malaria parasites

by suspending the Rules and taking the following action:

—

1. Suppress the generic name Oscillaria Laveran (1881) in favour of

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli (1885).

2. Suppress the species name malariae Laveran (1881), and any
other names for the parasite of malignant tertian malaria, in

favour o^ falciparum Welch (1897).

3. Establish malariae Feletti & Grassi (1889, 1890) nee malariae

Laveran (1881) as the vahd name for the parasite of quartan
malaria.

4. Designate as the type o^ Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli (1885)

—

Haemamoeba malariae Feletti & Grassi (1889, 1890).

5. Designate as the type of Laverania Feletti & Grassi (1889)

—

Haematozoon falciparum Welch (1897).

In summary, the actions recommended above would legalize existing

practice as follows:

—

Plasmodium vivax (Grassi & Feletti, 1890) parasite of tertian

malaria.

Plasmodium malariae (Feletti & Grassi, 1889, 1890), parasite of
quartan malaria.

Plasmodium falciparum Welch (1897), parasite of malignant
tertian malaria.

(2) Supplement to Application submitted by Dr. Sabrosky and Dr,
Usinger on 7th July 1944

CORRECTION ON THE NOMENCLATURE OF HUMAN
PLASMODIUM

By CURTIS W. SABROSKY
(United States National Museum, Washington, D.C, U.S.A.)

In the nomenclatorial and zoological confusion in the names for the
human malaria parasites (Sabrosky & Usinger, Science, 1944, 100,
190-192; Beltran. Gaceta Med. Mexico, 1944, 74, 61-74), one further
point has been discovered.
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It has usually been considered that there were only two different

proposals involving malariae as a new specific name

—

Oscillaria

malariae Laveran, 1881, and Haemamoeba malariae Feletti & Grassi,

1890. Actually it now appears that there were three !

Careful reading of Marchiafava & Celli (Fortschr. Med., 1885, 3:

791-797) shows that they too were proposing what they regarded as a

distinct new form, quite unUke any previously described: '' Aus dem
Gesagten geht hervor, dass die beschriebenen Korperchen nicht

verwechselt werden diirfen mit irgend welchen zufalligen oder patho-

logischen Dingen, die man bisher inden roten Blutscheiben bemerkt
hat ... so scheint es uns nicht fernliegend, sie als parasitare Organismen
anzusprechen und ihnen den Namen Plasmodium malariae zu geben."
The name was itahcized and unquestionably intended as a formal
scientific name. This proposal of Plasmodium as a new generic name
has been accepted, but the new specific name has apparently been quite

generally overlooked.

Of the three identical specific names, it is now generally agreed that

malariae Laveran applied only to the parasite of falciparum or mahg-
nant malaria. Malariae Feletti & Grassi, which originally included

both quartan and tertian parasites, was later restricted by Grassi &
Feletti (Arch. ital. bioL, 1890, 13: 300) to the quartan parasite, at which
time they named the tertian parasite vivax.

The situation is not so clear, however, with reference to the malariae
of Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885. Their detailed descriptions, case

histories, and figures in Plate VI have been critically analysed by
Martin Young, of the National Institute of Health, as follows :

—

It seems to me definitely that most of the infections that they

saw were falciparum. However, they seem occasionally to have
run across a vivax infection. Some of the descriptions are

definitely of vivax segmenters while others of the descriptions,

especially where they mention the finding of crescents, are

definitely falciparum.

The generalized figures on the plate are difficult to identify, with

some suggestive of vivax and falciparum. The confusion arises

from the fact that some of the cases they were looking at were very

severe infections offalciparum. In such cases, it is not uncommon
for the developmental forms of falciparum to be found in the

blood stream. Therefore, from pictures with so little detail, it is

hard to tell whether the forms shown are young stages of vivax

or older stages offalciparum.
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Throughout the paper, Marchiafava & CelU referred frequently to

such characteristics o^falciparum or maHgnant malaria as the comatose
fever, rapid onset of death, remarkable number of parasites (especially

in the capillaries of the brain), and the presence of crescents. Besides

this evidence, it may be noted that their cases originated during a very

severe epidemic in Rome and the Pontine Marshes, v^herc falciparum

is the principle species of malaria.

There seems to be little doubt, therefore, that Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & Celli was based mainly on the malignant tertian

parasite {falciparum). The genign tertian parasite {vivax) was seen, but
there is no evidence of quartan.

If malariae Marchiafava & Celli be considered to represent one
species only, then the malignant tertian form would have to be con-

sidered the genotype of Plasmodium, in which case Oscillaria Laveran,

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, and Laverania Feletti & Grassi are

isogenotypic, all based on the same species (properly called malariae

Laveran, under strict interpretation of the Rules of Nomenclature, but
generally known diS falciparum).

On the other hand, if malariae Marchiafava & Celli be regarded as

originally composed of two species, it would then appear that the type

has never been restricted to a single entity because the species name
has been so long overlooked. Even though the malignant tertian

parasite is unquestionably the basis of Marchiafava & Celli's descrip-

tion, it appears that at this late date considerable confusion could be
avoided by restricting the name malariae Marchiafava & Celli to the

benign tertian form. If such action were taken, and considering that

all the human malaria parasites are congeneric (as they are usually

regarded), the name would then be a homonym, and the correct name
would be the next valid and available name, hence vivax Grassi &
Feletti, 1890 {= malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, nee malariae
Laveran, 1881). Thus (1) vivax would become the genotype of Plas-

modium Marchiafava & Celli
; (2) it would not be necessary to suspend

the Rules of Nomenclature in order to designate a type for Plasmodium;
and (3) the status of Laverania as a possible generic name for the

malignant parasite (if segregated) would not be disturbed.

In order not to complicate any other action by the International

Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, formal designation of the
above is withheld, and it is presented as a suggestion to be considered
as a part of the whole problem.
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II.—THE SUBSEQUENT HISTORY OF THE CASE

5. Registration of the present application: Immediately upon a

decision being taken by the Secretary that it was necessary to sub-

mit an apphcation for the correction of the erroneous entries

regarding the generic names Laverania and Plasmodium in the

Official List ofGeneric Names in Zoology made under the directions

given in Opinion 104, a Registered File was opened (on 17th

January 1943) for the present case, the number so allotted being

Z.N. (S) 143.

6. Investigations undertaken by Mr. Francis Hemming in the

period 1943-44: Thoughout 1943 and 1944, the Secretary was in

correspondence in regard to this case with Sir Rickard

Christophers and Brigadier Sinton. Full particulars of this

correspondence have been given by Mr. Hemming at the appro-

priate points in his application.

7. Receipt in 1944 of the Joint Application prepared by Dr. Curtis

W. Sabrosky and Dr. Robert L. Usinger: On 22nd August, 1944

the joint application, dated 7th July 1944, prepared by Dr. Curtis

W. Sabrosky and Dr. Robert L. Usinger, reproduced in the

first section of paragraph 4 of the present Opinion was received

in the Offices of the Commission.

8. Arrangements made for the concurrent submission of the

independent applications received: In a letter dated 6th September

1944, Dr. Robert L. Usinger wrote:

—

. . . Our paper in Science^ [i.e. the joint application by Dr. Sabrosky
and Dr. Usinger reproduced in paragraph 4(1) of the present Opinion]

will serve as a supporting appeal from an entirely independent source.

I might add that this support is considerable, since our paper was
approved by the leading malariologists of the Public Health Service,

Office of Malaria Control in War Areas, by malariologists of the

National Institute of Health, and by the Chairman of the Committee
on Malaria Terminology of the National Malaria Society.

9. Issue in 1944 of an Appeal to Specialists for advice on the

problems involved in the present case: In October 1944 it was
decided to take further steps to bring this important case to the

notice of interested workers, especially in Europe, where in the
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war conditions then obtaining it was unlikely that such workers

would have an opportunity of seeing the issue ofScience containing

the paper by Drs. Sabrosky and Usinger. Accordingly, the

following note was prepared by the Secretary and despatched to

the serial publications Nature and the British Medical Journal; a

copy was also sent to Science. This note was published in the

first and third of these periodicals in their respective issues of

2nd December 1944 (Nature 154:701; Science 100:404, 405); It

appeared in the British Medical Journal in January 1945 (Brit.

nied.J 1945 (4385) :85):—

Generic and Specific Trivial Names of the Tertian

and Quartan Malaria Parasites

By FRANCIS HEMMING

Secretary to the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature

The Official List of Generic Names in Zoology was established by the

International Congress of Zoology in order to promote stability in

zoological nomenclature by placing on record the correct names of the

principal genera in each of the Classes and Orders of the Animal
Kingdom, together with their type species. Hitherto names have been
placed on the Official List in Opinions rendered by the International

Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, but in 1943, the Inter-

national Commission decided that it was desirable to make the Official

List more readily available and accordingly decided to publish it as

soon as possible in convenient book form and with a full index. The
preparation of the Official List for publication in this way, which was
begun in 1943, involved the checking in detail of all the relevant

bibliographical and other references to the generic names concerned
and their type species. In the course of this work, errors were detected

in a number of the Opinions containing decisions relating to the Official

List. These errors are being brought at once to the attention of the

International Commission with a view to their rendering an Opinion
as soon as possible containing such rectifications as may be necessary.

Among the errors detected were errors in the entries in Opinion 104
(published in 1928) relating to the author's name and date of publica-

tion of the generic name for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

(Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889). Further, in the case both of this

name and of that for the Quartan Parasite (Plasmodium Marchiafava
& Celli, 1885) the type species was found to have been cited under a
name which was not the correct name under the International Code of
Zoological Nomenclature.
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The names of these parasites, as recorded in Opinion 104, are the

names now universally employed for these species in the enormous
medical and technical Hterature relating to malaria and it would clearly

be as wrong as it would be impracticable to attempt to introduce

changes in such names merely on grounds of zoological nomenclature.

In the present case such changes would be particularly undesirable,

since they would involve the transfer of the specific trivial name
" malariae " from the Quartan Parasite (on which it was bestowed by
Grassi & Feletti, 1890) by which name this species is universally

known to the Malignant Tertian Parasite on which in 1881 it had been
independently bestowed by Laveran (and by which name this species

is never called). Transfer of trivial names in this way cause great

confusion and the only solution in such a case is for the International

Commission to use its Plenary Powers to suspend the rules in order to

validate the names currently in use.

It was accordingly decided early in 1943 to invite the International

Commission to deal with this question under its Plenary Powers and,

for this purpose, a thorough investigation into the highly complicated
Hterature of these names was made, with the assistance of Sir Rickard
Christophers and Brigadier J. Sinton, whose paper " The correct name
of the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite," published in 1938 {Brit,

med. 6. 1938 (vol. 2) 1130-1134) must form the starting point of any
work on this subject. In the course of this investigation, names
previously overlooked were brought to Hght and other unsuspected
nomenclatorial difficulties were disclosed. A paper setting out in

detail the present position under the International Code and containing

recommendations to the Commission for placing the whole matter on
a satisfactory footing has been prepared and will appear in the next

part of the Bulletin ofZoological Nomenclature^, the Official Organ of
the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature.

Quite recently the Officer in Charge of Malaria Control in War
Areas, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A., communicated to the International

Commission an application prepared by Drs. Curtis W. Sabrosky and
Robert L. Usinger, U.S. Public Health Service, drawing attention to

the errors in Opinion 104 and requesting the International Commission
to use its Plenary Powers to suspend the rules for the purpose of

validating existing nomenclatorial practice in regard to these parasites.

This application has since been published in the issue of Science of

the 1st September 1944. It is extremely gratifying to the Executive

Committee of the International Committee to find that malariologists

in the United States, working independently, have reached substantially

identical conclusions in regard to this matter, since this should greatly

facilitate the early adoption by the International Commission of an
Opinion setting this matter at rest once and for all.

^ Owing to printing difficulties arising in the immediate post-war period the paper
here referred to was not published in the Bulletin ofZoological Nomenclature. It is

published for the first time in the Appendix to the present Opinion.
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In order to secure the widest support for the action proposed to be
taken, the Executive Committee, on behalf of the International Com-
mission, invite expressions of opinion from specialists, concerned in

any aspect of the malaria problem. Such communications, which
should be addressed to the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature at its Publications Office, at 41, Queen's Gate, London,
S.W.7, will at once be published in the Commission's Official Organ,
the Bulletin ofZoological Nomenclature, in order that the whole of the

material relating to this case may be before the Commissioners when
reaching their decision.

10. Comments elicited by the Public Notices issued in 1944: The
publication of the foregoing note elicited letters of support for

the action proposed from: (1) Colonel Paul F. Russell, Medical

Corps, (Chief, Division ofParasitology, Army Medical School, Army
Medical Center, Washington, B.C., U.S.A.); (2) Dr. David
V^emmsLn (Columbia University, College ofPhysicians and Surgeons,

De Lamar Institute of Public Health, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.).

These letters are reproduced in the immediately following para-

graphs.

11. Comment received from Colonel Paul F. Russell: On 27th

January 1945, Colonel Paul F. Russell, Army Medical Corps

(Chief, Division of Parasitology, Army Medical School, Army
Medical Center, Washington. D.C., U.S.A.) wrote the following

letter to the International Commission:

—

Reference note by Mr. Hemming in Nature of 2nd December 1944
just in hand.

I thoughly agree that it would be not only impractical but illogical

at this late date to make the changes in generic and in specific trivial

names of the tertian and quartan malaria parasites, although such
changes might be in strict accord with a narrow reading of the law. It

would seem to be sound procedure for the International Commission
to use its Plenary Powers to avoid widespread and persisting confusion.

12. Comment received from Dr. David Weinman: On 27th

February 1945, Dr. David Weinman, M.D. (Columbia University,
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College of Physicians and Surgeons, Dc Lamar Institute of Public

Health, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.) addressed the following letter

to the Secretary to the Commission :

—

Thank you for sending the reprint on " Generic and Specific Trivial

Names of the Tertian and Quartan Malaria Parasites."

I am in whole-hearted agreement with your position as stated in this

article to wit: that transfer of the specific name malariae from the

quartan to the malignant tertian parasite would be the cause of great

confusion. This seems to be one of those cases foreseen in the section
" Suspension of Rules in Certain Cases," where power to suspend the

Rules is conferred upon the International Commission when " the

strict application of the Regies will clearly result in greater confusion
than uniformity."

I wish you complete success in this endeavour.

13. Further investigations undertaken by Mr. Hemming: At the

beginning of 1945 there still remained a number of difficult

questions relating to the names published for—or alleged to have

been given to—the human malaria parasites which required

elucidation before a comprehensive presentation of the problems

involved could be laid before the International Commission. The
extreme rarity of some of the serial publications concerned made
progress inevitably slow, and it was not until early in 1948 that

a conclusion was reached in regard to the last of these problems.

The following specialists assisted in the unravelling of the pro-

blems involved: (1) Miss I. M. Bellis {The Wellcome Foundation,

London)', (2) Sir Rickard Christophers, CLE., F.R.S. {Depart-

ment of Zoology, Cambridge University, Cambridge); (3) Dr. G.

Robert Coatney {Assistant Chief Subdivision on Malaria, Division

of Tropical Diseases, National Institute of Health, U.S. Public

Health Service, Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A); (4) Dr. Curtis W.
Sabrosky ( United States National Museum, Division of Insects,

Washington, D.C., U.S.A); (5) Professor Robert L. Usinger

{University of California, Division ofEntomology and Parasitology,

Berkeley,^ California, U.S.A); Dr. C. M. Wenyon, C.M.G.,
C.B.E., F.R.S. {The Wellcome Foundation, London). In addition,
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Dr. Robert Coatney and Dr. C. F. W. Muesebeck {United States

Department of Agrieulture, Bureau of Entomology and Plant

Quarantine, Washington, U.S.A) were kind enough to furnish

photostat copies of some of the rarest of the early papers in which

names had been given to genera or species of human malaria

parasites. Dr. Coatney also was good enough to furnish a

separate of an important paper not otherwise readily obtainable.

To all these specialists grateful thanks are offered by the Com-
mission for the assistance so rendered.

14. Receipt of Dr. Sabroskys Supplementary Statement: On
10th January 1947 the Commission received from Dr. Sabrosky

a copy of the paper containing certain corrections of the account

of the history of the generic name Plasmodium Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885, given in the application regarding the names of the

human malaria submitted by himself and Dr. Usinger in July 1944.

As has already been explained, it was subsequently arranged, at

the request of Dr. Sabrosky and Professor Usinger, that this

paper should be treated as a supplement to their original apphca-

tion. It has accordingly been reproduced as such in paragraph

4(2) of the present Opinion.

15. Issue of Public Notices: On 5th November 1947 Notice of

the possible use by the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature of its Plenary Powers in the present case was issued

to the serial publications prescribed by the Ninth International

Congress of Zoology, Monaco, 1913. The publication of the

Notices elicited no objection to the action proposed.

16. Completion ofexamination of bibliographical problems : The
completion early in 1948 of the consultations referred to in

paragraph 13 made it possible for Mr. Hemming to complete the

outstanding portions of his survey of the names given, or alleged

to have been given, to the human malaria parasites which formed
the basis of his application to the Commission. This document
was completed on 23rd April 1948. Mr. Hemming's paper is

given in the Appendix attached to the present Opinion.
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III.—THE DECISION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION ON ZOOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE

17. The two applications submitted in the present case were

considered by the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature at the Fourteenth Meeting of its Paris Session held

at the Sorbonne in the Amphitheatre Louis-Liard on Monday,
26th July 1948 at 2030 hours. The following is an extract

from the Official Record of the Proceedings of the International

Commission, summarising the discussion which then took place

(1950, Bull zool NomencL, 4:594-612):—

On being invited by the Acting President to open the discussion

on the proposal which, jointly with Dr. C. W. Sabrosky, he had
submitted to the Commission on this subject, ALTERNATE
COMMISSIONER ROBERT L. USINGER (U.S.A.) said that

when he had taken part in preparing that application, he had
examined the nomenclatorial problems involved and had satisfied

himself that the action under the Plenary Powers there recom-

mended was necessary, if the gravest confusion in malariological

literature was to be avoided. The detailed considerations in-

volved were, however, no longer fresh in his memory. He would
therefore greatly prefer that this problem should be placed before

the Commission by the Acting President, who, he knew, was
thoroughly familiar with every aspect of this case.

[Here followed (1950, Bull. zoo!. NomencL, 4:596-612) a summary of
the statement made by Mr. Hemming summarising the case as pre-

sented in the then unpublished application which he had submitted to

the International Commission. For the text of Mr. Hemming's
application see the Appendix to the present Opinion].

IN THE DISCUSSION which ensued, the view was expressed

on all hands that it was the clear duty of the Commission to use

its Plenary Powers in the manner proposed, in order to prevent

the catastophic confusion not only in the systematic literature of
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Protozoa, but also—and, in this case, this was of much greater

importance—in the vast medical and technical literature of

malariology. The Secretary to the Commission was congratu-

lated upon the masterly fashion in which he had assembled the

complex mass of data which it was necessary to consider in order

to determine the correct position as it existed under the Regies.

18. The following is an extract from the Official Record of the

Proceedings of the International Commission, giving the decision

reached by it on this case at the foregoing meeting (Paris Session,

14th Meeting, Conclusion 59) (1950, Bull. zool. NomencL, 4:

594-624):—

THE COMMISSION agreed:—

(1) to cancel the incorrect particulars relating to the generi

names Plasmodium and Laverania contained :

—

(a) in Opinion 104;

(b) in consequence of (a) above, in the Official List of
Generic Names in Zoology;

(2) to use its Plenary Powers :

—

(a) to suppress for all purposes the under-mentioned

trivial names published for the Mahgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite :

—

malariae Laveran, 1881, as published in the

binominal combination Oscillaria malariae ;

malariae Marchiafava & CelH, 1885, as pub-

lished in the binominal combination Plasmo-

dium malariae
;

malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as published

in the binominal combination Laverania

malariae (in so far as this was published as a

new name and not as the trivial name
malariae Laveran , 1881);
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(b) to suppress for all purposes other than Article 35 the

under-mentioned trivial names published for the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite:

—

fakiforme Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, as pub-

lished in the binominal combination ^'worozoo

fakiforme

;

laverani Labbe, 1894, as published in the bi-

nominal combination Haemamoeba laverani
;

fakiforme Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, as pub-

lished in the binominal combination Haema-
tozoon fakiforme ;

(c) to set aside the indication, by monotypy, of Plasmo-

dium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885 (the

Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite) as the type

species (i) of the genus Plasmodium Marchiafava

& Celli, 1885, and (ii) of the genus Hdmatophyllum^

Metschnikoff, 1887 (the name of which was
published as a substitute name {nom. nov.) for

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celh, 1885, in the

erroneous belief that that name was not available

under the Regies), and in place of the foregoing

species to designate Haemamoeba malariae Feletti

& Grassi, 1889 (the Quartan Malaria Parasite) to

be the type species both of the genus Plasmodium
Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, and of the genus

Hdmatophyllum Metschnikoif, 1887;

(d) to validate the undermentioned trivial names :

—

malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as pubhshed in

the binominal combination Haemamoeba
malariae, to be the name for the Quartan

Malaria Parasite, notwithstanding the fact

that, prior to the suppression under the

Plenary Powers of the trivial names consist-

ing of the word " malariae," specified in (a)

above, that name had been an invalid

secondary homonym;

2 See paragraph 24 of the present Opinion.
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falciparum Welch, 1897, as published in the

binominal combination Haematozoon falci-

parum, to be the name for the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite:

(e) to set aside the indication, bymonotypy, ofLaverania

malariae, Feletti & Grassi, 1889, or, as the case

may be, Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, being

names for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Para-

site suppressed under (a) above, as the type species

of the genus Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889, and

in the place of the species so named to designate

Haematozoon falciparum Welch, 1897, to be the

type species of that genus

;

(f) to validate the generic name Laverania Feletti &
Grassi, 1889 (type species, by designation under

the Plenary Powers, under (e) above: Haemato-
zoon falciparum Welch, 1897, vaHdated under the

Plenary Powers, under (d) above, as the name for

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite)

;

(3) to declare the under-mentioned generic names to be

invalid or not required for the reasons severally stated

below against the names in question :

—

Generic name Reason why generic name
cited in Col (1) is

invalid or not required

(1) (2)

Oscillaria Laveran, 1881 Invalid because a homonym of

(in so far as Laveran Oscillaria Schrank, 1823, that

published this as a new name retaining under Article 1

name and not as Oscill- its rights under Article 34, not-

aria Schrank, 1823) withstanding the fact that the

genus so named has been

transferred to the Vegetable

Kingdom

;
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Hdmatophyllum^MQischni-

koff, 1887

Haemamoeba Feletti

Grassi, 1889

&

Invalid because an objective

synonym of Plasmodium Mar-
chiafava & Celli, 1885, the

two nominal genera having

the same nominal species as

type species;

Invalid because the type species

of this genus (Haemamoeba
malariae Feletti & Grassi,

1889) has, under (2)(c) above,

been designated under the

Plenary Powers to be the type

species of the genus having

the older name Plasmodium

Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885;

Ematozoo Antolisei &
Angelini, 1890

Not required because its type

species {Ematozoo falciforme

Antohsei & Angelini, 1 890) is a

subjective synonym ofHaema-
tozoomfalciparum Welch, 1897,

designated under the Plenary

Powers, under (2) (f) above,

to be the type species of the

genus Laverania Feletti &
Grassi, 1889:

Haematozoon Thayer &
Hewetson, 1895

Not required because its type

species {Haematozoon falci-

forme Thayer & Hewetson,

1895) is a subjective synonym
of Haematozoon falciparum

Welch, 1897, designated under

the Plenary Powers, under

(2)(f) above, to be the type

species of the genus Laverania

Feletti & Grassi, 1889;

See paragraph 24 of the present Opinion.
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Haemosporidium Invalid because its type species,

Lewkowicz, 1 897 Haemamoeba malariae Feletti

& Grassi, 1889 (by selection

under Article 30, Rules (g)

and Opinion 46) is the same
nominal species as that which,

under the Plenary Powers, has

under (2)(c) above, been desig-

nated as the type species of

the genus having the older

name Plasmodium Marchai-

fava&Celli, 1885 ;

(4) to declare that the under-mentioned trivial names, each of

which was published as the name of a new avian parasite

but in the description of each of which there appeared

an incorrect statement that the parasite in question had

been found in the blood of human malaria patients,

were not available as trivial names for the Mahgnant
Tertian Malaria Parasite (the parasite misidentiiied with

the avian parasite concerned), these trivial names
adhering under the Regies to the avian parasites, from

which the original descriptions of these parasites were

drawn up by their respective authors :

—

praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as pubHshed in the

binominal combination Haemamoeba praecox \

immaculata Grassi, 1891, as published in the bino-

minal combination Haemamoeba immaculata:

(5) to declare that the under-mentioned terms consisting of

Latin adjectives published in the genitive case, in

agreement not with the generic name (as required by
Article 14(l)(a)) but with the specific trivial name,

either expressed or understood, were published not as

subspecific trivial names for human malaria parasites,

but as technical designations for those species and that
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the Latin adjectives in question accordingly possess no
status under the Regies as subspecific trivial names:

—

quartanae Celli & Sanfelice, 1891, as pubHshed in

connection with the binominal combination Plas-

modium malariae;

tertianae CeUi & Sanfelice, 1891, as pubHshed in

connection with the binominal combination Plas-

modium malariae;

quotidianae CelH & Sanfelice, 1891, as published

in connection with the binominal combination

Plasmodium malariae',

tertianae Kruse, 1 892, as published in connection with

the binominal combination Plasmodium malariae;

quartanae Kruse, 1892, as pubHshed in connection

with the binominal combination Plasmodium

malariae;

irregularis Kruse, 1892, as pubHshed in connection

with the binominal combination Plasmodium
malariae;

tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897, as pubHshed in connection

with the generic name Haemosporidium;

quartanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in connect-

ion with the generic name Haemosporidium

;

undecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in con-

nection with the generic name Haemosporidium

;

sedecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in con-

nection with the generic name Haemosporidium

;

vigesimo-tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in

connection with the generic name Haemosporidium;

(6) to place on record :

—

(a) that there was no such generic name as Haemato-
monas Osier, 1886, Osier in the passage in question

not having published a new generic name but

having referred to the previously published name
Haematomonas Mitrophanow, 1883;
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(b) that the undermentioned generic and trivial names
published for human malaria parasites by

Danilewsky, 1891, possessed no status under the

Regies, the paper in which they were published

having been declared by the Commission in

Opinio?! 101 to be unavailable for nomenclatorial

purposes :

—

(i) the generic names :

—

Cytamoeba Danilewsky, 1891

Cytosporon Danilewsky, 1891

Cytozoon Danilewsky, 1891

Haemocytosporon Danilewsky, 1891

(ii) the trivial name hominis Danilewsky, 1891, as

published in the binominal combination

Laverania hominis
\

(c) that the trivial name quartana Labbe, 1894, as pub-

lished as a subspecific trivial name in the trino-

minal combination Haemamoeha laverani var.

quartana, is not required for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite, it being a junior subjective synonym of

the trivial name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889,

as published in the binominal combination

Haemamoeba malariae, validated under the Plen-

ary Powers under (2)(d) above

;

(d) that the under-mentioned alleged trivial names, not

having been published, were cheironyms and
accordingly possessed no status under the

Regies :

—

irregularis Sakharov, erroneously alleged to

have been published in 1892 as a subspecific

trivial name in the trinominal combination

Haemamoebafebris irregularis
;

tropica Koch, erroneously alleged to have been

published in the binominal combination

Plasmodium tropica in 1899
;

!
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(7) to declare that the trivial name vivax Grassi & Feletti,

1890, as pubhshed in the binominal combination

Haemamoeba vivax, is the oldest available trivial name
for, and therefore the valid trivial name of, the Benign

Tertian Malaria Parasite;

(8) to declare that the trivial name tertiana Labbe, 1894, as

published as a subspecific trivial name in the trinominal

combination Haemamoeba laverani var. tertiana, is not

required for the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, being

a subjective synonym of the earlier published trivial

name vivax Grassi & Feletti, 1890;

(9) to substitute the following particulars in regard to the

generic names Plasmodium and Laverania in the Official

List of Generic Names in Zoology in place of the

particulars deleted therefrom in accordance with (1)

above:

—

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885 (type species

by designation under the Plenary Powers : Haema-
moeba malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889) (the

Quartan Malaria Parasite)

;

Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (type species, by

designation under the Plenary Powers: Haemato-
zoon falciparum Welch, 1897) (the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite) (generic name to be used

by authors who consider the Malignant Tertian

(or Aestivo-Autumnal) Malaria Parasite to be

generically distinct from the Quartan Malaria

Parasite)

;

(10) to place the undermentioned generic names and alleged

generic names on the Official Index of Rejected and
Invalid Generic Names in Zoology:—

Cytamoeba Danilewsky, 1891 (a name possessing

no status under the Regies, the Commission having

ruled {Opinion 101) that the paper in which it was
published is not available for nomenclatorial

purposes);
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Cytosporon Danilewsky, 1891 (a name possessing no

status under the Regies, the Commission having

ruled {Opinion 101) that the paper in which it was

published is not available for nomenclatorial

purposes)

;

Cytozoon Danilewsky, 1891 (a name possessing no

status under the Regies, the Commission having

ruled {Opinion 101) that the paper in which it was

published is not available for nomenclatorial

purposes)

;

Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (invalid because

a junior objective synonym of Plasmodium Mar-
chiafava & Celli, 1885, as defined under the

Plenary Powers in (2)(c) above, but available

for the purposes of Article 34);

Haematomonas Osier, 1886 (a cheironym based upon
a misreading of a passage referring to the generic

name Haematomonas Mitrophanow, 1883);

Hdmatophyllum^ MQtschmkof[, 1887 (invalid because

of a junior objective synonym of Plasmodium
Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, but available for the

purposes of Article 34);

Haemocytosporon Danilewsky, 1891 (a name posses-

sing no status under the Regies, the Commission
having ruled {Opinion 101) that the paper in which
it was published is not available for nomenclatorial

purposes)

;

Haemosporidium Lewkowicz, 1897 (invahd because

a junior objective synonym of Plasmodium Mar-
chiafava & CeUi, 1885, as defined under the

Plenary Powers in (2)(c) above but available

for the purposes of Article 34);

Oscillaria Laveran, 1881 (in so far as published by
Laveran as a new name) (invalid as a junior

homonym of Oscillaria Schrank, 1823);

* See paragraph 24 of the present Opinion.
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(11) to place the undermentioned trivial names on the Official

List of Specific Trivial Names in Zoology.—

falciparum Welch, 1897, as published in the binominal

combination Haematozoon falciparum (the Malig-

nant Tertian Malaria Parasite)

;

malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as published in the

binominal combination Haemamoeba malariae (the

Quartan Malaria Parasite);

\ivax Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as published in the

binominal combination Haemamoeba vivax (the

Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite)

;

(12) to place the undermentioned trivial names and alleged

trivial names on the Official Index of Rejected and
Invalid Specific Trivial Names in Zoology:—

falciforme Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, as pubhshed
in the binominal combination Ematozoo falciforme

(suppressed under the Plenary Powers, under (2)(b)

above, for all purposes other than Article 35);

falciforme Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, as published in

the binominal combination Haematozoon falci-

forme (suppressed under the Plenary Powers,

under (2)(b) above, for all purposes other than

Article 35);

hominis Danilewsky, 1891, as published in the

binominal combination Laverania hominis (a name
possessing no status under the Regies, the Com-
mission having ruled {Opinion 101) that the paper

in which it was published is not available for

nomenclatorial purposes)

;

immaculata Grassi, 1891, as published in the bino-

minal combination Haemamoeba immaculata (not

applicable to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Para-

site, but available for the avian parasite, on which

the description by the original author was based);
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irregularis Kruse, 1892, as published in connection

with the binominal combination Plasmodium

malariae (published as a technical designation, not

as a trivial name, and in consequence possessing

no status under the Regies)
;

irregularis Sakharov, erroneously alleged to have been

published in 1892 as a subspecific trivial name in

the trinominal combination Haemamoeba febris

irregularis (a cheironym possessing no status under

the Regies);

laverani Labbe, 1894, as pubhshed in the binominal

com.bination Haemamoeba laverani (suppressed

under the Plenary Powers for all purposes other

than Article 35, under (2)(b) above);

malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as pubhshed in the

binominal combination Laverania malariae (in so

far as this was a new name and not merely a use

of the trivial name malariae Laveran, 1881) (sup-

pressed for all purposes under the Plenary Powers

under (2)(a) above)

;

malariae Laveran, 1881, as pubhshed in the binominal

combination Oscillaria malariae (suppressed for all

purposes under the Plenary Powers under (2)(a)

above)

;

malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, as pubhshed in

the binominal combination Plasmodium malariae

(suppressed for all purposes under the Plenary

Powers under (2)(a) above)

;

praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as published in the

binominal combination Haemamoeba praecox (not

applicable to the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite, but available for the avian parasite, on
which the description by the original authors was
based)

;
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quartanae Celli & Sanfelice, 1891, as published in

connection with the binominal combination Plas-

modium malariae (published as a technical designa-

tion, not as a trivial name, and in consequence

possessing no status under the Regies)',

quartanae Kruse, 1892, as published in connection

with the binominal combination Plasmodium

malariae (published as a technical designation, not

as a trivial name, and in consequence possessing

no status under the Regies)
;

quartanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in con-

nection with the generic name Haemosporidium

(published as a technical designation, not as a

trivial name, and in consequence possessing no
status under the Regies)

;

quotidianae Celli & Sanfelice, 1891, as published in

connection with the binominal combination Plas-

modium malariae (published as a technical designa-

tion, not as a trivial name, and in consequence

possessing no status under the Regies)
;

sedecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in

connection with the generic name Haemosporidium

(published as a technical designation, not as a

trivial name, and in consequence possessing no
status under the Regies)',

tertianae Celli & Sanfelice, 1891, as published in

connection with the binominal combination Plas-

modium malariae (published as a technical designa-

tion, not as a trivial name, and in consequence

possessing no status under the Regies)
;

tertianae Kruse, 1892, as published in connection

with the binominal combination Plasmodium
malariae (published as a technical designation, not

as a trivial name, and in consequence possessing

no status under the Regies)
;
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tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in connection

with the generic name Haemosporidium (published

as a technical designation, not as a trivial name,

and in consequence possessing no status under the

Regies)',

tropica Koch, erroneously alleged to have been

published in 1899 as a specific trivial name in the

binominal combination Plasmodium tropica (a

cheironym possessing no status under the Regies);

undecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in con-

nection with the generic name Haemosporidium

(published as a technical designation not as a

trivial name, and in consequence possessing no

status under the Regies);

vigesimotertianae Lewkowicz, 1897, as pubhshed in

connection with the generic name Haemosporidium

(published as a technical designation, not as a

trivial name, and in consequence possessing no

status under the Regies)

;

(13) to place on record their grateful thanks to the proto-

zoologists, bibliographers and other speciaHsts who, by

furnishing information and advice on systematic and
bibliographical questions or by supplying photostat

copies of rare papers needed in the course of the present

investigation into the nomenclature of the human
malaria parasites or otherwise, had contributed to the

successful elucidation of the complex problems involved;

(14) to congratulate Secretary Hemming on the masterly

fashion in which he had marshalled the evidence in the

light of which the decisions now taken had been

reached

;

(15) to render an Opinion recording the decisions specified in

(1) to (12) above.
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19. Having taken the decision set out in Point (5) of the Con-
clusion quoted from the Official Record in paragraph 18 above,

that certain Latin adjectives cited in the genitive singular in gram-

matical agreement not (as required by Article 14) with the generic

name but with a specific name, either expressed or understood,

were not acceptable as specific (or subspecific) names, the Com-
mission at the same Meeting (Paris Session, 14th Meeting,

Conclusion 60) decided to recommend the International Congress

of Zoology to insert words in the Regies for the purpose of making

it clear that the publication of a Latin adjective in this way did

not constitute the valid pubHcation of that adjective as a specific

or subspecific name and therefore that the provisions previously

agreed upon for the automatic correction of infringements of

certain Articles of the Regies, including Article 14, did not apply

in such a case. This recommendation was later approved both

by the Section on Nomenclature (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl.y

5 : 121-122) and by the Congress in Plenary Session. The
following is an extract from the Official Record of the Proceedings

of the Commission setting out the foregoing recommendation

(1950, Bull zool. NomencL, 4 : 624-625):—

THE COMMISSION agreed :-

(1) to recommend that words should be inserted in the Regies

to make it clear:

—

(a) that the provision relating to the automatic cor-

rection of orthographical and other infringements

of Articles 14-16, 18 and 20, which it had been

agreed to recommend should be inserted in the

Regies, did not apply to a case where a sub-

specific or infra-subspecific form of a species, the

trivial name of which consisted of a noun in the

genitive case, was denoted by an adjective in

grammatical agreement not with the generic name
(as required by Article 14) but with the specific-

trivial name, either expressed or understood;
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(b) that an adjective used in the manner indicated in (a)

above for the purpose of distinguishing a sub-

species or infra-subspecific form did not acquire

thereby the status of a subspecific, or infra-

subspecific, trivial name;

(2) to report to the Section on Nomenclature the recom-

mendation specified in (1) above and the conclusions

reached in regard to the nomenclature of the human
malaria parasites, as recorded in Conclusion 59 above^;

(3) to invite the Acting President, in his capacity as Secretary

to the Commission, forthwith to submit to the Section

on Nomenclature the Report referred to in (2) above.

20. The original references for the names placed on Official

Lists and Official Indexes by the Ruling given in the present

Opinion are given in paragraph 250 of the- application submitted

by Mr. Hemming reproduced in the Appendix to the present

Opinion (see pp. 186— 188).

21

.

The decision taken in the present case was reported to, and
approved by, the Section on Nomenclature of the Thirteenth

International Congress of Zoology, Paris, 1948, at its Sixth

Meeting held on Monday, 26th July, 1948 (1950, Bull zool.

NomencL, 5 : 121-122).

22. The Ruling given in the present Opinion was concurred in

by the sixteen (16) Commissioners and Alternate Commissioners

present at the Paris Session of the International Commission,

namely :

—

Beltran vice Cabrera; Boschma; Bradley; di Caporiacco;

Hemming; Hindle vice Jordan; Jorge vice do Amaral;

Kirby vice StoU; Lemche vice Dymond; Mansour vice

Hanko; Metcalf vice Peters; Riley vice Caiman; Rode;
Sparck vice Mortensen; van Straelen vice Richter; Usinger

vice Yokes.

^ The Conclusion here referred to has been quoted in full in paragraph 18 of the

present Opinion.
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23. The Ruling given in the present Opinion was dissented from

by no Commissioner or Alternate Commissioner present at the

Paris Session.

24. When the present case was considered by the International

Commission at its Paris (1948) Session, the treatment to be

accorded to names based upon words containing letters bearing

diacritic marks was regulated by Article 20 of the Regies which

provided that in the formation of names consisting of words

derived from languages using the Latin alphabet " the exact

original spelhng, including diacritic marks, is to be retained." It

was for this reason that in the application submitted in this case

and in the Commission's decision on it the German umlaut was
retained over the first vowel of the generic name Hdmatophyllum

Metschnikoff, 1887, instead of being indicated by the addition of

the letter *' e " after the letter " a." At Copenhagen, however,

in 1953 the Fourteenth International Congress of Zoology

amended the foregoing Article abolishing the use of diacritic

marks over letters in words used as zoological names and pre-

scribing in the case of a name in which an umlaut had appeared

over a vowel at the time of the first publication of the name that

the umlaut is to be indicated by the insertion of the letter '' e " after

the vowel concerned (1953, Copenhagen Decisions zool. Nomencl.

: 57-58, Decision 101). Accordingly, in the Ruling given in the

present Opinion the foregoing generic name has been transcribed

as Haematophyllum.

25. At the time of the adoption of the Ruling given in the

present Opinion, the expression prescribed for the second portion

of the binomen which constitutes the scientific name of a species

was the expression " trivial name " and the Official List reserved

for recording such names was styled the Official List of Specific

Trivial Names in Zoology, the word " trivial " appearing also in

the title of the Official Index reserved for recording rejected and

invalid names of this category. Under a decision taken by the

Fourteenth International Congress of Zoology, Copenhagen,

1953, the expression " specific name " was substituted for the

expression " trivial name " and corresponding changes were made
in the titles of the Official List and Official Index of such names
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(1953, Copenhagen Decisions zool. Nomencl. : 21). The changes

in terminology so adopted have been incorporated in the Ruling

given in the present Opinion.

26. The prescribed procedures were duly complied with by the

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature in dealing

with the present case, and the present Opinion is accordingly

hereby rendered in the name of the said International Commission
by the under-signed Francis Hemming, Secretary to the Inter-

national Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, in virtue of all

and every the powers conferred upon him in that behalf.

27. The present Opinion shall be known as Opinion Two Hun-
dred and Eighty-Three (283) of the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature.

Done in London, this Fifteenth day of May, Nineteen Hundred
and Fifty-Four.

Secretary to the International Commission

on Zoological Nomenclature

FRANCIS HEMMING
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INTRODUCTORY

(a) Purpose and scope of the present paper

The purpose of the present paper is to draw attention to the

serious discrepancies which exist between the names currently used

by malariologists for the human malaria parasites and the names

strictly applicable to those species under the Regies and, in the

light of the evidence so brought forward, to formulate proposals

for consideration by the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature for the use of its Plenary Powers for the purpose

of vahdating existing nomenclatorial practice and, thus, of

providing a stable nomenclature for these species.

2. In scope the present paper aims at providing a comprehen-

sive survey of all the papers containing new names—including

papers which it has been alleged contain new names—for the

human malaria parasites published in the period from 1881, when
the first name for any of these parasites was pubhshed by Laveran,

up to 1897, the year in which the most recent of the names cur-

rently in use (the name falciparum Welch) was published. A
thorough survey of this kind is necessary in order to unfold the

whole of the action under the Commission's Plenary Powers

that will be required if the Commission is to provide an unassail-

able juridical position for the names currently in use. Such a

survey is a necessary prehminary for an application to the

Commission for the use of its Plenary Powers in relation to any

nomenclatorial problem, but it is all the more necessary in the

present case, in view of the great rarity of many of the books and
papers involved and of the numerous misstatements on questions

of fact with which the literature abounds, as the result, presumably,

of authors having accepted at second hand statements pubhshed
by their predecessors without going back to the original books
and papers under discussion.

(b) Historical Narrative

3. Consequent upon the decision announced in 1943 by the

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature (1943,

Bull. zool. Nomencl. 1 : xxxvi) that the Official List of Generic
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Names in Zoology should be published as soon as possible in

book-form, it became necessary for me, as Secretary to the

International Commission, to undertake a detailed study of the

bibliographical and other problems connected with the names
(between 600 and 700 in number) which up to that date had been

placed upon the Official List. This was necessary because it is

only since 1936 that full references have been included in the

Opinions in which such names have been added to the Official

List.

4. Even before I began the detailed study referred to above, I

had been aware that the entries in regard to the generic names
Laverania and Plasmodium made in the Official List by the Ruling

given in the Commission's Opinion 104 (1928, Smithson. misc.

Coll. 73 (No. 5):25-28) were not only incomplete but in addition

contained a number of serious errors. That this was so had come
to light in January 1943 on the discovery among certain miscel-

laneous documents which had been sent to me by my predecessor

Dr. C. W. Stiles of a copy of a very important paper entitled

" The correct names of the malignant tertian parasite " written

jointly by Colonel Sir Rickard Christophers, CLE., O.B.E

,

F.R.S. and Lt.-Colonel (now Brigadier) J. A. Sinton, V.C, M.D.,
D.Sc. This paper had been pubHshed at the close of 1938 {Brit,

med. J. 1938 (Vol. 2): 11 30- 11 34) and from an annexed note by
Dr. Stiles had, it appears, been communicated to him by the

first of the two joint authors on some date in 1939.

5. In these circumstances, it appeared to me to be obvious that

the proper course for the Commission was to reconsider the

whole question as soon as possible, with a view to correcting the

errors contained in Opinion 104, by the use of its Plenary Powers
for the purpose of preventing the appalling confusion in medical

and protozoological nomenclature which would inevitably follow

any material change in the names used for the human malaria

parasites.

6. Before, however, any proposals could be formulated for

submission to the International Commission, it was clearly

essential that a thorough examination should be made of the

voluminous literature involved, in order to make as sure as
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possible that the decision now to be taken rested upon firm

foundations and covered the whole ground. The literature is

very complicated and much of it is extremely scarce, with the

result that progress was necessarily slow. Fortunately, however,

there existed at the outset the extremely valuable introduction to

the subject in the paper by Christophers and Sinton referred to in

paragraph 4 above.

7. It was in January 1943 that I began the detailed examination

of the literature necessary for the preparation of the present

application to the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature. This task proved much more formidable than

even the paper by Christophers & Sinton (1938) had led me to

expect, for on several occasions it happened that, when, with the

help of Sir Rickard Christophers, I had traced some obscure paper

referred to in the hterature as having some bearing on the present

subject, I found that it contained a reference to some hitherto

neglected name or otherwise raised new problems that called for

solution. In spite of these difficulties (and others caused by the

evacuation of many libraries from London on account of risk of

destruction by air attack) the first draft of the paper was com-
pleted by the middle of 1944. In preparing it, I had confined

myself strictly to a study of the nomenclatorial, bibhographical

and similar questions involved, for, not being a speciaHst in the

group concerned, I could have no opinion on any of the associated

taxonomic problems. When references to questions of this

character were unavoidable, I based myself upon the views

expressed by Christophers and Sinton in 1938.

8. On 22nd August 1944, I received from Dr. Robert L.

Usinger (at that time P.A. Sanitarian (R.), i/c Reports Section,

U.S. Public Health Services, Malaria Control in War Areas,

Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.) a letter dated 7th July 1944, with which
he enclosed a paper written jointly by himself and Dr. Curtis

W. Sabrosky in which those authors applied for the suspension

of the Regies in connection with the names of the parasites of

human malaria. This paper, which had already been com-
municated to Science, was pubhshed in that serial publication on
1st September 1944 (Science 100 : 190-192).
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9. The paper by Drs. Sabrosky and Usinger was concerned

mainly to point out the errors contained in Opinion 104 and to

request the International Commission on Zoological Nomen-
clature to use its Plenary Powers to suspend the Regies, in order

to avoid the confusion that would inevitably follow any attempt

strictly to apply the Regies in this case. It was not designed to

enumerate in detail all the names which would need to be sup-

pressed by the International Commission if they were to decide

to accede to the request presented to them. Since it was primarily

for the latter purpose that my own paper had been prepared, I

came to the conclusion that it would be useful for me to proceed

with its submission to the International Commission, notwith-

standing the receipt of the paper directed towards similar ends

prepared by Dr. Sabrosky and Dr. Usinger. It was accordingly

arranged between the foregoing speciaHsts and myself that the

two papers should be submitted to the International Commission

as independent (or rather complementary) applications.

10. Although the line of argument and the conclusions of the

two papers on the nomenclatorial issues were substantially

identical, there was one important difference on a taxonomic

question on which, having no opinion of my own, I had accepted

in my paper the views expressed by Christophers & Sinton in

their paper published in 1938 (see paragraph 6 above). This

difference related to the identity of the single nominal species

which in 1885 Marchiafava & Celli had placed in the genus

Plasmodium, On this question Christophers and Sinton had in

1938 taken the view that the species involved was the Quartan

Malaria Parasite, whereas in their paper Sabrosky and Usinger

had identified Marchiafava and Celli's species with the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite. Immediately therefore upon receiving

the Sabrosky/Usinger paper, I informed Sir Rickard Christophers

of this development and asked him to be so good as to re-examine

this particular question. Sir Rickard very kindly comphed with

this request and in due course informed me that he now accepted,

and concurred in, the conclusions reached by Drs. Sabrosky and
Usinger. In a later paper published in 1946, Dr. Sabrosky drew
attention to the fact that Marchiafava & Celli, when publishing

the generic name Plasmodium, had published also a new name
Plasmodium malariae, for the sole species which they included in
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that genus ; at the same time Dr. Sabrosky noted that the material

described and figured by Marchiafava & Celh, though pre-

dominantly composed of the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite,

comprised examples also of the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite.

(c) Nomenclature adopted for the human malaria parasites by

the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature

in " Opinion " 104

11. The generic names Plasmodium and Laverania were placed

on the Official List of Generic Names in Zoology by the Inter-

national Commission on Zoological Nomenclature in its Opinion

104 published in 1928. That Opinion was not concerned solely

with these names but consisted essentially of a list of fifty-seven

generic names, of which those with which we are concerned were

two, which were then placed on the Official List as being available

names of nominal genera, the type species of which had been duly

determined in accordance with the provisions of Article 30. The
" Statement of the Case " contained no reference to the long

and complicated history of the names published for the human
malaria parasites. The information furnished in regard to these

names in this Opinion was meagre in the extreme. The following

is an extract of the particulars regarding these names given in the
" Summary " (i.e. in the operative portion of the Opinion, setting

out the decision reached by the Commission) :

—

SUMMARY.—The following generic names, with

type species cited, are hereby placed on the Official List of Generic
Names:

—

PROTOZOA

:

Laverania, Plasmodium,
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12. The foregoing entries were supplemented by the following

passages in the section of the Opinion entitled " Presentation of

the Case":—

PRESENTATION OF THE CASE:—

PROTOZOA:—

Laverania Grassi & Feletti, 1890a, 60, mt falcipara Welch, 1897,

36, 47, type host Homo. [For authors who consider the

parasite of aestivo-autumnal malaria generically distinct from
that of quartan malaria.] Not Laverania Labbe, 1899a, 82,

type ranarum, type host Rana esculenta.

Plasmodium Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885d, 791, mt. tsd. malariae

(as restricted to quartan fever), type host Homo.

(d) Action taken in 1944 preliminary to the use by the Inter-

national Commission on Zoological Nomenclature of its

Plenary Powers for the purpose of validating the names
currently used for the human malaria parasites

13. The errors in Opinion 104 relating to the names of the

human malaria parasites detected in 1943 and 1944 were so serious

that it was immediately evident that only by the use by the

Commission of its Plenary Powers could the nomenclature of the

human malaria parasites be placed upon a satisfactory basis.

The Plenary Powers Resolution adopted by the International

Congress of Zoology at Monaco in 1913 (see Declaration 5,

published in 1943, Opinions and Declarations rendered by the

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature 1 : 31—40)

requires that, before the International Commission may use its

Plenary Powers to suspend the Regies, it shall give Public Notice

of the proposal in question in any two of five serial publications

specified in the Resolution of 1913. Accordingly, in November
1944 such notices were given to Science and to Nature, two of the
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serial publications specified in the Plenary Powers Resolution and

these notices appeared shortly afterwards in those publications.

Owing to the European War, it was not possible at that time to

give similar notices to the three other serial publications specified

in the foregoing Resolution but this action has since been taken^.

14. The formalities required by the Plenary Powers Resolution

have thus been complied with and the International Commission
is accordingly in a position to use its Plenary Powers forthwith in

the present case, if (as I hope) it agrees that this is the proper

course to adopt.

(e) Terminology employed in the present paper

15. Every specialist who has ever had occasion to revise the

nomenclature of a group of closely allied species has experienced

the difficulty, when making that revision, of deciding by what

name to refer to each species until such time as, by examining the

original descriptions of each of the nominal species concerned and,

if possible, their type specimens, he has ascertained what is the

oldest available name for each of the collective groups which on
taxonomic grounds he accepts as constituting separate specific

entities. These difficulties are greatly enhanced where, as with

the human malaria parasites, one specific trivial name (in the

present case, the specific trivial name malariae) has been bestowed

independently upon two closely allied species and further where
(as also in the present case) that name when published for one of

the species concerned has been continuously misapplied to the

other species (through a misunderstanding of, or a failure to read,

the original description).

^ The procedure to be adopted in dealing with cases involving the possible use of
the Commission's Plenary Powers here described was modified by the Thirteenth
International Congress of Zoology, Paris 1948, which decided that in future Public
Notice should be given in the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature but that, apart
from this, the compulsory giving of Public Notice should be limited to two serial

publications, one published in Europe, the other in America, the serials in question
to be selected from time to time by the Secretary to the Commission (1950, Bull,

zool. NomencL, 4 : 51—56). The serials then so selected were Nature and Science^

and this arrangement is still in force (intl'd. F.H., 10th January 1954).
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16. An indispensable preliminary to any revision of this kind is

the adoption of precise definitions for the expressions used to

denote the various species in the portion of the work which

precedes the identification of each of the named forms concerned.

Normally, the safest—and often indeed the only practicable

—

course is to define each of the expressions accepted as representing

a specific entity by reference to some work in which that organism

is described (and, if possible, figured) in such a way as to preclude

the possibility of subsequent misidentification, and, having done

so, to allot to that specific entity a number or letter by which

alone to refer to it until it has been possible clearly to establish

what, under the Regies, are the oldest available generic and

trivial names for that species.

17. Where the identity of the organisms representing specific

entities is generally accepted by specialists in the group concerned

and where in any given language there exists for each of the

species in question a vernacular name, the meaning of which is

clearly understood by those specialists, it may be more convenient

in the early stages of the revision of a group to refer to the various

species by their vernacular names rather than by numbers or by

letters.

18. Vernacular names of this kind exist in the English language

for each of the human malaria parasites discussed in the present

paper and these names have accordingly been adopted in Parts

1 and 2 of the present paper as the means by which to refer to

the separate specific entities now recognised by malariologists on

taxonomic grounds.
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19. In the present paper the three parasite species discussed

are therefore referred to in the following manner :

—

Name used in the present Identification of taxonomic

paper to indicate species unit referred to under the

name cited in column (1)

(1) (2)

Malignant Tertian Malaria The parasite with crescent-

Parasite shaped gametocytes

described by Laveran as

Oscillaria malariae in 1881

{Nature parasit. Accid.

Impaludisme : 87)

Quartan Malaria Parasite The parasite of Quartan

Fever described and figured

byGolgiinl885(G.^cca(^.

Med. Torino 33 : 734)

Benign Tertian Malaria The parasite described by

Parasite Grassi & Feletti as Haema-
moeba vivax in March 1 890

{Arch. ital. Biol. 13 : 300)

20. For the purpose of the present paper the vernacular names
specified in the first column of the foregoing table are used

exclusively in the sense attributed to them in the second column
of that table. Wherever therefore it is stated that a given name is

a synonym of another name previously published for the same
species, that statement represents a subjective taxonomic judgment
by whoever is cited in the passage concerned as the authority for

the decision to identify with one another the two nominal species

in question. Where, in the opinion of competent specialists, that

taxonomic judgment is well-founded, the name sunk as a synonym
is correctly so sunk for taxonomic purposes. It must be realised

however that, while such a judgment implies that the name in

question is not required for taxonomic purposes, it does not and
cannot affect the nomenclatorial availability of the name con-

cerned. A name so sunk is a subjective synonym and, as such,

is not required, so long as the subjective judgment which led to
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its being sunk as a synonym is accepted as correct. But im-

mediately that judgment is reversed on taxonomic grounds, the

name in question can once more be brought into use. The only

names, rejected as synonyms, which can never be brought to life

again in this way are names belonging to the relatively rare classes

of case where a rejected name is an objective synonym of a

previously published name There are two classes of such

synonyms, namely: (1) the name of a genus the type species of

which was cited by the author of the generic name under the

same specific name as was similarly cited for the type species of a

previously estabHshed nominal genus having a different name,

and (2) the name of a species based upon the same specimen as

that on which was based a previously established nominal species

having a different name

(f) Lay-out of the present paper

21. Of the names cited in Opinion 104 for the human malaria

parasites, the oldest name is " Plasmodium Marchiafava & CeUi,

1885 " and the most recent is the specific trivial name '' falcipara

Welch, 1897 " (which was originally pubhshed by the binominal

combination Haematozoon falciparum) There is thus a period

of twelve years between the dates of publication of these two

names. In actual fact, as we shall see, the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite was first named in 1881, when Laveran described

it under the name OsciUario maJariae. There is therefore a

period of sixteen years between the date on which the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite was first given a scientific name (1881)

and the date when the same species received the specific trivial

name falciparum (1897). Accordingly it is the literature which

appeared during these sixteen years which has to be examined in

order to determine the nature and scope of the errors contained

in Opinion 104.

22. The first Part of the present paper is designed to provide

a fist in historical sequence of all the specific trivial names
bestowed (or alleged to have been bestowed) between 1881 and
1897 upon the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and upon the

Quartan Malaria Parasite. In order to establish the status of

every name which may need to be dealt with by the International

Commission for the purpose of vaUdating the erroneous entries
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in Opinion 104, I have included in this list also all the names

bestowed during the same period upon the Benign Tertian Malaria

Parasite and also upon certain parasites of birds which some

authors have claimed to identify with human malaria parasites.

23. Part 2 is devoted to a corresponding examination of every

generic name bestowed (or alleged to have been bestowed) upon

human malaria parasites during the period 1881-1897.

24. In Part 3 of the paper synonymies are compiled for the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, the Quartan Malaria Parasite

and the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite on the basis of the

material assembled in Parts 1 and 2. In the light of these synony-

mies, attention is drawn to the extent of the errors embodied in

Opinion 104 in regard to the generic names Plasmodium and

Laverania and the names of the type species of those genera.

25. Part 4 contains proposals for the stabilisation of the names,

both generic and specific, for the human malaria parasites on the

basis of current nomenclatorial usage. In Part 5 I submit a

proposal for the clarification of certain aspects of Article 14, this

being, in my opinion, necessary, in view of certain doubts as to

the proper interpretation of that Article which were encountered

in the examination of certain terms alleged to have been published

as specific or subspecific trivial names for one or other of the

human malaria parasites.

26. A summary of the recommendations submitted in Parts 4

and 5 is given in the concluding Part (Part 6).

27. Two appendices are annexed to the present paper, for

the first of which I have to thank Sir Rickard Christophers.

Appendix 1 gives particulars of the early papers by Golgi in which

the Quartan Malaria Parasite was first definitely distinguished

from the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite but in which no
name was given to the species so determined. Appendix 2 con-

tains reproductions in facsimile of the paper by Feletti & Grassi

published first in December 1889 as a preprint (see paragraph 78),

and a fortnight later (in January 1890) in the Riforma medica

which forms the basis of a large part of the historical background
of the nomenclature of the human malaria parasites. I feel that
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the reproduction of this paper forms a necessary part of a com-
prehensive review of the nomenclature of these parasites, not only

because of its intrinsic importance but also because, owing to its

extreme rarity, it has been seen by very few living malariologists,

a fact which has, no doubt, been responsible for a large part of

the misconceptions which have gathered around this paper. The
paper consists of two portions, which are reproduced in Appendix

2 as Document No. 1 and Document No. 2 respectively.

Document No. 1 consists of a reproduction of pages 62 to 64 of

Issue No. 1 1 of volume 6 of the Riforma medica which appeared

on 15th January 1890. This Document contains the paper

entitled " Sui parasiti della malaria " in which Feletti & Grassi

gave the name Haemamoeba malariae to the Quartan Malaria

Parasite, which, though recognised as distinct from the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite by Golgi some five years earlier (see

Appendix 1), had till then remained without a scientific name. In

the same paper Feletti & Grassi established the nominal genera

Laverania and Haemamoeba for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite and the Quartan Malaria Parasite respectively. This is

the paper which, as explained in paragraph 84(1), and (2)(a) below,

was republished in a French translation four months later (in May
1890). It is this French version, in which the foregoing names
again appeared as new names, which, owing to the rarity of

the Italian original, has been relied upon almost exclusively by

subsequent workers. Document No. 2 in Appendix 2 consists of

a reproduction of pages 296 and 298 of Issue No. 50 of the same
volume of the Riforma medica which appeared on 1st March 1890.

These pages contain a further paper by Feletti & Grassi entitled
'*' Sui parasiti della malaria. Aggiimta alia nota preliminare

"

which, as its title indicates, is a supplement to the paper of 1 5th

January 1890, reproduced as Document No. 1 referred to above.

This second paper, like the first, was republished in a French

version in May 1890, and it is from, this latter version that this

paper is generally known (see paragraph 84(2)(b) below).

28. One of the great difficulties encountered in the preparation

of the present paper has been the extreme rarity of many of the

books and papers in which new names were published for the

human malaria parasites, and the conflicting accounts of the

contents of those papers given by subsequent authors. It is

therefore worth recording that, with the help of the Institutions
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and individual specialists enumerated in the immediately following

Section, I have been able to examine personally every one of

source books and source papers discussed in the present paper,

with the single exception of the pre-print issued in December 1889

of the paper in which Feletti & Grassi first established the nominal

genus Haemamoeba and gave the name Haemamoeba malariae to

the Quartan Malaria Parasite. The issue of the Riforma medica

of 15th January 1890 in which this paper was issued in identical

form is, however, reproduced in facsimile in Appendix 2 to the

present paper. Thus, subject to the foregoing qualification, all

the discussions of earlier publications given in the present paper

are based upon a first-hand examination of the original sources.

(g) Acknowledgments and Thanks

29. Having now completed my review of the Hterature of the

human malaria parasites, I wish to record my grateful thanks to

all the institutions and individual specialists who have assisted me
in this task and without whose help it would have been impossible

to compile the present paper. First, I owe an altogether special

debt of gratitude to Colonel Sir Rickard Christophers, CLE.,
O.B.E., F.R.S. (late Indian Army Medical Service, and now of the

Department of Zoology, Cambridge University). Not only does

the paper written by Sir Rickard jointly with Brigadier J. A.

Sinton, V.C, M.D., D.Sc. in 1938 (paragraph 6 above) form the

essential foundation and starting point for any study of the

nomenclature of the human malaria parasites, but in addition I am
personally peculiarly indebted to Sir Rickard for the unsparing

pains which he has been kind enough to take in tracing obscure

publications and in unravelling obscure synonymies and also for

the immediate response which he has always made to requests for

advice on many diff'erent problems encountered in the preparation

of the present paper. The wide range and scope of the assistance

so rendered will be seen from the numerous extracts which I give

from letters which I received from Sir Rickard at various stages

of the investigation 2.

* Some of the conclusions which emerged from this correspondence have since been
published by Sir Rickard Christophers in a paper entitled " Some Remarks on the
Nomenclature of the Malaria Parasites of Man" (Christophers, 1945, Rev. Inst.

Salubridad y Enfermedades trop. 6(4) : 213—227).
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30. I desire also to express my thanks to the following specialists

and bibliographers, each of whom has given the most valuable

assistance, either in the form of advice on particular questions or

by furnishing additional data on individual points on which

further elucidation was essential or by supplying photostat copies
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Sc.D., F.R.S. (Zoological Society of London); Dr. C. A. Hoare
D.Sc, F.R.S. (Wellcome Laboratories of Tropical Medicine, Lon-

don); Dr. C. F. W. Muesebeck (United States Department of
Agriculture, Bureau ofEntomology and Plant Quarantine, Washing-

ton, D.C., U.S.A); Brigadier J. A. Sinton, V.C, M.D., D.Sc.

(War Office, London); Professor Robert L. Usinger (University of
California, Division of Entomology and Parasitology, Berkeley,

California, U.S.A); Dr. C. M. Wenyon, C.M.G., C.B.E., F.R.S.

(The Wellcome Foundation, London).

31. I have also to express my grateful thanks to the following

Institutions for the grant of facihties to study rare works in their

libraries and to the Librarians of these Institutions for assistance

granted when using these libraries: British Museum (Natural

History); London School of Hygiene and Tropical Diseases;

Royal College of Surgeons; Royal Entomological Society of

London ; Royal Society of Medicine ; University College, London
University; Zoological Society of London. I wish also to take

the present opportunity to thank Mrs. Cornelia Rosner for

locating rare works in the foregoing libraries, for making tran-

scripts from those works and generally for the help given by her

in this field.

32. Finally, I wish to thank my old friend and colleague Dr.

Karl Jordan, Ph. D., F.R.S. (British Museum (Natural History),

Zoological Museum, Tring, Herts., England), President of the

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, for the

encouragement which he has at all times given in the present

investigation and for the interest which he has shown at every

stage of its course.
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PART 1 THE SPECIFIC TRIVIAL NAMES BESTOWED
(OR ALLEGED TO HAVE BEEN BESTOWED)
UPON THE HUMAN MALARIA PARASITES IN
THE PERIOD 1881-1897

33. In the revision of any group it is necessary, after having

determined on taxonomic genus how many species are involved,

firmly to establish the identity of each of the nominal species

concerned (that is, the identity of each unit which has been

treated by any author either as a distinct species to which a

new specific name (binominal combination) has been given)

or as a new nominal subspecies to which a new subspecific name
(trinominal combination) has been given, before it is possible to

determine the identity of the type species of the genera which

have been established for species of the group concerned. It is

for this reason that in the present paper the discussion of the

specific trivial names bestowed (or alleged to have been bestowed)

upon human malaria parasites precedes the discussion of the

generic names similarly bestowed.

(1) The specific trivial name " malariae " as published in

combination with the generic name " Oscillaria " by Laveran

in 1881 for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

34. In 1880 Laveran reported for the first time the discovery

in the blood of human patients suff'ering from malaria of elements

which he thought to be parasitic (paper entitled " Un nouveau
parasite trouve dans le sang des malades atteints de fievre palustre.

Origine parasitaire des accidents de Fimpaludisme," 24th

December 1880, Bull. Soc. med. Hop., Paris, (2) 17 : 158—164).

In this preliminary report Laveran described three forms of the

organism which he had discovered, namely (1) crescentic or ovoid

bodies which were transparent or colourless, except for certain

rounded pigment granules near the centre, (2) bodies which in

repose were spherical, transparent and contained a ring of

rounded pigment granules of about the same size, but which,

when in movement, were surrounded by three of four fine fila-

ments which had an active worm-like movement, (3) spherical

bodies, slightly granular, and non-motile, which Laveran believed

were cadaveric forms of body (2). Laveran did not in this paper

give a scientific name to the parasite which he had discovered.
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35. In May 1881 Laveran followed up this preliminary report

in a monograph of 104 pages published by J. B. Bailliere et fils,

Paris, under the title " Nature parasitaire des Accidents de

rimpaludisme." In this monograph Laveran gave a fuller des-

cription of the parasite which he had discovered. He gave

particulars of the three types of body which he had described in

his paper the previous year and again came to the conclusion that

all three were referable to a single species. On the relationship

of that species to other species, Laveran expressed himself as

being in doubt, but he finally decided to treat it as a new species

and to give it a scientific name. The passage concerned, which is

on pages 86 and 87 of his monograph, reads as follows :

—

[86]

A quelle espece appartient ce nouvel hematozoaire? Ici j'avoue

mon embarras et je fais appel aux naturalistes. J'avais d'abord
pense qu'il s'agissait d'un amibe, qui, a I'etat de developpement
complete, etait muni de filaments mobiles; nous avons vu en

eff'et, que les corps no. 2, en dehors des mouvements oscillatoires

qui leur sont imprimes par les filaments mobiles, presentent assez

souvent des mouvements lents, analogues. a ceux des amibes;

mais j'ai du abandonner cette idee lorsque j'ai eu constate que les

filaments mobiles puvaient se detacher des corps no. 2 et vivre a

I'etat de liberte dans le sang.

Je suppose aujourd'hui que les filaments mobiles renfles

legerement a une de leurs extremites representent I'etat parfait

du parasite du sang, et que les corps no. 1, no. 2 et no. 3 ne sont

que des especes de poches dans lesquelles ces parasites vivent

pendant un certain temps a I'etat d'agglomeration, d'enkystement.

[87]

Les corpuscules brillants, arrondis, mobiles que Ton trouve
presque toujours dans les preparations de sang provenant des

malades atteints de fievre palustre, representent peut-etre la

premiere phase de developpement des elements parasitaires. Ces
corpuscules n'ont pas, du reste, de caractere specifique.

Le filaments mobiles des corps no. 2 ont une grande analogie

avec des o s c i 1 1 a r i e e s. II est a noter, que plusieurs observa-

teurs, qui ne soupgonnaient pas I'existence de ces animalcules dans
le sang des malades atteints de fievre palustre, ont attribue deja

un grand role aux oscillariees dans la pathogenic de I'impaludisme.

Hallier, le premier je crois, a emis cette opinion, toute theorique

d'aillieurs.

Le Dr. Schurtz de (Zwickau) cite le fait d'un homme pris de
fievre intermittente dans des conditions de salubrite tres bonnes en
apparance; ce malade se livrait a I'etude des crytogrames et il
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avait dans sa chambre a coucher vingt-quatre soucoupes renfer-

mant des oscillariees (Arch. d. Heilk. 1868, p. 69). S'il etait

demontre que les filaments mobiles des corps no. 2 sont bien

reellement de Tespece des oscillariees le nom d'O s c i 1 1 a r i a

m a 1 a r i a e conviendrait bien au nouvel hematozoaire.

36. Before we consider the question of the identity of the

species to which Laveran applied the name Oscillaria malariae,

there is a preliminary point of a purely nomenclatorial character

which we must pause to examine. In this connection, it will be

noted that the name Oscillaria malariae was not given in an

unequivocal manner to the parasite which Laveran had dis-

covered but was bestowed conditionally, Laveran not going

further than noting that, if it were to be estabhshed that the

mobile filaments seen in " Body No. 2 " (i.e. in the second of the

three forms described in his paper) were really a species of
" oscillarian," then the name Oscillaria malariae would be a

suitable name for the new Haematozoon. The question which

we have to ask ourselves is whether the name Oscillaria malariae

is invalidated by reason of having been given in this conditional

manner or whether, notwithstanding the method by which this

name was bestowed, it possesses rights under the Law of Priority

(Article 25). If we had only the Regies to guide us, this question

might be one of considerable difficulty, but fortunately the

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature has

given a definite Ruhng in an exactly similar case.

37. The Ruhng given by the International Commission on this

question is embodied in its Opinion 49 (1912, Smithson. Piibl.

2060:112— 113). In the case dealt with in this Opinion, an

author (Thomas) had described a species which he doubtfully

identified with a previously established nominal species {Aphis

asclepiadis Fitch) but added that, should the species which he so

described prove distinct from Fitch's species {asclepiadis), " it

may be named Siphonophora asclepiadifoiny The question put

to the Commission was whether the specific trivial name asclepia-

difolii Thomas was an available name or whether it was invaUdated

by the conditional manner in which it had been bestowed. In the

latter event, the next oldest specific trivial name for Thomas's
species was, it was stated in the application, " asclepiadis Cowen,
1895 " (that name not being a homonym because originally
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described in a different genus and Thomas's species and Fitch's

species not being regarded as congeneric). The answer to this

question, as given by the Commission in the " summary " to

Opinion 49 reads: " On basis of the data submitted, asckpiadifolii

Thomas, 1879, stands in preference to asclepiadis Cowen, 1895."

This Opinion, therefore, lays down the general principle that the

availability of a scientific name is not impaired if that name is

bestowed conditionally, provided that in other respects the name
in question is an available name. We may conclude, therefore,

that the name Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, is not invalidated

by reason of having been bestowed conditionally 3.

38. When we turn to the question of the identity of the parasite

to which in May 1881 Laveran applied the specific name Oscillaria

malariae, we come up against the first of the main sources of

confusion in the nomenclature of the human malaria parasites.

Laveran himself was attempting to determine the cause of malaria

fever in Man and believed that he had succeeded in so doing,

when, as he thought, he established the presence in the blood of

malaria subjects of the parasite to which he gave the name
Oscillaria malariae (in the passage quoted in paragraph 35 above).

He described three forms of the parasite but he considered that

these were all referable to a single species. Further, he certainly

did not envisage the possibility that the various forms of malaria

might be due to the existence of more than one species of parasite.

In view of the fact that since 1881 malariologists have estabhshed

the existence of a number of distinct species of parasite, each

responsible for a particular form of malaria, it is necessary to

determine which of these species it was that Laveran in 1881

described under the name Oscillaria malariae. It is necessary also

to examine the possibility that what are now regarded as two or

more species were included by Laveran in his single nominal

species Oscillaria malariae at the time when he published that

name in 1881.

39. Until the publication of Christophers' and Sinton's paper

in 1938 (paragraph 6 above) the specific trivial name malariae

^ In 1948 the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology, on the recom-
mendation of the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, inserted

in the Regies a provision embodying the Ruling given in Opinion 49 (1950, Bull,

zoo I. Nomencl. 4 : 144— 145).
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Laveran, 1881, as published in the combination Oscillaria

malariae, had for more than a generation been universally accepted

as applying to the Quartan Malaria Parasite. This view was based

upon what were thought to be authoritative determinations by

earlier malariologists and was not supported by any re-examina-

tion of Laveran's original description. A critical review was,

however, undertaken by Christophers and Sinton who reported

(1938 : 1131) as follows: "After a careful examination of the

original publications we have convinced ourselves that Laveran's.

description, given at the time of naming, relates with absolute

certainty to the sexual forms of the malignant tertian parasites

and to these only." An exactly similar conclusion was reached

by Sabrosky & Usinger as the result of an independent study

carried out by them during the war, when serving in the Malaria

Control in War Areas Unit of the United States Pubhc Health

Service, these authors summing up their conclusions in the follow-

ing words: " Malariologists are now agreed that Laveran had the

sexual forms of this species [i.e. " the parasite of mahgnant
tertian malaria "], only, in his first paper cited above " (Sabrosky

& Usinger, 1944 : 190).

40. These authorities are thus agreed not only that, when the

name Oscillaria malariae was first published, it was appHed by
Laveran to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, but also that

the whole of the material on which this name was based consisted

of this parasite and of no other. This latter conclusion is of

importance from the nomenclatorial standpoint, for, if it could

be shown that, as originally published, the nominal species

Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, was a composite species which,

though based largely (or almost exclusively) upon the Malignant
Tertian Malaria Parasite, was based in part also upon the Quartan
Malaria Parasite, an entirely different situation would arise. In

that event, it would be possible legitimately to attach the name
Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, to the Quartan Malaria Parasite

(notwithstanding the fact that Laveran clearly based his descrip-

tion mainly upon the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite), if it

could be shown that the first author to note that Oscillaria

malariae Laveran, 1881, was a composite species, had, in his

capacity as *'
first reviser " (under Article 31), selected the Quartan

Malaria Parasite as the species to which the specific trivial name
malariae Laveran, 1881, should adhere. It will be convenient
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here briefly to summarise the evidence on this subject which

leaves no loophole for the behef that, as originally pubhshed, the

nominal species Oscillaria malariae was a composite species.

41. It is interesting in this connection to compare Laveran's

treatment of the subject in his " Nature parasitaire des Accidents

de rimpadudisme " in which in 1881 he first pubhshed the specific

name Oscillaria malariae, with his treatment of the subject in his

book " Du Paludisme et de son Hematozaire " which was pub-

hshed ten years later (1891) and in which he reviewed the whole

subject in the hght of the knowledge gained during the intervening

period. In the first of these works he recognised, as we have seen

(paragraphs 34-35 above), three types of body, all of which he

regarded as referable to his Oscillaria malariae. In the second of

these books he recognised four types of body. The three types

of body recognised in 1881 which are the same as bodies Nos.

1 to 3 recognised in 1891 are, it is now agreed, all forms of the

Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite.

42. It is only in regard to Body No. 4 that any question can

arise. Here we have to consider (1) to what species does this

type of body belong and (2) was Laveran aware of the existence

of this type of body when he wrote his " Nature parasitaire des

Accidents de ITmpaludisme " in the early part of 1881.

43. In their paper of 1938, Christophers and Sinton stated

(1938 : 1132, footnote) that the descriptions and figures relating

to Body No. 4 given by Laveran in 1891 (in his " Du Paludisme

et de son Hematozaire ") " strongly suggest segmenting forms
"

of the Quartan Malaria Parasite. More recently, however, Sir

Rickard Christophers has somewhat modified this view {in lift.,

24th March 1944):—

Even in his later treatises it would be very difficult to say that

Laveran had definitely singled out any form as quartan. In fact

his forms en rosace might from his figures fit much more with

segmenting forms of the malignant tertian parasite. This is all

the more probable from the fact, noted by Sinton and myself, that

Laveran was dealing largely with the parasite as seen in the organs

in post-mortem material.
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44. But, whatever the nature of these No. 4 Bodies which

Laveran in 1891 regarded as referable to the species described by

him in 1881 as Oscillaria malariae, they can have no relevance to

the identity of that nominal species itself, since there is no evidence

whatever that Laveran had before him, or indeed had ever seen,

any bodies of this type when he published the name Oscillaria

malariae in 1881. It is true, as Christophers and Sinton have

pointed out (1938 : 1132, footnote) that Laveran himself stated

in 1891 {loc. cit.) that he had seen these No. 4 Bodies in the blood

of a case examined in September 1881. This observation was

immediately reported in a paper entitled " De la Nature para-

sitaire de I'Accident de ITmpaludisme," which was pubhshed in

the following month (October 1881, C. R. Acad. Sci., Paris

93 : 627—630). Thus, we have Laveran's own word that he saw

these No. 4 Bodies in September 1881 and we have also his paper

reporting this observation in October. But Laveran's book
" Nature parasitaire des Accidents de ITmpaludisme " (in which

the name Oscillaria malariae first appeared) was actually published

in 1881 as early as the month of May, for we know (Christophers

& Sinton, 1938 : 1132, footnote) that on 3rd May 1881 Laveran.

presented this book to the Academic de Medicine. In that book

Laveran set out to describe the whole of the results so far achieved

by him in his investigations of the causes of malaria in Man ; he

described fully the three types of body which he had found and it

is inconceivable that, if he had been aware of a fourth type of

body, he would have omitted to record its existence. From the

evidence summarised above, we may conclude (1) that, when
Laveran wrote the book in which he first pubhshed the name
Oscillaria malariae, he had never seen the type of body which he

later called Body No. 4, (2) that it was not until September 1881

that he observed these No. 4 Bodies for the first time, and, there-

fore (3) that Laveran's discovery of the No. 4 Bodies took place

five months subsequent to the publication (in May 1881) of the

book containing the name Oscillaria malariae. We may also

conclude that the paper referred to above which appeared in the

issue of October 1881 of the Comptes rendiis des Seances de

VAcademic des Sciences of Paris was the first occasion on which

Laveran recorded the existence of these No. 4 Bodies.
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45. It is perfectly clear from the foregoing evidence that these

No. 4 bodies were unknown to Laveran at the time when he wrote

his original description of Oscillaria malariae (which must have

been on some date prior to May 1881, by which time the book
containing that name is known to have been actually published)

and that the only forms of malaria parasite which were known to

Laveran in the early part of 1881 were the three forms described

in his book as forms of Oscillaria malariae. All these forms, it

is now agreed, were forms of the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite. Accordingly, this is the species to which the specific

trivial name malariae Laveran, 1881 as published in the combina-

tion Oscillaria malariae, applies. Being both a nomenclatorially

available name (i.e. not a homonym of any previously published

name) and at the same time the first specific trivial name to be

bestowed upon the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, the name
malariae Laveran, 1881, is under the Regies, the valid specific

trivial name for this species. For reasons which, apart from the

extraordinary events described in paragraphs 46-51 below, would
be quite inexplicable, the name malariae Laveran, 1881, although

the oldest available name for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite and, indeed, for any of the human malaria parasites,

has completely dropped out of use. Its resuscitation at this late

date for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite would, however,

lead to the most serious confusion and there is the strongest

possible case for the use by the Internation Commission of its

Plenary Powers to prevent this from happening.

Note on the misuse at the beginning of the twentieth century of

the specific trivial name " malariae " Laveran, 1881, as

published in the combination " Oscillaria malariae ",

followed by the total eclipse of that name

46. Before we leave the name malariae Laveran, 1881, as

published in the combination Oscillaria malariae, we must pause

to examine the causes of the extraordinary misuse to which this

name was put some twenty years after it was published and to note

how, after this misuse had served its turn, this name was quietly

allowed to drop out of use altogether. For this episode is not
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only of interest by reason of its unique character in the history of

nomenclature but in addition an understanding of it is necessary

in order to follow the history of the other names for the human
malaria parasites.

47. In approaching this problem, we have first to note that the

specific trivial name maJariae was given independently to two

diff'erent human malaria parasites: first by Laveran in 1881 in the

combination Oscillaria malariae to the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite (paragraph 45) and, second, by Feletti & Grassi in 1889

in the combination Haemamoeba malariae to the Quartan Malaria

Parasite (paragraphs 53-77 below), following the discovery by

Golgi in 1885 of the existence of this second species. For reasons

on which no light is thrown by the literature the name malariae

(as published by Feletti & Grassi) quickly won acceptance for

the Quartan Malaria Parasite, while there was a correspondingly

rapid decline in the use of the name malariae (as published by

Laveran) for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, a variety

of later names being applied to that species, e.g. praecox Grassi

& Feletti, 1890, immaculata Grassi, 1891, laverani Labbe, 1894,

and, finally to the exclusion of these names, the namQ falciparum

Welch, 1897. During the same decade the name Laverania

Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (usually attributed to Grassi & Feletti and
dated 1890) came into general use as the generic name for the

Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite by those malariologists—at

that time numerous—who accepted the view advanced by Feletti

& Grassi in 1889 that this species was generically distinct from
the Quartan Malaria Parasite. A serious problem remained for

those speciahsts who regarded both the toregoing species as

belonging to a single genus, for it was generally agreed by this

time that the name Oscillaria used by Laveran in 1881 (paragraphs

187-198) was not appropriate and therefore that the name to be

used must be Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885. The diffi-

culty which arose here was that this name was published four

years before Golgi first detected the Quartan Malaria Parasite as

being distinct from the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and
it would therefore clearly be difficult to sustain an argument that

the name Plasmodium could be used for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite. Nevertheless, if no such argument could be devised,

the commonly accepted name Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889,
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would fall as a junior synonym of Plasmodium Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885, which would thus become the generic name for the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, while it would be necessary

to use for the Quartan Malaria Parasite the name Haemamoeba

Feletti & Grassi, 1889. The present Regies were not in existence

at the time that we are considering but the unwritten code by

which zoologists of that day guided themselves provided that the

relative status both of generic names and of specific trivial names

should be regulated in accordance with the Law of Priority.

Thus, malariologists who desired to retain (a) the word '' malariae"

as the specific trivial name for the Quartan Malaria Parasite and

(b) the generic name Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889, for the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite were confronted with in-

superable nomenclatorial difficulties.

48. In these circumstances we have to inquire how it was that

within a few years of the opening of the present century malario-

logists had come to believe (1) that the name malariae Feletti &
Grassi, 1889, could properly be used for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite by workers who accepted only one genus for the human
malaria parasites, notwithstanding the fact that the word malariae

(as from Laveran, 1881) was the oldest available name for another

species (the MaHgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite) in the same

genus (Plasmodium) and (2) that the generic name Laverania

Feletti & Grassi, 1889, could be used, in preference to the name
Plasmodium Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, for the MaHgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite by those specialists who regarded that species

as generically distinct from the Quartan Malaria Parasite.

Christophers & Sinton (1938 : 1132-1133) have shown that this

change of attitude took place in about the year 1900, in which year

Liihe published his work Ergebnisse der neuren Sporozoenforschung

and also two papers on this subject in theZentralblattfiir Bakterio-

logie (1900, Zbl. Bakt. 27 : 367 and 28 : 205), in which he cut the

Gordian Knot by boldly asserting that the type species of the genus

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, was ''Plasmodium

malariae Lav., s. str." and that this species was the Quartan

Malaria Parasite. Two years later (1902, Arb. Gesundhampt.

Berl. 19 : 169) this erroneous identification was reinforced by

its adoption by the great authority Schaudinn.
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49. It is quite impossible to believe that two such eminent

authorities as Liihe and Schaudinn could possibly have fallen into

such gross errors as those described above. There must therefore

be some entirely different explanation of their action in this matter.

Nor is it difficult to guess what is the true explanation of their

action. In the serious dilemma in which they found themselves

they were faced with the choice between on the one hand applying

the international rules of zoological nomenclature, thereby

losing both the generic name Plasmodium as the generic name
for the Quartan Malaria Parasite and also the specific trivial

name malariae for that species and on the other hand dis-

regarding the rules of nomenclature. In this serious situation

they must have asked themselves the question: Is there no way
out of these difficulties ? Clearly there was one way and one

way only. This was to claim that Laveran in 1881, Hke Feletti

& Grassi in 1889, had applied the specific trivial name malariae

to the Quartan Malaria Parasite, for, if acceptance for such a claim

could be secured, that species would then retain its specific

trivial name malariae, although in future it would be necessary to

attribute that name to Laveran, 1881, instead of to Feletti & Grassi

1889 (or 1890). The only possible means by which such a trans-

formation of the scene could be effected was either (1) to claim

that Laveran's original description of Oscillaria malariae in 1881

showed that that species was a composite species which, in

addition to the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite, had included

also the Quartan Malaria Parasite, which, therefore, any subse-

quent author, acting as the " first reviser," would be entitled to

select as the species to which the name malariae Laveran, 1881,

should attach, or (2) to claim that, in publishing the name
Oscillaria malariae, Laveran had published not a description of a

particular species of malaria parasite but a general description of
'* the parasite " responsible for malaria in Man, in which case

also it could be claimed (though not with any real validity) that

a later author, acting as " first reviser," could restrict the specific

trivial name malariae Laveran, 1881, to some one of the known
malaria parasites, say, the Quartan Malaria Parasite.

50. When we turn back to the papers published by Liihe in

1900, we find that, without a word of explanation, he stated that

the species which he called " Plasmodium malariae Lav., s. str."

was the Quartan Malaria Parasite. This was the statement which
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was endorsed (again without comment) by Schaudinn in 1902.

This action by these two authors is undoubtedly the root cause of

the misappropriation for the Quartan Malaria Parasite of the

name properly belonging to the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite which was to persist unchallenged for the next forty

years. The only conclusion which can be drawn from this episode

is that first Liihe and later Schaudinn were more impressed by the

need for (as they thought) stabilising the nomenclature of the

human malaria parasites on the basis of current practice then by

the need for the strict application of the international rules of

zoological nomenclature.

51. The bold plan conceived and carried out by Liihe and

Schaudinn was completely successful. The immense prestige of

these authorities at once secured an uncritical acceptance from

other malariologists, who were, it may be assumed, only too glad

to adopt without question such highly acceptable conclusions

backed, as they were, with the sanction of the two greatest experts

of the day. In one small respect only did the solution devised

by Liihe and Schaudinn fail to secure an apparently valid basis

for the then-existing nomenclatorial practice; this was that under

that solution it was necessary to attribute the trivial name
malariae, as applied to the Quartan Malaria Parasite, to Laveran,

1881, instead of to Feletti & Grassi, 1889. It was not long

however, before even this disadvantage was overcome, for, once

the attribution to Laveran of the name malariae as the name for

the foregoing species had served its turn, it was quietly dropped,

Feletti & Grassi (or rather—though incorrectly—Grassi &
Feletti) were restored to their position as the authors of the name
malariae as applied to the Quartan Malaria Parasite, and the

name malariae Laveran, 1881, though a valid name and, indeed,

the oldest name for any of the human malaria parasites, dis-

appeared altogether from current use.

52. It is interesting to reflect that this conflict between the

requirements of stability in nomenclature and strict adherence to

the rules of zoological nomenclature (in regard to the ehmination

of secondary homonyms) could only be resolved at that time by

an almost certainly deliberate misidentification of one of the

nominal species concerned. It was to meet such embarrassing
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dilemmas (and, incidentally, to eliminate dangerous temptations

of this kind) that at its meeting held at Monaco in 1913 the Ninth

International Congress of Zoology conferred upon the Inter-

national Commission on Zoological Nomenclature Plenary

Powers to suspend the Regies (which had been adopted at Berlin

in 1901) in any case where, in the judgment of the Commission,

the strict application of the Regies would clearly result in greater

confusion than uniformity. Had these Powers existed in 1900,

the difficulty which then confronted Liihe and Schaudinn could

have been met by the Commission using these Powers'* in such a

way as would have legitimately secured the objective sought by

those authors, namely the validation for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite of the specific trivial name malariae, which could then

have continued to be attributed to Feletti & Grassi, its rightful

authors.

(2) The specific trivial name " malariae " as published in

combination with the generic name " Plasmodium " by

Marchiafava and Celli in 1885 for the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite

53. It was only when I was in course of preparing the present

paper that I came across for the first time the hitherto entirely

overlooked publication of a new specific trivial name as apphed
to a human malaria parasite, namely malariae Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885, as pubhshed in the combination Plasmodium malariae.

This appeared in the paper entitled " Weitere Untersuchungen
iiber die Malariainfection " in which Marchiafava & Celli first

published the nsimQ Plasmodium (1885, Fortschr. Med., 3(24) : 791).

* At its meeting held in Paris in 1948, the Thirteenth International Congress of
Zoology, on the recommendation of the International Commission on Zoology,
decided to insert a provision in the Regies incorporating the Resolution adopted by
the Ninth International Congress, Monaco, 1913, granting Plenary Powers to the

International Commission to suspend the normal operation of the Regies in cases
where it was satisfied that " the strict application of the Regies would clearly result

in greater confusion than uniformity " (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 64—66). At
Copenhagen in 1953 the Fourteenth International Congress of Zoology, on the

recommendation of the International Commission, deleted the restrictive phrase
quoted above and in its place inserted a provision prescribing that the Plenary
Powers had been granted " for the purpose of preventing confusion and of pro-
moting a stable and universally accepted nomenclature" (1953, Copenhagen
Decisions zool. Nomencl. : 23).
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54. I was led indirectly to this discovery by following up the

important contribution by Drs. Sabrosky & Usinger (in the paper

submitted by them to the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature in August 1944) on the question of the identity of

the species on which in 1885 Marchiafava & CelU had based their

genus Plasmodium. Whereas Christophers & Sinton in their

paper in 1938 had accepted the view universally held at that time

—

a view which resulted from the misidentification by Liihe and
Schaudinn referred to in paragraphs 46-51 above—that the

Quartan Malaria Parasite was the type species of the genus

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, Sabrosky & Usinger had reached

the conclusion that the type species of that genus was not the

Quartan Malaria Parasite but the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite.

55. While, as I reahsed, the taxonomic interpretation of what-

ever Marchiafava & Celli might have written about the unit

which they placed in their new genus Plasmodium was a matter

upon which only malariologists could pronounce, I considered it

desirable, as a first step, myself to examine the passage in the

foregoing authors' paper of 1885, in order that I might satisfy

myself on any purely nomenclatorial issues which I might find to

be involved. The results of this examination were so unexpected

that I quote in full the passage in which Marchiafava & CeUi

introduced the generic name Plasmodium :

—

Extractfrom page 791 of the paper published in 1885

in which Marchiafava & Celli established the

nominal genus " Plasmodium "

Aus dem gesagten geht hervor, dass die beschriebenen Korper-
chen nicht verwechselt werden diirfen mit irgendwelchen zufalligen

Oder pathologischen Dingen die man bisher in den roten

Blutscheiben bemerkt hat Hier handelt es sich um Korperchen,
welche frei im Protoplasma der roten Blutscheibe befindlich sind,

die sie, wie wir unten naher sehen werden, verlassen konnen, um
Korperchen welche aus Teilchen des Protoplasmas ohne ausges-

prochene Structur bestehen, und die mit lebhafter amoboider
Bewegung begabt sind. Und wenn wir diese Constitution, diese

Lebensausserungen bedenken, wenn wir an d e n innigen

Zusammenhang denken, welcher zwischen ihren Wirkungen und der

Pathologie der Malariainfection (Melanaemie, Oligaemie, etc.)

besteht und an ihre ausschliessliche und constante Gegenwart im
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Malariablut, welches unzweifelhaft die Fahigkeil besitzt, die

Krankheit zu iibertragen, so scheint es uns nicht fernliegend, sie

als parasitare Organismen anzusprechen und ihnen den Namen
Plasmodium Malariae zu geben. Wir glauben nicht,

dass dieser Name vollkommen geeignet ware, und keiner K r i t i k
unterworfen werden konnte, aber wir haben, wie wir gestehen

miissen, keinen besseren dafiir finden konnen.
Es ist gesagt worden dass diese einfachsten Organismen keine

ausgepragte Structur besitzen, wir miissen noch hinzufugen dass

dieselben in gewissen Phasen ihrer Bewegungen und wenn sie

unbeweglich sind, eine periphere dicke und glanzende Partie

zeigen und eine innere weniger glanzende, welche bisweilen

feinkornig erscheint. Die periphere glanzende Partie ist die, von
der die Fortsatze oder PseudofUsse ausgehen; die letzteren

erscheinen in der Tat stets sehr glanzend und farben sich intensiver,

wahrend die centrale Partie entweder so diinn ist, dass sie das

Protoplasma der roten Blutscheibe durchscheinen lasst, oder den
Eindruck eines hellen oder leichtgefarbten Kernes von deutlicher

Begrenzung darbietet.

56. The above passage brought to light an entirely new fact,

hitherto overlooked by malariologists, namely that, when
Marchiafava & Celli originally described their new genus Plas-

modium, they at the same time applied a new scientific name,

Plasmodium malariae, to the taxonomic unit which they placed in

that genus. It had always been assumed by malariologists that,

in establishing the new genus Plasmodium, Marchiafava & Celli

had not used a scientific name for the species which they placed

in it. Since, prior to Sabrosky & Usinger's paper of 1944, the

genus Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, was assumed to be

a monotypical genus based upon the Quartan Malaria Parasite,

its type species had commonly been cited either as Oscillaria

malariae Laveran, 1881, or as Haemamoeba malariae Feletti &
Grassi, 1889. Sabrosky & Usinger, who treated the species con-

cerned as being the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and not

the Quartan Malaria Parasite, also assumed that no scientific

name had been used by Marchiafava & Celli for the sole species

included by them in Plasmodium and referred to that species as

Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, citing this, the oldest name for

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, as the name of the type

species of the genus Plasmodium. Later on, however, this

question was re-examined by these authors, and in another paper

of October 1946 {Science 104 (No. 2704) : 401—2), Dr. Sabrosky
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himself drew attention to the pubhcation by Marchiafava & Celli

of the specific name Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli,

1885. He quoted an extract from the passage (reproduced in

paragraph 55 of the present paper), in which Marchiafava & Celli

introduced the name Plasmodium malariae, and added: ''The

name was italicised and unquestionably intended as a formal

scientific name. The proposal of Plasmodium as a new generic

name has been accepted, but the new specific name has apparently

been quite generally overlooked."

57. It was important to discover that, contrary to the univer-

sally held belief, Marchiafava & Celli actually applied a scientific

name to the species on which their new genus Plasmodium was
based. We have, however, still to consider the question whether

the specific trivial name malariae in the combination Plasmodium

malariae was regarded by Marchiafava & Celli as a new specific

trivial name appropriated to an entirely new nominal species, or

whether they were using the trivial name malariae Laveran, 1881,

because they regarded themselves as describing the same species

as that which Laveran had named Oscillaria malariae in 1881,

and were merely transferring it to their new genus Plasmodium.

In the first case the specific name Plasmodium malariae as used by

Marchiafava & Celli would be Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava

& CeUi, 1885, whereas in the second it would be Plasmodium

malariae (Laveran, 1881).

58. This is not an easy question to answer because we know
(a) that Marchiafava & Celli, like Laveran, never considered that

there might be more than one human malaria parasite, and, like

him, also thought that they were describing the sole organism

responsible for malaria in Man, (b) that the great bulk of the

material on which Marchiafava & Celli based their description of

Plasmodium malariae was, in fact, referable to the same species as

that previously described by Laveran, namely the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite (paragraph 45 above), and (c) that

Marchiafava & Celli were certainly familiar with the paper in

which Laveran had described this species and had given it the

name Oscillaria malariae.
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59. On the other hand, as Sir Rickard Christophers has pointed

out to me (in litt., 6th October 1944), the bodies described by

Marchiafava and CeUi in 1885 as Plasmodium malariae were the

small amoeboid intracellular asexual forms of the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite and were therefore very different from

the large flagellating sexual forms of the same species, to which

Laveran in 1881 had given the name Oscillaria malariae. It

would have been natural therefore from this point of view if

Marchiafava & Celli had regarded the new organism which they

had discovered as representing an entity specifically distinct from
that previously described by Laveran. Moreover, no one, of

course, at this time had any idea of the existance of distinct

sexual and asexual cycles in this species.

60. It seems clear, therefore, that Marchiafava & CelH must
have thought that they were describing an entirely new species.

They knew that Laveran thought that he had discovered the

parasite responsible for human malaria. They themselves des-

cribed what seemed to them to be quite another organism, which

they, in their turn, regarded as the organism responsible for

malaria. In other words, they must have thought that Laveran

was in error in believing that the organism described by him was
the organism responsible for malaria.

61. For the new species which they regarded as the organism

responsible for malaria, Marchiafava & Celli selected the new
specific name Plasmodium malariae. For that new name, they

adopted, as the generic name, the word " Plasmodium,"" which

appeared to them to be suitable in view of the amoeboid character

of the organism in question ; for the specific trivial name of this

organism, they selected the word " malariae,'' believing, as they

did, that they had at last discovered the organism really respon-

sible for the disease malaria. It is no matter for surprise in such

circumstances that the obvious appropriateness of this name
outweighed any objections arising on grounds of nomenclatorial

priority (if, in fact, such questions as this were ever considered

by them at all).
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62. The conclusion that Marchiafava & Celli, in using the name
Plasmodium malariae for the species placed by them in their genus

Plasmodium, were definitely introducing a new specific name as

well as a new generic name, has been reached independently

both by Sir Rickard Christophers and by Dr. Sabrosky as well as

by myself. In a letter dated 16th October 1944, Sir Rickard

Christophers wrote: " I think that Plasmodium malariae M. & C.

must be regarded as probably a new name and not merely the

identification by these authors of Oscillaria malariae Laveran ";

and Dr. Sabrosky in his paper of 1946 concluded: " Careful

reading of Marchiafava & CelH (Fortschr. Med., 1885, 3, 791—797)
shows that they too were proposing what they regarded as a

distinct new form, quite unlike any previously described."

63. We may take it as established, therefore, that, in introduc-

ing the name Plasmodium malariae, Marchiafava & Celli definitely

intended this to be regarded as a new specific name and not as a

specific name, of which the trivial component (malariae) was the

trivial name malariae Laveran, 1881, brought over into the genus

Plasmodium, consequent upon the decision taken by Marchiafava

& Celli on taxonomic grounds that this species should be trans-

ferred to that genus from the genus Oscillaria, in which it had
originally been described by Laveran.

64. We must now revert to the question from whiich we started

the investigation which led to the discovery of the new specific

name Plasm.odium malariae Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, namely

that of the identity of the species on which the new genus Plas-

modium had been based. As explained in paragraph 54 above,

until 1944 it had been generally assumed that the species in

question was the Quartan Malaria Parasite. When I received in

August 1944 the paper by Drs. Sabrosky & Usinger, in which

they expressed the view that the type species of the genus

Plasmodium Marchiafava & CelH was the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite, I immediately wrote to Sir Rickard Christophers

(who, in his paper written jointly with Brigadier Sinton in 1938

had treated the Quartan Malaria Parasite as the type species of

this genus), and asked him to re-examine Marchiafava & Celh's

original description of Plasmodium in the light of the views

expressed by Drs. Sabrosky & Usinger.
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65. In a letter dated 14th September 1944 Sir Rickard

Christophers stated that in the paper in which Marchiafava &
CeUi had established the genus Plasmodium: ''They were des-

cribing especially certain small amoeboid rings, some without

pigment, and from the plate these might well be Malignant

Tertian rings. Also they were describing parasite finds in some
40 cases seen by them in the Pontine Marshes, some of which

were cerebral pernicious cases." Sir Rickard added :
" Altogether

the impression left with me is that Marchiafava in this paper

was mainly dealing with Malignant Tertian."

66. The use of the word " mainly " by Sir Rickard Christophers

in this context suggested the idea that, although Marchiafava &
Celli themselves were unaware of the existence of more than one

human malaria parasite, it was possible that, in fact, they had
more than one species before them when they were estabhshing

their new genus Plasmodium', in other words, that the genus

Plasmodium was not monotypical and the nominal species

Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli was a composite

species.

67. This point was brought out specifically by Dr. Sabrosky in

his paper of 1946'^. He there quotes an analysis by Dr. Martin

Young (United States Public Health Service, National Institute of
Health, Bethesda, Maryland) of Marchiafava & Celli's detailed

descriptions and figures, in which Dr. Young says: " It seems to

me definitely that most of the infections that they saw were

falciparum. However, they seem occasionally to have run across

a \ivax infection. Some of the descriptions are definitely of

'Vivax segmenters, while others of the descriptions, especially

where they mention the finding of crescents, are definitely falci-

parum'' Dr. Sabrosky himself concludes: "There seems httle

doubt, therefore, that Plasmodium malariae M. & C. was based

mainly on the malignant tertian parasite {falciparum). The
benign tertian parasite {xivax) was seen, but there is no evidence

of quartan."

^ See paragraph 56.
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68. It appears therefore that the nominal species Plasmodium

malariae Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, must be regarded as a

composite species made up mainly of the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite but composed in part also of the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite. Because the specific name has for so long been

overlooked, this nominal species has up till now not been restricted

to one or other of the two species of which it is composed (the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite), despite the fact these two species have long

been clearly distinguished from one another.

69. In order that the nominal species Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & CelH, 1885, shall become determinate, one of the

two species of which it was originally composed must be selected

in accordance with the provisions of Article 31 of the Regies^, to

be the sole species to which the specific name malariae Marchia-

fava & CelH shall adhere. We may now consider what would
happen in case the species so selected was (a) the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite or (b) the Benign Tertian Malaria

Parasite respectively.

70. Taking the first of these possibiHties, we find that, if the

nominal species Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885,

were to be restricted to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite,

the specific trivial name malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885,

would fall as a junior synonym, and as a junior secondary

homonym, of the specific trivial name malariae Laveran, 1881,

^ At the time when this passage was written, the provisions in the Regies for the

selection of a lectotype for a nominal species, the type material of which was con-
sidered by later authors to consist of examples of more than one taxonomic species

were inadequate in the extreme, the Article concerned (Article 31) reading (in the.

then currently accepted English translation of the substantive French text) as

follows: " The division of a species into two or more restricted species is subject

to the same rules as the division of a genus." A first step towards the improvement
of this Article was taken by the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology,
Paris, 1948, when it substituted for the provisions quoted above a new Article setting

out in a form appropriate to the designation and indication of holotypes and to the

selection of lectotypes for species the Rules given in Article 30 for the designation,

indication and selection of type species of genera given in Article 30 (1950, Bull,

zool. Nomencl. 4 : lA—76). The revision of Article 31 was completed by the

Fourteenth International Congress of Zoology, Copenhagen, 1953, when it recast

the form of this Article and amended its provisions in certain minor respects (1953,

Copenhagen Decisions zool. Nomencl. : 72—78).
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as published in the combination Oscillaria malariae Laveran,

1881, since the taxonomic units to which these names were re-

spectively applied by their original authors have been identified

as being referable to ths same species, namely the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite.

71. When we come to the second possibility, namely that there

might be made a selection under Article 31, by which the name
Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & CelH, 1885, would apply

exclusively to the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, we are con-

fronted with a difficulty arising from the doubts which exist at

the present time as to the meaning of Articles 35 and 36 relating

to the rejection of junior secondary homonyms and the fact that

these Articles are due to be reviewed by the next International

Congress of Zoology"^. The main question at issue is whether

under those Articles the rejection of a specific name on the ground

that it is a junior secondary homonym is in all circumstances

permanent—as it certainly is in the case of a rejected junior

primary homonym—or whether such rejection is permanent only

for so long as the condition of secondary homonymy endures,

that is, only for so long as two species bearing identical trivial

names are judged on taxonomic grounds to belong to the same
genus. If the latter view is the correct one or if these Articles

were to be so amended by the next International Congress as

make that view the correct one, the availability of the name
malariae Marchiafava & Celh, 1885, as pubhshed in the combina-

tion Plasmodium malariae, would, if restricted to apply only

to the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, depend on the question

of whether the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite and the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite are regarded on taxonomic grounds as

being congeneric with one another. In fact, most malariologists

today place these two species in the same genus, but we have to

consider the nomenclatorial situation also for any malariologists,

present or future, who might prefer to treat these two species as

belonging to separate genera.

' The doubts as to the meaning to be attached to Articles 35 and 36 in relation to

the rejection of secondary homomyms here referred to were completely removed
by the series of decisions in relation to the Law of Homonymy taken by the
Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology, Paris, 1948, when, after defining the
conditions in which any pair of specific names are to be regarded as secondary
homonyms of one another, it expressly provided that, once the junior of two second-
ary homonyms has been rejected on the ground of that homonymy, the rejection

so made shall be permanent (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 118— 125).
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72. For the majority of malariologists who do regard the

Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite as congeneric with the Mahgnant
Tertian Malaria Parasite, the restriction of the nominal species

Plasmodium maJariae Marchiafava & Celh, 1885, to the Benign

Tertian Malaria Parasite would lead to no change in current

practice, for, although the name malariae Marchiafava & Celh,

1885, would then become the oldest specific trivial name for the

Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, it would fall as a junior second-

ary homonym o^ malariae Laveran, 1881, the oldest available, and,

therefore the valid specific trivial name of the Mahgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite. In consequence, the Benign Tertian Malaria

Parasite would retain its currently accepted specific trivial name,

\ivax Grassi & Feletti, 1890 (see paragraphs 94-95 below).

73. When we turn to consider the effect of restricting the

nominal spQCiQS Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885,

to the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite for any malariologist,

present or future, who does not accept the taxonomic judgment

under which the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite has been

transferred to the same genus as the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria

Parasite, we at once find ourselves confronted by the doubts

which exist as to the interpretation of Articles 35 and 36 of the

Regies to which reference has already been made (paragraph 71)^.

Accordingly, in existing conditions it is not possible to be sure

what would be the nomenclatorial effect of the selection, under

Article 31, of the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite to be the species

to which alone the name Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava &
Celh, 1885, shall refer. This is rendered all the more doubtful

by reason of the fact that this nominal species has been so com-
pletely overlooked that it cannot be said as yet that it has been

formally rejected as a junior secondary homonym of the name
Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, consequent upon the species

bearing this latter name having been transferred on taxonomic

grounds to the genus Plasmodium. All that has haf)pened so far

is that Sabrosky (1944) has expressed the view that the nominal

species bearing these names represent the same taxonomic species,

an opinion which, as explained in paragraph 67 above, he has

* As explained in Footnote 7 the doubts here referred to were completely dis-

pelled by the action taken in 1948 by the Thirteenth International Congress of
Zoology.

i
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since (1946) modified, in the light of the detailed review of the

paper by Marchiafava & Celli, carried out by Dr. Martin Young,

to the extent of agreeing that, while Plasmodium maJariae Mar-

chiafava & Celli was based primarily upon asexual forms of the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, it was also—at least to some
small extent—based upon specimens of the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite.

74. It is necessary therefore to take note that, if under any

amendment or clarification of the provisions in the Regies relating

to the rejection ofjunior secondary homonyms, the name malariae

Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, if restricted to the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite, were to become an available name for that

species for any malariologist who did not regard that species as

congeneric with the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, the

situation so created would be open to very strong objection^. For
alone of the specific trivial names for the human malaria parasites,

the name vivax Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as pubHshed in the com-
bination Haemamoeba vivax, as applied to the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite, has succeeded in maintaining itself in continuous

use for nearly sixty years and its supercession at this late stage for

purely nomenclatorial reasons, while comprehensible to the small

number of specialists who have made a study of the nomenclature

of the human malaria parasites, would be incomprehensible to,

and strongly resented by, the great body of malariologists for

whom the names applied to these species are of interest only in

so far as they are not subject to change and provide therefore a

reliable means by which to refer to these species and to distinguish

one from another. The objections to the supercession of the

name vivax Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as the trivial name for the

Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite would be a thousand times

reinforced, if, as would be the case, the name which replaced

vivax consisted of the word maJariae {malariae Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885), for it is the indiscriminate use of this ill-starred name
in the past for both the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and
for the Quartan Malaria Parasite that has been the chief of the

causes which has led to the present state of confusion in the names
of the human malaria parasites.

® For the reasons explained in Footnote 7 the contingency here discussed is one
which since 1948 could no longer arise.
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75. It should, further, be noted that, if, as the result of the

restriction of the nominal species PJasmodiwn malariae Marchia-

fava & Celli, 1885, to the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, the

name malariae {malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885) became the

oldest available specific trivial name for that species for malario-

logists who do not regard it as congeneric with the Malgnant

Tertian Malaria Parasite, a new cycle of confusion would certainly

open. For not only would the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite

have to be known by the name malariae {malariae Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885) but in addition the name malariae {malariae Feletti

& Grassi, 1890) for the Quartan Malaria Parasite would fall as

a junior secondary homonym for the entire body of malariologists

who regard that species and the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite

as congeneric with one another.

76. In order to avoid the risk, however remote, of such catas-

trophic results, I hereby myself, acting as first reviser in accordance

with the provisions of Article 31 of the Regies, restrict the name
Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, bestowed a

composite species consisting of the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite and the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, to apply solely

to the former of these species, namely the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite. By this selection under Article 31, the speci-

mens of the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite described and
figured by Marchiafava & CelH, 1885, under the name Plasmodium
malariae Marchiafava & CelH, 1885, as noted by Dr. Martin Young
(paragraph 67 above) become the sole syntypes of the nominal

species so named.

77. In view of the above selection under Article 31, the specific

name Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, applies

exclusively to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and the

specific trivial name malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, becomes

a junior subjective synonym o{ malariae Laveran, 1881 (originally

published as Oscillaria malariae), which is the oldest available

specific trivial name for this species.

I
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(3) The specific trivial name " malariae " as published in com-

bination with the generic name " Haemamoeba " by Feletti

and Grassi in December 1889 for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite

78. The specific trivial name malariae was published as a new
name in the combination Haemamoeba malariae in a paper by

Feletti & Grassi which appeared under the title " Sui parassiti

della malaria " on page 63 in Part 1 1 of volume 6 of the Riforma

medica of Naples. This issue of the Riforma medica is dated

15th January 1890. The above is the place where the name
Haemamoeba malariae (and also the generic names Haemamoeba
and Laverania) are usually treated as having been first published

but it appears that, in fact, the paper by Feletti & Grassi containing

these names was published in pamphlet form in December 1889,

i.e. about a fortnight before it appeared in the Riforma medica.

This pamphlet is clearly very rare, for in spite of the most careful

search Christophers and Sinton (1938 : 1133 note) had to report

that they had been unable to locate a copy. Existing information

in regard to this pamphlet is derived solely from the statements

regarding it made by Blanchard (1905, Les Moustiques : 443,

449 nota). In this work Blanchard gave the following note

regarding the first pubHcation of the generic name Laverania, one

of the names first published in the foregoing pamphlet by Feletti

& Grassi: " R. Feletti et B. Grassi. Sui parassiti della malaria',

8° de 11 p., 22 dec. 1889.—La brochure est datee du 22 decembre,

mais n'a ete remise a la poste que la 30 decembre." Elsewhere

Blanchard spoke of this pamphlet as having been " distribute le

30 decembre." The specific name Haemamoeba malariae Feletti

& Grassi thus ranks for priority as from 30th December 1889.

79. The publication of separates of papers in advance of the

appearance of the serial publication in which those papers are

destined to be pubhshed (as was done by Feletti & Grassi in the

present case) is liable to cause serious and unnecessary biblio-

graphical difficulties at a later date. For this reason the practice

has been severely condemned by the International Commission
on Zoological Nomenclature in Declaration 2 (1943, Opinions and
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Declarations rendered by the International Commission on Zoo-

logical Nomenclature, 1 : 7— 14)^^. In the present case the fact

that no copy of the original issue is available makes it impossible

to quote a page reference for the original publication of the name
Haemamoeba malariae (and the generic names Haemamoeba and
Laverania) but otherwise no harm has been done, for the exact

date of publication of the original pamphlet is known, thanks to

the careful note published by Blanchard.

80. In the present case the position is complicated, however,

by the fact that the early volumes of the Riforma medica are also

extremely scarce (there being no copy in the United Kingdom)
and most workers have had to content themselves with a French

translation pubhshed by Feletti & Grassi in volume 13 of the

Archives italiennes de Biologic. This translation appeared on

26th May, 1890. Fortunately, through the kindness of Dr. G.

Robert Coatney in furnishing me with a photostat copy, I have

been able in the following paragraphs to rely upon the original

text as published in Italian in the Riforma medica on 15th January

1890 and therefore (as explained above) as originally published in

pamphlet form in December 1889. In view of the great import-

ance of this paper and the fact that (for the reasons given) it is

so little known, I attach a facsimile copy of it as Document 1 in

Appendix 2 to the present paper.

81. In this paper Feletti & Grassi reviewed the work of Laveran,

Marchiafava, Celli, Golgi, Guarneri and other contemporary

workers and in the light of this review reached the conclusion

that the pigmented bodies characteristic of cases of what are

known to be Benign Tertian Malaria and Quartan Malaria

(referred to by Feletti & Grassi as " terzana " and " quartana
"

respectively) differed from the crescentic (" semiluna ") type to

an extent which required the estabUshment for the former of a

^° At its Session held in Paris in 1948 the International Commission on Zoological
Nomenclature obtained the approval of the Thirteenth International Congress of
Zoology for the insertion in the Regies of a Recommendation deprecating the
distribution of pre-prints of papers printed for publication in serial publications
(1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 168).
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new genus to which they appUed the name Haemamoeba (loc. cit.

:

63, column 2). Having thus formed the view that two species

were involved and not one only (as hitherto supposed) and having

estabHshed a new nominal genus for the newly separated species,

it was necessary for Feletti & Grassi to find a specific trivial name
for that species. This they did in the concluding paragraph of

their paper, which appears on pages 63 and 64 and reads as

follows^^ :

—

[63, column 3]

In conclusione, sono certamente paras-

[64, column 1]

siti della malaria le forme descritte da Laveran, Marchiafava,

Celli ecc. ; secondo ogni verosimiglianza appartengono ai Rizopodi

e particolarmente agli Amoebiformes, e ne esistono per lo meno
due specie: la Haemamoeba malariae (delle febbri regolari) e la

Laverania malariae (delle febbri irregolari). .

82. It will be seen from the foregoing passage that Feletti &
Grassi regarded their genus Haemamoeba as containing but a

single species, to which they applied the new name Haemamoeba
malariae. From their standpoint, therefore, the genus Haema-
moeba Feletti & Grassi is monotypical with the above nominal

species as type species.

83. It is equally clear, however, from the passage in which

Feletti & Grassi estabHshed the genus Haemamoeba (quoted in

paragraph 81 above) that their species Haemamoeba malariae was
a composite species consisting partly of the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite (" terzana ") and partly of the Quartan Malaria

Parasite (" quartana ").

84. It is necessary next to examine the circumstances in which
the specific trivial name malariae Feletti & Grassi, December 1889,

came to be restricted to one of the two species included in it at

the time of its first publication. This restriction was effected in

the year 1 890 in a paper by the same authors published in volume
13 of the Archives italiennes de Biologie. There has been so

^^ For a facsimile of the paper here quoted see Appendix 2, Document 1.
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much misconception regarding the date of pubHcation of this

paper, its authorship and its contents that it requires particularly

careful study. The following are the points which require to

be noted:

—

(1) The paper which begins on page 287 and ends on page 300

of volume 13 of the Arch. ital. Biol, has as its title: " Sur

les parasites de la malaria. Notes preliminaires des

Prof. R. Feletti et B. Grassi." This paper appeared in

Part 2 of the volume cited above and was pubhshed on
26th May 1890, the wrapper to this Part bearing the

words: " Paru le 26 mai 1890."

(2) The foregoing paper consists of four parts, namely :

—

(a) a portion headed " Premiere Note "
(: 287—293).

The " Premiere Note " is described as " Ex-

traite de la Riforma medica, No. 11, 15 Janvier

1890." This is a translation into French of the

paper originally published in Italian by Feletti &
Grassi, which (as explained in paragraphs 78 and
79 above) is identical with the pamphlet published

in December 1889 in which those authors first pub-

lished the specific name Haemamoeba malariae.

The Italian original of this paper is reproduced as

Document No. 1 in Appendix 2.

(b) a portion headed " Deuxieme Note "
(: 293—296).

The " Deuxieme Note " is described as *' Ex-

traite de la Riforma medica. No. 50, ler mars
1890." This paper, of which, like the paper

published in January 1890, I possess a photostat

copy through the kindness of Dr. Robert Coatney,

was published on pages 296 and 297 of Part 50 of

Volume 6 of the Riforma medica. This paper is

reproduced in facsimile as Document 2 in

Appendix 2 to the present paper. It was pub-

lished in Italian under the title " Sui parassiti

della malaria. Aggiunta alia nota preliminare."

The authors were cited as " Prof. R. Feletti e B.
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Grassi." In this paper Feletti & Grassi con-

tinued the discussion of the characters which they

looked upon as distinguishing the genera Lav^rama

and Haemamoeba from one another but did not

name any new forms.

(c) a portion bearing the title " Parasites malariques chez

les oiseaux. Note preliminaire des Prof. B. Grassi

et R. Feletti'' (: 297—300).

Attached to the title of this portion is a reference

to a footnote, which reads as follows :
" Bollettino

mensile dell'Accademia Gioenia di scienze naturali

in Catania. Fasc. XIII. seance du 23 mars
1890." This portion also is thus seen to be a

translation into French of a paper previously

published in Italian by these authors. It must

be noted that, unlike the two previous papers, of

which the authors were cited as " Feletti &
Grassi," the authors of this third paper were cited

as " Grassi & Feletti."

(d) a single paragraph headed by the letters '' N.B.'' but

without any title or attribution ofauthorship (:300).

This paragraph, which is quoted in full in

paragraph 85 below, is essentially concerned to

record a new observation (" Dans ces derniers

jours ") made by the authors concerning the repro-

duction of crescent forms even in birds. Since

bird parasites are discussed only in the paper

entitled (in the French translation) '' Parasites

malariques chez les oiseaux " reproduced as the

third portion (portion (c) above) of the composite

paper published in the Arch. ital. Biol, it may be

concluded that this paragraph, which was here

pubHshed for the first time, is in the nature of a

postscript to the paper, the French translation of

which immediately precedes it. It follows, there-

fore, that the authorship of this paragraph should
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be attributed to Grassi & Feletti, that being the

order in which the names of these authors were

cited in the paper " Parasites malariques chez les

oiseaux."

85. It was in the postscript by Grassi & Feletti discussed in

sub-paragraph (2)(d) of the preceding paragraph that those

authors restricted the specific trivial name malariae Feletti &
Grassi, 1889, as published in the combination Haemamoeba
inalariae, to the Quartan Malaria Parasite by distinguishing as a

separate species, and giving the name Haemamoeba vivax to, the

second (taxonomic) species which earher (in December 1889) they

had confounded with the Quartan Malaria Parasite and had
included with that species under the name Haemamoeba malariae.

The paragraph by Grassi & Feletti containing this restriction

reads as follows :

—

N.B.—Dans ces derniers jours nous avons constate que les corps

en croissant se reproduicent meme chez les oiseaux, et que les

amibes, ci-dessus decrites, n'ont rien de commun avec les corps

croissant; elles appartiennent au genre Haemamoeba et nous les

appelons Haemamoeba praecox n.sp. A cette espece se rapportent

tres vraissemblablement les Haemamoeba de la fievre quotidienne

avec courtes intermittences. C'est pour cela que nous distinguons

dans le genre Haemamoeba, trois especes (Haemamoeba malariae

de la fievre quarte, Haemamoeba vivax de la fievre tierce et

Haemamoeba praecox de la fievre quotidienne avec courtes

intermittences, etc.).

86. The present Regies were not in existence at the time when
Grassi & Feletti published the foregoing note, but in taking this

action as the " first reviser " of the nominal species Haemamoeba
malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, these authors proceeded in strict

accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 31 of the

present Regies. The restriction by Grassi & Feletti of Haema-
moeba malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, to the Quartan Malaria

Parasite is therefore perfectly vahd under the Regies.
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87. It should be noted that, although Feletti & Grassi were the

first authors to publish a scientific name for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite, this parasite had already been described and figured by

Golgi. This important discovery is usually dated from 1889, the

year in which Golgi published a paper (1889, Arch. Sci. med.

13 : 173), in which he described in detail the characters which

distinguish the Quartan Malaria Parasite from the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite. In fact, however (as pointed out by

Sir Rickard Christophers in. lift., 24th March 1944) the first

paper in which Golgi established the characters of the Quartan

Malaria Parasite was pubhshed four years earlier (in 1885, G.

Accad. Med. Torino 33 : 734). A note on the rather complicated

bibliographical problems raised by these early papers by Golgi,

which has been kindly prepared for the present paper by Sir

Rickard Christophers, is given in Appendix 1.

88. In none of his papers did Golgi give a scientific name to the

Quartan Malaria Parasite. The first authors to give this species

such a name were Feletti & Grassi in their pamphlet published

in December 1889 (see paragraph 81 above). The specific trivial

name so given, malariae Feletti & Grassi, December 1889, as

restricted in 1890 by Grassi & Feletti (see paragraph 86 above)

is thus the oldest specific trivial name for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite.

89. At the time when the specific trivial name malariae Feletti

& Grassi, December 1889, was pubhshed for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite, it was the valid specific trivial name for that species

for not only had that species itself not previously been named but

the name then given to it {Haemamoeba malariae) was not a

homonym of any previously published name. When, however,

at a later date the Quartan Malaria Parasite was transferred on
taxonomic grounds to the same genus as the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite (originally described as Oscillaria malariae

Laveran, 1881), the specific trivial name malariae Feletti & Grassi,

December 1889, ceased to be available for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite, for it became a junior secondary homonym of the specific

trivial name malariae Laveran, 1881 (the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite) from the point of view of those authors who
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accepted the taxonomic judgment that these two species were

congeneric. When, however, we turn to consider the position of

those malariologists, present or future, who do not accept that

judgment and for whom in consequence the specific trivial name
malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, is not a junior secondary homo-
nym of the name malariae Laveran, 1881, as published in the

combination Oscillaria malariae, we find ourselves confronted

with the same problem as that which met us when we had to

consider what would be the relationship between the names

malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, as published in the com-

bination Plasmodium malariae, and malariae Laveran, 1881, as

published in the combination Oscillaria malariae, if an author,

acting as a " First Reviser " under Article 31 were to select the

Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite to be the species to which alone

the name malariae Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, should apply

(paragraphs 71-73 above). The question so raised was the inter-

pretation to be placed on Articles 35 and 36 of the Regies in

relation to the rejection of names on the ground of secondary

homonymy. On that occasion it was not necessary to express a

view on this admittedly controversial question, for, by then

myself acting as a " First Reviser " and selecting—under Article

31—those parts of the material described and figured by Mar-
chiafava & Celli which were undoubtedly referable to the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite to be the sole specimens by

which the name Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & CelH, 1885,

shall be interpreted, that name became a subjective junior synonym
of Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881. In consequence, in that

particular case the difficulties arising from the uncertainty as to

the proper interpretation of Articles 35 and 36 ceased to be

relevant and it was unnecessary therefore to adopt a working

hypothesis on this subject. In the present case, the adoption of

such a hypothesis cannot be avoided,^^ for, in order to determine

the status of the name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as pub-

lished in the combination Haemamoeba malariae, as the name for

the Quartan Malaria Parasite, it is essential to take a view on the

question whether under the Regies the rejection of that name as a

^' The doubts here discussed regarding the meaning to be attached to Articles 35
and 36 of the Regies in relation to the rejection of names on the ground of secondary
homonymy were, as has been explained in Footnote 7, completely set at rest in 1948,

by the revision of these Articles by the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology.
Under that revision, a junior secondary homonym, when once rejected and replaced,

can never again validly be used for the species in question.
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junior secondary homonym of malariae Laveran, 1881, by those

specialists who regard these two species as congeneric with one

another and who place them both in the genus Plasmodium is

permanent in the sense that it is binding also upon other specialists

who regard these species as being referable to separate genera or

whether, on the contrary, the name malariae Feletti & Grassi,

1889, can properly be used for the Quartan Malaria Parasite by

those specialists who regard that Parasite and the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite as being generically distinct from one

another. While, pending an authoritative clarification of Articles

35 and 36, no view can be held to be correct to the exclusion of

every other view, I have myself always been of the opinion that

the unqualified nature of the provision in Article 36, coupled with

the total absence in Article 35 of any reference to a distinction

between primary and secondary homonyms, is such that on any

natural construction of the wording of these Articles, the only

conclusion to be drawn is that any junior specific homonym,
whether primary or secondary, is rendered permanently unavila-

able, once it has been rejected and replaced. Owing to the

extraordinary misidentification of the nominal species Oscillaria

malariae Laveran, 1881, with the Quartan Malaria Parasite

(paragraphs 46-51 above), the name malariae Feletti & Grassi,

1889, has customarily been rejected not as a junior secondary

homonym of malariae Laveran, 1881, but as a junior subjective

synonym of that name. It is likely therefore that the name

malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1998 has never as yet been formally

rejected as a junior secondary homonym and in consequence,

replaced by some other name. Certainly the only authors who in

recent times have recognised that the name malariae Laveran,

1881, applies to the Mahgnant Tertian Parasite and not to the

Quartan Malaria Parasite (Christophers & Sinton (1938); Usinger

& Sabrosky (1944)), while recognising the existance of a condition

of secondary homonymy in the genus Plasmodium between the

names malariae Laveran, 1881 (for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite) and malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (for the Quartan

Malaria Parasite) have refrained from formally rejecting the latter

as an invalid junior secondary homonym of the former, the
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reason in each case being the same, namely a reluctance to take

any action which would lead to still further confusion in the

literature of human malariology. Such action has its value as a

temporary measure, pending the use by the International Com-
mission of its Plenary Powers for the purpose of preserving

existing nomenclatorial practice. It cannot however alter in any

way the fact that under the Regies the name malariae Feletti &
Grassi, 1889, will cease to be an available name for the Quartan

Malaria Parasite for any speciaHst who regards that species as

congeneric with the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, immedi-

ately any author (a) accepts the name malariae Laveran, 1881, as

the name of the Malignant Tertian Parasite, (b) regards that

species and the Quartan Malaria Parasite as congeneric and (c) in

consequence rejects the name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as

a junior secondary homonym of malariae Laveran, 1881, and
replaces it with the next available name for the Quartan Parasite.

Whether or not this rejection would render this name permanently

unavailable for use even by specialists who do not regard these

two species as being congeneric with one another, is, as we have

seen, at present a matter of dispute, though for the reasons which

I have explained, I hold that such action would have this effect.
^^

90. To sum up, the name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as

published in the combination Haemamoeba malariae, cannot be

used by any specialist who regards the species so named (the

Quartan Malaria Parasite) as congeneric with the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite by reason of the fact that, if this name
were to be used in this way, it would immediately become a junior

secondary homonym of the name malariae Laveran, 1881, as

published in the combination Oscillaria malariae, and in con-

sequence would need to be rejected and replaced by some other

name. The position of the name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889,

for those specialists who do not regard the species so named (the

Quartan Malaria Parasite) as congeneric with the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite is not clear owing to the doubts which

'^ The assumption here adopted later proved to have been justified, for in Paris
in 1948 the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology when revising Articles 35
and 36 of the Regies, definitely prescribed that a name, once rejected as a secondary
homonym and replaced by another name, is to be treated as being permanently
rejected and therefore incapable of being validly brought into use again by any
later author. See Footnote ".
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exist as to the proper interpretation of Articles 35 and 36 relating

to the rejection of secondary homonyms. It is necessary for the

purposes of the present study to adopt some working hypothesis

on this subject and the conclusion which I have reached—which

coincides with the view which I have always held on the question

of interpretation referred to above—is that the rejection and
replacement of the name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as a

junior secondary homonym in the genus Plasmodium renders that

name permanently invaUd, not only for those specialists who
regard the Quartan Malaria Parasite and the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite as congeneric with one another but also for those

who do not hold this view^^. For the remainder of the present

paper I therefore treat the name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889,

as published in the combination Haemamoeba malariae, as a

permanently invalid name. On this view it is necessary under the

Regies to find some later name for the Quartan Malaria Parasite.

It must be noted at this point, however, that the name malariae

Feletti & Grassi, 1889, has been used continuously for the Quartan

Malaria Parasite for over fifty years and that its displacement at

this date on purely nomenclatorial grounds would be open to

the strongest possible objection.

(4) The specific trivial name " malariae " erroneously alleged to

have been published as a new name in combination with the

generic name " Laverania " by Feletti and Grassi in 1889 for

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

91. As we have seen in paragraph 81 above, Feletti & Grassi

in their paper " Sui parassiti della malaria " (published, first, as a

pamphlet on 30th December 1889 and, second, as a paper, in the

issue of the Riforma medica of 1 5th January 1 890) recognised two
species of human malaria parasite, one of which they referred to

as Haemamoeba malariae and the other as Laverania malariae.

92. The generic names Haemamoeba and Laverania were both
published in this paper for the first time. So also was the specific

1* As will be seen from Footnote 12, the decision taken by the Thirteenth Inter-
national Congress of Zoology, Paris, 1948, gave the seal of approval to the working
hypothesis here adopted.
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trivial name malariae as placed by Feletti & Grassi in their new
genus Haemamoeba. On the other hand the choice of the word
" Laverania " for the name of their new genus makes it clear that

the purpose of Feletti & Grassi was to give honour to Laveran,

the discoverer of the first of the human malaria parasites to be

detected (the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite). Further,

their use for that species of the trivial name (malariae) published

for that species by Laveran at the time of his discovery, establishes

beyond doubt that the trivial name malariae, as used by Feletti

& Grassi in 1889 in combination with the generic name Laverania

was not a new name of their own but on the contrary was the

name malariae as published by Laveran himself in 1881 in the

combination Oscillaria malariae.

93. In a number of synonymies of the names of the human
malaria parasites (of which the most recent instance is afforded

by Christophers, 1945, Rev. Inst. Salubridad y Enfermedades trop.,

6(4) : 220) the specific name (binominal combination) Laverania

malariae has been cited as though it were a new name pubhshed
by Feletti & Grassi for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

in 1889, i.e. as though the specific trivial name malariae as there

used is attributable to Feletti & Grassi, 1889, whereas it is in fact

attributable (as shown above) to Laveran, 1881. In this way
there has grown up the erroneous belief that in 1889 (or in 1890,

in the case of those authors who believed that the paper " Sui

parassiti della malaria " was not published until that year) Feletti

& Grassi published the specific trivial name malariae as a new
name in combination with the generic name Laverania.

(5) The specific trivial name " vivax " as published in combination

with the generic name " Haemamoeba " by Grassi and
Feletti in 1890 for the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite

94. The specific trivial name vivax was first published by Grassi

& Feletti (in the combination Haemamoeba vivax) on 26th May
1890 (see paragraph 84(1) above) {Arch. ital. Biol. 13 : 300) in the

short note quoted in paragraph 85 above. This was the place

where those authors first recognised that the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite and the Quartan Malaria Parasite were distinct

species and gave a specific trivial name {vivax) to the first of these

species. As explained in paragraph 83 above, these authors had
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previously (1889, Sui parassiti della malaria and 15th January

1890, Riforma medica 6(11) : 64) included both these species in

their (at that time) composite species Haemamoeba malariae

Feletti & Grassi, 1889.

95. The specific trivial name mvax Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as

published in the combination Haemamoeba vivax, is the first

such name to have bestowed upon the Benign Tertian Malaria

Parasite and, as it is a nomenclatorially available name, it is the

vaUd specific trivial name for that species.

(6) The specific trivial name " praecox " as published in combina-

tion with the generic name " Haemamoeba " by Grassi and

Feletti in 1890, the name of a parasite of birds which has

been erroneously applied to the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite

96. The specific trivial name praecox was published by Grassi

& Feletti in 1 890 in the combination Haemamoeba praecox. This

name appeared in a brief postscript (written in French) attached

by Grassi & Felletti to a translation into French (with the title

" Parasites malariques chez les oiseaux ") of a paper (written in

Italian) which those authors had presented to the " Accademia
Gioenia di scienze naturali in Catania " at the meeting of that

body held on 23rd March 1890 and which had just appeared in

Fascicule 13 of its Bollettino mensile. The French translation of

this paper, together with the brief postscript then published for

the first time (on page 300), appeared in Part 2 of volume 13 of

the Archives italiennes de Biologic. The exact date of publication

is known, for fortunately the wrapper of this Part bears the legend
" Paru le 26 mai 1890." The original reference for the nominal

species Haemamoeba praecox Grassi & Feletti is thus " May 1890,

Arch. ital. Biol. 13(2) : 300."

97. The text of the passage containing the original publication

of the name Haemamoeba praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890, is

reproduced in full in paragraph 85 of the present paper. In order

to understand the description given by Grassi & Feletti for this

species, it is necessary to be aware of the substance of the paper

to which (as already explained) the passage containing the original
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description of Haeniamoeba praecox was a postscript. The
description there given leaves no room for doubt that the fore-

going name was introduced for the express purpose of denoting

certain parasites found in the blood of birds which had been

described in the paper entitled " Parasites malariques chez les

oiseaux," to which the note containing the description of Haema-
moeha praecox was, as has been explained, added as a postscript

to the French version of the foregoing paper. It was only after

the name Haeniamoeba praecox had been given in this way to the

bird parasite that in the following sentence Grassi & Feletti added,

by way of, what they regarded as an important, comment, their

view that the bird parasite to which they had given the foregoing

name was the same as that which in Man was responsible for
*'

la fievre quotidienne avec courtes intermittences." The human
parasites identified in this way by Grassi & Feletti were, it is now
generally agreed, asexual forms of the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria

Parasite. As has been pointed out by Christophers & Sinton

(1938 : 1132), Grassi & Feletti, when they wrote the paper now
under discussion, were unaware that these asexual forms of the

human parasite were referable to the same species (the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite) as were the sexual forms to which nine

years earlier Laveran had (in 1881) given the name Oscillaria

malariae. Grassi & Feletti were familiar with these asexual forms

in human cases and it was, no doubt, because they recognised the

resemblance between these forms and the bird parasite which they

had just named Haemamoeba praecox that, as we have seen, they

added the comment that, in their view these asexual forms, found

in human cases belonged to the same species as the bird parasite

to which they given the name Haemamoeba praecox.

98. The specific trivial name praecox Grassi & Feletti was later

extensively used as the specific trivial name of the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite by French workers who uncritically

followed the erroneous determination by Liihe (1900) (discussed

in paragraph 49 above) of Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, as

the Quartan Malaria Parasite. Workers in France who accepted

Luhe's determination of Laveran's species, being thus forced to

find a specific trivial name in place of malariae for the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite, adopted for this species the specific

trivial nsimQ praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890. The French workers
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who adopted this course argued, first, that the nominal species

Haemamoeba praecox, as established by Grassi & Feletti in 1 890,

was a composite species, made up partly of a new bird parasite

and partly of asexual forms of the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite of Man. Second, it was argued that this nominal species

had ceased to be a composite species in 1891 when Grassi & Feletti

had removed the bird parasite from it, on renaming the bird

parasite Haemamoeba relicta (Grassi & Feletti, 1891, Bull. mens.

Accad. Gioenia Sci. nat. Catania (n.s.) 1 (No. 16) : 19). Accord-

ingly, under this argument, the Malignant Tertian Malaria Para-

site had been left in undisputed possession of the trivial name
praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890. This argument would have been

valid only (i) if, in fact, examples of the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite had been included among the syntypes of the

nominal species Haemamoeba praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890,

and (ii) if in 1891 Grassi & Feletti had effectively selected the

foregoing syntypes to form the basis for the nominal species

Haemamoeba praecox to the total exlusion of the syntypes of the

bird parasite by removing the latter to the new nominal species

Haemamoeba relicta.

99. We may conveniently examine first the second of these

claims. On this subject, I applied for assistance to Dr. C. A.

Hoare, F.R.S. (The Wellcome Laboratories of Tropical Medicine

^

London). After examining the whole of the papers concerned.

Dr. Hoare replied as follows :

—

I shall now deal with the points raised by you in chronological order.

(a) Grassi, B. & Feletti, F. '' Parassiti malarici negli uccelli. Nota
preliininare." BuUetino mensile delta Accademia Gioenia di Scienze

naturali in Catania. Marzo 1890, (N.S.), Fascicolo XIII :
3—6.

Here they give the name Laverania danilewsky [sic] n.sp. (:4) for

the crescentic parasite of sparrows; they also found an amoeboid
parasite, which they left un-named, but suggested it was a Haemamoeba.

(b) IID. " Ancora sui parassiti malarici degli uccelli. Seconda
nota preliminare." Aprile 1890, ibid. Fasc. XIV : 2—7.

In this paper the amoeboid parasite of sparrows, mentioned in (a)

is named Haemamoeba praecox (: 2).

fi
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(c) IID. " Nuova contribuzione alio studio della malaria. Nota
preliminare." Ibid. Dicembre 1890 e Gennaio 1891, Fasc. XVI
: 16—20.

The year at the foot of the title page is 1891.

In this paper they record the findings in sparrows of a new form of

Haemamoeba, which they name Haemamoeba relicta n.sp. (: 19). It

is evident from the text that they regard this as a distinct species, not

merely a new name for H. praecox. This is also obvious from the

next paper (paper (d) below).

(d) IID. " Inoculazione dei parassiti malarici da uccello ad
uccello.—Parassiti dei globuli rossi delle rane." Ibid., Marzo, Aprile

1891, Fasc. XVm—XIX : 6—12.

Here it is stated that the authors recognise in sparrows three species

of malaria parasites : Haemamoeba praecox, H. relicta and Laverania

danilewsky [sic]. This confirms the view of the authors as to the

independence of the two Haemamoeba.

Subsequently, some authors (but not Grassi & Feletti: at least not

up to 1891 inclusive) regarded Plasmodium relictum as a synonym of

P. praecox, while others retained it as a distinct species.

I think it is clear from the above excerpts that Grassi & Feletti did

not rename H. praecox but recognised two species, namely : H. praecox

and H. relicta (in addition to Laverania danilewsky).

100. From the information quoted above, we see at once that

there is no substance in the claim that the name Haemamoeba
relicta Grassi & Feletti, 1891, was pubUshed as a substitute name

{nom. nov.) for the name Haemamoeba praecox Grassi & Feletti,

1 890, as apphed by those authors to the bird parasite which they

then so named. It is perfectly clear indeed that the foregoing

authors regarded the name praecox as applying to one bird

parasite and the name relicta as applying to another bird parasite.

Thus, the main part of the argument used by the French authors

who sought to justify the use of the name praecox Grassi & Feletti

for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite is seen to be without

any foundation. We have already seen (paragraph 97 above)

that the other part of the French workers' argument, namely that

the nominal species Haemamoeba praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1 890,

contained among its syntypes examples not only of the bird
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parasite then so named but also of the Human MaHgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite is also completely devoid of foundation. Accord-

ingly, under the Regies the specific name praecox Grassi & Feletti

adheres exclusively to the bird parasite and has, moreover, done

so from the moment at which it was first published.

101. The contention that the trivial name praecox Grassi &
Feletti applied to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and was

the oldest available such name for that species and therefore its

valid name never won any general acceptance, and, in particular,

was vigorously rejected by Schaudinn (1902, Arb. kaiserl, Ges.

Berlin, 19 : 169), by Blanchard (1905, Les Moustiques, Paris) and

by Stiles (1929, in Sergent Ed.) et. al. in Arch. Inst. Pasteur Alger.

1 : 232). These authors all took the view that the text of the

original description of Haemamoeba praecox Grassi & Feletti

showed beyond question that this name was definitely bestowed

by its authors upon the bird parasite there described and that it

must therefore adhere only to that species. In the most recent of

the papers cited above (Stiles, etc. 1929) Sergent (Ed.) and others

re-examined this question and, while formally adhering to the

traditional French view that under the Regies the trivial name
praecox Grassi & Feletti was the correct specific trivial name for

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, agreed that in existing

conditions it was neither practicable nor desirable to apply the

name praecox to that species. We may, therefore, now leave this

subject, contenting ourselves with noting that, for the reasons

explained above, the specific trivial namQ praecox Grassi & Feletti,

1890, has no place in any list of the names bestowed upon the

human malaria parasites. At most, this name can be included

in such a list only as a name which has been erroneously applied

to a human malaria parasite (the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite) through a misreading by subsequent authors of the

description published by Grassi & Feletti.
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(7) The specific trivial name " falciforme " as published in com-

bination with the generic name " Ematozoo " by Antolisei and

Angelini in 1890 for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite

102. When the bibHographical reference to Haematozoon

falciparum Welch, 1897 {in Loomis's Syst. pract. Med. 1 : 36) was

being checked in the course of the preparation of the present

paper, the following footnote given by Welch immediately after

his description of the above species suggested the existance of a

hitherto ignored specific name for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite, namely Haematozoon falciforme Antolisei & Angelini:

—

The name Haematozoon falciforme suggested by Antolisei &
Angelini is objectionable, as it implies that the shape is always

falciform, and is applicable only to the crescentic forms. The
adjective " falciparum " (falx, " sickle," pan're,'' to bring forth,"
*' to produce "), on the other hand, indicates that the property of

forming crescents is a distinctive character of the organism, and
it is therefore applicable to the variety of the parasite which
possesses exclusively this property.

103. Welch did not give a reference to the place where AntoHsei

& Angehni published the name Haematozoon falciforme but he

did state that a full bibliography of works on malaria was given

by Thayer (W. S.) and Hewetson (J), in their " Malarial Fevers of

Baltimore " published in 1895.

104. Thayer & Hewetson' s paper, which occupies the whole

of one volume of the " Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports

"

(Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, Johns Hopkins Hosp. Rep. 5 : 1—218,

2 pis.) contains a detailed survey of the previous literature of

malariology. This survey includes copious references to the

annexed bibhograpy (: 189—208) which includes 359 titles. In

their survey, Thayer & Hewetson described at length (: 25—27)

the paper " Sulle febbri malariche predominanti nell'estate e

autumno a Roma " (1890, ^r//. Accad. Med. Roma 16) in which
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Marchiafava & Celli had recorded their observations on " 'aestivo-

autumnal' Roman fever." After noting (: 27) that these observa-

tions had been confirmed in their main features by a large number
of observers, among the first of whom being Gualdi & Antohsei

(who demonstrated the existence of this type of organism by

inoculation experiments), Thayer & Hewetson proceeded as

follows :

—

Antolisei & Angelini (119, 131) refer to this variety as the

haematozoon falciforme."

105. The following are the entries given by Thayer & Hewetson
in respect of the papers by Antolisei & Angelini to which they

had referred under the numbers " 119 " and " 131 ":

—

(119). ANTOLISEI & ANGELINI. Osservacioni sopra alcuni

casi d'infezione malarica con forme semilunari. Arch.

Ital. di clinica medica, 1890, 1.

(131). ANTOLISEI & ANGELINI. Nota sul ciclo biologico

deir ematozoa falciforme. Riforma niedica, 1890,

nos. 54, 55, 56, March 6, 7, 8, pp. 320; 326; 332.

106. It is clear from the way in which Thayer & Hewetson cited

these references that it was upon one or other or both of these

papers that they relied for their statement that Antohsei &
Angelini had given the specific name (binominal combination)

Haematozoon falciforme to the aestivo-autumnal Roman fever.

It was necessary therefore to examine each of these papers care-

fully. The results are given in the immediately following

paragraphs.

107. The first of these papers (i.e. that numbered (119) by
Thayer & Hewetson), which was published on some date in 1890,

in the Archivio italiano de clinica Medica, Milan, Naples, Turin

29 : 1—23, has been kindly examined for me by Sir Rickard
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Christophers who has been good enough to furnish the following

report on it (/>/ litt., dated 26th April 1944):

—

It does not apparently give the first naming but refers several

times to '' Yeniatoioo falciforme " in each case in italics. I give

the passages below. Whether this naming is above all suspicion

as to its being a correct zoological designation is, I think, just

doubtful. Even supposing the genus name were accepted as

Haematozoon it seems doubtful whether the name ematozoo
falciforme is quite the zoologist's idea of a correct binominal
designation. However one cannot say what validity there may
be until one has seen the passage giving the name. That others

have accepted "'falciforme " as a specific name definitely given

meantime carries considerable weight.

The passages giving the name " Vematozoo falciforme ^^ are:

—

:2 Avertiamo che tanto i casi, che pubbHchiama quanto le

osservazioni, che seguono, provengono soltanto da studii

fatti dacche, abbiamo acquistato la convinzione, che

Vematozoo falciforme sia un parassita a se, nettamente
diverso dagli altri, e dacche abbiamo imparato a distinguere

le diverse fasi della sua vita da quelle degli altri.

:8 Dalla lettura dei casi riferiti ognuno si sara.persuaso quanto sia

vero, che non basta I'esame del sangue di un solo malarico

per conoscere la biologia dell 'ematozoo falciforme.

:9 Dicevamo che dall'esame di alcuni dei nostri casi si deume che

nell'inizio delle infezioni malariche provocati dalVematozoo
falciforme, nel sangue circolante non si mostrano che le

amebe.

Of course all this applies to the crescentic gametocytes of

falciparum which puzzled the authors because they could get no
life cycle such as they now expected in any parasite on the analogy
of the quartan and tertian parasites. They were not merely out,

so to speak, to describe some definite zoological form.

108. There is no copy in the United Kingdom of the second of

the two papers by Antolisei & Angehni cited by Thayer & Hewet-

son (i.e. the paper numbered (131) in their bibhography). I

accordingly applied to Dr. Robert L. Usinger in the hope that it

might be possible to trace a copy of this paper in some library in

the United States. Dr. Usinger very kindly consulted Dr. G.

Robert Coatney, who (on 13th September 1945) was so kind as to

furnish the following very interesting report :

—

I find that Antolisei, E. & Angehni 1889, "Due altri casi di

febbre malarica spermentale," La Riforma medica 2 : 1352—1353,

I
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1358— 1359, do, on page 1359, na.mQ falciforme but only as a type

of fever, like quartan fever, and, therefore, the name is not a
zoological synonym of falciparum. In 1890 the same authors in
" Nota sul cicio biologico dell'ematozoo falciforme," La Riforma
medica 6 : 320—321, 326—327, 332—334, on the last page (: 334)

name falciforme n.sp., preceding the name falciforme with

ematozoo in italics. This does not, in my opinion, constitute a

generic name but rather a lapsus calami.

109. Leaving aside for the moment the question whether a

specific term consisting of the words Ematozoo falciforme (i.e. the

name published by Antolisei & Angelini, but with the first letter

of the generic name written with a capital letter) constitutes a

name which complies with the requirements of the Regies and is

therefore, other things being equal, an available name, we have

to note:

—

(1) that in each of the two papers cited by Thayer & Hewetson,

Antolisei & Angelini did pubHsh a new specific trivial

name falciforme but that in each of these papers the

generic name was spelt " ematozoo " and not " haemato-

zoon " as stated by Thayer & Hewetson; and, therefore,

that it must be assumed that the latter spelling is a

deliberate emendation by Thayer & Hewetson of the

original spelling " ematozoo "
;

(2) that, as no particulars are available to show the date in

1890 on which was pubhshed the Part of volume 29 of

the Arch. ital. din. Med., containing Antolisei &
Angehni's paper " Osservazioni sopra alcuni casi

d'infezione malarica con forme semilunari," whereas the

Parts of volume 6 of the Riforma medica containing those

authors' paper " Nota sul cicio biologico dell'ematozoa

falciforme " are known to have been published on the

6th, 7th and 8th March 1890, it must be concluded (at

least until further information is available) that the last-

named paper was the first to be published and therefore

that it was in this paper that the name ematozoo falci-

forme was first published (Antolisei & Angelini, 8th

March 1890, Riforma medica 6(56) : 334) as a name for

the malaria parasite of semilunar form. (The question
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as to which of these papers was the first to be pubHshed
is of theoretical importance only, for in both papers the

specific trivial name falciforme was published by

Antolisei & Angelini in the same genus {ematozod) and
applied to the same species of parasite.)

110. We must turn now to consider whether the term ''ematozoo

falciforme " as published by Antolisei & Angelini constitutes a

name which can be regarded as complying with the requirements

of the Regies. Two problems are involved: (i) Does this name
comply with the requirements of Article 3, which relates to the

form of scientific names for animals ? (ii) Apart from any answer

which may be given to the foregoing question, is the name pub-

lished by Antolisei & Angelini invalidated either wholly as a

specific name (binominal combination) or as regards the first of

its component elements (the generic name) by reason of the fact

that, when this specific name was published, the generic name was

printed with a small, instead of a capital, initial letter, i.e. as

ematozoo and not as Ematozoo ? For the first of these questions,

the relevant Article in the Regies is Article 3. For the second of

these questions the relevant Article is Article 8 (form of generic

names). In the present context this latter Article should be read

in conjunction with the parallel Article (Article 13), which relates

to the form of specific trivial names.

111. The following is the substantive French text of Article 3

of the Regies :

—

3. Les noms scientifiques des animaux sont des mots latins ou
latinises, ou consideres et traites comme tels, au cas ou ils ne
seraient pas d'origine classique.

112. The generic name Ematozoo is certainly not a " mot latin"

nor can it be claimed that it is a " mot latinise " except in so far

as the fact that it was printed in italics suggests that in the opinion

of Antolisei & Angelini, it was a Latinised word and therefore one

which, on being printed, should be distinguished in this way from

the Italian words which formed the remainder of the sentence in

which it occurred. The word Ematozoo is not a " mot d'origine

classique." Article 3 provides that a word not of classical origin
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is to be accepted if it was considered and treated as a Latin or

Latinised word by its author. The fact that Antohsei & Angehni

gave to the parasite in question a binominal name and printed

that name in itahcs to distinguish it from the adjoining ItaHan

words does, in my view, create a presumption that they were con-

sidering and treating this non-classical word Ematozoo as a Latin

or Latinised word. This presumption is greatly strengthened

by the fact that the second part of the specific name introduced

by Antolisei & Angelini, namely the specific trivial na.mQfalciforme

is undoubtedly a Latin word. I conclude therefore that the lorm

in which Antolisei & Angelini published the name Ematozoo

falciforme satisfies the requirements of Article 3 of the Regies.

113. On turning to the second of the questions raised in

paragraph 110 above, we have to consider the.substantive French

texts of Articles 8 and 13. These read as follows:

—

8. Le nom generique consiste en un mot unique, simple ou
compose, ecrit par un premiere lettre capitale et employe comme
substantif au nominatif singulier.

13. Les noms de personnes employes comme noms specifiques

peuvent etre ecrits par une premiere lettre capitale; tous les autres

noms specifiques s'ecrivent par une petite lettre initiale.

114. It is perfectly clear that the form in which Antohsei &
Angelini pubhshed the specific name here under consideration

{ematozoo falciforme) does not comply with all the provisions of

Article 8 (since the generic name was not written with a capital

initial letter) but that it does comply with those of Article 13

(since the specific trivial name was written with a small initial

letter, as is required by that Article in all cases except where the

word chosen for a specific trivial name is the name of a person,

in which case the author is left to choose between the use of a

small initial letter and the use of a capital initial letter).
^^

^^ At its Session held in Paris in 1948 the International Commission on Zoological
Nomenclature obtained the approval of the Thirteenth International Congress of
Zoology for the redrafting of Article 13 so as to require that every specific name
shall be written with a small initial letter (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 173).
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115. The question now arises as to whether non-compliance

with Article 8 in the original publication of a new generic name
should be regarded as invalidating that name. No authoritative

ruling has been given by the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature on this matter, but practical considera-

tions militate strongly against any such interpretation. If Article

8 were to be read in this sense, Article 1 3 would similarly have to

be regarded as invalidating any specific trivial name (other than

that consisting of the name of a person) originally pubhshed with

a capital initial letter. Now every systematist knows that count-

less thousands of specific trivial names were originally published

in this way, particularly a very large number already in common
use at the time when the present Regies were adopted in 1901.

It is inconceivable that those responsible for the introduction of

these Regies contemplated the inclusion of a provision which

would have had the effect of immediately invalidating a large

proportion of the specific trivial names in common use at that time.

My conclusion therefore is that Articles 8 and 13 should be read

in another sense, namely : as indicating the correct forms in

which generic and specific trivial names should be pubhshed,

implying that any departure from those forms should call for

automatic correction but should not be regarded as rendering

the names invalid.

116. My interpretation of Article 8 is therefore that where a

generic name is first published with a small initial letter, that form

of printing the generic name, although constituting a contraven-

tion of Article 8, does not invahdate the generic name in question

for the purposes of Article 25 (Law of Priority)^''. At the same
time, however, where a generic name is first published in this

defective manner, that defect does call for an automatic correction

of the name by the substitution by later authors of a capital

initial letter for the small initial letter (erroneously) used in the

original publication.

^^ In 1948 at its meeting held in Paris the Thirteenth International Congress of
Zoology inserted in the Regies a provision that infringements of Article 14 (and of
certain other Articles) should be subject to automatic correction (1950, Bull. zool.

NomencL, 4 : 67—68) and this provision was expressly extended to similar infringe-

ments of Article 8 by the Fourteenth International Congress of Zoology, Copenhagen
1953 (1953, Copenhagen Decisions zool. NomencL, : 47—48). In the light of this

clarification of the Regies, the assumption here made as to the status of the generic

name ematozoo, as published with a small, instead of with a capital, initial letter is

seen to have been correct.
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117. Applying these conclusions to the case of the generic

name published by Antolisei & Angelini in 1890 for the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasites, we may conclude that the fact that that

name was originally printed with a small initial letter (as ematozod)

instead of with a capital initial letter {Ematozoo) constituted a

defective method of publication, but that the defect involved does

not invalidate this generic name, though it does call automatically

for the substitution by later writers of a capital initial letter for

the small initial letter (incorrectly) used in the original publication,

the name thus becoming Ematozoo in place of ematozoo.

118. In the Hght of the foregoing considerations I conclude

that the specific name Ematozoo (correction of ematozoo) falci-

forme Antolisei & Angelini satisfies the requirements of the Regies

and accordingly possesses rights under the Law of Priority

(Article 25) as from 8th March 1890, the date of pubHcation of

the portion of Antolisei & Angelini's paper in which this name
was first pubhshed.

119. The species described by AntoUsei & Angelini in 1890 as

Ematozoo fakiforme is the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

(paragraph 104), for which, as shown in paragraph 45 above,

the oldest available specific trivial name, and accordingly the

vahd name, is malariae Laveran, 1881, of which therefore the

specific trivial name fakiforme Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, as

pubhshed in the combination Ematozoo (correction of ematozoo)

fakiforme, is a junior subjective synonym.

(8) The specific trivial name " immaculata " as published in

combination with the generic name " Haemamoeba " by

Grassi in 1891, the name of a parasite of birds which has

been erroneously applied to the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite

120. In 1891 a paper entitled " Weiteres zur Malariafrage " by
Grassi & Feletti was published in the CentralblattfUr Bakteriohgie

und Parasitenkunde (Grassi & Feletti, 1891, ZbL Bakt. 10:
449-^54, 481—488, 517—521). This paper was divided into

three Sections, of which the first (: 449—454, 481—488) and the
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third (: 519—521) were written jointly by Grassi & Feletti. The
second Section (: 517—519), however, was written by Grassi

alone. In this Section, to which was applied the sub-title

" Verschiedene Untersuchungen," Grassi first published (: 517)

the specific trivial name immaculata (in the binominal combination

Haematnoeba immaculata).

Ill, Grassi began by referring to a paper in which CelU &
Guarnieri had recorded the occurrence in Man of parasites which

segmented at a very early stage, that is to say, even before pig-

mentation had occurred; those authors had associated this

parasite with another parasite which also segmented at an early

stage, though not before pigmentation had occurred. Grassi had
suspected that this second parasite might be a separate species,

distinct from Haemamoeba praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890, but

at that time he had not found this form in any bird which he had
examined. Quite recently, however, he had found a parasite

which he identified with this form in an immature specimen of

the Kestrel (Cherchneis tinnunculus). The rnaterial so obtained

was then described by Grassi and given the name Haemamoeba
immaculata.

111. The following is the full text of the passage summarised

in the immediately preceding paragraph:

—

A. Schon in einer vorhergehenden Note findet man angedeutet,

dass Celle und Guarnieri eine Parasitenform im Menschen
beschrieben haben, welche sich sehr friihzeitig, bevor auch nut die

geringste Spur von Pigment existirt, segmentirt. Wahrend nun
obige Verfasser diese Form mit einer anderen, welche sich eben-

falls friihzeitig, aber erst nachdem sie bereits Pigment erworben,
zusammenwerfen, stieg in mir der Zweifel auf, ob sie nicht eine

Art fiir sich, verschieden von der Haemamoeba praecox, reprasen-

tiren konne. Ich hatte seiner Zeit bereits bemerkt, dass in den
von mir bis dahin untersuchten Vogeln obige Form gewiss fehlte.

KiJrzhch nun ereignete es sich, dass ich eine gleiche Form in einem,

sich noch im Dunenkleide befindlichen Thurmfalken {Cherchneis

timnmcidus) vorfand. Die anderen drei kleinen Thurmfalken
welche sich mit ihm zusammen im Nest befanden, waren nicht

von dieser Parasitenform infizirt, wahrend der erste es derartig

war, dass man nur mit grosser Miihe ein freies rothes Blutkor-

perchen vorfinden konnte. Diese Falke lebte acht Tage und bot

mir stets den gleichen Refund.
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Stets, in jedem Augenblick, fand sich in den rothen Blutkor-

perchen des Blutes eine Haemamobe, welche, wie die anderen

Haemamoben der Vogel, durchaus keine amoboidische Bewegun-
gen zeigte. Fast in jedem Praparat fand man zu jeder Stunde
Segmentationsfiguren. Die Segmentation fand statt, wenn ein

grosser Theil des Blutkorperchens noch unversehrt war und ohne
einen Nucleus cle reliquat zu hinterlassen. Auch diese Haemamobe
hat einen Kern, Keine kontraktilen Vakuolen etc. Ich schlage

vor, derselben den Namen Haemamoeba immaculata zu geben.

123. In view of the unfortunate subsequent history of this

name, it is particularly necessary to establish beyond possibility

of question the identity of the species to which it appHes. It is

for this reason that I have quoted in full the. original description

given by Grassi for his Haemamoeba immaculata. We must note,

therefore, that the material to which Grassi apphed the new name
Haemamoeba immaculata consisted exclusively of material obtained

from the blood of an immature Kestrel. The parasite to which

this name was given was thus an avian parasite. It is true,

however, that in the passage immediately preceding that in which

he described this avian parasite Grassi subjectively identified the

parasite which he had found in the blood of the Kestrel with a

parasite with which he was not familiar in nature but which had

been described in a paper published by CeUi & Guarnieri as

having been found 'in the blood of Man. The specific name
Haemamoeba immaculata, being a name based solely upon

material obtained from the Kestrel, applies objectively only to

that material, for it was that material alone which was before

Grassi when he drew up his description. Accordingly, the

identification by Grassi of the bird parasite which he had before

him (and to which he gave the new name Haemamoeba immaculata)

with a published description of a parasite found in Man repre-

sents no more than a subjective taxonomic judgement which,

whether correct or incorrect, can have no possible bearing on the

status of the name Haemamoeba immaculata, which objectively

was attached for all time to the bird parasite from which it was

described and to no other.
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124. On page 518 of his paper (the page following that on
which the name Haemamoeba immaculata was first published and
on which the species so named was described) Grassi turned to

review the existing state of knowledge regarding the human
malaria parasites. He summarised his views on this subject in a

table in which he recognised five such parasites (four in the genus

Haemamoeba and one in the genus Laverania). The fourth of

the " species " recognised by Grassi as belonging to the genus

Haemamoeba figured in his Ust as ''Haemamoeba immaculata^

The human malaria parasite so referred to (together with the

parasite which immediately preceded it and to which Grassi

applied the name Haemamoeba praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890,

erroneously as has been shown in paragraph 101 above) was
characterised by Grassi as follows: '' verursacht perniciose,

quotidiane, subkontinuirliche und kontinuirliche Fieber." A
Httle lower down the same page, Grassi, clearly quoting from the

observations pubHshed by CelH & Guarnieri, added the note:
" Die Haemamoeba immaculata wurde im Menschen bis jetzt nur

in Rom angetroff'en." Thus in his survey of the human malaria

parasites Grassi repeated and amplified his earlier subjective

taxonomic judgment that the bird parasite Haemamoeba immacu-

lata occurred also in the blood of Man and was responsible for

one of the kinds of human malaria fever. For the reasons already

explained, this subjective judgment on the part of Grassi is

entirely irrelevant, so far as concerns the question of the identity

of the species to which the name Haemamoeba immaculata applies,

that being a question settled objectively once and for all by the

fact that it was the bird material which alone was used by Grassi

when he drew up his description of that species.

125. It is now generally agreed that Grassi was (taxonomically)

in error when he subjectively identified the bird parasite Haema-
moeba immaculata with a human malaria parasite. Malariologists

are generally agreed also that the human malaria parasite which

Grassi misidentified with his bird parasite and to which he there-

fore erroneously applied the specific name Haemamoeba immacu-

lata was the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite.
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126. So far as human malariology is concerned, the subsequent

history of the specific trivial name immaculata Grassi, 1891, is

very similar to that of the specific trivial name praecox Grassi &
Feletti, 1890 (discussed in paragraphs 98-99 above). Both names

have been used for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and

both for the same reason. In each case the widespread acceptance

of the erroneous determination by Liihe (1900) (discussed in

paragraphs 46-51 above) of Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, as

the Quartan Malaria Parasite left (as it was believed) the Mahg-
nant Tertian Malaria Parasite without an available specific trivial

name. The difference between the later development of these

two cases lies in the fact that, while workers in France accepted

(erroneously as is now seen) the specific trivial name praecox

Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as the next available specific trivial name
for the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite (paragraph 98 above),

German workers such as Schaudinn (1902, Arb. Gesundh. Ami.,

Berlin 19 : 169) rejected the name praecox (quite correctly) on
the ground that it had been originally applied to a bird parasite

and not to a human malaria parasite. These and later German
authors accordingly adopted the specific trivial name immaculata

Grassi, 1891, for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, over-

looking the fact that the use of this name in this sense was open

to precisely the same objection as that advanced against the use

of the namQ praecox Grassi & Feletti.

127. The position is therefore that from a nomenclatorial point

of view the specific trivial name immaculata Grassi, 1891, as

published in the combination Haemamoeba immaculata, is a name
published for a parasite of birds and not for a malaria parasite

of Man and that it was only through the erroneous subjective

identification of the bird parasite with a human malaria parasite

that this trivial name ever found its way into the literature of

human malariology. The specific trivial name immaculata

Grassi, 1891, has, therefore no place in the synonymy of the

names bestowed upon human malaria parasites, though (like

praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890), it must be included in any list of

names at one time or another erroneously believed to have been

so bestowed which may be drawn up in connection with such a

synonymy.
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(9—11) The terms " quartanae," " tertianae " and " quotidianae "

erroneously alleged to have been published by Celli and

Sanfelice in 1891 as trivial names for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite, the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite and the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite respectively, treated by

the above authors as varieties (subspecies) of the nominal

species '' Plasmodium malariae " Marchiafava and Celli,

1885

128. In 1891 Celli & Sanfelice published a long paper entitled

" Sui Parasiti del Globulo Rosso nell'Uomo e negli Animali
"

(1891, Ann. 1st. Igiene sper. Univ. Rojna (n.s.) 1 : 33—63, 3 pis.).

This paper is divided into a number of Sections of which the

third is entitled " Uomo malarico." In this Section (: 54) human
malaria fever was stated to consist of three forms, This passage

reads as follows:

—

. . . . Secondo poi il tipo del febbricitare si puo svolgere sotto tre

forme :

—

(a) quartana: ne sono combinazioni la quartana doppia, la

quartana triplice o pseudoquotidiana;

(b) terzana: n'e una combinazione la terzana doppia o pseudo-
quotidiana;

(c) quotidiana: combinazioni ne sono le febbri ad accessi

prolungati, le subentranti, le subcontinue, le perniciose.

129. Throughout the remainder of Section III of their paper

Celli & Sanfelici discussed human malaria fever (not the human
malaria parasites) under these names. Quartan Malaria was
discussed under the title " Nella quartana" (: 54—55), Benign

Tertian Malaria under the title " Nella terzana" (: 55) and
Malignant Tertian Malaria under the title " Nella quotidiana

"

(: 55—58). In a concluding Section (which is unnumbered and
lacks a title), commencing on page 59 and ending on page 61,

Celli & Sanfelice brought together the conclusions reached in the
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earlier part of their paper and on page 61 they set out as shown in

the following table (reproduced in facsimile in Plate I) the views

which they had formed in regard to the parasites responsible for

the types of fever discussed in their paper:

—

Per distinguere le specie adottiammo anche noi il criterio della

sede, al quale va talora congiunto quello morfologico e sempre
quello sperimentale, per cui finora da una specie all'altra un
parasita non fu inoculabile. Alcune specie hanno della varieta,

che distinguiamo secondo la rapidita di sviluppo, cioe: A) lento;

B) accelerate; C) rapido.

Tenendo conto per ora soltanto delle specie meglio studiate,

la lore classificazione sarebbe dunque come segue:

Generi Species Varieta

1° Haemogregarina
(Danilewsky)

2° Haenwproteus
(Kruse)

y Plasmodium
(Marchiafava e

Celli)

"7/. ranarum R. Lank
< H. testudinis Dan.
H. lacertae Dan.

^ H. columbae Gras.

H. Danilewsky Kru.
H. aluci n.sp.

H. bubonis n.sp.

H. passeris Gras.
<

H. fwctuae n.sp.

H. alaudae n.sp.

PL malariae M. e C.

/A
\C
/A
\C
(A

1

^

(A

—

quartanae
-l B

—

tertianae

I^C

—

quotidianae

130. The serial publication in which the foregoing paper by

Celli & Sanfelice was published is very scarce and it is doubtless

for this reason that the nomenclature used in it for the human
malaria parasites has not before now been critically examined.

Even Christophers had not in 1945 {Rev. Inst. Salubridad y
Enfermedades trop. 6(4) : 220—221) seen this paper and, misled

by earlier copyists, fell into the error of stating that Celli &
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Sanfelice had published '' quotidianae " and '* tertianae " as the
" names " of varieties of a species to which they had applied the

specific name " Haemamoeba malariae " but that they had

published '' quartanae " as the name of a variety of a species to

which they had applied the specific name " Plasmodium malariae.''

Actually, as can be seen from the table reproduced in the

immediately preceding paragraph, all three of these so-called

" names " were published by Celli & Sanfelice in connection with

varieties attributed by those authors to Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & Celli.

131. It will be seen from the table reproduced in paragraph 129

above that Celli & Sanfelice:

—

(1) treated all the then known forms of human malaria parasite

as being referable to a single species which they placed

in the genus Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, and

to which they applied the specific trivial name malariae

Marchiafava & CelH, 1885;

(2) distinguished the three forms of human malaria parasite

as varieties of Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885, under the letters " A," " B," and " C " in

exactly the same way as, for the three preceding species,

each placed in the genus Haemoproteus Kruse, 1890,

they had recognised two forms (designated as varieties

" A " and " B ") of H. passeris Gras., two forms

(similarly designated) of the new species H. noctuae

Celli & Sanfelice, and three forms (designated as varieties

" A," " B " and " C ") of the new species H. alaudae

CelU & Sanfelice;

(3) added, in the case of Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava &
Celli, the word '' quartanae " against " Varieta A ", the

word " tertianae " against " Varieta B " and the word
*' quotidianae " against '' Varieta C."
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132. When we come to interpret the new terms introduced by

Celh & Sanfehce in the paper under discussion, the first point

which we have especially to observe is that it is only in the table

(reproduced in paragraph 129 above) on page 61 of their paper

that they used the Latin words " quartanae," " tertianae " and
" quotidianae " respectively in connection with '' the " human
malaria parasite. It is only by reference back to the Italian

words used for the types of fever concerned, namely " quartana,"
" terzana " and " quotidiana," used on pages 54 and 55 of CeUi

& Sanfelice's paper that it is possible to identify " Varieta A

—

quartanae " with the Quartan Malaria Parasite, " Varieta B

—

tertianae " with the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, and
" Varieta C—quotidianae " with the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite. Article 25 of the Regies requires that a name, to acquire

rights under the Law of Priority, must be accompanied by an

indication, definition or description (" accompagne d'une indica-

tion, d'une definition ou d'une description ")• The word selected

as the trivial name for a taxonomic unit, even if (as in the present

case) it conveys a clue to the identity of the organism so named,

cannot be regarded as constituting an " indication," unless it is

accompanied by at least a few descriptive words. In the present

case the three alleged names (quartanae, tertianae and quotidianae)

were not so accompanied in the only place where they appear in

Celli & Sanfelice's paper. We must conclude therefore that,

even if those authors intended to use these words as scientific

zoological names (a question which is discussed in paragraphs

134 to 137 below) they published them without even the minimum
" indication " required by proviso (a) to Article 25 and therefore

that these names (if they were names) possess no rights under the

Law of Priority as from the date of the publication of CeUi &
SanfeHce's paper.

133. We must note here, in passing, that, if Celli & Sanfehce

had intended that the terms " quartanae," " tertianae " and
" quotidianae " should be regarded as scientific zoological names
and if each of those names had been duly accompanied by an
indication, one of them would nevertheless automatically have

been invahd. For under the Regies the nominotypical subgenus

of a genus automatically bears the same name as the genus itself

(Article 9), and by universal practice the same principle is observed
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by zoologists in relation to the name to be used for the nomino-

typical subspecies of a species. It would be well however if the

International Congress of Zoology were to take an early oppor-

tunity to insert in the portion of the Regies relating to the names of

species and subspecies an express provision similar to that already

prescribed by Article 9 in relation to the names of nominotypical

subgenera, even though such a provision would do no more than

give official sanction to the present practice of zoologists^"^. In

the present case Celli & Sanfelice stated that they recognised only

one species of human malaria parasite {Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & Celli), which, in their view, comprised three

varieties (" A," " B " and " C "). If, as we have assumed above

for the purpose of the present argument, a name had been given

by Celli & Sanfelice to each of these varieties, one of them would
have been given to the nominotypical subspecies of Plasmodium

malariae Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885. Celli & Sanfehce themselves

both clearly and correctly indicated (: 55) that, in their view, the

name Plasmodium malariae, as pubHshed by Marchiafava & Celli

in 1885, applied to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite. The
passage in which Celli & Sanfelice gave this indication reads as

follows: " Nella quotidiana vera (fig. 20—38) la varieta para-

sitaria (Marchiafava & Celli) . . .
". It is clear, therefore, that

Celli & Sanfehce considered that their " Varieta C

—

quotidianae
"

(as so cited in the table given on page 61 of their paper) was the

parasite responsible for the fever which (: 55) they had discussed

under the Italian term " quotidiana " and which, being the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, was the species to which

Marchiafava & Celh had given the name Plasmodium malariae.

Thus, if Celli & Sanfelice had intended that the Latin adjective

^" At Paris in 1948 the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature
remedied the deficiency in the Regies here referred to by securing the approval of
the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology to the insertion in the Regies of
an Article providing that, where a nominal species has two or more nominal sub-
species, the subspecific name for the subspecies on which the original description

of the species itself was based shall have as its subspecific name the same name as

that borne by the collective species itself, thereby giving vaHd force to the existing

practice of systematists by introducing a provision at the specific and subspecific

name level exactly parallel to the provision which had always existed in Article 9
of the Regies at the generic and subgeneric name level (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl.
4 : 191). A.t the same time the Paris Congress decided that the subspecies on
which a nominal species is based should be known as the "' nominotypical " sub-
species of the species concerned. At Copenhagen in 1953 the Fourteenth Inter-

national Congress of Zoology substituted the expression " nominate " for the

expression " nominotypical " (1953, Copenhagen Decisions zool. Nomencl. : 21).
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quotidianae applied by them to their " Varieta C " should be

regarded as a scientific zoological name for a " variety " of the

nominal species Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885,

the name quotidianae Celli & Sanfelice, 1891, would have been a

subjective junior synonym of the name malariae Marchiafava &
Celh, 1885, since, as is agreed, the former as well as the latter

name apphes to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite. Since,

as has been explained above, the giving of a separate subspecific

trivial name to the nominotypical subspecies of a polytypic species

contravenes the Regies, the name quotidianae Celli & Sanfelice,

1891, would have been invalid, even if (as we have seen was not

the case) it had been duly published with an " indication " as

required by proviso (a) to Article 25.

134. We have next to consider whether the Latin words
" quartanae," " tertianae " and " quotidianae," as pubhshed by

CeUi & Sanfelice in the table on page 61 of their paper were

intended to be scientific zoological names at all. For this purpose

we have first to consider the status of these alleged names in

relation to the provisions of paragraph (1) of Article 14 of the

Regies, which specifies the various permissible types of specific

trivial name. The position of such names, when adjectives, is

dealt with in sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph (1), which provides

that such names must agree in gender with the generic name.

Attached to this sub-paragraph is the example '' Felis marmorata.''

(The substantive French text of this portion of Article 14 reads:
" Les noms specifiques sont: (a) des adjectifs s'accordant en genre

avec le nom generique; Exemple: Felis marmorata."") The
generic name " Felis " (in the example cited) is in the nominative

singular as required by Article 8. Accordingly, as the generic

name Felis is a feminine noun, the adjectival specific trivial name
IS in the feminine gender and in the nominative singular case,

appearing in the form " marmorata.''

135. Applying these principles to the present case, we find that

an adjectival trivial name of a subspecies (variety) of Plasmodium

malariae Marchiafava & Celli would need to be (1) in the nomina-

tive singular and (2) in the neuter gender, that being the gender

of the word Plasmodium (the generic name). Thus, if (to take,
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as an example, the first of the Latin words used by CeUi &
Sanfelice) it were desired to use the adjective quartanus, -a, -um,

as the trivial name of a subspecies of a species of Plasmodium,

the subspeciiic trivial name would appear in the form '' quarta-

num.'' When we turn to Celli & Sanfelice's paper, what do we
find ? Instead of being in the form " quartanum " (as required

by the Regies) this word is in the form *' quartanae'' Thus this

word was used by those authors in the genitive singular (instead

of in the nominative singular) and in the feminine gender (instead

of in the neuter gender). The other two Latin words used by

CelH & Sanfehce, namely " tertianae " and '* quotidianae," were

pubHshed in exactly the same form.

136. Why was it that Celli & Sanfehce placed these three Latin

words in the genitive singular case and treated them as applying

to some feminine noun ? No explanation can be found for

their action, so long as it assumed that these authors, when using

these Latin adjectives, were intending to give scientific zoological

names to the three '' varieties " of the single nominal species

Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, recognised by them in

the paper under consideration. The action of Celh & Sanfelice

is only explicable on the assumption that they never intended

these adjectives to be treated as scientific zoological names and
were quite content to leave unnamed the three '* varieties

"

designated by them as varieties " A," " B " and " C," in the same

way as they designated by letters, but did not give names to, the
" varieties " which they recognised for the three species of the

genus Haemoproteus Kruse enumerated in the same table (repro-

duced in paragraph 129 above). Once we discard the erroneous

notion that these Latin adjectives were intended to be scientific

names, it becomes apparent that the object of Celli & Sanfehce

in using these words was to denote the type of malaria for which

each of the so-called " varieties " of Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & Celli was responsible. We may therefore conclude

that Celli & Sanfelice employed these words as adjectives in

agreement with the noun malariae (as used for the trivial name
of the species), regarding them not as names but as descriptive

epithets. To take, for example, their use of the word " quartanae"

in connection with their " Varieta A," they may have used this

word in agreement with the word " malariae " (the trivial name of
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the species), which is a feminine noun and, in the way there used,

is in the genitive singular case; the full phrase understood in

that case would be " Plasmodium malariae quartanae " or, as one

might say, the " Plasmodium of (or responsible for) Quartan

Malaria." It is possible however, that the word understood but

not expressed with which the adjective '' quartanae,'' as used by

Celli & Sanfelice was in grammatical agreement, was not the

word " malariae " but the word '' febris'' in which case it would be

even clearer that the word " quartanae " was used by these authors

as a technical designation and not as a subspecific trivial name,

the concept intended to be conveyed by this designation being
" The Plasmodium of the Quartan Fever." That this is the true

explanation of the use of these descriptive adjectives in the

genitive case with no noun expressed is lent some colour by the

fact that technical designations of this kind were certainly used

by some malariologists at about this time. In this connection,

we may refer to the cheironym Haemamoeba febris irregularis

attributed to Sakharov (paragraphs 151—157 below) and the

use by Koch of such expressions as febris tropica (paragraphs

178—185 below).

137. While, therefore, there may be some doubt as to the

precise manner in which CelH & SanfeUce intended that their use

of the terms " quartanae," " tertianae " and " quotidianae
"

should be interpreted, it seems clear that those authors did not

look upon these terms as names in the sense understood in

zoological nomenclature.

138. To sum up, if the terms " quartanae," '' tertianae " and
" quotidianae " had been published by Celli & Sanfelice as

scientific zoological names, the names consisting of these adjectives

would have been invalid, because they were published without an
indication, definition or description (see paragraph 132 above).

In fact, however, it was never the intention of Celli & Sanfelice

that these adjectives should be regarded as scientific zoological

names, for these words were employed by those authors not as

subspecific trivial names for the parasites concerned but as Latin

adjectives to designate types of the fever to which those parasites
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give rise. The so-called varietal (i.e. subspecific) trivial names

quartauae, tertianae and qiiotidianae of Celli & Sanfelice, 1891,

are thus seen not to be names at all. It is likely, indeed, that

these terms would never have found their way into the literature

if Celli & Sanfelice's paper had been readily available to sub-

sequent students.

139. While for the reasons which I have explained there appears

no reasonable doubt that the interpretation of Article 14 suggested

in the present Section is correct, it is admittedly a weakness in

the Regies that they should contain no express provision relating

to the status of terms such as quartanae as pubHshed by Celli &
Sanfelice in 1891, and in a later portion of the present paper

(paragraphs 279—280 below) I therefore submit a recommenda-

tion that words should be inserted in Article 14 clarifying its

meaning in the sense suggested above^^.

(12) The term " hominis " as published in combination with the

generic name " Laverania " by Danilewsky in 1891

140. In 1891 {Ann. Inst. Pasteur 5(12) : 758—782), Danilewsky

published a paper entitled " Contribution a I'etude de la Micro-

biose malarique," in which he discussed the relationship of the

malaria parasites of Man and birds. Towards the close of his

paper Danilewsky gave ( : 780) the following schematic picture of

his ideas of classification, although (it will be noted) he expressly

stated that he reserved for another occasion the discussion of

the place to be allotted in his scheme in the zoological system:

—

Au point de vue de I'hypothese unitaire de Tinfection malarique
on pourrait proposer le rapprochement suivant des diverses

^^ The recommendation here referred to was approved by the International Com-
mission on Zoological Nomenclature at its Session held at Paris in 1948, and on
its recommendation, words clarifying the meaning of Article 14 in this matter were
added to the Regies by the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology (1950,

Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 624—625).
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formes du parasite, sans entrer pour cela dans la discussion de sa

place dans le systeme zoologique:

—

Cytozoon malariae Cytozoon praecox (a) Haemamoeha-Cytamoeba
(a) hominis s. Cytosporon (b) Cyosporon avium

(P) avium Polymitus (c) (c) Haemogregarina avium

Laverania (e) Laverania hominis

141. The only specific trivial name first published in the above

table in connection with the human malaria parasites is the word
" hominis " which appears in the first column as a sub-unit of

the comprehensive term " Cytozoon malariae " and in the third

column in combination with the generic name Laverania (as

Laverania hominis).

142. Later authors devoted a considerable amount of time and
trouble in trying to elucidate the meaning to be attached to the

new names first published in the foregoing table. These efforts

were, however, completely fruitless owing to the hopeless over-

lapping and confusion which characterised the nomenclature

employed by Danilewsky. Accordingly, in order to put an end
to discussion of this question. Dr. Ernest Hartman {School of
Hygiene and Public Health, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

Maryland, U.S.A), invited the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature to give a definite ruling on the status

(if any) of the names used by Danilewsky in his 1891 paper. The
decision of the Commission is embodied in its Opinion 101

(published in 1928) (Smithson. misc. Coll. 73 (No. 5) : 13—15), the
" summary " of which reads as follows: " The technical Latin

designations used by Danilewsky, 1891, Annales de Vlnstitut

Pasteur, Vol. 5 (12), pp. 758—782, are not in harmony with the

International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature and are therefore

not subject to citation or the Law of Priority on basis of said

publication."

143. The so-called specific trivial name hominis as published

in the combination Laverania hominis by Danilewsky in 1891 is

thus seen to have no status in zoological nomenclature.
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(13—15) The terms " quartanae," " tertianae " and " irregularis
"

erroneously alleged to have been published by Kruse in 1892 as

trivial names for the Quartan Malaria Parasite, the

Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite and the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite respectively, treated by Kruse as varieties

(subspecies) of the nominal species '' Plasmodium malariae "

144. In 1892 (Hyg. Rdsch. 2 : 357—380, 453-^85) Walther

Kruse published a paper entitled " Der gegenwartige Stamd
unserer Kenntnisse von den Parasitaren Protozoen," in which he

treated the three known forms of human malaria parasite as

belonging to a single polytypic species to which he applied the

name Plasmodium malariae. He gave descriptions of each of

these parasites, referring to each by a term consisting of a com-

bination of three Latin words, the first two being " Plasmodium

malariae " and the third an adjective which, on first inspection,

resembles a subspecific trivial name.

145. The following is an extract from Kruse's paper showing

how he used these names if that was what they were intended

to be:

—

[466]

Wir unterscheiden jetzt:

1. Das Plasmodium malariae quartanae. Dasselbe vollendet

seinen Cyclus in drei Tagen, von dem jiingsten unpigmentirten bis

zu dem das Blutkorperchen ganz ausfullenden melaninhaltigen

erwachsenen Stadium, das entweder in Form einer Margerite
8— 12 Sporen entwickelt, oder ohne sol che zu bilden, degenerirt.

[Here follows detailed description.]

2. Das Plasmodium malariae tertianae, vollendet seinen Cyclus

in zwei Tagen. Wenn es erwachsen ist, fiillt es gleichfalls das

Blutkorperchen vollig aus, bildet aber dann entweder 14—20
Sporen in Form einer Rosette, oder degenerirt, sei es nach Art
der entsprechenden Quartanaparasiten, sei es unter Verwandlung
in einen mit Geisseln versehenen Korper
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[467]

— ein Prozess der beim Haemoproteus beschriebenen genau
gleicht. [Here follows detailed description.]

3. Dar Plasmodium malariae irregularis erscheint in zwei

Entwickelungsreihen, die sich scharfer wie bei den andern
Varietaten von einander differenziren lassen. [Here follows

detailed description.]

146. We have now to consider whether the words " quartanae,"
" tertianae " and " irregularis " were intended by Kruse to be

varietal names in the sense in which names are given in zoological

nomenclature. We have first to note that Kruse gave no indica-

tion whatever that, in using these words, he was introducing new
scientific names for these parasites. If that was his intention, this

is a curious and unusual way in which to publish new names.

Second, we have to note that, if it was Kruse's intention to intro-

duce new subspecific names, he did so in correct trinominal form
but in a manner which would nevertheless have been very strange

at the date when he published his paper, for at that time the

universal method of introducing a new " varietal " (i.e. sub-

specific) name was to insert the word "var." [=varietas] or some
equivalent expression between the specific trivial name (in this

case the name " malariae ") and the new varietal (i.e. subspecific

trivial) name. For both these reasons it must be admitted that,

if Kruse intended to bestow new varietal (subspecific) trivial

names on the three human malaria parasites known to him, he

did so in a very pecuHar manner.

147. We have further to note that, if the words " quartanae,"
" tertianae " and " irregularis " were intended to be names in the

zoological sense:

—

(a) each of these " names " would have been incorrectly

formed, for, contrary to the provisions of Article 14

(taken in conjunction with Article 8) of the Regies

(of which the latter requires that a generic name shall be

a noun substantive in the nominative singular and the

former that a specific or subspecific trivial name, when
consisting of an adjective, must agree in case and gender
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with the generic name), the adjectives used by Kruse in

the present context were placed by him in the genitive

case and the feminine gender, akhough the generic name
used {Plasmodium) was correctly cited in the nominative

singular and is a neuter noun;

(b) the specific name Plasmodium malariae would need to be

looked upon as having been used by Kruse as a kind of

collective name with no definite content, the taxonomic

unit to which the specific trivial name malariae was first

given (i.e. the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite) by
Laveran in 1881 in the combination Oscillaria malariae

(which is also the same species as that to which the same
specific trivial name was given by Marchiafava & Celli

in 1885 in the combination Plasmodium malariae), being

given by Kruse a separate varietal (subspecific trivial)

name, " irregularis,"" contrary to the provisions of the

Regies that, where it is necessary to refer to the nomino-
typical subspecies of a polytypic species having two or

more subspecies, the trivial name of the species is to be

applied to the nominotypical subspecies, no new sub-

specific trivial name being employed.

148. We are, therefore, confronted with the question: " Why,
if Kruse intended the words " quartanae," " tertianae " and
" irregularis " to be subspecific trivial names, did he not write the

first of these words as " quartanum," the second as " tertianum
"

and the third as " irregulare," as he would have done if he had
formed those " names " in accordance with the practice which

then and for many years previously had already been universally

recognised as correct (and which has since been enshrined in

Articles 8 and 14 of the Regies) ? " The correct answer to this

question is, I am convinced, that Kruse never intended these three

adjectives to be regarded as subspecific trivial names in the

scientific zoological sense.

149. The reasons which have led me to this conclusion are

identical with those which led me to a similar conclusion, when
considering the use by Celh & Sanfelice in 1891 of three adjectives
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used also in the genitive singular and in the feminine gender

(" tertianae," " quartanae " and " quotidianae ") in connection

with the human malaria parasites which those authors (like Kruse

a year later) regarded as belonging to a single polytypic species,

to which they (again like Kruse) applied the specific name Plas-

modium malariae. The interpretation which I have given of this

use by Celli & Sanfelice of these three adjectives is (as will be seen

from paragraphs 134—136 above) that those adjectives were

deliberately placed by those authors in the genitive singular and in

the feminine gender because they were using those adjectives not as

names in the zoological sense but in their ordinary Latin sense as

descriptive epithets applied to the specific trivial name malariae

which is a noun substantive here cited in the genitive singular

and is of the feminine gender. Exactly, the same answer should,

in my view, be given to the questions raised by Kruse's use of the

three adjectives here under discussion.

150. If the terms " quartanae," " tertianae " and " irregularis
"

as published by Kruse in 1892 in combination with the specific

name Plasmodium malariae had been acceptable as validly pub-

lished zoological names, the first—as Kruse's description shows

—

would have applied to the Quartan Malaria Parasite, the second,

to the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, the third, to the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite. For the reasons explained in the

immediately preceding paragraph it is clear however that the

foregoing terms were not published by Kruse as scientific names,

and therefore that there are, in fact, no such names as the alleged

names quartanae Kruse, 1892, tertianae Kruse, 1892, and irregu-

laris Kruse, 1892.

(16) The cheironym " irregularis " erroneously alleged to have

been published in the combination " Haemamoeba febris

irregularis " by Sakharov in 1892 as a name for the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

151. Sir Rickard Christophers has informed me {in litt., 14th

September 1944) that he has a note that the name irregularis has

been alleged to have been published by Sakharov (or Sakharoff)

as a varietal (i.e. subspecific) name in 1892 in the trinominal

combination Haemamoeba febris irregularis and to have been

applied by Sakharov to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite.
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At the same time, Sir Rickard added: " I cannot find any definite

naming by Sakharoff in proper form and unless there is some
other paper than I have so far seen in which this is done, the

name may, I think, be safely omitted."

i

152. In a later letter, dated 16th October 1944, Sir Rickard

furnished the following supplementary report: "I have not

succeeded in finding any definite zoological naming by Sakharoff

of irregularis. I have looked up all the papers by him that I

can find but without result. He refers to his parasite constantly

as ' le parasite des fievres paludeennes irregulieres ' and as ' les

parasites des fievres irregulieres," but nowhere have I found a

name in proper zoological form."

153. Dr. C. M. Wenyon, writing on 18th December 1944,

forwarded a note prepared by Miss I. M. Bellis in the light of a

search of the literature which she had made both for this name
and also for the cheironym tropica. Miss Bellis pointed out, by

way of negative evidence, that, as observed by Ziemann (1906,

in Mense's Handb. Tropenkrankh. 3 : 281), Liihe (1906, in Mense's

ibid. 3. : 220) expressed the opinion that there was so much con-

fusion in the nomenclature of the human malaria parasites that

it was much better to refer to those species by their vernacular

names. In spite of this, Liihe then proceeded to discuss all the

scientific names which to his knowledge had been applied to

these species. In this survey however he made no mention of a

specific trivial name irregularis.

154. Miss Bellis drew attention also to the fact that Koch
(1898, Reise-Berichte Uber Rinderpest, Bubonenpest : 95) men-

tioned " irregulare Malaria " (and also " tropische Malaria ") but

did not introduce any new specific trivial name for the parasite

that he was discussing (the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite).
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155. Dr. G. Robert Coatney, in a letter dated 13th September

1945, reported as follows:

—

I cannot verify Haemamoeba febris irregularis Sakharov, 1892,

However, Sakharoff (same man but different spelling), 1891,
" Recherches sur le parasite des fievres paludeennes irregulieres

"

{Ann. Inst. Pasteur 5 : 445—449) says that he thinks those

malarias that exhibit irregular fevers are distinct species from those

that do not but he does not name a n.sp. irregularis.

156. It seems to me possible that the explanation of this

problem may be found in the (alleged) use (by Sakharov) of the

term irregularis not as a specific trivial name in a binominal

combination (as required for the scientific name of a species in

zoological nomenclature) but as the third portion of a term

consisting of a trinominal combination of Latin words, of which

the second word was the word ''febris.'' For it is possible that,

if not Sakharov himself, at least some later author referring to

Sakharov's papers, may have used a trinominal expression of this

kind not as a subspecific name in the sense in which such names
are used in zoological nomenclature but rather as a convenient

technical designation of the " Haemamoeba of the Irregular

Fever," i.e. the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite. The use by

one author of a technical designation of this kind might readily

be misinterpreted by a later author as indicating that the author

by whom this designation had first been used had thereby intro-

duced the name irregularis as a new specific trivial name for the

species of Haemamoeba responsible for irregular fevers.

157. Whether or not the above is the correct explanation of the

origin in the literature of malaria of the alleged name irregularis

Sakharov, the possibility that that name was ever pubHshed as a
specific trivial name in conditions which satisfy Article 25 of the

Regies may be regarded as being very remote. The chance

that this name was duly published as a specific trivial name in

proper zoological form cannot however be entirely ruled out, but

in the circumstances the proper course is, I think, to treat this

name as a cheironym. It is desirable however, that, when the

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature comes to

deal with the problem of the human malaria parasites, it should

take appropriate steps to guard against the contingency that the

above name was ever validly published.
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(17—19) The specific trivial name " laverani " as published in

combination with the generic name " Haemamoeba " by

Labbe in 1894 for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

and the trivial names " quartana " and " tertiana
"

published at the same time by that author for the Quartan

Malaria Parasite and the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite

respectively, then treated as subspecies of the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite

158. In 1894 (Arch. Zool. exper, gen. (3) 2 : 55—258, pis. 1—10)
Labbe published a long paper entitled " Recherches zoologiques

et biologiques sur les Parasites endoglobulaires du Sang des

Vertebres." In the fourth section of this paper, which was

headed " Les Parasites endoglobularires du Sang de rHomme "

(: 160—170) the author reviewed the work of Laveran and his

successors. After rejecting (: 168) the conclusion of Grassi &
Feletti that the crescent-formed parasites should be separated

generically from the other human malaria parasites, Labbe posed

a more radical question in the following words: " Le parasite

de la malaria constitue-t-il une espece unique, polymorphe ? ''

After observing that this important question was one which it

was difficult to decide, Labbe proceeded to consider the position

of the two varieties (" varietes ") separated by Golgi, namely the
" Parasite de la quarte " (i.e. the Quartan Malaria Parasite) and

the " Parasite de la tierce " (i.e. the Benign Tertian Malaria

Parasite). Of these he observed that they seemed to be fairly

well established (" assez bien etablies ") by the characters which

he proceeded to summarise. He added that they were accepted

by practically every author, except Laveran who applied the

expression " corps spheriques " ahke to the parasite of the
" tierce " and to the parasite of the '' quarte." A httle later

(: 169) after discussing the conclusions reached by Mannaberg,

Labbe gave as his opinion that these two parasites constituted

varieties of a single parasite (" 11 semble done a peu pres etabli

que les parasites tierce et quarte constituent des varietes d^un

meme parasite, varietes qui ne sont peut-etre pas absolues et

irreductibles.'")
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159. Having thus reached a taxonomic decision on the status

of the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite (the " parasite tierce ")

and the Quartan Malaria Parasite (the " parasite quarte "), Labbe
turned his attention to the crescent-formed parasite (" les crois-

sants "). As regards these latter, he considered that their claim

to specific rank (" specificite ") was poorly established (" mal

etablie "), for he agreed with Laveran that the crescent-formed

parasites " se confondent avec les corps amoeboides " and that

small spherical elements gave birth to both these forms of parasite

(" de petits elements spheriques donnent naissance a ces deux

formes parasitaires "). Labbe concluded, therefore, that the

parasite in question, i.e. the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite,

occurred in two forms, the one elongated and crescent-shaped,

the other amoeboid. The passage in which Labbe gave this as

his conclusion reads as follows:

—

. . . Nous pensons done que, de meme que' chez les Proteosoma
et les Halteridium nous avons vu le parasite prendre soit une
forme allongee, pseudo-gregarienne, soit une forme amoeboide;
ces deux formes aboutissant uniformement a une forme ronde,

puis a la sporulation; de meme, chez le parasite de malaria, que
nous pouvons appeler Haemamoeba Laverani, nous pouvons
voir deux formes parasitaires difterentes: I'une allongee, semi-

lunaire, I'autre amoeboide.

160. Labbe summed up his views in regard to the taxonomy of

the human malaria parasites in the following diagnosis ( : 1 70) :

—

HAEMAMOEBA Grassi

Syn. Haematophyllum Metschnikoff, Oscillaria Laveran, Plas-

modium Marchiafava et Celli, Haematomonas Osier, Haemamoeba
-\-Laverania Grassi et Feletti.

Parasites endoglobulaires du sang de Thomme caracterisees par
un dimorphisme de structure:

1° Des formes amoeboides a mouvements assez vifs;

2° Des formes allongees, semi-lunaires, immobiles.

Ces deux formes, a protoplasme hyalin, a structure d'amibes,
douees d'un noyau vesiculaire a nucleole excentrique, aboutsissent
a une forme ronde qui constitute une spore nue. Cette spore se

divise en un petit nombre (quarte) ou en un grand nombre (tierce)

de sporozoites nuclees groupes autour d'un reliquat et disposes
en rosace ou en morula.
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II y a un stade de degenerescence a flagella. Les parasites

reduisent rhemoglobine en melanine et ont une action pathogene
siir Forganisme. Le developpement se fait en deux ou trois jours.

Une seule espece: Haemamoeba Laverani, comprenant des

varietes H. L. var. quartana, H. L. var. tertiana.

161. The following conclusions may be drawn from the extracts

from Labbe's paper quoted above :

—

(1) Labbe considered that there was only one species of human
malaria parasite. This species he placed in the genus

Haemamoeba erroneously referred by him to Grassi

instead of to Feletti & Grassi. He gave a new trivial

name (laverani) to this species, clearly in honour of his

compatriot Laveran, by whom the first of the human
malaria parasites (the Malignant Tertian Malaria Para-

site) had been originally described. Labbe did not

indicate why he proposed to substitute this name for the

name malariae Laveran, 1881 (published by Laveran in

the combination Oscillaria malariae). Indeed at no
point in his paper did Labbe refer to the trivial name
malariae Laveran.

(2) At the time when Labbe wrote his paper—and for some
time thereafter—taxonomists commonly held the view

that, if a racial or other variety was distinguished from

a species previously regarded as made up of a single

uniform population, it was appropriate to give a name
to the newly distinguished racial or other variety but

not necessary to distinguish by name the racial form to

which the specific trivial name had originally been given.

Accordingly, where an author stated that he recognised

two varieties, his statement was equivalent, in the terms

of the present Regies, to a statement that he recognised

three subspecies, namely the nominotypical subspecies

(which takes as its trivial name the name of the species

itself) and two other subspecies. Labbe stated (: 169)

that he recognised two varieties of the human malaria

parasite, namely the " parasite quarte " (= the Quartan

Malaria Parasite) and the "parasite tierce" (=the
Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite). In the hght of the
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explanation given above, this should be understood to

mean that Labbe recognised a single collective species,

consisting of three subspecies, namely :

—

(a) the nominotypical subspecies of Haemamoeba
laverani Labbe, that is to say, the taxonomic unit

originally described as Oscillaria malariae by

Laveran in 1881, after whom this taxonomic unit

was re-named by Labbe (= the parasite responsible

for malignant tertian malaria fever);

(b) the subspecies responsible for quartan malaria fever

;

(c) the subspecies responsible for benign tertian malaria

fever.

(3) Labbe added, on page 170, that what, in accordance with

the then current terminology (explained in (2) above), he

called the " species " (i.e. the nominotypical subspecies)

itself occurred in two " forms " (the word " forme
"

being used in this connection in contrast to the word
" variete " employed by Labbe to denote the subspecies

quartana Labbe and tertiana Labbe). The first of these

forms was " amoeboide, a mouvements assez vifs," the

second " allongee, semi-lunaire, immobile."

(4) The name Haemamoeba laverani var. quartana was given

by Labbe to the " parasite quarte" (=the Quartan
Malaria Parasite).

(5) The name Haemamoeba laverani var. tertiana was given by
Labbe to the *' parasite tierce " (=the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite.)

162. As will be seen from his diagnosis of the genus and its

species (quoted in paragraph 160 above) Labbe referred to the

Benign Tertian and Quartan Malaria Parasites (under their French
names " tierce " and " quarte ") and immediately thereafter gave
the new trivial names tertiana and quartana to these parasites.

Thus Labbe did give, for each of these parasites, an " indication,"

as required by proviso (a) to Article 25 of the Regies. The
extreme brevity of the " indication " so given might have prompted
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a doubt whether the data afforded were sufficient to enable a

taxonomic judgment to be reached in regard to the identity of

the taxonomic units to which the two foregoing names were

applied, if it had not been for the fact that earlier in his paper

(on page 168) Labbe gave a succinct definition both of the '* para-

site tierce " and of the '' parasite quarte." The names tertiana

Labbe and quartana Labbe may therefore both be accepted as

having been duly published in the manner prescribed by the

Regies. (It will be noted that, unlike the cheironyms tertianae

and quartanae (discussed in paragraphs 1 34— 136 above) commonly
alleged to have been published as trivial names by Celli & Sanfelice

in 1891, the trivial names tertiana Labbe, 1894, and quartana

Labbe, 1894, were duly published in the nominative singular in

agreement with the generic name and in the same gender as that

name, as required by Articles 8 and 14 of the Regies)

163. Having now established that the trivial names laverani,

quartana and tertiana were duly published by Labbe in accordance

with the provisions of the Regies and having identified the taxo-

nomic units to which these names severally apply, we must turn

to consider the status of each of these names in relation to other

names given to the same taxonomic units.

164. The trivial name " laverani " Labbe, 1894; The taxonomic

unit to which Labbe applied the specific trivial name, laverani (but

not the taxonomic units which he regarded as "varietes" of it and
to which he applied the varietal (subspecific) names quartana and
tertiana) was (as has been shown above) the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite. The trivial name laverani Labbe, 1894, is thus

a junior subjective synonym of the malariae Laveran, 1881, as

published in the combination Oscillaria malariae, which applies to

the same parasite. Labbe quite clearly did not regard himself as

describing a new species of parasite. What he was doing—and
what he realised that he was doing—was to give a new specific trivial

name to a species which had already been described and named. That

species was undoubtedly the species which had first been named
by Laveran, whom Labbe now associated with that species by
using his name in the Latinised form " laverani " as its specific

trivial name. Accordingly, the specific trivial name laverani Labbe
1894, as published in the combination Haemamoeba laverani,

might reasonably be regarded as not only a subjective synonym,
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but also as an objective synonym, of the specific trivial name
malariae Laveran, 1881, originally bestowed upon the Mahgnant
Tertian Malaria Parasite in the binominal combination Oscillaria

malariae.

165. The trivial name " quartana'' Labbe, 1894; The trivial

name quartana was (as already shown) applied by Labbe as a

varietal (subspecific) trivial name to distinguish the taxonomic

unit so named from the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

(z= Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881) (renamed Haemamoeba
laverani by Labbe), of which he considered that his quartana was

a variety. The taxonomic unit to which Labbe applied the name
quartana was the " parasite quarte," i.e. the Quartan Malaria

Parasite. The only name which, prior to the publication of the

name quartana Labbe, 1894, had been published for the Quartan

Malaria Parasite is the name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as

published in the combination Haemamoeba malariae. As already

observed (paragraph 90) this latter name cannot be used for the

Quartan Malaria by those malariologists—the majority—who
regard this species as congeneric with the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite, for to these specialists both species are referable

to the genus Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, in which

genus the name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, for the Quartan

Malaria Parasite is a junior secondary homonym of the name
malariae Laveran, 1881, the oldest available name for the Malig-

nant Tertian Malaria Parasite. Nor, in my view, can the name
malariae Feletti & Grassi be used for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite even by those malariologists who do not regard the

species so named as congeneric with the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria

Parasite. For the fact that this name is a junior secondary

homonym and must be rejected and replaced by authors who put

the species so named in the same genus {Plasmodium) as the species

malariae Laveran, 1881, means—under Articles 35 and 36—that

this name is permanently rejected and cannot be used by anyone^^.

^* At the time when this passage was written, it was still a matter of argument
whether a rejected secondary homonym (such as the name malariae Feletti & Grassi
1889, in the genus Plasmodium) was rejected permanently or whether it could be
used by those authors who held a taxonomic view according to which the name in

question was not a secondary homonym of some older name. As explained in

Footnote 7, the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology, Paris, 1948,
decided that a name rejected and replaced for the foregoing reason can never be
validly used again.
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In these circumstances, under the Regies, the name quartana

Labbe, 1894, as published in the combination Haemamoeba
lavera?ii var. quartana, is the oldest available trivial name for the

Quartan Malaria Parasite.

166. The trivial name *' tertiana " Labbe, 1894; The trivial name
tertiana was (as already shown) applied by Labbe as a varietal

(subspecific) trivial name to distinguish the taxonomic unit so

named from the MaHgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite (=Oscillaria

malariae Laveran, 1881) (renamed Haemamoeba laverani by

Labbe), of which he considered his tertiana was a variety. The
taxonomic unit to which Labbe applied the name tertiana was the
*' parasite tierce," i.e. the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite. The
oldest available trivial name for that parasite is vivax Grassi &
Feletti, 1 890, as published in the combination Haemamoeba vivax,

of which, therefore, the trivial name tertiana Labbe, 1894, is a

junior subjective synonym.

(20) The specific trivial name " falciforme " as published in

combination with the generic name " Haematozoon " by

Thayer and Hewetson in 1895 for the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite

167. As will be seen from paragraphs 107 above, Antolisei &
Angelini in 1890 published a description of the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite, which they called ematozoo falciforme, which,

for the reasons which I have explained, I consider is, on being

corrected to Ematozoo falciforme, a name which must be regarded

as an acceptable name under the Regies. In 1895 in the important

work entitled " The Malarial Fevers of Baltimore " which

occupies the whole of volume 5 of the Johns Hopkins Hospital

Reports, Thayer & Hewetson, (: 27), without offering any

explanation of what they were doing, introduced the name
Haematozoon falciforme for the Malignant Tertain Malaria

Parasite in a discussion of the paper by AntoUsei and Angelini

referred to above. In introducing this name, Thayer & Hewetson
used a small letter instead of a capital for the first letter of the
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generic name which appeared as haematozoon. It is Hkely, that

Thayer & Hewetson, in taking this action, did not look upon
themselves as publishing a new name, considering rather that they

were correcting the defective name published five years earlier by

Antolisei & Angelini. It is not possible, however, in a case of

this kind to look behind the published words, in order to seek out

the intention of the author concerned. For the reasons which

I have explained fully when discussing the situation created by

the publication of the generic name Ematozoo Antolisei & Angelini,

1890, with a small initial letter instead of with a capital letter

(paragraphs 110 to 118 above), which is exactly parallel with the

present case, I am of the opinion that the name falciforme as

published by Thayer & Hewetson is not invalidated by reason

of the fact the generic name was written with a small initial

letter (as haematozoon) instead of with a capital (as Haematozoon).

It might however be argued that the na.mQ falciforme so published

was no more than a usage of the same name as previously

published by Antohsei & Angelini, but on the whole it seems

better to treat it as a new name attributable to Thayer & Hewetson
themselves. ^^

168. The name falciforme Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, applies,

as has been explained above, to the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria

Parasite which ever since 1881, had possessed the available name
malariae Laveran, (paragraph 45). Accordingly, the name
falciforme Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, as published in the com-
bination Haematozoon falciforme, is a junior subjective synonym
of the name malariae Laveran, 1881, as pubHshed in the combina-

tion Oscillaria malariae. Moreover, as the name falciforme

Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, applies to the same species 2iS falci-

forme Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, it is invalid by reason of

being a junior secondary homonym of that name.

-° When at Copenhagen in 1953 the Fourteenth International Congress of
Zoology revised Article 19 of the Regies (the Article governing the emendation of
names), it included in the revised Article a provision that an invalid emendation
(such as Thayer & Hewetson's emendation to Haematozoon of the name previously
published as Ematozoo by Antolisei & Angelini) is to be attributed to the authors by
whom that emendation was made and is to bear priority as from the date on which it

was published and not the earlier date on which the name in its unemended form was
first published (1953, Copenhagen Decisions zool. Nomencl., : 45, Decision 73(3)).
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(21—25) The terms " tertianae," " quartanae," " undecimanae,"
" sedecimanae " and " vigesimo-tertianae " published by

Lewkowicz in 1897 in combination with the generic name
*' Haemosporidium " Lewkowicz, 1897, and erroneously

alleged by later authors to have been published as specific

trivial names for human malaria parasites

169. The issue of 6th February 1897 of the " Erste Abteilung
"

of the Centralblatt fur Bakteriologie, Parasitenkunde u. Infektions-

krankheiten (1897, Zbl. Bakt. (Erste Abt) 21(4) : 129—133)

contains a short paper by Lewkowicz entitled " Ueber den

Entwickelungsgang und die Einteilung der Malariaparasiten," in

which he introduced a new classification of the human malaria

parasites, which he presented (: 132—133) schematically as

follows :

—

[132]

Haemosporidia
Entwickelungsdauer 2 und 3 Tage,

I. Gruppe endoglobulare Entwickelung,

erwachsene Formen spharisch.

a) Haemosporidium /er//6f77fl'e,Entwickelungsdauer 2 Tage,

b) : quartanae, : 3 :

[133]

Entwickelungsdauer liber 3 Tage,

II. Gruppe extraglobulare Entwickelung,
erwachsene Formen halbmondformig.

c) HaemosporidiunI ? Entwickelungsdauer unbes-

timmt (erwachsene Formen
haufig cigarrenformig, s.o.)

d) undecimanae. Entwickelungsdauer 10 Tage.

e) sedecimanae. ' 15 :

vigesimo-tertianae, : 22 :

170. The parasites, it will be noted, were divided into two main
groups. The first comprised the '* Parasiten der Tertiana und

Quartana " and the second the " Parasiten der sog. acyklischen

Wechselfiebers "
(: 130). The parasites of the first group \\ere
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characterised by Lewkowicz as having an endoglobular develop-

ment, spherical shape in the adult forms, and a period of

development of 2 to 3 days; those in the second group by extra-

globular development, crescent shapes in the adult forms and a

development period of more than 3 days. In the latter group

Lewkowicz recognised four species. For the first of these species

(a species in which the adult forms were stated to be frequently

cigar-shaped) the period of development had not been determined

but was considered to be probably somewhat shorter than that

of the other species placed in the second group, this species thus

forming a transition between the two groups (: 132). The
periods of development of the three other species of the second

group were given as 10, 15, and 22 days respectively.

171. The question now arises as to whether the terms " ter-

tianae " and " quartanae " applied by Lewkowicz to the two

species of his first group and the terms " undecimanae,"
" sedecimanae " and " vigesimo-tertianae " applied to the second,

third and fourth species of his second group should be regarded

as new specific trivial names.

172. The parasites concerned are certainly distinguished by an

indication, definition or description, as required by proviso (a) to

Article 25 of the Regies and if the terms used were published as

new names, they would undoubtedly possess rights under the Law
of Priority as from the date of the publication of Lewkowicz's

paper. But, as explained in the case of the terms " quartanae,"
" tertianae " and " quotidianae " as used by Celli & Sanfelice in

1891 (see paragraphs 134— 136 above), an adjective, when used

as a specific trivial name, must be placed in the nominative

singular and in the same gender as the word constituting the

generic name. In the present case the generic name (Haeino-

sporidium) is a neuter noun and, in consequence, if Lewkowicz
had intended that the Latin adjectives which he used in connection

with these species should be regarded as specific or subspecific

trivial names, he should have cited them as " quartanum,"
'' tertianum," etc. In fact, as we have seen, he placed these

adjectives in the genitive singular and cited them in the feminine

gender.
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173. In these circumstances, it must be concluded that

Lewkowicz used these Latin adjectives not as specific or sub-

specific trivial names but as descriptive epithets. It must be

noted however that, unlike the predecessors noted above,

Lewkowicz used these adjectives in direct association with a

generic name (Haemospon'dium), without even the interposition

of a noun acting as a specific trivial name. The use of these

adjectives in the feminine singular in direct association with a

generic name consisting of a neuter noun clearly shows that these

adjectives were used by Lewkowicz as ordinary Latin adjectives

applying to some noun, understood but not expressed, the noun
in question being of the feminine gender and in the genitive case.

The most probable explanation is that the noun in question

was the word " malaria " and that the terms " quartanae ",
" undecimanae ", etc., cited by Lewkowicz were regarded by
him as being in grammatical agreement with the word " malariae

"

(i.e. the genitive singular of the word " malaria "). It is possible,

however, that, as in the case of Celli & Sanfelice (paragraph 136),

the word understood but not expressed was the word " febris ".

In this connection, it is important to note that^ as shown in the

table which he furnished, Lewkowicz was particularly concerned

with the period of development (" Entwickelungsdauer ") of the

various types of fever. Thus against the term " quartanae,"

Lewkowicz made the entry " Entwickelungsdauer 3 Tage," thus

indicating that in this case the period of development was three

days and that the fever appeared on the fourth day. It is per-

fectly clear that all five of the Latin adjectives used by Lewkowicz
were employed to denote the period of development of the form
of Haemosporidium concerned, and that these terms were not

used by that author as specific or subspecific trivial names. If

any confirmation of this conclusion were needed, it is provided

by Lewkowicz' s treatment of the first form of Haemosporidium
(lettered " a ") in his " II. Gruppe." This is the only one of the

Haemosporidia listed for which he did not know the period of
development and it is also—no doubt, for this reason—the only

one to which he did not apply a Latin adjective consisting of an
ordinal number.

174. If the five foregoing terms as published by Lewkowicz in

1897 had been acceptable as trivial names for human malaria
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parasites, the first (" tertianae ") and second ('' quartanae ")

would have been names for the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite

and the Quartan Malaria Parasite respectively, while the third

(" undecimanae "), fourth (" sedecimanae ") and fifth (" vigesimo-

tertianae ") would all have been names for the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite. For the reasons explained in the immediately

preceding paragraph, it is clear, however, that these five terms

were not published by Lewkowicz as scientific names and therefore

that there are, in fact, no such names as the alleged names
tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897, quartanae Lewkowicz, 1897, undeci-

manae Lewkowicz, 1897, sedecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897, or

vigesimo-tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897.

(26) The specific trivial name " falciparum " Welch as published

in combination with the generic name " Haematozoon " by

Welch in 1897 for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

175. In 1897 (in Loomis's Syst. Pract. Med. 1 : 36) Welch
published the specific trivial name falciparum in the combination

Haematozoon falciparum for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite. (No definite evidence is available regarding the date

in 1897 in which Welch's book was published. It has accordingly

here been treated as having been published after the paper by
Lewkowicz discussed in the immediately preceding Section, as

that paper is known to have been published as early as February

1897.)

176. In the passage referred to above Welch criticised the name
falciforme Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, as published in the com-
bination Ematozoo (= correction of ematozoo) falciforme (para-

graph 102 above), on the ground that that name implied that the

taxonomic unit so named was always falciform and that this

carried with it the further implication that the name falciforme

was appHcable only to the crescentic forms. Welch accordingly

proposed the namQ falciparum as being more appropriate, in that

it indicated that " the property of forming crescents is a distinctive

character of the organism." The present Regies, which were not
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in existence at the time when Welch published the specific trivial

namQ falciparum, provide (Article 32) that a scientific name, once

published, cannot be rejected on the ground that it is inappro-

priate. Accordingly, as the Regies have retroactive efl^ect,

Welch's action in substituting the specific trivial namQ falciparum

for the older name falciforme was incorrect.

177. For the reasons explained above, the trivial name falci-

parum Welch, 1897, being only a nom. nov. pro the name
falciforme Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, is a junior objective

synonym of that name (and, incidentally, also of the name
falciforme Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, as published in the com-
bination Haematozoon falciforme) (paragraph 102 above) and is

therefore an objectively invalid name. Even if this were not so,

the name falciparum Welch, 1897, would not be required, for it is

a junior subjective synonym of the trivial name malariae Laveran,

1881 (paragraph 45 above), the oldest available trivial name for

the species to which both these names apply (namely the Mahgnant
Tertian Malaria Parasite).

Supplementary note on the cheironym " tropica " erroneously

alleged to have been published in the combination
" Plasmodium tropica " by Koch in

1899 for the MaUgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite

178. In a letter dated 14th September 1944 Sir Rickard

Christophers drew attention to the alleged existence of a specific

trivial name tropica claimed to have been published by Koch in

1899 in the combination Plasmodium tropica as a name for the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite.

179. The date on which this alleged name is claimed to have

been published is two years subsequent to the close of the period

(1881— 1897) covered by the present paper and, if that were the

date on which this name had actually been published, the problem
created by that name would have no bearing upon the issues now
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to be submitted to the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature. For in that event the specific trivial name tropica

would have been ante-dated by two years by the specific trivial

name falciparum Welch 1897 (published as Haematozoonn

falciparum), the specific trivial name now almost universally used

for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and the name which

for this reason it is desired should now be validated by the Inter-

national Commission as the specific trivial name for that species.

The name tropica has however a historical importance, for at

one time it was widely used by German workers. For this reason

and because, so long as the place (if any) in which this name was
validly published remains undertermined, there is a risk that it

may some day be found to have been published prior to the

publication in 1897 of the specific trivial namQ falciparum Welch,

I have felt it desirable to collect any information which might

throw fight on the question whether (and, if so, when), the name
tropica was ever validly published as a specific trivial name.

180. Sir Rickard Christophers, writing on 14th September 1944,

informed me that he had been unable to trace any paper in which

the word tropica had been validly published by Koch as a specific

trivial name, although later the word tropica attributed to Koch
had been widely used in this sense for the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite by German authors. Koch had, however, used

such expressions as " der tropischen Malariaparasiten " and
" Parasiten der tropischen Malaria " in his paper " Ueber die

Entwicklung der Malariaparasiten" pubUshed in 1899 (Z. Hyg.

InsectKr. 32 : 1—24); it was possible that it was through the use

of these expressions in this paper that later authors had incor-

rectly stated that in the same year (1899) Koch had published the

specific name Plasmodium tropica (paragraph 178 above). In a

later letter (dated 16th October 1944), Sir Rickard reported that

he had looked up all the papers by Koch that he could find but in

none of these had Koch published the word tropica as a name in

proper zoological form. In addition to the examples quoted

above from his 1899 paper Koch had elsewhere used such

expressions as " Parasiten der Tropenfieber " and " Parasiten des

febris tropica." Schaudinn (1902, Arb. GesundhAmt. Berl.

19 : 169) and later authors had frequently used the expression
" Tropicaparasit " but had not published the word tropica as a
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Specific trivial name in a binominal combination as required in

zoological nomenclature. Sir Rickard reached the conclusion

that at most the name tropica had been applied to the Malignant

Malaria Parasite as " a semi-scientific name " by workers engaged

in chnical work.

181. Miss I. M. Bellis (in the memorandum forwarded by
Dr. C. M. Wenyon with his letter of 18th December 1944 to

which reference had been made in paragraph 153 above in

connection with the cheironym irregularis Sakharov, 1892) drew
attention to the following statement by Ziemann (1906, in Mense's

Handbuch der Tropenkrankheiten 3:356): " Sacharoff nannte

unser Perniciosa Febris meridiana. R. Koch nannte sie Tropical

This statement, as Miss Bellis points out, referred to the fever and
not to the parasite. Miss Bellis drew attention also to the fact

that in the same work under the heading " Einteilung der Malaria-

parasiten " Ziemann mentions (: 279) " Tropicaparasiten Koch's"

as a synonym of " Perniciosaparasiten . . . der Italiener " and
under "Die Perniciosaparasiten" says (: 292): "Robert Koch
identifizierte dann die samtliche tropischen Perniciosaparasiten

direkt mit den itahenischen mahgnen Tertian-Parasitenformen ..."

but that in neither of these passages did Ziemann give the

scientific name tropica for this species of parasite. In this con-

nection aiso Miss BeUis cited the statement by Liihe (1906: 220)

(to which reference has been made in paragraph 1 53 above in the

discussion of the cheironym irregularis) that, in his view, there

was so much confusion in the nomenclature of the human malaria

parasites that it was much better to use vernacular names when
referring to those species. Miss Bellis then pointed to the fact

that in spite of this statement Liihe had given as full a list as he
could of the scientific names so far bestowed upon the human
malaria parasites, but that this hst contained no reference to any
specific trivial name consisting of the word tropica.

182. In the same memorandum Miss Bellis reported the result

of a special examination which she had made of Koch's malaria

papers reprinted in Teil 1 of Band 2 of the " Gesammelte Werke
von Robert Koch " published at Leipzig in 1912 and furnished

the following extracts to illustrate the way in which Koch had
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used the Latin adjective " tropica " and the German adjective

" tropischen " in discussing Mahgnant Tertian Malaria:

—

(1) Berichte des Geh. Medizinalrats Prof. Dr. R. Koch ilber die

Ergebnisse seiner Forschungen in Deutsch Ost-Afrika, 1898

The following statements occur :

—

Die tropische Malaria unterscheidet sich von den anderen
Arten der Malaria in vielfacher Beziehung, am deutlichsten

aber durch den eigentiimlichen Krankheitsverlauf und durch
die besonderen Blutparasiten, welche regelmassig bei derselben

angetroffen werden . . . (: 308).

Der Blutparasit des hiesigen Tropenfiebers entspricht im
iibrigen volkommen der Beschreibung, welche von den
Parasiten der angeblichen quotiadianen Malaria in anderen
tropischen Landern von verschiedenen Forschern gegeben
ist. (: 310).

(A description with several figures follows, but no scientific

name is given.)

(2) Uber die Entwicklung der Malariaparasiten, 1899 (Z. Hyg
InsectKr. 32)

The following passages occur:

—

Zu den echten Malariaparasiten, welche den angegebenen
Merkmalen entsprechen, sind bisjetzt folgende Arten zu
rechnen :

—

1. Der Parasit des quartanen Fiebers

2. Der Parasit des tertianen Fiebers

Beide sind durch die Untersuchungen von Golgi hin-

reichend charackterisiert.

3. Der Parasit des Tropenfiebers

.... FUr diesen Parasit ist durch Marchiafava und seine

Schiller nachgewiesen, dass es eine besondere Art bildet

und einen analogen endogenen Entwicklungsgang
besitzt, wie die Parasiten der quartanen und tertianen

Fiebers.

{No scientific names were given by Koch in this passage.)
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Von den drei Malariaparasiten des Menschen ist die endogene
Entwicklung hinreichend bekannt und ich habe den Beschrei-

bungen Golgis in bezug auf die Quartan- und Tertianparasiten

und den Angaben Marchiafavas iiber die Tropenparasiten

(identisch mit den sogenannten Astivo-Autumnalparasiten)
eigentlich nichts hinzufugen.

(In this passage also no scientific names were given by Koch.)

(3) Zusammenfassende Darstellung der Ergebnisse der Malaria-

expedition, 1900 {Dtsch. med. Wschr., Nos. 49 u 50)

Wir haben es somit nur noch mit den drei erwahnten Arten
der Malaria zu tun. Aber wie sollen wir die dritte Art
benennen. Ofters begegnet man die Bezeichnung " Estivo-

autumnalfieber," in neuerer Zeit wird der Name " maligne
Tertiana " haufig gebraucht. Beide Namen scheinen mir
nicht zweckmassig zu sein. Der Ausdruck " Estivoautum-
nalfieber " passt fiir die Tropen, wo doch diese Art von
Malaria eigentlich zu Hause ist gar nicht; wollte man sie

" maligne Tertiana " nennen dann musste man die Tertiana

des gemassigten KHmas zum Unterschied von jener als

" benigne Tertiana " bezeichnen und zweien Taufen vorneh-

men. Es scheint mir das richtigste zu seih, mit Riicksicht auf
die eigentliche Heimat der Krankheit den vonjehergebrauchten
Namen " Tropenfieber " beizubehalten und die spateren

lokalen Eindriicken entsprechende Bezeichnungen fallen zu
lassen.

(In this as in the previous passages quoted Koch did not

give a scientific name.)

183. Finally, Dr. G. Robert Coatney (in a letter dated 13th

September 1945) reported that he also had been unable to trace

the use of the word tropica as part of a scientific name for a

malaria parasite.

184. The conclusions which I draw from the evidence sum-

marised above are:

—

(i) that Koch realised very clearly that the fever to which he

applied the expression " tropische Malaria " was the
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same as the aestivo-autumnal fever found in temperate

climates, i.e. the fever due to the Mahgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite;

(ii) that Koch never published the word " tropica " as a

specific trivial name in a binominal combination formed

for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, for, if he

had done so, he would (according to his own view, as

summarised in (i) above) have only thereby given a new
scientific name to a species already recognised (as Koch
himself stated) by Marchiafava, i.e. he would only have

created a junior synonym for the Mahgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite;

(iii) that, when Koch did use the Latin word " tropica " he

used it not as a scientific name for the parasite but as a

convenient technical designation for the fever to which

the parasite gives rise.

185. The possibility that the name tropica was published by

Koch in due zoological form may therefore be regarded as

extremely remote. In the circumstances I think that the proper

course is to treat the alleged name tropica Koch as a cheironym.

Nevertheless, the possibility that this name was validly published

in some paper which it has been impossible to trace cannot be

entirely ruled out. This, as in the case of the cheironym irregularis,

is a risk which should, therefore, be taken into account by the

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, when it

comes to formulate its decision on the complex of problems

raised in the present paper.
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PART 2 THE NAMES OF THE NOMINAL GENERA
ESTABLISHED (OR ALLEGED TO HAVE BEEN
ESTABLISHED) FOR THE HUMAN MALARIA
PARASITES IN THE PERIOD 1881-1897

186. In Part 1 of the present paper we have firmly estabUshed

in the case of each specific trivial name bestowed upon a human
malaria parasite in the period 1881-1897, the identity of the

species to which the name was appHed. We can now turn to

the generic names given to these parasites during the same period,

and, having ascertained, for each generic name, whether it is valid

in the sense that it is not a junior homonym of some other name
and having determined what is the nominal species which is the

type species of the nominal genus to named, we shall be able

to determine which generic names are available nomenclatorially

and which either are invalid as junior objective synonyms of

older names or, although available, are not required because of

being junior subjective synonyms of older names.

(1) The generic name " Oscillaria " Schrank, 1823, and the generic

name " Oscillaria " erroneously alleged to have been published

as a new name by Laveran in 1881

187. The first scientific name bestowed on any of the human
malaria parasites was the name Oscillaria malariae given by
Laveran in 1881 {Nature parasit. Accid. Impaludisme: 87) to the

Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite (paragraph 45 above).

188. Oscillaria was thus the first generic name used for a

human malaria parasite, but a great deal of controversy has

arisen as to its vahdity in view of the fact that at the time when
Laveran first used this name for his malaria parasite {Oscillaria

malariae, in 1881), there already existed a genus Oscillaria

Schrank, 1823 {Nova Acta Acad, Caes. Leopold. Carol. 11 (No. 2) :

533), which had been estabhshed for certain species which are

now recognised to be algae.
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189. Two distinct questions arise in considering the validity of

the generic name Oscillaria as used by Laveran in 1881 :

—

(i) Had the generic name Oscillaria Schrank, 1823, ever been

applied to a genus in the Animal Kingdom ?

(ii) When Laveran used the generic name Oscillaria in first

describing the human malaria parasite to which he

applied the specific trivial name malariae, did he consider

that he was introducing a new generic name for this

species or did he consider that he was refering that species

to the existing genus Oscillaria Schrank, 1823 ?

190. The status of the name Oscillaria Schrank in zoological

nomenclature depends on whether the nominal genus to which it

was applied has ever been regarded as a genus in the Animal
Kingdom. To determine the answer to this question it is neces-

sary to examine closely the manner in which in 1823 Schrank

introduced this generic name. It should be noted first that this

name was published by Schrank in the serial publication cited in

paragraph 188 above in a paper entitled " Uber die Oscillatorieny

In this paper he included the following units in this group :

—

(i) Bacillaria. Schleichthieren.

Under this head Schrank included a number of species

previously described with the generic name Vibrio.

(ii) Oscillaria. Oscillarie.

Under this head Schrank included thirteen species

previously described under the generic name Oscillatoria

and four species previously described with the generic

name Vibrio.

(iii) Vibrio. Aelchen.

Schrank placed eight species in this genus.
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191. Schrank discussed the question of whether the species

belonging to the group (Oscillatoria) dealt with in his paper were

properly referable to the Animal Kingdom. On the one hand,

he pointed, first, to their method of reproduction (" durch

Theilung ") as suggestive of the Vegetable Kingdom, and second,

to the fact that the organisms in question had been dealt with by

Vaucher in a book on Freshwater Confervae {Hist. Conferv,

: 172—178). On the other hand, he remarked with regard to the

first point that reproduction " durch Theilung " is not pecuhar

to the Vegetable Kingdom but has been observed also among
small animals (" Thierchen ") and with regard to the second point

that in dealing with the species in question Vaucher " sah sie

niemals fur Pflanzen an, spricht von ihnen, wie man von Thieren

spricht, und nennt sie sogar ausdriicklich Thierchen."

192. At no point in his paper did Schrank express a definite

view as to whether the organisms placed by him in the group

Oscillatoria were to be referred to the Animal Kingdom or to the

Vegetable Kingdom or possibly to some intermediate category.

It seems to me, however, that the fact that Schrank himself in his

original description of the genus consistently referred to the

organisms concerned as '' Thierchen " is sufficient to warrant the

conclusion that the genus Oscillaria Schrank, 1823, was originally

estabUshed as a genus of animals, for the foregoing expression

would have been entirely inappropriate for species of a genus of

plants.

193. We now come to the second of the two questions referred

to in paragraph 189 above, namely that as to whether Laveran
deliberately placed his malaria parasite in the genus Oscillaria

Schrank, 1823, or whether by some accident he selected the word
" Oscillaria " as the name for a new genus established by him,

especially for the reception of his new species (the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite). We find in the first place that Laveran
was certainly aware of Schrank's paper, and this fact alone makes
it unlikely that he would have chosen the name Oscillaria if he
had intended to establish a new nominal genus. Nor would it

seem intrinsically unnatural for Laveran to have regarded his

malaria parasite as sufficiently closely related to the minute
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motile organisms placed by Schrank in his genus Oscillaria to

justify him in assigning his new species to the same genus. This

view is strongly reinforced by Laveran's own statement that the

mobile filaments of what he called the '' corps no. 2 " often

showed a great analogy with the " oscillariees " (see the penulti-

mate paragraph of the passage quoted in paragraph 35 of the

present paper). In the second place, the fact that Laveran himself

later abandoned the use of the generic Oscillaria is more consistent

with the thesis that he realised that Schrank's genus was unsuit-

able for the reception of his new malaria parasite (possibly

because he had come to the view of other zoologists and botanists

that it belonged to the Vegetable Kingdom and not to the Animal
Kingdom) than with the alternative view that he deliberately

abandoned a new name of which he was himself the author. On
the whole, therefore, we can dismiss the possibility that, when in

1881 Laveran published the specific name Oscillaria malariae for

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, he regarded himself as

introducing a new generic name Oscillaria, for it may be con-

cluded that he considered that he was describing his new species

as a species of the genus Oscillaria Schrank, 1823.

194. In the light of the above considerations, we have now to

consider the status under the Regies of the generic name Oscillaria

as applied to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite. The answer

turns upon the interpretation to be placed upon Article 1 of the

Regies when read in conjunction with Article 34. The point to

be considered is the status in zoological nomenclature of a

generic name applied to a genus originally regarded as belonging

to the Animal Kingdom but subsequently transferred, on taxo-

nomic grounds, to the Vegetable Kingdom.

195. Christophers & Sinton (1938: 1133), in considering the

validity of the generic name Oscillaria as used by Laveran in 1881,

concluded that " there could be no question that Laveran's name,
being given to an animal, could not strictly be regarded as pre-

occupied by a genus of the Vegetable Kingdom." This inter-

pretation appears to have been based not upon the relevant

portion of the substantive French text of Article 1 of the Regies
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(or even upon the correct German translation) but upon the

inaccurate English translation commonly in use. The substantive

French texts of Article 1 (third paragraph) and Article 34 read

as follows:

—

Article 1, paragraph (3)^^

Si un etre est transporte du Regne animal dans le Regne vegetal,

ses noms zoologiques sont maintenus dans la nomenclature
zoologique.

Article 34

Tout nom generique est rejete comme homonyme, s'il a ete

employe precedemment pour quelque autre genre d'animaux.

196. It is perfectly clear from the substantive French text of

Article 1 that, if a taxonomic unit originally described as belonging

to the Animal Kingdom is later regarded as belonging to the

Vegetable Kingdom, the names given to that unit when it was
believed to belong to the Animal Kingdom are maintained in

zoological nomenclature. Applying this provision to the parti-

cular case with which we are concerned, this means that, when
the genus (supposedly of animals) named Oscillaria by Schrank

in 1823, was later treated as belonging to the Vegetable Kingdom,
the generic name Oscillaria Schrank, 1823, nevertheless retained

its position in zoological nomenclature. Accordingly, Article 34

still apphes to that name, and in consequence any generic name
consisting of the word Oscillaria published subsequent to 1823

as the name of a new genus of animals is, under that Article, to

be rejected as a junior homonym.

-^ The inaccurate English translation of Article 1, which appears to have been
responsible for the misunderstanding, reads as follows:

—

Zoological nomenclature is independent of botanical nomenclature in the

sense that the name of an animal is not to be rejected simply because it is

identical with the name of a plant. If, however, an organism is transferred

from the vegetable to the animal kingdom, its botanical names are to be
accepted in zoological nomenclature with their original botanical status; and
ifan organism is transferredfrom the animal to the vegetable kingdom, its names
retain their zoological status.

The italicised passage is supposed to be a translation of the substantive French
text of the paragraph (3) of this Article quoted in paragraph 195 of the present paper.
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197. The position as regards the validity of the generic name
Oscillaria as applied by Laveran to the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite may thus be summarised as follows :

—

(i) If Laveran regarded himself as establishing in 1881 a new
nominal genus named Oscillaria for the reception of the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, the generic name
Oscillaria Laveran, 1881, then published for the nominal

genus so estabhshed, is invalid by reason of its being a

junior homonym of the generic name Oscillaria Schrank,

1823, a generic name originally published for what was
beUeved at that time to be a genus of animals but which

was later recognised to be a genus of plants.

(ii) If Laveran in 1881 deliberately placed the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite in the genus Oscillaria Schrank,

1823, he was simply using the latter name in a taxo-

nomically incorrect sense.

198. The conclusion is, therefore, that the generic name
Oscillaria, as applied to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite,

is either nomenclatorially invalid or taxonomically incorrect. For

the reasons explained in the preceding paragraphs, I believe that

the second of these alternatives represents what really happened.

In consequence, I am of the opinion that Laveran never looked

upon the name Oscillaria as the name of a new nominal genus

estabhshed by himself. However, this is one of the many matters

on which it is desirable that a definite ruling should be given by

the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature when
it comes to stabihse the names of the human malaria parasites.

(2j The generic name " Plasmodium " Marchiafava and Celli, 1885

199. The generic name Plasmodium was first published by

Marchiafava & Celli in 1885 (Fortschr. Med. 3 (24) : 791) as a

generic name for what those authors regarded as the malaria

parasite of Man. It is an available name in the sense that it is

not a junior homonym of any previously published generic name.
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200. Until the discovery described in paragraphs 55 to 56 of

the present paper, it was always assumed (a) that Marchiafava &
Celli placed no nominal species in their genus Plasmodium, and
(b) that the single species which they did place in that genus was
the species to which in 1881 Laveran had given the name
Oscillaria malariae. As we shall see, both these assumptions were

incorrect.

201. It has been shown earlier in the present paper (paragraph

55 above) that, when introducing the new generic name Plas-

modium Marchiafava & Celli published also the new specific name
Plasmodium malariae for the single species included by them in

their new genus. This nominal species is therefore the type

species of the genus Plasmodium Marchiafava & CelU by monotypy
(Article 30, Rule (c)).

202. Up till the year 1946 it was universally assumed by
malariologists that the species placed in the genus Plasmodium by
Marchiafava & Celli was the Quartan Malaria Parasite, and that

species has therefore been regarded by all authors as the type

species of this genus. Sabrosky (1946), by going back to

Marchiafava & Celli's paper of 1885, was the first author to

estabhsh that the material treated by those authors as constituting

the species placed by them in the genus Plasmodium included no
individuals at all of the Quartan Malaria Parasite. The evidence

provided by Dr. Martin Young included in Sabrosky's paper

showed that the greater part of this material consisted of the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, though it included also some
examples of the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite. In order to

give to the nominal species Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885, an entirely determinate character, I have in the

present paper (paragraph 76) selected as a First Reviser (acting

under Article 31) the examples of the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite to be the sole syntypes of the nominal species Plasmodium
malariae Marchiafava & Celli. This action firmly attaches the

foregoing name to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite.
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203. The only generic name applied to any human malaria

parasite prior to the publication of the name Plasmodium Mar-
chiafava & Celli, 1885, was the name Oscillaria as used by Laveran

in the combination Oscillaria malariae when in 1881 he first

named the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite (paragraph 45).

I have shown, however in paragraphs 197 to 198 above, that the

name Oscillaria as used by Laveran was not a new name but

represented only a taxonomically erroneous use of the earlier

name Oscillaria Schrank, 1823.

204. We may therefore sum up the position as follows: The
generic name Plasmodium Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, is the oldest

available generic name for any species of human malaria parasite,

and its type species by monotypy is the nominal species Plas-

modium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, a nominal species

which represents the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite. The
fact that this species and not the Quartan Malaria Parasite is the

type species of this genus would, if not remedied by the Inter-

national Commission on Zoological Nomenclature under its

Plenary Powers, cause serious confusion in the literature. That

the Quartan Malaria Parasite had for so long been accepted as the

type species of the genus Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, is

undoubtedly attributable to the uncritical acceptance by all

subsequent workers (up to the time of Sabrosky (1946)) of the

authoritative but totally incorrect action of Schaudinn (1902) in

designating the Quartan Malaria Parasite (misidentified by him,

following Liihe (1900), as Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881) as

the type species of Plasmodium Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885

(" Plasmodium malariae (Der Quartanparasit) als typus der

Gattung "). A discussion of the probable origin of this erroneous

determination will be found in paragraphs 46—51 above.

(3) The generic name " Haematomonas " Mitrophanow, 1883,

and the generic name " Haematomonas " erroneously alleged

to have been published as a new name by Osier in 1886

205. In 1886 in an " Address on the Haematozoa of Malaria
"

{\SS6,Philad.med.Timessind \SSl,Brit.med, J. 1887 (Vol. 1) : 556)

Osier discussed the systematic position of " the " human malaria

parasite and expressed the view that, pending the acquisition of a
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better understanding of the affinities of this parasite, it should be

referred to the genus Haematomonas. Osier stated that this view

had been suggested by Mitrophanow but he did not cite a reference

to any paper by that author on this point. The following is an

extract of the relevant portion of the account of Osier's *' Address"

published in the issue of the British Medical Journal referred to

above:

—

There is sufficient evidence to show that the various forms are

only phases in the life history of one of the flagellate protozoa
belonging to the order Flagellata-Pantostomata. Mitrophanow
suggests a new genus, Haematomonas, to include the monad
haematozoa; but Crookshank, who has carefully worked out
the affinities of the parasites of the rat, the fish and the surra

disease, has referred them to the genus Trichomonas. The
organism here described has not however, the characteristic

marks of a Trichomonas; for it lacks the undulating fringe on
one side and the caudal filament. Nor does it agree with the

features of a Cercomonas; so that, meanwhile, until the true

affinities are determined by an expert, its proper place seems to

be the genus Haematomonas of Mitrophanow, which conveniently

includes all monads parasitic in the blood. Thus : genus Haema-
tomonas; species Haematomonas malariae. [no italics]. Defini-

tion : Body plastic, ovoid or globose, no differentiation of proto-

plasm, which contains pigment grains ; flagella variable from one
to four. Highly polymorphic, occurring in (1) amoeboid form,

(2) crescents, encysted form; (3) sporocysts; (4) circular, free,

pigmented bodies. The name designates the natural affinities of
the parasite, its habitat and the conditions under which it occurs,

on which grounds it seems preferable to that of Plasmodium
malariae, suggested by Marchiafava & Celli.

206. Partly because Osier in his " Address " did not cite any
bibliographical reference for the name Haematomonas and partly,

it may be supposed, because he adopted Haematomonas as the

generic name for " the " malaria parasite (all the forms known to

him being treated as forms of a single polytypic species), it has

been commonly assumed that at the time when Osier's " Address
"

was published, the name Haematomonas was no more than a

manuscript name of Mitrophanow's and, therefore, that Osier

himself, by publishing this name, had become its author. In

1894, for example, Labbe (1894, Arch.ZooL exper. gen. (3) 2 : 170)

cited the generic name " Haematomonas Osier " among the
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synonyms of Haemamoeba Grassi [recte Feletti & Grassi], the

genus in which he placed the single species {Haemamoeba laverani)

of human malaria parasite which he recognised. The alleged

generic name Haematomonas Osier appeared again as recently as

1945 when it figured in a synonymy of the generic names of the

human malaria parasites published by Christophers (1945, Rev.

Inst. Salubridad y Enfermedades trop. 6 (4) : 216—219).

206. Actually, the name Haematomonas was published by

Mitrophanow in a paper entitled " Beitrage zur Kenntniss der

Hamatozoon " published in 1883 {Biol. Zbl. 3 : 41), i.e. three

years before the appearance of Osier's " Address." In this paper

Mitrophanow established the new genus Haematomonas for the

reception of two new species of flagellate, the one Haematomonas
cobitis found in the blood of a Mudfish (" Schlammpeizger "),

the other Haematomonas carassii found in the blood of the

carp (" Karausch ").

207. With this information at our disposal, we see that what
happened was that Osier was aware that Mitrophanow was of the

opinion that " the " human malaria parasite was congeneric with

the flagellates which he had described from the blood of the

fishes referred to above and therefore considered that the human
malaria parasite should be referred to the genus Haematomonas
Mitrophanow, 1883. This view was provisionally accepted by

Osier.

208. The position is, therefore, that Osier never published the

name Haematomonas as a new generic name and that there is in

consequence no such name as " Haematomonas Osier." This

alleged name owes its existence entirely to a misunderstanding by

later authors of Osier's paper, due to their failure to read

Mitrophanow's paper of 1883. In these circumstances, the

alleged name Haematomonas Osier, 1883, should be deleted from

the synonymy of the names of the genera estabhshed for the

human malaria parasites, though it must be included in any list

of generic names erroneously supposed to have bestowed upon
those parasites.
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(4) The generic name " Haematophylhun " Metschnikoff, 1887

209. The generic name Hdmatophyllum was first published by

Metschnikoff in a paper written in Russian and pubhshed in the

Russian serial Russkaja Medicina (1887, Russk. Med. 12 : 207).

It has not been possible to consult a copy of this paper, as there

appears to be no copy of the above serial in Western Europe.

Fortunately, however, Metschnikoff himself wrote an abstract of

this paper which was published in the same year in the Centralblatt

fur Bakteriologie und Parasitenkunde (1887, Zbl. Bakt. 1 (21) :

62A—625). According to this abstract, which, though signed by

Metschnikoff, is written in the third person, the title of his paper

(when translated into German), was " Zur Lehre von den Malaria

Krankheiten." In this paper Metschnikoff described some
pathological-anatomical material obtained from the Bacterio-

logical Station at Odessa. Of the three sets of material examined

the two first consisted of amoeboid forms similar to those

observed by previous workers (e.g. Marchiafava, Celli, Golgi);

the third appeared to him to represent a stage of development not

previously noticed. He went on to say that the name previously

suggested for the malaria parasite, namely Plasmodium malariae

(i.e. Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885) was unsuit-

able and that he therefore proposed the new name Hdmatophyllum

malariae. The words used by MetschinikofF were: " Auf Grund
seiner Befunde glaubt M. [= Metschnikoff], in dem Malaria-

parasiten eine in die Nahe der Coccidien zu stellende Form
erblicken zu konnen, welche er (wegen der Unbrauchbarkeit des

vorgeschlagenen Namens: Plasmodium malariae) als Hdmato-
phyllum malariae zu bezeichnen vorschlagt."

210. It is clear from the passage quoted above that the generic

name Hdmatophyllum was proposed by Metschnikoff as a nom.

nov. pro the generic name Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885,

which he rejected solely on account of (as it seemed to him) the

unsuitability of the word " Plasmodium " as the generic name for

the malaria parasites of Man. According to Article 32 of the

present Regies (which, however, it may be noted were not adopted

until many years after Metschnikoff wrote his paper), a generic

name, once published, may not be rejected on the ground of
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inappropriateness, even by its own author ('' Un nom generique .
.

,

une fois public ne peut plus etre rejete pour cause d'impropriete,

meme par son auteur "). Accordingly, the name Hdmatophyllum

Metschnikoff, 1887, is no more than a substitute name for

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885.

211. The orthography of this name has been expanded from
" Hamatophyllum '' to '' Haematophyllum " by those later

authors who have discussed Meschnikoff's paper (e.g. Labbe,

1894, Arch. Zool. exper. gen. (3) 2 : 170; Christophers, 1945, Rev.

Inst. Salubridad y Enfermedades trop. 6 (4) : 216, 219). Strictly

speaking, however, this procedure is incorrect under the existing

Regies which require (Articles 19 and 20) that the exact original

orthography of a name is to be retained. ^^

212. Since the name Hdmatophyllum Metschnikoff, 1887, is a

mere substitute name {nom. no v.) for the name Plasmodium

Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, it automatically takes, as its type

species, whatever nominal species is the type species of the genus

Plasmodium. That species, as shown in paragraph 201 above, is

Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885. The nominal

species so named represents the MaHgnant Tertian Malaria

Parasite (paragraph 45 above).

213. Although not invaHd as a junior homonym of some older

name, the name Hdmatophyllum Metschnikoff, 1887, is neverthe-

less an objectively invalid name, since it has, as its type species,

a nominal species {Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli,

1885) which is also the type species of a nominal genus {Plas-

modium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885), the name of which is an

available name and one which possesses priority over Hdmato-
phyllum Metschnikoff, 1887.

22 Article 20, jointly with Article 19, was completely revised by the Fourteenth
International Congress of Zoology, Copenhagen, 1953. Under the revised provisions

diacritic marks are not to be used in zoological names and, where such a mark was
used on the first publication of a name, it is to be replaced by an appropriate com-
bination of letters (1953, Copenhagen Decisions on Zoological Nomemclature :

57—58). Under this provision, the correct orthography for the name here under
consideration is Haematophyllum.
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(5) The generic name " Haemamoeba " Feletti and Grassi, 1889

214. The generic name Haemamoeba was first published by
Feletti & Grassi in a paper entitled " Sui parassiti della malaria."

This paper was (as explained in paragraph 78 above) first pub-

lished in the form of an eleven-page pamphlet on 30th December
1889 and just over a fortnight later (on 15th January 1890) it

appeared in the Riforma medica of Naples (Feletti & Grassi, 1 890,

Riforma med. 6 (11) : 61—64). No copy of the pamphlet pub-

lished in advance of the appearance of this paper in the Riforma

medica has been traced and in consequence it is not possible to

quote the page reference for the publication of the generic name
Haemamoeba. The following notes are based upon an examina-

tion of the photostat copy of the issue of the Riforma medica

containing this paper by Feletti & Grassi (which is reproduced

in facsimile as Document No. 1, in Appendix 2 to the present

paper).

215. In this paper Feletti & Grassi, after reviewing the work of

their immediate predecessors, came to the conclusion that

human malaria was due to two parasites, each referable to a

distinct genus. For the species described by Laveran, Feletti &
Grassi erected the new genus Laverania, while for the second

species they erected the genus Haemamoeba. The passage in

which these two generic names were thus published reads as.

follows (: 63):—

In ogni caso nessun zoologo, specialmente dopo le inoculazioni

di Antolisei e Angelini, esitera ad ammettere che il corpo pig-

mentato della terzana e della quartana e differente dalla semiluna.

Noi proponiamo di riferire I'uno al nuovo gen. Haemamoeba:
e I'altro al nuovo gen. Laverania.

216. On the following page (: 64) Feletti & Grassi (irr thie

passage quoted in paragraph 81 above) referred to their new
species (that responsible for the " terzana " and " quartana "

fevers) under the new specific name Haemamoeba malariae, at the

same time referring Laveran's original species (Oscillaria malariae

Laveran, 1881) to their new genus Laverania.
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217. Two preliminary points must be noted: first, the name
Haemamoeba was published by Feletti & Grassi with a brief
*' indication " (as required by proviso (a) to Article 25 of the

Regies) and is thus a validly published name possessing rights

under the Law of Priority; second, the name Haemamoeba
Feletti & Grassi, 1889, is an available name in the sense that it is

not a homonym of any previously published generic name (and

is therefore not invalid under Article 34).

218. Since Feletti & Grassi included in this genus the single

nominal species Haemamoeba malariae Feletti & Grassi, the genus

Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi was a monotypical genus from the

standpoint of its authors. As shown in paragraphs 83—86 above,

the species Haemamoeba malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, was,

however, a composite species consisting partly of the Benign

Tertian Malaria Parasite (" terzana ") and partly of the Quartan

Malaria Parasite (" quartana "). In May of the following year

in a postscript (quoted in paragraph 85 above) to a paper by the

same authors (in which, however, their names were placed in the

reverse order and therefore appeared as " Grassi & Feletti ")

the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite was recognised as a species

distinct from the Quartan Malaria Parasite (and given the name
Haemamoeba vivax), the earlier name Haemamoeba malariae

Feletti & Grassi, 1889, being thus restricted to the Quartan

Malaria Parasite.

219. The present Regies were not in existence when Grassi &
Feletti thus restricted the specific name Haemamoeba malariae

Feletti & Grassi, 1889, to the Quartan Malaria Parasite, but, in

thus acting as the " first reviser " of the name, these authors

proceeded in strict accordance with the provisions of Article 31

of the present Regies.

220. The nominal genus Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889,

is accordingly a monotypical genus with Haemamoeba malariae

Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (=the Quartan Malaria Parasite) as its

type species. This was the first occasion on which a nominal

genus was established with the Quartan Malaria Parasite as type
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species and, as the name Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889, is a

nomenclatorially available name, it is the valid generic name for

the Quartan Malaria Parasite for all malariologists who consider

that species as generically distinct from the MaUgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite. For those malariologists—the great majority

—

who consider that these two parasites should be referred to the

same genus, the generic name Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889,

is a junior subjective synonym of Plasmodium Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885, of which the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite (as

Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, a junior sub-

jective synonym of Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881) is the

type species (paragraph 204).

(6) The generic name " Laverania " Feletti and Grassi, 1889

221. The generic name Laverania was first published by Feletti

& Grassi in the same paper as the generic name Haemamoeba
(discussed in paragraph 214 above), that is to say in the pamphlet
" Sui parasiti della Malaria " pubHshed on 30th December 1889

as an advance issue of the same paper which had been sent for

publication to the Riforma medica, in which serial it appeared

about a fortnight later (on 15th January 1890) (Feletti & Grassi,

Jan. 1890, Riforma medica 6 (11) : 63). In view of the fact that

it is not been possible to trace a copy of the pamphlet of 30th

December 1889, it is not possible to quote a page reference for

the original publication of the generic name Laverania. The
following notes are based upon an examination of the photostat

copy of the issue of the Riforma medica containing this paper by

Feletti & Grassi, which is reproduced as Document No. 1 in

Appendix 2 of the present paper.

222. Felletti & Grassi established their nominal genus Laverania

jointly with the other nominal genus, Haemamoeba, which they

then recognised. The passage containing their diagnoses for

these two nominal genera has been quoted in paragraph 215

of the present paper, while the passage in which they cited by

name the species which they referred to these genera has been

quoted in paragraph 81. From the second of these passages it
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will be seen that Feletti & Grassi included in their nominal genus

Laverania a single species which they cited as Laverania malariae.

It is clear from the passages quoted that Feletti & Grassi (while

regarding the species Haemamoeba malariae as a new species) did

not regard Laverania malariae as a new species and looked upon
themselves as doing no more than transferring to the genus

Laverania (established by themselves in honour of Laveran) the

species of human malaria parasite responsible for the irregular

fevers (" delle febbri irregolari ") which Laveran had been the

first to discover and to which in 1881 he had given the name
Oscillaria malariae.

223. The nominal genus Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889, is

thus a monotypical genus with Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881

(=the MaHgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite) as its type species.

The generic name Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889, is a nomen-
clatorially available name in the sense (a) that it is not invalid

under Article 34 of the Regies as a junior homynym of any

previously published generic name and (b) that it has, as its type

species, a nominal species which is not also the type species of a

previously estabhshed nominal genus that possesses an available

name.

224. We have to note, however, that Oscillaria malariae

Laveran, 1881, the type species of Laverania Feletti & Grassi,

1889, is subjectively identified with Plasmodium malariae Mar-
chiafava & Celli, 1885, both these nominal species being regarded

as representing the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite (para-

graphs 45 and 77 above respectively). We have further to recall

(paragraph 204) that the nominal species Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & CelH, 1885, is the type species of the nominal genus

Plasmodium Marchiafava & CelH, 1885. Thus, through the

subjective identification of the species represented by the nominal

species which are respectively the type species of these two genera,

the nominal genera Laverania Feletti & Grassi and Plasmodium

Marchiafava & Celli are subjectively identified with one another.

Accordingly, though an available name, the name Laverania

Feletti & Grassi, 1889, is a junior subjective synonym of the

name Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celh, 1885.
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(7) The generic name " Ematozoo " Antolisei and Angelini, 1890

225. As explained in paragraphs 104-108 above the generic

name Ematozoo was published by Antolisei & Angelini in two

papers each of which appeared in 1890. The exact date of

publication (8th March 1890) is known for one of the papers in

which the name Ematozoo appeared (i.e. the paper in the Riforma

medico) but, as regards the other paper nothing is known regarding

the date of its publication except that it was some time in 1890.

In these circumstances, it is necessary to treat the name Ematozoo

as having been first published in the paper which appeared in the

Riforma medica. The reference to the original publication of the

name Ematozoo Antolisei & Angelini, is, therefore, 8th March
1890, Riforma medica 6 (56) : 334. (This point is of theoretical

interest only, for this generic name was published in exactly the

same way in each of the two papers concerned.)

226. We have pointed out (paragraph 107 above) that the

generic name Ematozoo was originally pubhshed with a small

initial letter (as " ematozoo ") and in the same Section we have

given our reasons (paragraphs 110—118) for considering that,

although this method of publishing a new generic name was
defective, in that it did not comply with the requirements of

Articles 3 and 8 of the Regies, the infringement involved, though

calling for automatic correction by later authors, is not such as

to deprive either the generic name Ematozoo or the specific

trivial name falciforme, pubhshed at the same time in the com-
bination ematozoo faJciforme, of rights under the Law of Priority

(Article 25) as from the date in 1890, on which was published the

paper by Antolisei & Angelini containing these names in the forms
" ematozoo " and " ematozoo faJciforme " respectively.

227. In each of the papers referred to above, the name Ematozoo
Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, was published as the name of a

monotypical genus with the new nominal species, Ematozoo
falciforme Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, as type species. We have

shown in paragraph 104 above that this name was applied in

these papers to the parasite of semilunar form found in cases of

the " aestivo-autumnal Roman fever." In other words, this name
applies to a form of the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite.
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228. We see, therefore, that Ematozoo falciforme Antolisei &
Angehni, 1890, is a junior subjective synonym of Oscillaria

malariae Laveran, 1881. At this point we have to recall (para-

graph 204) that another junior subjective synonym of Laveran's

species is Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, the

type species of Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885. Thus,

the nominal species which are the respective type species of

Ematozoo Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, and Plasmodium Marchia-

fava & Celli, 1885, are both subjectively identified (on taxonomic

grounds) with the same species. Accordingly the generic name
Ematozoo Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, though an available name,

is a junior subjective synonym of the name Plasmodium
Marchiafava & CelU, 1885.

(8—11) The generic names " Cytamoeba," " Cytosporon,"
" Haemocytosporon " and " Cytozoon " published by

Danilewsky in 1891

229. In the paper pubHshed in 1891 {Ann. Inst. Pasteur 5 (12) :

758—782) discussed in paragraph 140 above in connection with

the alleged specific and subspecific trivial name hominis,

Danilewsky introduced no less than four new generic names for

the human malaria parasites:

—

(1) Cytamoeba. This name was proposed on page 762 of

Danilewsky' s paper as a substitute for the name
Haemamoeba (". . . j'ai propose de remplacer la deno-

mination du Plasmodium malarique de I'homme,

Haemamoeba, en celle de Cytamoeba.'')

(2) Cytosporon. Later in the same paragraph on page 762

Danilewsky introduced the generic name Cytosporon for

the human malaria parasite (" Aussi, et surtout a cause

de la propriete fondamentale du microbe de donner des

spores, je I'appellerai Cytosporon malariae.''). In the

schematic table which appears on page 780 of Danilew-

sky's paper (and which is reproduced in paragraph 140

of the present paper), the generic name Cytosporon is

given in the second column (jointly with the name
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Cytozoon)sis the name for a group which Danilewsky

appears to have regarded as being of generic value, for,

in addition to Cytosporon, he placed in it the well-known

and thoroughly recognised genus Haemamoeba with

Cytamoeba cited as a synonym.

(3) Haemocytosporon. This name was introduced in a foot-

note on page 762 of Danilewsky's paper with a statement

that it was the full form of the name published in the

main text on the same page in the abridged form
** Cytosporon " (" On ne doit voir dans ce nom provisoire

i.e. Cytospron (abrege de Haemocytosporon) aucune

allusion . . . ").

(4) Cytozoon. This name appears in the first column of the

table on page 780 of Danilewsky's paper (reproduced in

paragraph 140 above) as a generic name applicable to

the parasites both of Man (" hominis ") and birds

(" avium "), which embraces (in some unexplained

manner) all the generic names cited in the second and
third columns of the table.

230. The task of interpreting Danilewsky's use of the foregoing

names would present almost insuperable difficulties. For-

tunately, however, it is not necessary to make this effort, for (as

explained in paragraph 142 above) the International Commission
on Zoological Nomenclature has ruled, in Opinion 101, that the

Latin " technical designations " used by Danilewsky in this paper

are not in harmony with the Regies and accordingly possess no
rights under the Law of Priority (Article 25) as from the publica-

tion of that paper.

231. The four so-called generic names {Cytamoeba, Cytosporon,

Haemocytosporon Cytozoon) published in connection with the

human malaria parasites by Danilewsky in 1891 have thus no
status whatever in zoological nomenclature.
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(12) The generic name " Haemamoeba " as used by Labbe in 1894

232. In the recent paper on the nomenclature of the human
malaria parasites, to which reference has already been made,

Christophers has included (1945, Rev. Inst. Sabubridas y Enfer-

medads trop. 6 (4) : 216, 220) on page 216 the generic name
*' Haemamoeba Labbe, 1894 " in a list of the generic names pub-

lished for the human malaria parasites. On the same page he

stated that the type species of this genus was " O. malariae

Laveran (1881) by designation." In a note on page 220, he again

referred to the genus " Haemamoeba Labbe (1894)." On this

occasion he added that this genus " includes Haemamoeba and

Laverania of Feletti & Grassi." In the same note he implicitly

withdrew the earlier statement (made on page 216) that Oscillaria

malariae Laveran, 1881, was the type species of this (alleged)

genus, for he stated: " He [i.e. Labbe] recognises only one species

of malaria parasite, viz., H. Laverani, with varieties quartana and

tertiana.''

233. These entries in the synonymy referred to above are

clearly due to some inadvertence, for (as shown in paragraph 160

above) in the paper in question (" Recherches zoologiques et

biologiques sur les Parasites endoglobulaires du Sang des

Vertebres," published in 1894, Arch. Zool. exper. gen. (3) 2 : 170)

Labbe definitely attributed the generic name Haemamoeba to

Grassi (actually he should have attributed it to Feletti & Grassi)

and not to himself. Further, at no point in that paper did Labbe
cite the name Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, although at the

beginning of the section of his paper dealing with human malaria

parasites he referred in detail to Laveran's discovery of " the
"

parasite of human malaria and quoted at length (: 160— 161)

from the note of 24th December 1880 communicated by Laveran

to the " Societe medicale des Hopitaux " (reproduced also in the
" Notes a I'Academie de Medicine ") in which that authority

made known the discovery which he had made (paragraphs 34

and 35 above).

234. The position is therefore that Labbe never published the

name Haemamoeba as a new generic name of his own: he merely

used the generic name Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1890 (which
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he incorrectly attributed to Grassi). The alleged generic name
'' Haemamoeba Labbe, 1894" is thus seen to be a non-existent

name and therefore to have no place in the synonymy of the

nominal genera established for the human malaria parasites.

(13) The generic name "Haematozoon" Thayer and Hewetson, 1895

235. We have seen (paragraphs 104—105 above) that in a paper

entitled "The Malarial Fevers of Baltimore" (1895, Johns

Hopkins Hosp. Rep. 5 : 1—218, 2 pis.) Thayer & Hewetson
stated ( : 27) that in two papers (to which bibhographical references

were given) Antolisei & Angelini had published a new name
" haematozoon falciforme " for the parasite responsible for the
" ' aestivo-autumnal ' Roman fever." We have seen also (para-

graphs 107—108 above) that in the two papers cited Antohsei &
Angelini did publish a new name for this parasite but that the

new name so pubHshed consisted of the words " ematozoo

falciformey It follows, therefore, that it was Thayer & Hewetson
themselves who were the first to publish the generic name
Haematozoon (printed in their paper " haematozoon " with a small

initial letter), which appears to have been a dehberate emendation

by them of the generic name Ematozoo Antolisei & Angelini,

1890 (which, as will be seen from the extract quoted in para-

graph 107 above, was originally published by those authors as
" ematozoo " with a small initial letter).

236. In our discussion of the generic name Ematozoo Antolisei

& Angelini, 1890 (paragraphs 110—118 above) we have given our

grounds for the view that the failure on the part of these authors

to write the first letter of the word " ematozoo " with a capital

letter, though an infringement of Articles 3 and 8 of the Regies,

which calls for automatic correction by later authors, does not

constitute an infringement sufficiently serious to deprive the

generic name Ematozoo Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, of rights

under the Law of Priority. While noting that Thayer & Hewetson
in their turn published the generic name Haematozoon without
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a capital initial letter, we need not debate whether this omission

on their part was sufficiently serious to invalidate this name, for

the considerations in the opposite sense advanced in the case of

the name Ematozoo Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, apply with equal

vigour to the present case.

237. From the way in which Thayer & Hewetson introduced

the name Haematozoon it is likely that they did not regard

themselves as publishing a new name of their own but rather as

correcting a name already pubhshed by Antolisei & Angelini,

though (as explained in paragraph 235 above) it must be conceded

also that, in introducing the spelling " Haematozoon " in place

of the spelHng " Ematozoo " used by Antolisei & Angelini, Thayer

& Hewetson did accept a personal responsibility for the revised

spelling " Haematozoon.'"

238. As will be seen from paragraph 235 above, the generic

name Haematozoon Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, was published

with a single included species, Haematozoon falciforme. That

species is accordingly the type species of the genus Haematozoon

Thayer & Hewetson by monotypy under Rule (c) in Article 30.

239. We have already seen (paragraph 119 above) that the

species Ematozoo falciforme Antolisei & Angehni, 1890, is the

parasite responsible for the aestivo-autumnal Roman fever, that

is, the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, Oscillaria malariae

Laveran, 1881. Another nominal species which has also been

subjectively identified with that species is Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & Celli, 1885. The last-named species is the type

species of Plasmodium Marchiafava & CelU, 1885. Since Plas-

modium Marchiafava & Celli is a nomenclatorially available name,

not being invalid as a homonym under Article 34, and the type

species of this genus is subjectively identified as conspecific with

the type species of Haematozoon Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, we
see that Haematozoon Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, is junior

subjective synonym of Plasmodium Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885.
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240. Taxonomically, therefore, the name Haematozoon Thayer

& Hewetson, 1895, is an unnecessary name which would not be

required, even if it were an available name. In fact, however,

the name Haematozoon Thayer Si Hewetson, 1895, is not an

available name, for it is invalid under Article 34 as a junior

homonym of the older name Haematozoon Leisering, 1865 {Arch,

path. Anat. 33(1) : 125) pubhshed for a genus in the Class

Nematoda.

(14) The generic name " Haemosporidium " Lewkowicz, 1897

241. In a paper published in the issue of 6th February 1897 of

the " Erste Abteilung '' of the Centralblatt fiir Bakteriologie,

Parasitenkunde u. Infektionskrankheiten, Lewkowicz published a

short paper entitled " Ueber den Entwickelungsgang und die

Einteilung der Malariaparasiten " (1897, Zbl. Bakt. (Erste Abt.)

21(4) : 129— 133), in which he introduced a new classification for

the human malaria parasites, all the species of which he placed in

a genus to which he applied the new name Haemosporidium

(: 132—133). He did not cite, or otherwise refer to, any of the

earlier generic names proposed for these parasites nor did he

explain why he considered it necessary to reject those names in

favour of the new name Haemosporidium. It may be inferred,

however, that he made this change on the ground that his new
name was more appropriate than any of those previously proposed,

for, when discussing (: 130) the young spores (''Die jungen

Sporidien ") of the Quartan and Benign Tertian Malaria Parasites

(the two species placed by him (: 132) in Group I (" I. Gruppe ")

of the genus Haemosporidium), Lewkowicz added the following

footnote with reference to the word " Sporidien " :
—

" Dieser von
Danilewsky vorgeschlagene Name scheint mir fur die zoologische

Bezeichnung der Malariaparasiten der entsprechendste."

242. Article 32 of the Regies provides that a generic name,
once published, cannot be rejected on the ground of inappro-

priateness. Accordingly, if, in fact, this was the ground on which
Lewkowicz rejected the earlier generic names published for the

human malaria parasites and substituted the new name Haemo-
sporidium in their place, his action was invalid.
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243. The name Haemosporidium Lewkowicz, 1897, is an
available name in the sense that it is not a junior homonym of any
previously published generic name in the Animal Kingdom. Its

nomenclatorial status will, therefore, turn entirely upon the

identity of the species selected as its type species.

244. Lewkowicz did not himself designate a type species for

this genus, nor was its type species automatically determined

under Rules (b), (c), (d) or (f) in Article 30 of the Regies. Accord-

ingly, Rule (g) in that Article applies to this name and in

consequence the type species of this genus is whatever nominal

species is first selected as such by a subsequent author. So far

as I have been able to ascertain, no such type selection has ever

been made for this genus.

245. Lewkowicz, as has already been explained (paragraph 169),

placed in his genus Haemosporidium all the species of human
malaria parasite that he recognised, but did not cite those species

under binominal names, contenting himself with applying to each

a simple technical term (in the form of a Latin adjective), indi-

cating the period of development of the fever arising from the

parasite in question. Accordingly, the generic name Haemo-
sporidium Lewkowicz, being the name of a nominal genus

established without any included species cited under a binominal

name, falls to have its type species determined under the provisions

of the Commission's Opinion 46 (1912, Smithson. Publ 2060 :

104— 107). The Ruling given in this Opinion is obscure and
unsatisfactory, and it is much to be hoped that at its next Session

the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature will

submit to, and secure the approval of, the International Congress

of Zoology proposals for the clarification of the Regies in regard

to the type species of nominal genera established without cited

nominal species . It is fortunately not necessary to examine in

detail the Ruling given in the foregoing Opinion, for the one

provision in it which is clear happens by a lucky chance to be

applicable in the present case. The portion of the Ruling given

in the so-called " Summary " with which we are concerned reads

as follows: "... if several species are referred to but not men-
tioned by name, one of these must be taken as the type." Later
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the Ruling turns to the case where a nominal genus is established

with a diagnosis but with no indication as to the species which

should be treated as being included species, and on this part of

the subject the Ruling given was that " the first species published

in connection with the genus [i.e. the first validly established

nominal species cited as belonging to the nominal genus con-

cerned] (as Aclastus rufipes Ashmead, 1902) becomes ipso facto

the type."2^ In the present case, we must note (1) that we know
what are the taxonomic species regarded by Lewkowicz as

belonging to his genus Haemosporidiuni, and (2) that so far no

author has formally cited under a binominal name any of the

included species as being a species referable to this genus. It

follows, therefore, that it is still open to any author formally to

determine the type species of the genus Haemosporidium

Lewkowicz, 1897, under the procedure prescribed by the Ruling

given in Opinion 46.

246. Accordingly, in order to secure a determinate content for

the nominal genus Haemosporidium Lewkowicz and therefore a

definite position for the generic name Haemosporidium Lewkowicz
in the synonymy of the names of the nominal genera estabhshed

for the human malaria parasites, I now propose to take the formal

action required under Opinion 46 to provide the foregoing

nominal genus with a type species. To this end, acting in accord-

ance with the procedure prescribed in the foregoing Opinion, I

hereby formally (1) " recognise " the Quartan Malaria Parasite

as one of the species included by Lewkowicz in the nominal genus

Haemosporidium estabhshed by him in 1897, (2) cite the name of

the foregoing species {Haemamoeba malariae Feletti & Grassi,

1889), in combination with the generic name Haemosporidium
Lewkowicz 1897, thus forming the combination Haemosporidium
malariae (Feletti & Grassi 1889), and (3) designate (and select)

the foregoing nominal species to be the type species of the nominal

genus Haemosporidium Lewkowicz, 1897.

^^ The Ruling given in Opinion 46 was clarified by the International Commission
on Zoological Nomenclature at its Session held at Paris in 1948 (1950, Bull. zool.

Nomencl. 4 : 160, 346) and the Ruling so clarified was incorporated in the Regies.
Opinion 46 itself was thereupon repealed for interpretative purposes, that is, for
every purpose except that of historical record (1950, ibid. 4 : 165— 166). The
action here taken in relation to the name Haemosporidium Lewkowicz is in harmony
with the provisions adopted by the Paris Congress.
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247. The nominal species Haemamoeba malariae Felelti &
Grassi, 1889, is also the type species of the nominal species

Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (see paragraph 220 above).

Thus, the same species is the type species both of Haemamoeba
Feletti & Grassi, 1889, and of Haemosporidium Lewkowicz, 1897.

As the name Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi is a nomenclatorially

available name (and the valid generic name for Haemamoeba
malariae Feletti & Grassi), the name Haemosporidium Lewkowicz,

1897, is invalid, being an junior objective synonym of Haema-
moeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889.
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PART 3 SYNONYMY OF THE SPECIFIC TRIVIAL
NAMES BESTOWED (OR ALLEGED TO HAVE
BEEN BESTOWED) UPON THE HUMAN
MALARIA PARASITES IN THE PERIOD 1881-

1897 AND OF THE NAMES OF THE NOMINAL
GENERA ESTABLISHED (OR ALLEGED TO
HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED) FOR THOSE
SPECIES IN THE SAME PERIOD

248. In Part 1 of the present paper we have firmly established

the identity of the taxonomic species represented by each of the

nominal species established, or alleged to have been established,

for species ofhuman malaria parasite during the period 1881-1897.

In addition, we have determined for each of the specific names
concerned whether it possesses status under the Law of Priority

and whether it is an objectively available name. Similarly, in

Part 2, we have determined for each of the nominal genera

established, or alleged to have been estabhshed, for species of

human malaria parasite whether it is a name which possesses

status under the Law of Priority. Further, by determining the

nominal species which, under the Regies, is the type species of

each of the validly established nominal genera, we have firmly

estabhshed the content of those genera for nomericlatorial pur-

poses. We are therefore now in a position to construct synony-

mies of the names bestowed upon each of the species of human
malaria parasite and thus to determine for each of those species

what, under the Regies, is its oldest available specific trivial name.

It is possible also now to arrange in order of priority the names
bestowed upon nominal genera established for one or other or

the species of human malaria parasite.

249. As will be seen, the synonymies constructed in the fore-

going manner are necessarily very complicated, and it has been

considered that it would facilitate their presentation and make
them more readily understandable, if for the present purposes the

bibliographical references were to be omitted. In order, however,

that these may be readily available I give in Section (1) of the

present Part an alphabetical list of all the names, both generic

and specific, which appear in the present paper, together with
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the bibliographical references for those names. Next are given

the specific synonymies (Section (2)) and then a list of generic

names with the type species of the nominal genera so named
(Section (3)). In Section (4) I show, on the basis of the particulars

given in Sections (2) and (3), what, under the Regies, is the valid

name (binominal combination) for each of the human malaria

parasites, (a) on the basis of the view that all three species are

congeneric with one another (the view most commonly held by

malariologists), and (b) on the basis of the view that two genera

should be recognised. In Section (5), I compare the names
applicable to the human malaria parasites under the Regies with

the names universally applied to those species by malariologists.

As will be seen, the two sets of names differ in almost every

possible respect.

(1) Original references for the names cited in the present paper

250. The following are the original references for the names
bestowed or alleged to have been bestowed upon genera and
species of human malaria parasites discussed in the present

paper :

—

Cytamoeba Danilewsky, 1891, Ann. Inst. Pasteur 5(12) 762

Cytosporon Danilewsky, 1891, Ann. Inst. Pasteur 5(12) : 762 •

Cytozoon Danilewsky, 1891, Ann. Inst. Pasteur 5(12) : 780

Ematozoo (correction of ematozoo) Antolisei & Angelini, 1890,

Riforma medica 6(56) : 334

falciforme, Ematozoo (correction of ematozoo), Antolisei &
Angelini, 1890, Riforma medica 6(56) ; 334

falciforme, Haematozoon, Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, Johns

Hopkins Hosp. Reps. 5 : 27 (usually cited by the title of the paper

which constitutes this voulme, namely The Malarial Fevers of
Baltimore)

falciparum, Haematozoon, Welch, 1897, in Loomis's Syst. pract.

Med. 1 : 36

Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, Dec. 1889, Sui parasiti della

malaria (a pre-print of a paper published in January 1890

{Riforma medica 6(1 1) : 63))
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Haematomonas Mitrophanow, 1883, Biol. Zbl. 3 : 41

Haematomonas Osier, 1886, Philad. med. Times and 1887, Brit.

med. J. 1887 (Vol. 1) : 556

Hdmatophyllum Metschnikoff, 1887, Russk. Med. 12 : 207

Haematozoon (correction of haetnatozoon) Thayer & Hewetson,

1895, Johns Hopkins Hosp. Reps. 5 : 27 (usually cited by the

title of the paper which constitutes this volume, namely The

Malarial Fevers of Baltimore)

Haemocytsporon Danilewsky, 1891, Ann. Inst. Pasteur 5(12) ; 762

nota

Haemosporidium Lewkowicz, 1897, ZZ?/. Bakt. (Erste Abt.) 21(4) :

132—133

hominis, Laverania, Danilewsky, 1891, Ann. Inst. Pasteur 5(12) :780

immaculata, Haemamoeba, Grassi, 1891, ZZ?/. Bakt. 10 : 517

irregularis, Plasmodium malariae, Kruse, 1892, Hyg. Rdsch. 2 : 467

irregularis, Haemamoeba febris, Sakharov, 1892 \^a cherionym)

laverani, Haemamoeba, Labbe, 1894, Arch. Zool. exper. gen.

(3)2 : 170

Laverania Feletti & Grassi, Dec. 1889, Sui parasiti della malaria

(a pre-print of a paper published in January 1890 (Riforma

medica 6(U) : 63))

malariae, Haemamoeba, Feletti & Grassi, Dec. 1889, Sui parasiti

della malaria (a pre-print of a paper published in January 1890

(Riforma medica 6(11) : 64))

malariae, Laverania, Feletti & Grassi, Dec. 1889, Sui parasiti della

malaria (a pre-print of a paper published in January 1890

(Riforma medica 6(11) : 64))

malariae, Oscillaria, Laveran, 1881, Nature parasit. Accidents

Impaludisme : 87

malariae, Plasmodium, Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, Fortschr. Med.

3(24) : 791

Oscillaria Laveran, 1881, Nature parasit. Accidents Impaludisme

:87

Oscillaria Schrank, 1823, Nova Acta. Acad. Caes. Leopold. Carol.

11 (No. 2) : 533

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, Fortschr. Med. 3(24) : 791

praecox, Haemamoeba, Grassi & Feletti, May 1890, Arch. ital.

Biol. 13(2) : 300
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quartana, Haemamoeba laverani var., Labbe, 1894, Arch. Zool.

exper. gen. (3)2 : 170

quartanae, Haemosporidium, Lewkowicz, 1897, Zbl Bakt. (Erste

Abt.)21(4): 132

quartanae, Plasmodium malariae M. & C. Varieta A, Celli &
Sanfelice, 1891, Ann. 1st. Igiene sper. Univ. Roma (n.s.) 1 : 61

quartanae, Plasmodium malariae, Kruse, 1892, Hyg. Rdschr. 2 : 466

quotidianae, Plasmodium malariae M. & C, Varieta C, Celli &
Sanfelice, 1891, Ann. 1st. Igiene sper. Univ. Roma (n.s.) 1 : 61

sedecimanae, Haemosporidium, Lewkowicz, 1897, Zbl. Bakt.

(Erste Abt.) 21(4) : 133

tertiana, Haemamoeba laverani var., Labbe, 1894, Arch. Zool.

exper. gen. (3)2 : 170

tertianae, Haemosporidium, Lewkowicz, 1897, Zbl. Bakt. (Erste

Abt.) 21(4) : 132

tertianae, Plasmodium malariae M. & C, Varieta B., Celli &
Sanfelice, 1891, Ann. 1st. Igiene sper. Univ. Roma (n.s.) 1 : 61

tertianae, Plasmodium malariae, Kruse, 1 892, Hyg. Rdschr. 2 : 466

tropica, Plasmodium, Koch, 1899 (a cheironym)

undecimanae, Haemosporidium, Lewkowicz, 1897, Zbl. Bakt.

(Erste Abt.) 21(4) : 133

vigesimo-tertianae, Haemosporidium, Lewkowicz, 1897, Zbl. Bakt*

(Erste Abt.) 21(4) : 133

vivax, Haemamoeba, Grassi & Feletti, May 1890, Arch. ital. Biol.

13(2) : 300

(2) Synonymy of the specific trivial names bestowed (or alleged

to have been bestowed) upon the human malaria parasites

in the period 1881—1897

251. In the present Section I give a synonymy for each of the

three species of human malaria parasite with which we are

concerned. To the names shown in these synonymies must be

added one trivial name, hominis Danilewsky, 1891, as pubhshed

in the combination Laverania (paragraphs 140— 143), which

probably applies to the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite but

is at present indeterminate and can safely be left so, in view of

the fact that the International Commission on Zoological Nomen-
clature has ruled {Opinion 101) that the paper in which it was
published is not available for nomenclatorial purposes.
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(a) The Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

252. The following is a synonymy of the names bestowed (or

alleged to have been bestowed) upon the MaHgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite. The paragraph references cited are to the

paragraphs in the present paper in which the names in question

are discussed in detail :

—

(i) Validly published names for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite

Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881 (paragraphs 34—45)

Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885 (paragraphs

53—77)

Laverania malariae Feletti & Grassi, December 1889 (not a new
name but a usage of the trivial name malariae Laveran, 1881)

(paragraphs 91—93)

Ematozoo (correction of ematozoo)falciforme Antolisei & Angelini,

1890 (paragraphs 102—119)

Haemamoeba laverani Labbe, 1894 (paragraphs 158—166)

Haematozoon (correction of haematozoon) falciforme Thayer &
Hewetson, 1895 (paragraphs 167—168)

Haematozoon falciparum Welch, 1897 (paragraphs 175—177)

(ii) Validly publishednames which have been appliedto the Malignan t

Tertian Malaria Parasite but erroneously because the nominal

species so named were establishedfor parasites of birds

Haemamoeba praecox Grassi & Feletti, May 1890 (paragraphs

96—101)

Haemamoeba immaculata Grassi, 1891 (paragraphs 120—127)
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(iii) Technical terms published in connection with the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite and erroneously treated by later

authors as names bestowed upon that species

Plasmodium malariae M. & C, Varieta C, quotidianae Celli &
Sanfelice, 1891 (paragraphs 128—139)

Plasmodium malariae irregularis Kruse, 1 892 (paragraphs 144— 1 50)

Haemosporidium sedecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897 (paragraphs

169—174}

Haemosporidium undecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897 (paragraphs

169—174)

Haemosporidium vigesimo-tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897 (paragraphs

169—174)

(iv) Reputed but non-existent names

Haemamoeba febris irregularis Sakharov, 1892 (paragraphs

151—157)

Plasmodium tropica Koch, 1899 (paragraphs 178—185)

(b) The Quartan Malaria Parasite

253. The following is a synonymy of the names bestowed (or

alleged to have been bestowed) upon the Quartan Malaria

Parasite:

—

(i) Validly published names for the Quartan

Malaria Parasite

Haemamoeba laverani var. quartana Labbe, 1894 (paragraphs

158—166)
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Haemamoeba malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (invalid because a

rejected junior secondary homonym of the name malariae

Laveran, 1881, consequent upon the two species so named
having been united in the same genus, Plasmodium Marchiafava

& CelH, 1885) (paragraphs 78—90)

(ii) Technical terms published in connection with the Quartan

Malaria Parasite and erroneously treated by later authors as

names bestowed upon that species

Plasmodium malariae M. & C, Varieta A., quartanae Celli &
Sanfelice, 1891 (paragraphs 128—139)

Plasmodium malariae quartanae Kruse, 1 892 (paragraphs 144—150)

Haemosporidium tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897 (paragraphs 169—174)

(c) The Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite

254. The following is a synonymy of the names bestowed (or

alleged to have been bestowed)upon the Benign Tertian Malaria

Parasite :

—

(i) Validly published names for the Benign

Tertian Malaria Parasite

Haemamoeba vivax Grassi & Feletti, 1890 (paragraphs 94—95)

Haemamoeba laverani var. tertiana Labbe, 1894 (paragraphs

158—166)

(ii) Technical terms published in connection with the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite and erroneously treated by later authors as

names bestowed upon that species

Plasmodium malariae M. & C, Varieta B. tertianae Celli &
Sanfelice, 1891 (paragraphs 128—139)

Plasmodium malariae tertianae Kruse, 1892 (paragraphs 144— 150)

Haemosporidium tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897 (paragraphs 169— 1 74)
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(3) Names of the nominal genera established (or alleged to have

been established) for the human malaria parasites in the period

1881—1897

255. The time has come now to bring together the names of all

the nominal genera established (or alleged to have been estabhshed)

for human malaria parasites in the period 1881—1897. It would
have been possible at this point to arrange these names in synony-

mies based upon current taxonomic judgments as to the number
of genera which should be recognised, but this course would have

presented certain inconveniences in view of the fact that there is

not unanimity among malariologists on the question whether

two genera or one genus only should be recognised on taxonomic

grounds. In these circumstances it has been judged preferable

at this stage to set out the names concerned in a single list arranged

by reference to the dates on which the names were published.

Altogether, there are sixteen names to be considered. Of these,

seven are validly published names and each is applicable to a

nominal genus having one or other of the human malaria parasites

as its type species. Two are validly pubHshed names which have

however been appUed to the human malaria parasites in error, the

nominal genera so named being based upon species of other

groups. Next, there are four names (all pubhshed by Danilewsky

in 1891), the content of which is indeterminate, no type species

having ever been designated or selected, but this is of no practical

consequence in view of the fact that the International Commission
on Zoological Nomenclature has ruled {Opinion 101) that the

paper in which these names were published is not available for

nomenclatorial purposes. Finally there are three reputed but

non-existent generic names to which it has been necessary to

give consideration.

Generic names given or applied to human malaria parasites

(a) Validly published generic names published for nominal genera

having species of human malaria parasite as type species

Plasmodium Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885 (type species, by mono-
typy: Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celh, 1885 (=The
Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite), a junior subjective

synonym of Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881) (an available

generic name) (paragraphs 199—204)
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Hdmatophyllum Metschnikoff, 1887^* (type species, by monotypy

:

Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885) (invalid,

because a junior objective synonym of the name Plasmodium

Marchiafava & Celh, 1885) (paragraphs 209—213)

Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (type species, by monotypy:

Haemamoeba malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (=the Quartan

Malaria Parasite)) (an available generic name) (paragraphs

214—220)

Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (type species, by monotypy:

Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881) (an available name, but a

junior subjective synonym of the name Plasmodium Marchiafava

& CeUi, 1885) (Under a possible but much less probable

interpretation, the type species of Laverania Feletti & Grassi,

1889, is, by monotypy, the nominal species named Laverania

malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889. If such a name had been

pubhshed by these authors, it would be a junior subjective

synonym of Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, and in this case

also the name Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889, would be a

junior subjective synonym of Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli,

1885.) (paragraphs 221—224)

Ematozoo (correction of ematozoo) Antohsei & Angehni, 1890

(type species, by monotypy: Ematozoo (correction of ematozoo)

falciforme Antolisei & Angehni, 1890, a junior subjective

synonym of Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881) (an available

name but a junior subjective synonym of the name Plasmodium

Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885) (paragraphs 225—228)

Haematozoon (correction of haematozoon) Thayer & Hewetson,

1895 (type species, by monotypy : Haematozoon falciforme

Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, a junior subjective synonym of

Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881) (invalid, because a junior

homonym of Haematozoon Leisering, 1865 (Class Nematoda)
;

in addition through the foregoing subjective identification of

2* This name was originally published as Hdmatophyllum, but under a decision
taken by the Fourteenth International Congress of Zoology, Copenhagen, 1953,
when revising Article 20, a name so published is in future to be written out as
Haematophylliim. See Footnote 22.
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the type species of the above nominal genus, the name Haemato-

zoon Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, is a junior subjective synonym
of the name Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885) (para-

graphs 235—240)

Haemosporidium Lewkowicz, 1897 (type species, by selection,

under Opinion 46 by Hemming in the present paper: Haema-
moeba malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889) (invalid, because a

junior objective synonym of the name Haemamoeba Feletti &
Grassi, 1889) (paragraphs 241—247)

(b) Validly published generic names which have been applied to the

human malaria parasites but incorrectly because the nominal

genera so named were established for species of other

groups

Oscillaria Schrank, 1823 (the name of a nominal genus of Algae)

(paragraphs 187—198)

Haematomonas Mitrophanow, 1883 (the name of a nominal genus

established for two flagellates found in the blood of species

of fish) (paragraphs 205—208)

(c) Generic names of indeterminate content published in a paper

which the International Commission on Zoological Nomen-
clature has ruled is not available for nomenclatorial

purposes

Cytamoeba Danilewsky, 1891 (paragraphs 229—231)

Cytosporon Danilewsky, 1891 (paragraphs 229—231)

Cytozoon Danilewsky, 1891 (paragraphs 229—231)

Haemocytozoon Danilewsky, 1891 (paragraphs 229—231)

(d) Reputed but non-existant generic names

Oscillaria Laveran, 1881 (paragraphs 187—198)

Haematomonas Osier, 1 886 (paragraphs 205—208)

Haemamoeba Labbe, 1894 (paragraphs 232—234)
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(4) The correct names for the Human Malaria Parasites under a

strict application of the " Regies "

256. Having now compiled a synonymy, both generic and

specific, for each of the human malaria parasites, we are at last

in a position to estabhsh what is the correct name under the

Regies for each of these species. In the view of the majority of

malariologists, all three of the species concerned are congeneric

with one another, but in the view of some specialists two genera

should be recognised, the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

being placed in one genus and the Quartan Malaria Parasite and

the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite in another genus. The
oldest otherwise available trivial name {malariae Feletti & Grassi,

1889) for one of these species (the Quartan Malaria Parasite) is

the same as the oldest available name {malariae Laveran, 1881)

for another of these species (the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite), and, as these species have (by many workers) been

united on taxonomic grounds in a single genus, the later-published

of these names cannot be used even by those malariologists who
regard these two species as being congeneric with one another;

for at the time that the two nominal species so named were united

in a single genus, the later-published name became a junior

secondary homonym of the earlier-published name, and, under

Articles 35 and 36, a name rejected and replaced as a junior

secondary homonym can never be used again.^^ Thus, the specific

trivial names of the human malaria parasites are not affected by

the differing taxonomic judgments of malariologists on the

question whether the three species concerned should be placed in

the same genus or whether one of them should be placed in a second

genus, and it is only the generic names that vary according to

which view is held on the question of generic relationship.

257. With the foregoing explanation, we may now present the

following statement showing what under the Regies is the correct

name (binominal combination of a generic name and a specific

-5 The point here raised was still a matter of discussion when this passage was
written, but by a decision by the Thirteenth International Congress of Zoology,
Paris, 1948, the point at issue was settled in the sense indicated in this passage.
See Footnote 7.
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trivial name) for each of the three species of human malaria

parasite with which we are concerned (a) for those speciahsts who
hold on taxonomic grounds that all three species are congeneric

with one another and (b) for those speciahsts who regard the

Quartan Malaria Parasite and the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite

as congeneric with one another but consider that the Mahgnant
Tertian Malaria Parasite is referable to a separate genus:

—

TABLE 1

The correct names for the human malaria parasites according to

whether two genera or one genus only are recognised on

taxonomic grounds

Vernacular name
of human malaria

parasite

(1)

Name of species

specified in Col. (1)

if only one genus

is recognised on
taxonomic grounds

(2)

Name of species

specified in Col. (1)

// two genera are

recognised on

taxonomic grounds

(3)

Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite

Quartan Malaria
Parasite

Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite

Plasmodium malariae

(Laveran, 1881)

Plasmodium quartanum
(Labbe, 1894)

Plasmodium vivax

(Grassi & Feletti,

1890)

Plasmodium malariae

(Laveran, 1881)

Haemamoeba quart-

anum, Labbe, 1894

Haemamoeba vivax

Grassi & Feletti,

1890

(5) Comparison of the names applicable to the human malaria

parasites under a strict application of the " Regies " with the

names universally used for those species

258. In the immediately preceding paragraph we have shown in

tabular form what are the correct names for the three human
malaria parasites, (a) if only one genus is recognised on taxonomic

grounds and (b) if two genera are so recognised. In the following

table (Table 2) the names so established are compared with the
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names universally used for these species on the basis of the Ruling

given (though invalidly) by the International Commission on

Zoological Nomenclature when in its Opinion 104 it placed the

generic names concerned on the Official List of Generic Names in

Zoology. This comparison is made first to show the position for

these specialists who take the taxonomic view that all three species

are congeneric with one another and, second, for those specialists

who consider that two genera are involved.

TABLE 2

Comparison of the names applicable to the human malaria parasites

under a strict application of the " Regies " with the names now
universally used for those species

Section A.

Position for those specialists who consider that all the human malaria

parasites are congeneric with one another

Scientific name
Vernacular name Correct scientific universally in use

of human malaria name under the (also the name
parasite " Regies

"
recognised in

" Opinion " 104)

(1) Malignant Ter- Plasmodium malariae Plasmodium
tian Malaria (Laveran, 1881) falciparum (Welch,
Parasite 1897)

(2) Quartan Malaria Plasmodium quartanum Plasmodium malariae

Parasite (Labbe, 1894) (Feletti & Grassi,

1889-«)

(3) Benign Tertian Plasmodium vivax Plasmodium vivax

Malaria Para- (Grassi & Feletti, (Grassi & Feletti,

site 1890) 1890)

-^ This name is commonly but incorrectly treated as having hrst been published
in 1890. Further, the names of the authors are normally cited incorrectly in the
reverse order as " Grassi & Feletti " (see paragraph 47).
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Section B

Position for those specialists who consider that two genera are involved,

namely, one for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite and one

for the Quartan Malaria Parasite and the Benign Tertian

Malaria Parasite

Vernacular name
of human malaria

parasite

Correct scientific

name under the
'' Regies

"

Scientific name
universally in use

(also the name
recognised in

''Opinion " 104)

(1) Malignant Ter-

tian Malaria
Parasite

(2) Quartan Malaria
Parasite

(3) Benign Tertian

Malaria Para-

site

Plasmodium malariae

(Laveran, 1881)

Haemamoeba quartanum
Labbe, 1894

Haemamoeba vivax

Grassi & Feletti,

1890

Laverania falciparum
(Welch, 1897)

Plasmodium malariae

(Feletti & Grassi,

188927)

Plasmodium vivax

(Grassi & Feletti,

1890)

" See Footnote 26.
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PART 4 PROPOSAL FOR THE STABILISATION OF
THE NAMES FOR THE HUMAN MALARIA
PARASITES ON THE BASIS OF CURRENT
USAGE

259. The nomenclature, both generic and specific, for the human
malaria parasites adopted by the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature in its Opinion 104 is the nomenclature

now almost universally accepted by malariologists and has been

in general use for nearly fifty years. As can however be seen

from the table (Table 2) given in paragraph 258, in which the

conclusions reached in the earlier part of the present paper have

been summarised, the currently adopted nomenclature is incorrect

in almost every particular.

260. It is obvious that any material change in the names for the

human malaria parasites arising from purely nomenclatorial

causes (that is, from the strict application of the Regies) would
cause the greatest confusion in the literature of malariology and
would serve no useful purpose whatever. There is therefore the

strongest possible case for the use by the International Commission
on Zoological Nomenclature of its Plenary Powers for the

purpose of giving valid force to existing nomenclatorial practice

and, incidentally, for validating the erroneous entries made by

the Commission itself in its Opinion 104. We have therefore to

consider carefully what is the action required in order to secure

the desired end. As in the earlier part of the present paper, it

will be convenient to consider this problem, first, in relation to

the specific trivial names for the human malaria parasites and,

second, in relation to the generic names bestowed upon those

species.

(1) The specific trivial name for the Quartan Malaria Parasite

261. The Quartan Malaria Parasite is universally known by
the specific trivial name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (usually,

though incorrectly cited as " Grassi & Feletti, 1890 ") as published

in the combination Haemamoeba malariae. If the greatest

confusion is to be avoided, it is essential that means should be

found for retaining this name for this species. In order to
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validate the use of this trivial name for the Quartan Malaria

Parasite, it will, therefore, be necessary for the International

Commission to use its Plenary Powers for the purpose of sup-

pressing the name malariae Laveran, 1881, as published in the

combination OsciUaria malariae, for the purposes both of the

Law of Priority and of the Law of Homonymy. Further, it will

be necessary for the Commission to use its Plenary Powers for

the purpose of suppressing to a hke extent the trivial name
malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, as published in the combina-

tion Plasmodium malariae, a name bestowed independently by
these authors upon the Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite.

Once these two names have been suppressed in this way, all usage

of the trivial name malariae in the genus Plasmodium Marchiafava

& CelU, 1885, prior to the publication of the name malariae

Feletti & Grassi, 1889, for the Quartan Malaria Parasite will have

been removed for nomenclatorial purposes. The latter name
will, therefore, no longer be a junior secondary homonym of

some earlier name malariae in the genus Plasmodium. At present,

the name malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as a rejected junior

secondary homonym is, under Article 35 and 36, a permanently

rejected name which cannot be brought into use again. This

difficulty can however be overcome by the use by the Commission
of its Plenary Powers expressly to validate this name. By these

measures—and by these measures alone— it will be possible for

the International Commission to provide a valid basis for the

continued use of the specific trivial name malariae Feletti & Grassi,

1889, as published in the combination Haemamoeba malariae, for

the Quartan Malaria Parasite.

(2) The specific trivial name for the Mab'gnant Tertian Malaria

Parasite

262. The trivial mvat falciparum Welch, 1897, as pubHshed in

the combination Haematozoon falciparum, is the name now in

general use for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite. That

name is, however, a long way down the list of names published

for nominal species which are subjectively identified as represent-

ing the foregoing parasite, and these names will all have to be

suppressed by the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature under its Plenary Powers before a valid status of
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availability can be provided for the mmt falciparum Welch. In

addition, there are two names which have priority owtifalciparum

Welch which have been applied in the past to the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite but which, in my opinion, were bestowed

by their respective authors not upon the foregoing species but

upon parasites of birds. In order to provide a secure foundation

for the name falciparum Welch, it will be necessary for the Inter-

national Commission to take appropriate steps to prevent claims

from being advanced on behalf of these names as against the

name falciparum Welch. Finally, there is a name published

before falciparum Welch which, in my opinion, is no more than

a usage of a previously published name but which it has been

claimed in the past as having been published as a new name for

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite. In this case also,

action will need to be taken by the Commission to prevent any

possible challenge from being advanced against the name
falciparum Welch.

263. The five trivial names for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite which have priority over the namQ falciparum Welch are

the following:

—

malariae Laveran, 1881, as pubhshed in the combination Oscillaria

malariae

malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, as pubUshed in the combina-

tion Plasmodium malariae

falciforme Antolisei & Angelini, 1890, as published in the com-
bination Ematozoo (correction of ematozoo) falciforme

laverani Labbe, 1894, as published in the combination Haema-
moeba laverani

falciforme Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, as published in the com-
bination Haematozoon (correction of haematozoon) falciforme

264. Of the foregoing names, I have already recommended the

suppression of malariae Laveran, 1881 (paragraph 261), and of

malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, as an essential part of the

action needed for the purpose of validating the name malariae

Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as published in the combination Haema-
moeba malariae, for the Quartan Malaria Parasite. Here it is
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necessary only to note that the suppression of these names forms

an essential part also of any plan for validating the name
falciparum Welch for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite. A
further part of any such plan will necessarily be the use by the

International Commission of its Plenary Powers to suppress for

the purposes of the Law of Priority but not for those of the Law
of Homonymy the three other trivial names enumerated in

paragraph 263 above, that is : (a) falciforme Antolisei & Angelini

1890, as published in the combination Ematozoo (correction of

ematozoo) falciforme', (b) laverani Labbe, 1894, as pubHshed in

the combination Haemamoeba laverani; {c) falciforme Thayer &
Hewetson, 1895, as pubhshed in the combination Haematozoon
(correction of haematozoon) falciforme.

265. Next, it will be necessary for the Commission to take

steps to eUminate from consideration as possible names for the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite the following names which

it has been claimed were pubhshed, in part, for that species :

(a) praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as pubhshed in the combination

Haemamoeba praecox; (b) immaculata Grassi, 1891, as published

in the combination Haemamoeba immaculata. The circumstances

in which these names were published has been fully described in

Part 1 of the present paper {praecox, paragraphs 96—101;

immaculata, paragraphs 120—127). In the light of the evidence

so brought forward it will be necessary for the International

Commission to include in its decision on the names of the human
malaria parasites a Ruling that these names apply exclusively to

the avian parasites so named by the authors concerned.

266. Finally, it is desirable that, as part of any plan for vahdat-

ing the namQ falciparum Welch, 1897, for the Mahgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite, the Commission should use its Plenary Powers

to remove any possible doubt regarding the status of the name
malariae as used in combination with the generic name Laverania

by Feletti & Grassi in 1889 for the foregoing species, in so far as

that name was on that occasion used by the above authors as a

new name; for, if no such action were to be taken, this name, if

published as a new name, would, on the suppression of the names
malariae Laveran, 1881, as published in the combination Oscillaria
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malariae, and malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, as published

in the combination Plasmodium malariae, become the oldest name

for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, and claims might be

advanced on its behalf as against the name falciparum Welch,

1897, even though it is at present an invalid name by reason of

the fact that in the past it has been identified with, or rejected as a

junior secondary homonym of, the name malariae Laveran, 1881.

267. By the combination of the three sets of measures set out

above—and by no other means—it will be possible for the

International Commission to provide that the name falciparum

Welch, 1897, as published in the combination Haematozoon

falciparum, shall be the oldest available specific trivial name for

the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite.

(3) The specific trivial name for the Benign Tertian Malaria

Parasite

268. The oldest available specific trivial name for the Benign

Tertian Malaria Parasite is the name vivax Grassi & Feletti,

1890, as published in the combination Haemamoeba vivax. This

is the name in universal use for this species. Accordingly, no
action by the International Commission under its Plenaiy Powers

is required in this case.

(4) Certain terms consisting of Latin adjectives cited in the genitive

case published as technical designations, but not as names,

for human malaria parasites

269. Dealing—in Part 1 of the present paper—with the specific

trivial names bestowed, or alleged to have been bestowed, upon
one or other of the human malaria parasites, I had occasion at

three points to draw attention to the publication of Latin adjec-

tives in the genitive case in grammatical agreement not (as

required by Article 14) with the generic name of the species

concerned but with the specific trivial name of that species. For
the reasons then explained I am of the opinion that the adjectives

so published should be looked upon as constituting technical
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designations for the species or " varieties " concerned but not as

names possessing rights in zoological nomenclature. In each

case I have rejected the claims which have been advanced in

favour of the recognition of these terms as specific or subspecific

trivial names. It is clearly necessary that, as part of any general

cleaning-up of the nomenclature of the human malaria parasites,

the status of these terms should be the subject of an authoritative

decision. I therefore recommend that the Commission should

rule that the terms in question contravene the provisions of

Article 14 to such an extent as to put them outside the scope of

the decision taken by the Paris Congress in 1948 that minor

infringements of that and certain other Articles should be sub-

ject to automatic correction (1950, Bull. zooL Nomencl. 4 : 68)

by later authors, that these terms should be regarded as technical

designations and not as trivial names and that they are therefore

to be rejected as possessing no status in zoological nomenclature.

The terms which I ask should be made subject to the recommenda-
tion submitted above are: (1) the terms quartanae, tertianae and
quotidianae published by CeUi & Sanfelice in 1891 in connection

with the specific name Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli,

1885 (paragraphs 128—139); (2) the terms quartanae, tertianae

and irregularis published by Kruse in 1892 in connection with the

combination Plasmodium malariae (paragraphs 144—150); (3) the

terms quartanae, tertianae, undecimanae, sedecimanae and
vigesimo-tertianae pubHshed by Lewkowicz in 1897 in connection

with the generic name Haemosporidium Lewkowicz, 1897 (para-

graphs 169— 174). A recommendation that the International

Commission should invite the International Congress of Zoology

to insert words in Article 14 for the purpose of laying down the

general principle involved in the foregoing cases is submitted at

a later point in the present paper (paragraphs 279—280 below).

(5) The generic name " Oscillaria " as used by Laveran in

1881

270. The first step needed to introduce order into the generic

nomenclature of the human malaria parasites is to lay the ghost

of the alleged generic name Oscillaria Laveran, 1881. In Part 2

of the present paper (paragraphs 187—198) I have given grounds

for believing that Laveran never pubhshed this name as a new
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generic name but merely applied it in 1881 to the species of

malaria parasite which he then named malariae, because he

considered it appropriate on taxonomic grounds to refer that

species to the genus Oscillaria Schrank, 1823. In the same
paragraphs I have shown that Schrank looked upon his genus

Oscillaria as a genus belonging to the Animal Kingdom, and

therefore that, under Article 1 of the Regies, the name Oscillaria

Schrank, 1823, retains its status in zoological nomenclature,

notwithstanding the fact that the species of Algae included by

Schrank in this genus are not now regarded as belonging to the

Animal Kingdom. In these circumstances, even if it could be

clearly established that in his paper pubhshed in 1881 Laveran

treated the name Oscillaria as a generic name then introduced by

himself for the first time, the name Oscillaria Laveran, 1881,

would be invalid, by reason of being a junior homonym of the

name Oscillaria Schrank, 1823.

271. It is, therefore neither necessary nor desirable that the

International Commission should use its Plenary Powers to

suppress the generic name Oscillaria Laveran, 1881, for, as

appears to me to be clear, no such name was ever pubhshed. It

is however essential that the Commission should include in its

decision a Ruling that, in so far as Laveran may have published

this as a new name and not as a usage of the name Oscillaria

Schrank, 1823, the name Oscillaria Laveran, 1881, which would
in that event have been brought into existence, is to be rejected

as a junior homonym of Oscillaria Schrank, 1823.

(6) The generic name " Plasmodium " Marchiafava and Celli,

1885

272. As the result, mainly, of an uncritical following, by later

authors, of pronouncements by Liihe and later by Schaudinrt

(paragraphs 46—51), the nominal genus Plasmodium Marchiafava

& Celli, 1885, has been universally treated for many decades as

having Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881, as its type species, and
that nominal species has been consistently misidentified as

representing the Quartan Malaria Parasite. In actual fact, as

has been shown in Part 2 of the present paper, the type species
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of this genus is the nominal species Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & Celh, 1885, by monotypy (paragraphs 199—204)

and this nominal species represents not the Quartan Malaria

Parasite but the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite (paragraphs

53—77).

273. Very great confusion would arise if at this late date the

type species of this genus were to be changed from the Quartan

Malaria Parasite to the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite, in

view of the fact that some malariologists regard these species as

belonging to different genera, and a transfer of type species of the

kind required by the strict application of the Regies would mean
that the name Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889, universally used

by specialists who on taxonomic grounds recognise two genera,

would disappear as a junior subjective synonym of Plasmodium

Marchiafava & CelH, 1885, while for such speciahsts the name
Haemamoeba Feletti & Grassi, 1889, would replace the name
Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celh, 1885, as the generic name for

the Quartan Malaria Parasite.

274. In these circumstances, there is, therefore, a very strong

case for the use by the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature of its Plenary Powers for the purpose of validating

the current practice under which the Quartan Malaria Parasite is

universally accepted as the type species of the genus Plasmodium

Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, after setting aside the existing indica-

tion, under Rule (c) of Article 30, of Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & Celh, 1885 as the type species of this genus. It

must be realised, however, that this will involve the use of the

Plenary Powers to designate as the type species of the genus

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celh, 1885, a species not included by

those authors in this genus when they published the name
Plasmodium. Such use of the Plenary Powers in the interests of

nomenclatorial stability will, however, constitute no innovation,

for already in 1935 at Lisbon (Lisbon Session, 2nd Meeting,

Conclusion 22) (1943, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 1 : 20—23) the Com-
mission took precisely similar action for the purpose of vahdating

the universally accepted usage of the name Satyrus Latreille, 1810

(Class Insecta, Order Lepidoptera), a decision which has since

been formally promulgated as Opinion 142 (1943, Ops. Decls.

int. Comm. zool. Nomencl. 2 : 67—80).
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275. The action which is now recommended is that the Inter-

national Commission, acting under its Plenary Powers, should

set aside the indication, by monotypy, of Plasmodium malariae

Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, as the type species of the nominal

genus Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, and in its place

designate as the type species of the foregoing genus the nominal

species Haemamoeba malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1 889 (the Quartan

Malaria Parasite).

(7) The generic name " Laverania " Feletti and Grassi, 1889

276. The generic namQ Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (usually

misdated as having been pubhshed in 1890, and incorrectly

attributed to the above authors in the reverse order) is universally

used as the generic name for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite by those malariologists who regard that species as being

generically distinct from the Quartan Malaria Parasite. This

usage is, however, incorrect, for that species is also the type

species of the nominal genus Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli,

1885. The objections to the strict application of the Regies in

this case have been summarised in paragraph 273 above and need

not be repeated.

277. In order to secure that the name Laverania Feletti & Grassi,

1889, shall be available for use by those specialists who place the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite in a different genus from that

to which they refer the Quartan Malaria Parasite, while placing

the last-named species in the genus Plasmodium Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885, it will be necessary, in the first instance, for the

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature to use its

Plenary Powers to set aside the indication by monotypy of

Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, as the type

species of the genus Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885. For
the reasons explained in paragraph 273 above, this action is in

any case necessary, in order to secure the continued use of the

generic name Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, in its

accustomed sense and has already been recommended for that
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reason alone. In addition, it will be necessary, before the name
Laverania Feletti & Grassi can become the oldest available generic

name for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite for the Inter-

national Commission on Zoological Nomenclature to take appro-

priate action under its Plenary Powers to deprive the generic name
HdmatophyUitm Metschnikoff, 1887, of its prior rights. As has

already been explained (paragraph 212), the name Hdmatophyllum
Metschnikoff was published as a substitute name {nom. nov.)

for the name Plasmodium Marchiafava & CelH, 1885, and accord-

ingly takes, as its type species, the same species (Plasmodium

malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885) as is the type species of that

genus. Since that nominal species represents the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite, the effect, if no further action were to

be taken, of changing the type species of the genus Plasmodium

Marchiafava & Celli from Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava &
Celli (the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite) to Haemamoeba
malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (the Quartan Malaria Parasite),

would be to make the name Hdmatophyllum Metschnikoff, 1887,

the oldest available generic name for the Mahgnant Tertian

Malaria Parasite for those malariologists who regard that species

as generically distinct from the Quartan Malaria Parasite. In

order to make the name Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889, the

oldest available generic name for the Malignant Tertian Malaria

Parasite, it will, therefore, be necessary for the Commission to

use its Plenary Powers in the case of the name Hdmatophyllum
Metschnikoff, 1887, in the same way as that it is proposed that it

should use those Powers in the case the name Plasmodium

Marchiafava & CeUi, 1885, that is, that it should set aside the

mdication by monotypy (through Rule (f) in Article 30) of the

nominal species Plasmodium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885,

as the type species of Hdmatophyllum Metschnikoff, 1887, and
should designate in its place the nominal species Haemamoeba
malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, to be the type species of this

genus. The effect of this action would be to make Hdmato-
phyllum Metschnikoff, 1887, a junior objective synonym of

Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celh, 1885 (in other words, to restore

the relative position of these two nominal genera, a position

which would have been upset if the type species of one of them
{Plasmodium) had been varied under the Plenary Powers, while

the type species of the other {Hdmatophyllum) remained un-

changed.) By the foregoing means—and only by those means

—
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it will be possible for the International Commission to secure that

the name Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889, shall be the oldest

available generic name for the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite

for those malariologists who regard that species as being generic-

ally distinct from the Quartan Malaria Parasite.

278. The sole species placed in the genus Laverania Feletti &
Grassi, 1889, at the time when they established that genus—and

therefore the type species of that genus, by monotypy—was cited

by those authors as " Laverania malariae " without the citation of

an author's name. In paragraph 222 of the present paper, I

have expressed the view that there can be no reasonable doubt

that the nominal species so cited was not a new nominal species

then so named by themselves but was the nominal species

Oscillaria malariae Laveran, 1881. In the past, however, the

opposite view has been expressed by some specialists, and it is

clearly necessary, therefore, that, in the decision now to be taken,

the International Commission should leave no room for doubt on

this question. This end could be secured by the adoption of

either of two means : First, the Commission could rule under its

Plenary Powers, that the name " Laverania malariae " as cited by

Feletti & Grassi in 1889 is to be interpreted as having the meaning
which would have been conveyed if those authors had cited that

species as ^^ Laverania malariae (Laveran, 1881) {= Oscillaria

malariae Laveran, 1881)." The second course would be for the

International Commission to use its Plenary Powers to set aside

the indication, by monotypy, of Laverania malariae Feletti &
Grassi, 1889, or, as the case may be, Oscillaria malariae Laveran,

1881, as the type species of the nominal genus Laverania Feletti

& Grassi, 1889, and in the place of the species so named, to

designate the nominal species Haematozoon falciparum Welch,

1897, to be the type species of this genus. The latter course is,

in my view, to be preferred, both because it is more consistent

with the action proposed in the somewhat parallel case of the

type species of the nominal genus Plasmodium Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885, and partly because in any general clearing-up of the

confused nomenclature of the human malaria parasites, it is

desirable—because it is will promote clarity—that the nominal

species which is to be designated as the type species of the genus

concerned should be cited under the name which it is proposed
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should in future be its valid name and not—as would be the

case, if in the present instance if the type species of Laverania

Feletti & Grassi, 1889, were to be designated by the name Oscillaria

malariae Laveran, 1881—under an obsolete name which it is

now proposed should be suppressed for all purposes. I accord-

ingly recommend the adoption of the second of the two courses

outlined above.
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PART 5 PROPOSED CLARIFICATION OF ARTICLE 14

OF THE "REGLES" ON THE QUESTION OF
THE STATUS OF TERMS CONSISTING OF
LATIN ADJECTIVES CITED IN THE GENITIVE
CASE WHEN PUBLISHED AS THOUGH CON-
STITUTING NAMES FOR SPECIES OR SUB-
SPECIES

279. One of the serious difficulties encountered in determining

the specific trivial names properly apphcable to the human
malaria parasites arises from the fact that no less than three

authors (CelH&Sanfelice, 1891; Kruse, 1892; Lewkowicz, 1897)

applied to these species terms consisting of Latin adjectives in

the genitive case which, in the first two instances, had the appear-

ance of being varietal (i.e. subspecific) trivial names and, in the

third instance, of being specific trivial names. I have given grounds

in Part 1 of the present Paper (paragraphs 134—138) for the view

that, in fact, these adjectives were not intended by their respective

authors to be trivial names in the sense prescribed in zoological

nomenclature, but were looked upon by them rather as convenient

technical designations for the species concerned. In formulating

the recommendations submitted in Part 4 I have treated these

terms in this light and have submitted a recommendation in

regard for their disposal. While I am not aware of any other case

where an author has published Latin adjectives in the foregoing

manner, I think it highly probable that cases of this kind do exist,

especially in the literature of groups of animals (notably Protozoa)

which are of special interest in medicine and on which papers

have been pubhshed by specialists, whose normal interests he

outside the field of systematic zoology. It seems to me, therefore,

that it would be well to guard against the risk of misunderstand-

ings arising in other fields similar to those which have caused so

much confusion and inconvenience in the nomenclature of the

human malaria parasites.

280. I accordingly recommend that, if, as I hope, the Inter-

national Commission on Zoological Nomenclature approves the

proposals which I have submitted for the stabilisation of the

names of the human malaria parasites, it should at the same time

recommend the International Congress of Zoology to clarify the
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meaning of Article 14 in relation to the question discussed in the

immediately preceding paragraph. The proposal which I now
submit is that the International Commission should recommend
the International Congress of Zoology:

—

to insert in the Regies provisions as follows :

—

(a) Where, in the case of a nominal species having, as its

specific trivial name, a noun in the genitive case, a third

term consisting of a Latin adjective is cited in gram-

matical agreement not with the generic name of the

species (as required by Article 14) but with the trivial

name of the species, the Latin adjective so cited is not to

be treated as having been published as a subspecific

trivial name, and a technical designation so published

shall possess no rights in zoological nomenclature.

Example: In the case of the term published as Plas-

modium malariae quartanae by Kruse in 1892, the Latin

adjective quartanae, being in grammatical agreement

with the specific trivial name malariae and not with the

generic name Plasmodium, is not to be treated as having

been published as a subspecific trivial name.

(b) Where a Latin adjective is cited in the genitive case in

direct association with a generic name, the term so

published is to be treated as being in grammatical

agreement with a specific trivial name in the same case

and number, understood grammatically though not ex-

pressed, and a designation so published is to be rejected

as a subspecific trivial name in like manner as in (a)

above. Example : In the case of the term published as

Haemosporidium quartanae by Lewkowicz in 1897, the

Latin adjective quartanae is to be treated as being in

grammatical agreement with the specific trivial name
malariae, understood though not expressed, and is to be

rejected as a subspecific trivial name.
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PART 6 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) Recommendations for the stabilisation of the names for the

human malaria parasites on the basis of current usage

281. Having now surveyed in detail the complicated and
unfortunate history of the nomenclature of the human malaria

parasites and having indicated the various measures which it

would be necessary for the International Commission to take

—

mainly under its Plenary Powers—in order to provide a sound

juridical basis for the names currently used for these species and
thus to prevent the appalling confusion in the literature of

malariology which would follow the strict application of the

Regies in the present case, I submit herewith in summary form the

following recommendations for the consideration of the Inter-

national Commission, namely that it should :

—

(1) cancel the incorrect particulars relating to the generic

names Plasmodium and Laverania contained:

—

(a) in Opinion 104;

(b) in consequence of (a) above, in the Official List of
Generic Names in Zoology,

(2) use its Plenary Powers:

—

(a) to suppress for the purposes both of the Law of

Priority and of the Law of Homonymy the under-

mentioned trivial names for the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite:

—

(i) malariae Laveran, 1881, as published in the

combination Oscillaria malariae
\

in) malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, as

published in the combination Plasmodium

malariae ;
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(iii) malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as published

in the combination Laverania malariae, in

so far as this name was published as a new
name and not as the trivial name malariae

Laveran, 1881;

(b) to suppress for the purposes of the Law of Priority

but not for those of the Law of Homonymy the

under-mentioned trivial names published for the

Mahgnant Tertian Malaria Parasite:

—

(i) falciforme AntoUsei & Angelini, 1890, as

published in the combination Ematozoo
(correction of ematozoo) falciforme ;

(ii) laverani Labbe, 1894, as pubHshed in the

combination Haemamoeba laverani',

(iii) falciforme Thayer & Hewetson, 1895, as

published in the combination Haematozoon

falciforme;

I
(c) to set aside the indication, by monotypy, of Plas-

modium malariae Marchiafava & Celli, 1885 (the

Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite) as the type

species (i) of the genus Plasmodium Marchiafava

& Celli, 1885, and (ii) of the genus Hdmato-
phyllum Metschnikoff, 1887 (the name of which

was pubHshed as a substitute name {nom. no v.)

iox Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885, in the

erroneous belief that the latter name could

properly be rejected on the ground of inappro-

priateness), and in place of the foregoing species

to designate Haemamoeba malariae Feletti &
Grassi, 1889 (the Quartan Malaria Parasite) to

be the type species both of the genus Plasmodium

Marchiafava & CelH, 1885, and of the genus

HdmatophyHum Metschnikoff, 1887;
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(d) to validate the under-mentioned trivial names:

—

(i) malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, as published

in the combination Haemamoeba malariae,

to be the name of the Quartan Malaria

Parasite, notwithstanding the fact that,

prior to the suppression under the Plenary

Powers of the trivial names consisting of

the word " malariae," specified in (a)

above, that name had been invalid as a

junior secondary homonym in the genus

Plasmodium
;

(ii) falciparum Welch, 1897, as published in the

combination Haematozoon falciparum, to

be the name of the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasites;

(e) to set aside the indication, by monotypy, of

Laverania malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889, or, as

the case may be, of Oscillaria malariae Laveran,

1881 (being names for the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite suppressed under (a) above) as

the type species of the genus Laverania Feletti &
Grassi, 1889, and, in the place of the species so

nam^ed, to designate Haematozoon falciparum

Welch, 1897, to be the type species of that genus;

(f) to validate the generic name Laverania Feletti &
Grassi, 1889 (type species, by designation under

the Plenary Powers, under (e) above: Haemato-

zoon falciparum Welch, 1897, validated under the

Plenary Powers, under (d) above), as the generic

name of the Malignant Tertian Malaria Parasite
;

(3) declare the under-mentioned generic names to be invalid

or not required for the reasons severally stated below

against the names in question :

—
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Generic name

(1)

Reason why generic name
cited in Col. (1) is invalid

or not required

(a) Oscillaria Laveran,

1881 (in so far as

Laveran published

this as a new name
and not as Oscil-

laria Schrank,

1823)

(b) Hdmatophylhim
Metschnikoff, 1887

(c) Haemamoeba Feletti

&Grassi, 1889

(d) Ematozoo Antohsei

& Angelini, 1890

Invalid because a junior hom-
onym of Oscillaria Schrank,

1823, that name retaining

under Article 1 its rights

under Article 34, notwith-

standing the fact that the

genus so named has been

transferred to the Vegetable

Kingdom

Invalid because a junior ob-

jective synonym of Plas-

modium Marchiafava &
Celli, 1885, the two nominal

genera having the same
nominal species as type

species

Invalid because the type species

of this genus {Haemamoeba
malariae Feletti & Grassi,

1889) has, under (2)(c)

abo\e, been designated

under the Plenary Powers

to be the type species of the

genus having the older name
Plasmodium Marchiafava &
Cein, 1885

Not required because its type

species {Ematozoofalciforme

Antolisei & Angelini, 1890)

is a junior subjective syno-

nym of Haematozoon falci-

parum Welch, 1897, desig-
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Generic name

(1)

Reason why generic name
cited in Col. (1) is invalid

or not required

(2)

(d) Ematozoo Antolisei

& Angelini, 1890

{continued)

(e) HaematozoonThsiyQT

&Hewetson, 1895

(fj Haemosporidium

Lewkowicz, 1897

nated under the Plenary

Powers, under (2) (e) above,

to be the type species of the

genus Laverania Feletti &
Grassi, 1889

Invalid, because a junior

homonym of Haematozoon
Leisering, 1865 ; in addition,

not required because its

type species {Haematozoon

falciforme Thayer & Hewet-
son, 1895) is a junior sub-

jective synonym of Haema-
tozoon falciparum Welch,

1897, designated under the

Plenary Powers, under (2)

(e) above, to be the type

species of the genus Laver-

ania Feletti & Grassi, 1889

Invahd because its type species

Haemamoeba malariae

Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (by

selection under Article 30,

Rule (g) and Opinion 46) is

the same nominal species

as that which, under the

Plenary Powers, has, under

(2) (c) above, been desig-

nated as the type species of

the genus having the older

name Plasmodium Marchia-

fava & Celli, 1885
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(4) declare that the undermentioned trivial names, each of

which was published as the name of a new avian parasite

but in the description of each of which there appeared

an incorrect statement that the parasite in question had

been found in the blood of human malaria patients, are

not available as trivial names for the Malignant Tertian

Malaria Parasite (the parasite mis-identified with the

avian parasite concerned), these trivial names adhering

under the Regies to the avian parasites from which the

original descriptions of these parasites were drawn up by

their respective authors :

—

(a) praecox Grassi & Feletti, 1890, as pubUshed in the

combination Haemamoeba praecox;

(b) immaculata Grassi, 1891, as published in the com-
bination Haemamoeba immaculata'.

(5) declare that the undermentioned terms consisting of Latin

adjectives published in the genitive case, in agreement

not with the generic name (as required by Article 14

(l)(a)) but with the specific trivial name, either expressed

or understood, were pubhshed not as subspecific trivial

names of human malaria parasites, but as technical

designations for those species and that the Latin adjec-

tives in question accordingly possess no status under the

Regies as subspecific trivial names :

—

(a) quartanae CelH & Sanfelice, 1891, as published in

connection with the combination Plasmodium
malariae

;

(b) tertianae Celli & Sanfelice, 1891, as pubhshed in

connection with the combination Plasmodium
malariae

;

(c) quotidianae Celh & Sanfelice, 1891, as pubhshed in

connection with the combination Plasmodium
malariae

;

(d) tertianae Kruse, 1892, as published in connection

with the combination Plasmodium malariae;
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(e) quartanae Kruse, 1892, as published in connection

with the combination Plasmodium malariae
;

(f) irregularis Kruse, 1892, as published in connection

with the combination Plasmodium malariae ;

(g) tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897 as published in con-

nection with the generic name Haemosporidium;

(h) quartanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as published in con-

nection with the generic name Haemosporidium;

(i) undecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as pubHshed in con-

nection with the generic name Haemosporidium;

(j) sedecimanae Lewkowicz, 1897, as pubHshed in con-

nection with the generic name Haemosporidium;

(k) vigesimo-tertianae Lewkowicz, 1897, as pubHshed

in connection with the generic name Haemo-
sporidium

;

(6) place on record:

—

(a) that there is no such generic name as Haemato-
monas Osier, 1886, Osier in the passage in

question not having published a new generic

name but having referred to the previously

pubHshed name Haematomonas Mitrophanow,

1883;

(b) that the undermentioned generic and trivial names
pubHshed for human malaria parasites by Dani-

lewsky, 1891, possess no status under the Regies,

the paper in which they were pubHshed having

been declared by the Commission in Opinion 101

to be unavilable for nomenclatorial purposes :

—

(i) The generic names :

—

Cytamoeba Danilewsky, 1891

Cytosporon Danilewsky, 1891

Cytozoon Danilewsky, 1891

Haemocytosporon Danilewsky, 1891
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(ii) the trivial name hominis Danilewsky, 1891, as

published in the binominal combination

Laverania hominis
',

(c) that the trivial name quartana Labbe, 1894, as

published as a subspecific trivial name in the

trinominal combination Haemamoeba laverani

var. quartana, is not required for the Quartan

Malaria Parasite, it being a junior subjective

synonym of the trivial name malariae Feletti &
Grassi, 1889, as pubhshed in the combination

Haemamoeba malariae, validated under the Plen-

ary Powers under (2)(d) above;

(d) that the undermentioned alleged trivial names, not

having been published, are cheironyms and
accordingly possess no status under the Regies:—

(i) irregularis Sakharov, erroneously alleged to

have been published in 1892 as a sub-

specific trivial name in the combination

Haemamoeba febris irregularis ;

(ii) tropica Koch, erroneously alleged to have

have been published in 1899 in the com-
bination Plasmodium tropica ;

(7) declare that the trivial name viyax Grassi & Feletti, 1890,

as published in the combination Haemamoeba vivax, is

the oldest available trivial name for, and therefore the

valid trivial name of, the Benign Tertian Malaria

Parasite:

(8) declare that the trivial name tertiana Labbe, 1894, as

published as a subspecific trivial name in the combina-

tion Haemamoeba laverani var. tertiana, is not required

for the Benign Tertian Malaria Parasite, being a junior

subjective synonym of the earlier published trivial name
vivax Grassi & Feletti, 1890;
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(9) substitute the following particulars in regard to the generic

names Plasmodium and Laverania in the Official List of

Generic Names in Zoology in place of the particulars

deleted therefrom in accordance with (1) above:

—

(a) Plasmodium Marchiafava & Celli, 1885 (type species

by designation under the Plenary Powers : Haema-
moeba malariae Feletti & Grassi, 1889) (the

Quartan Malaria Parasite);

(b) Laverania Feletti & Grassi, 1889 (type species by

designation under the Plenary Powers: Haemato-

zoon falciparum Welch, 1897) (the Malignant

Tertian Malaria Parasite) (generic name to be

used by authors who consider the Malignant

Tertian (or Aestivo-Autumnal) Malaria Parasite

to be generically distinct from the Quartan

Malaria Parasite).

(2) Recommendation for the clarification of Article 14 in relation

to the status of terms consisting of Latin adjectives cited in

the genitive case when published as though constituting names

for species or subspecies

282. Arising out of the Recommendation numbered Recom-
mendation (5) in the summary submitted in the immediately

preceding paragraph, I recommend that the International Com-
mission on Zoological Nomenclature should invite the Inter-

national Congress of Zoology^^ :

—

to insert words in the Regies providing as follows :

—

(a) Where, in the case of a nominal species having, as its

specific trivial name, a noun in the genitive case, a

third term consisting of a Latin adjective is cited in

grammatical agreement not with the generic name of

the species (as required by Article 14) but with the

trivial name of the species, the Latin adjective so cited

is not to be treated as having been pubhshed as a

*® This recommendation was approved by the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature, on whose recommendation a provision on the lines

suggested was inserted in the Regies by the Thirteen International Congress of
Zoology, Paris, 1948 (1950, Bull. zool. Nomencl. 4 : 624—625).
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subspecific trivial name, and a technical designation

so published shall possess no rights in zoological

nomenclature. Example: In the case of the term

published as Plasmodium malariae quartanae by Kruse

in 1892, the Latin adjective quartanae, being in

grammatical agreement with the specific trivial name
malariae and not with the generic name Plasmodium,

is not to be treated as having been pubHshed as a

subspecific trivial name.

(b) Where a Latin adjective is cited in the genitive case in

direct association with a generic name, the term so

published is to be treated as being in grammatical

agreement with a specific trivial name in the same
case and number, understood grammatically though

not expressed, and a designation so published is to be

rejected as a subspecific trivial name in hke manner
as in (a) above. Example: In the case of the term

published as Haemosporidium quartanae by Lewkowicz
in 1897, the Latin adjective quartanae is to be treated

as being in grammatical agreement with the specific

trivial name malariae, understood though not ex-

pressed, and is to be rejected as a subspecific trivial

name.
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APPENDIX 1

The discovery by Golgi of the Quartan Malaria Parasite

By SIR RICKARD CHRISTOPHERS, CLE., O.B.E., F.R.S.

{University of Cambridge, Department ofZoology, Cambridge)

(Enclosure to a letter dated 24th March 1944

addressed to Francis Hemmingj

Golgi's complete works on malaria have been republished in a

volume by Perroncito (Perroncito, A., 1929, Gli studi di Camillo

Golgi sulla malaria, Rome). Five papers are given prior to 1890.

I have been carefully over these and the only ones relevant to the

present issue are :

—

Golgi, C. 1885. Suirinfezione malarica.

Communicated R. Accad. di Med. di Torino at Meeting of

20th November 1885.

Pubhshed Giornale della R. Accademia di Medicina di Torino

inl885,inVol. 33,p. 734.

Published later (in 1886) in extenso (di poi in esteso) in

Archivio per Je Scienze medische di Torino Vol. 10, p. 109.

Repubhshed (with the plate inscribed " Arch, per le Sci.

Med., Vol. X," so presumably same plate used as for the

1886 printing) Perroncito, loc. cit. 1929.

Golgi, C. 1886. Ancora sulla infezione malarica.

Communicated Soc. Med. Chir. di Pavia at Meeting of

5th June 1886.

Published in 1886 in Gazetta degli Ospedali No. 53 (Wenyon
gives Vol. 7, p. 419).
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Golgi, C. 1889. Sul ciclo evolutive dei parassiti malarici

nella febbre terzana. Diagnosi differenziale tra i parassiti

endoglobulari malarici della terzana e quelli della quartana.

Published in 1889 in Arch, per le Sci. Med. Vol. 13, p. 173.

In the first paper Golgi showed that in quartan malaria the

pyrexial attacks correspond with segmentation of the parasite

and that there may be a double quartan or quotidian sequence of

attacks, in which case they correspond to two or three generations

of parasite respectively. He described the various stages the

parasite goes through and gives a plate with unmistakable forms

of quartan. Further he points out that the tertian fever is not

associated with the quartan parasite " Riguardo alia terzana si

puo anzi dire, a priori, che il parassita rappresentante I'infezione

malarica, deve avere un ciclo di sviluppo diverse da quello della

quartana e sue combinazioni."

In the second paper he returns to this latter point and describes

the tertian parasite (named vivax by Grassi & Felletti).

In the third paper he describes in detail the differences between

quartan and tertian parasites, etc.

There can be no doubt but that the first paper is that in which

Golgi first recognised and described the quartan parasite, though

he did not give it a zoological name. He not only gives beautiful

reproductions in his plate of this parasite which include most of

its characters but he also worked out its periodicity. He also

clearly suspected another species to be present and practically

said that this was not the quartan.

i
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APPENDIX 2

Reproduction in facsimile of the paper entitled Sui

parasiti della malaria by Feletti (R.) and Grassi (B.)

as published in the serial publication Riforma medica,

Napoli, in its issue of 15th January 1890 and of the

supplement to the foregoing paper entitled Sui

parasiti della malaria : aggiunta alia nota preliminare

published in the same serial publication in its issue

of 1st March 1890

Documents 1 to 3 : Feletti (R.) & Grassi (B.), 1890, Sui parasiti

della malaria : facsimile reproductions of pages 62 to 64 of the

issue of 15th January 1890 of the serial publication Riforma

medica, Napoli, in which the foregoing paper was pubhshed

Document 1 : Facsimile reproduction of page 62

Document 2 : Facsimile reproduction of page 63

Document 3 : Facsimile reproduction of page 64

Documents 4 and 5 : Feletti (R.) & Grassi (B.), 1890, Sui parasiti

della malaria : aggiunta alia nota preliminare : facsimile repro-

ductions of pages 296 and 297 of the issue of 1st March 1890

of the serial publication Riforma medica, Napoli, in which the

foregoing paper w^as published

Document 4 : Facsimile reproduction of page 296

Document 5 : Facsimile reproduction of page 297
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bilendo la anastomosi intestinale con 1 e-

sclueione permanente della sede della pc-

clusione dal passaggio attivo delle recce.

13. La ripetizione dell" accidents deve

essere impedita con 1' accorciamec to del

mesentere a mezzo di una ripiegatura pa-

rallela all'asse lungo dell'intestino, e con

la sutura deH'apice della ripiegatura alia

radice del mesentere.

LAVORi E LEZiONI ORIGINALI

/. UNIVEBSITA DI CATANIA (Prof K. Feletti e

B Grassi.— Sul parassitl della malaria.

Lo 8tato presente della questione riguar-

dante i parassitl della malaria e qiiesto.

Da una parte Laveran, Marchiafava,

Oelli, Golgi, Guarneri ecc. sostengono

che e causa della malaria un parassita

da lore studiato, il quale pi^senta sicure

somiglianze, secondo Laveran con le 0-

scillarie, secondo Marchiafava, Celli e

Guarneri coi Micetozoi, con gli Sporozoi

e coi Flagellati.

Da un' altra parte stanno T o m m a k i
-

Crudeli, Mosso, Maragliauo, Hayem
ecc, i quali amniettono clic il supposto

esBCre vivo , cosi bene studiato dai sud-

detti Autori, altro non sia che un prodot-

.'alterazioiie e del successivo disgre-

aento dei globuli rossi.

fronte a due opinioni diametralnien-

jste , la maggior parte degli stu-

i crede preniaturo qualunque gindizio.

vero che i corpi scnnhnian^i^ftc-

plasDiodi istintivamente (se ci si

lette la parola) si giudicherebbero es-

vivi! i) vero che i cosi detti rirli evo-

mess'i in luce specialmeute da quel

sjesimc) osservatore che e il prof.

gi, a priifio aspetto sembrano riferi-

soitaato ad esseri inferior!. .Ma non e

veiij-iie il globnlo rosso, alterandosi,

presentare forme , che hanno somi-

con le semilune, con !e juarglio-

coi coppi flagellati ecc. Somiglianza

, lontana* ma sutticiente a far sorgere

dubbi. Com' e vero del pari che, pre-

mdosi la febbre malarica comune-

ad access*, si puo supporre che le

ioni dei globuli rossi corrisponda-

r andamento dei singoli accessi ,
e

no percio dei cicli evolutivi.

gli Btudiosi che dubitavano, erava-

pure. Ed uno di noi ( G r a 8 8 i

)

,. al collega Celli, che la pin ov-

Inzione dell' oscuro quesito doveva

nello studio dell'intima stinttura

pposto parassita, e sopratutto nella

ne che esso possiedc un nu-

lli e il Guarneri si niisero

8opra questa strada. .\ n..i sem-

kero che essi non siano riusciti a toc-

j,i^/la meta; e ci pare assai ragionevole

I J» pnidente riserva che adoperano nell'in-

IWpretare i nuovi fatti trovati. E i avero:

R «B nncleo che si colora meno ,
o come

^Tectoplasma, nn endoplasma, talvolte ad

; nn Iftto dell'dctoplasma, e inoltre rhtaro,

1 o colorabile molto debolmente, (nolle fi-

gure pero e incoloro centre I'ectoplas-

ma sarebbe colorabile" molto intensamen-

te; i granuli di pigniento non occupanti

mai r endoplasma ; dei Magelli con pig-

mento; il nucleo delle semilune ritenuto

simile a quelle dei coccidi ; in> pi-iucipio

del differeuziammto del tiucleo ecc, ci par-

vero espiessioni oscure e fatti poco pro-

vanti 1' assprto degli Autori. Bisogna con-

fessare pero che 1' interessantissimo lavo-

ro di questi Autori segno un vero pro-

grcsso, perche fece iiascere la speranza di

potere sciogliere defiuitivamente la que-

stione.

I dubbi, che abbiamo voluto qui accen-

nare, ci mossero ad imprendere nuove ri-

cerche. Molti furouo i tentativi infruttuo-

si, durante i quali , ora propendevamo a

credere che il supposto protozoo fosse

uno pseudoparassita ,
perche non presen

tava indnbitabili caratteri di esscn- vi-

vente; ora invece ritenevamo il coiitrario,

perche impressionati dai corpi in sognien-

tazione e dalle semilune, che ci pare va no

troppo belli per poter essere prodotti da

alterazioni d' un globule rosso. I'ero dopo

niolte e molte oscillazioni siamo arrivati

alia conclusione desiderata.

II j)roblema fu da noi jwsto in (juesti

termini : Se il plasmodio e la semiluua

sono Hizopodi , o Missouiicefi , o Vliiliidi

(che altro vero protisto possouo essereV),

debbono avere quasi sicuramente un nu-

cleo , e questo deve nella riproduzioiie

comiportarsi come tutti i nuclei degli es-

seri vivi.

Ora noi, modificando alquauto i metodi

di ricerca finora usati , siamo a})punto

riusciti a vedere costantenieiite e molto

esattamente, e percio a potere con sicu-

rezza interpretare , (juanto avi'vano gia

osservato Celli e Guarneii. Xon solo,

il nucleo an-

Hvisioue del

meutati.

cleare e rappresentato da un nodo,

forma di uucleolo piu o meno eccentrical

il quale e di varia forma: rotondeggiantsj

o subtriangolare, o subquadrangolare;^|

da esso partono parecchi fili (B-4) deli,

tissimi (nei plasmodi ancor piccoU

sono quasi mai visihili), che vanno vei^

la nien;brana. Questa assnine talora,n«}

prep rati artificialuiente col<)rati,una tin.,

ta come quella del corpu nucleoliforme.s

e puo mostrare degl' ispessimenti egual,

mente colorati ; se la colorazione appa^

tenga alia niemltraiia stessa
,
od a deUcv

tissTmi till .ltd retuol,, nucleare ad
_

addcssati, non sappuuno decidere. II pl^

sma ora pr.'senta an aspetto reticolar»

(spugnoso), ora inostta dei granuli finis-

sinii ouicrosomil, che si colorano facil-

menre ad o.s. col bleu di inetile. Nel plv

sma poi possono trovarsi dei corpuscoli,

che sono evuleiiti franuueiiti di globula

ancora iiulii:eritnt. oppure det

di iiielaliiua liesiduo della di-

\lle volte \i ,M iiotano anch«

iclii vaciioli iKiu cdiitrattili

vede . ll ecirpn cpii descritto,

rosso (ell

cori)UMO

gestionel

uno pa

Come
teneudo

amehoidi

:ont.

tozoi jiarassii

trattili).

.Man inalio

ma al>l)iamo jiotuto se;j

die durante il i)rocess<

corjii })i

re 1 meti tar

pnnto quanto spett;

gliaino qni seuiplic.

nostre osservazioni

ne derivano.

•o coiuple

rilevare

agli altri Autor

I di espor-

punto per

UM'gm

on(l<

degli Anton I e |.i.

»uo pla>nia di>liiil

esterno conteneiite

to, e uno interne, i

si colora come il

Im;;iandisce in pr

i-pu ciuole

e acceniiati) ;

per oecuparl

tro%'ato molti

piccuiolo si

iT>eiiia iiiovimenti

'///// (ill uiolti pro-

Ill > 1 vaeiioli con-

avvieiiiandosi allt

dm iiimandisce, di-

( yrinim pigmeniok

ila >pesse volte il

III due strati : uno

-r.iniili di pigmen-

lie e privo ((tuestoj

rjto jiiK leoliiorme).!

.rzioiie torse piu il

i

lie! lUieleo poi in-

j

luoltt) di piu quel]

orliie , <lie .sopra sij

>ee taiito ila tiniw !

in parte. Abbiamoj

II in (111 .iiiesto COM

niisa d' hlfi

lOltl

II cosi detto ]uasniodio( Dcoiista di pla-

sma (corpo o sostanza cidliilaie), in eui

r ectoplasma e remloplasina non sono di-

stinti (il che sta in rapiKuto s|iecialmente

con la sua molto iiiij)ertetta locomo/.ione

e col sue peculiaie mode di imtiizione),

e di un rridfiitissimii v irrosso niudeo, ve-

scicolare, come si trova in molti IJizopo-

di. II nucleo e jier lo piu molto eccentri-

co; possiede una ilelicatissima luembrana,
succo nucleare niiieleoclujema), clie pare
semisolido, e reticolo. (Questo reticolo nu-

iferh pla(1) (^uexti »

ifmodi della quartaita. II "ermine plasmodio, Del sens

mato dagli X. e da iiui seguito per render facile 1

lettBra deUa preeente Nou., e del lotto improprio So;
geriamo di aoatitairTi il terruine amiliula

, quando
ancor piccolo: amihn, qaaiido * graode: amiba in ri

po»o *i denomlnerii qaindi il eorpo pigwumlalo.

stoncello

vidersi o s' era g
altri in cui ciase

re a dividersi, o

altri (qjiesti stad

1">,

lIltllK

abbiamo
gnuno (1

neofonn,

nucleare

mdlail).

endeva a dh

diviso in due; mol#

lo <lei due teiidevapa-

,;, > ria diviso lU du»

i-ornspondoiio a cird

.ll'a.ees.-u); molti ai&i

!, (Ill se ne contavano

nil luom.'iito, che DP'

iiiiiiato , attorno ad fr

,i,,l, uiicleoliforrai.cosi

i>i..ne, di^pouesi SUCCO

ielii atissima membr»*

(1) di»r pare «eU
il fenomei

opui »ucce««iva divinionr, a.endo trovato iocco •
re attorno a ciancun rorpicciuolo ),'i« quando I

appena due. quattro, err. .\d anmentarc la «oita»«

forpo uucleoliforinc, o»ii« U rroniatina, concorr*

babilmente lo utralo luterno del pla.ina che BOi

tiene pijrnento. I rorpirtiuoli nacleoliformi acq"

il ToUine dello iteMO rorpirriuolo noiramilw "
finchi »ono in nomero dl d«.r o quattro; dopo (

coniOBato lo utralo iaterno del planinal ad <

eeuivs diTieione impiccoiiic'n.i. Tultl queiti

pambbero accennar* ad una riproduiione p«»

if.1*
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LA KIFOBMA MEDICA

AbbiamP iiHora un'aniiba, ossia una cel-

aila
plnrinucleata (riproduzione endoge-

C) Piu tardi, attonio ad ogni iiucleo, di-

'^onesi, pnre in uii momento e in uia,ino-

T j^e non abbiaiuo ancora precisato, un

^ii plasma.

Reata infruttuoso il pigmento, e con es-

se nna
sostanza, clie probalji^mente e una

porzione periferica del j.lasma: il pigmen-

to e qnesta sostanza di .solito si accumu-

lanq in un piccolo globo residuale. A poco

» poco i nuclei , foi niatisi couk- testt- si

disse, col rispcttivo plasma si allonfanano

sJaca'nto i'lino dall'altro; c fonuano iin

ffiuccliietto . die cilmm.. wi cp.s) da noi

csservati) lia ]<rv I-, piu fm-ma di calotta

piu omeno altn. C.^i -i hanno le bi'ii note

igare di sponila/idiir, o di >ogmcntaziD-

ne. In qnesto mnccliirtto distingtiiMiuo :

i; una iiiemln-iUKlhi. clic e lo strato peri-

ferico, O, so si aimm'ttc, hi tanto contra-

stata mendjrana del gloimlo i-osso; '1- \n\

gjojbo rcsidualc Umrlvus ,!, rr/u/Hut) (].er

!o piu collocato no] ceiitro dclla faicia

plana della calotta); :l." i nuclei Vescico-

lari (dispesti ])er lo piii in nun stiato die

(lelimita ai)piintc, la figiira di calotta)

contenriiti nn evid.'iite e.npo nneleidifor-

me pill o nieno eccenti-ien , eircnudati

da plasma ninito scaixi, ?-|ir( lalnieiite ju

corrispondcnza a circa una nietii del nii-

cleo.

DenniiiinorenM. (pioti curiii neoforma-

im i/iiinidsjion ,
,. tor>'andu> potreinmo

gii. dirli „>jnl,H/,.

Ynria ninlto il niinielo <lrlle -iinnospo-

ancho varia :ili

del nurleo (in

una gimnospdi

cole).

,nde .. p

ir ' /il'/itini-

o .li nni

(firnssiV,', ri-ii;,rd.. al rcniporfaiM dd
iiuclfo. nrir .!///."/»/ rn/, da unu .li noi

(Orassi) studiata.

^

E certo cli.' il globid.. m-n. il ,|uale od
e sfornito, dd lia voltantn residni .Id nii-

cleo.alteran.io.-i, nmi p.itrebh.' lipr.i.lnrre

nuclei presentanti i eaiatteri sndd.'><Titti.

I nuclei d,11i. ^iiiino-pore son.i jieiret-

taniente ugnali a .pullo del plasmodio,
da cui s.ini) stati u.'n.'rati (1).

Eccezioiinlniente le gimiiospore si fon-

^ono in nn vcru jdasniodio (con i)arecchi

nuclei); alle v.dte lo fanno, eom'."- ixih no-

te, i jdasniodi endoglobiilari cu'Mstenti
m un globulo rosso. K piol)ahile die le

pxnnospoie con movimenti amehoidi in-

Tadano il globulo rosso giovane , al mo-

i). No
iief^liiAmo cbe

••' unelti in dijcorhu manchi 1h liniim .plastina,. La
»*'«ordinari« picoolczx. lUl nostro ogpelto e U diffi-

"'** 4'omrv«rlo spiegano la nostr* ri.ervu.

(1) Snpporre rhe il aacUo del plaamodlo si« il nu-
'•" *•' globulo ro»so sriovant i «K«urdo, »recialni«nt«
}*rt\i: l.» il nucUo del plasmodio e difletente da
ij*^l« i»\ globulo ro«so giovane; 2.' percb" ' '

r*» (V- piu avanti) negli nccelli occup«no

P "^ "Jel globulo ro.so, ln«oiando intatto

;1 proto-

il nucleo.

mento m cui il suo* nucleo si e disfatto.
I

Con cio potrebbe star benissimo in rap-
porto il fatto, anche da noi ripetutamente
riscontrato, che ad un momento, in cui il

sangue e ricco di corpi in segmentazione,
ne seg\ie un altro in cui essi mancano o
sono molto scar.si, e nei globuli rossi (dol
sangue ottenuto con la pnntura del dito)
non sono ancora presenti i plasmodi (1).

La perfetta identita che abbiamo riscon-

trata tra il plasmodio appena entrato nel

globulo rosso e la gimnospora dimostra
cbe molto probabilmente tra I'uno e I'al-

tra non v' e stadio iutormedio.

I corpi semilunari derivano, com'e no-

to, da cosi detti plasmodi, o, giusta la no-
stra denominazione, da amibule. Queste

lianno i earatteri sopracitati; ma quando
diventano adulte, assumono appunto 1'

a-

spetto di semiluna. Le semilune differi-

scono dal corpo pigmentato specialmente

per la forma, per la disposizione del pig-

mento e per la quantita del plasma.

Nella parte mediana della serailuna,

quasi addossato alia faccia concava, e

(juindi sempre discosto dalla faccia con-

vessa, sta il nucleo vescicolare, eccentri-

co
,
percii') , come nei corpi pigmentati.

II nucleo spesso ha un coi-po nucleolifor-

me semi)lice, talvolta un corpo nucleoli-

forme che si direbbe tendente a divider-

si. II plasma ha 1' aspetto di quello del

corpo pigmentato ,
j)er<'i e molto piii ab-

bondante. II pigmento sta per lo piu ad-

dossato alia delicatissima membrana del

Non t" del tntto impossibile che la se-

miluna, la cui membrana e uguale a quel-

la del corpo in sporulazione, si riproduca

])er geiiimazione, come credouo Celli e

u a r n e r i. Noi ])ure abbiamo verificato

il fatto, ma non abbiamo potuto in alcun

modo stabilire che nelle supposte gem-

mule eiitri una parte del nucleo. Iiicli-

niamo invoce a credere die si tratti di

un' alterazione (difHuenza).

Ill ogni caso . iiessun zoologo , special-

mente dopo le inoculazioni di Antoli-
s e i o A n o (d i n i , esitera ad ammette-

r.> che il corjio pigmentato della terzana

e della .piartana e diflferente dalla semi-

Inna. Noi proponiamo di riferire I'uno al

nuovo gen. Ifaemamoeha 6 I'altro al nuovo

gen. Larerfivia.

Nel ]H>riodo giovanile di amihula ( yla-

siiioilio secondo tutti gli A.) sono perfetta-

mente identici I'uno all' altro. Piu tardi

si differenziano granderaente anche per

la forma, forse cio dipendendo dalla dif-

ferente parte del globulo rosso, che ven-

gono ad occupare.

I generi in discorso, nello stato attaale

delle nostre cognizioni , debbono inscri-

(1) Se fo.M rero che le gionoipore invado.sero ipl-

tanto i globnli ro..i gioTini , il ralore della vera fa-

gocito»i (che non osservammo ancora nel eangue fi.-

.ato allM.Unte coi v.pori di ac. ounico) • ridnrrebbe

a«>ai. Ma di ciA parleremo pii e«U.«inenU dopo nnoTe

oiiervazioni.

%
versj tra i Sarcodini (Rizopodi) nella; tri- 1

bu delle Amo^hijormes.

Le amibe in riposo (corpi pigmentati),
o ancora piuttosto giovani ( contenenti

gia pigmento), ma piu frequentemente le

semiluue (quest'ultime spesso diventftodo^'

prima rotonde) possono emettere deipro-
lungamenti, che contengono o no pigmen-
to, e che per lo piu non si possono dire

ne llagelli ne pseudopodi, ma di solito

rassomigliano piu a quelli che a questi.

In Cjuanto alio semilune, noteremo, che in

tutti e cinque i m4larici con semilune da
noi studiati nel novembre scorso qui a

Cataaia, vedwnmo i cosi detti corpi fla-

gelliti, sempre, tanto nell' apiressia , che
sotto la febbreT e cosi vicino come lon-

tano da essa. Per trovarne sicuramente,
basta osservare il sangue ad una suffi-

ciente temperatura e impedi.rne lo schiac-

ciamento, mettendo ad es. ai quattro an-

goli del vetrino coproggetti un po' di

cera impastata coll' olio.

Neppure una volta trovammo forme fla-

gellate nel sangue, prima che fossero tra-

scorsi circa 20 minuti da che avevamo
fatto il preparato. Non le trovammo nel

sangue istantaneamente fissato coi vapori

di acido osmico. Questi fatti coUimano
con quanto ha osservato Danilewski
nelle semilune degli uccelli. Consideran-

do che a produrre i flagelli in discorso

concorre, secondo ogni verosimiglianza,

soltanto il plasma,.neghiamo che essi sia-

no capaci di riprodurre il corpo da qui

derivano. Sospettiamo yoyece che esprima-

no nient' altro che fenomeni f^onici, for-

se paragonabili a qnelli presentati da
certi flagellati , i quali nel periodo ago-

nico si forniscono di uno pseudopodo,

che emettono e ritirano rapidissimamen-

te ( 6 r a 8 s i , B 1 o c h m a n n ). II sospet-

to e avvalorato dalle svariate forme, che

possono assumere i flagelli in discorso;

dal fatto, che si distaccano via poco dopo
clie sono stati emessi , dal fatto che alle

volte il corpo , invece di fornirsi di fla-"

gelli, presenta una sorta di orlo ondulan-

te, ecp. Infine il sospetto e giustificato

dal fatto da uno di noi ( F e 1 e 1 1 i ) mi-

nutamente studiato: che dai globuli rossi

possono uscire dei filamenti simili ai fla-

gelli in discorso, e come questi distac'

carsi, locomuoversi ecc.

Giacche accennammo alle ossorvazioni

di Danilewski, diremo che quest'An-

'

tore ha trovato negli uccelli delle forme,

che ritiene eguali a quelle della malaria.

Noi facciamo notare che veramente ana

forma da lui riscontrata ha somiglianza

con la semiluna di L a v e r a n, ma non e

della stessa specie, come risulta anche da

un semplice confronto delle figure (1).

In concluBione, sono certamente paras-

(i) FiBor» son abbiamo trovato nel eangue dei aam-

miferi forme parMiiUrie paragonabili a quelle della

malaria; «oUmenU u.o di noi (Grass i) ha visto nel

sangue di »arl pipistrelli un Trypwoioma simile %

qoello del ratti.
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«ti della malaria le forme descritte daL a V e r a n, M a r c lu a f a V a, C e 1 1 i Acc •

secondo ogni verosimiglian^a appartenKO-
no ai Bizopodi e particolarmente agli 4-
moebiformes, e ae ftmiono per h me„o due
jpecie: la ffaemamoeba malariae (delle feb-b^ regolari) e la.Laverania »flfl/r/)vVie (delle
febbri irregolari).

myjSTA DELLE CLIMICHE

E OESl' ISTITJITI SCIEMTIFICI

COiLEGIO BEALE DEI CHIBDKGI DI LON-
DEA.— (Prof. Brvant). Delia oolotomla IIU-
oa e lombare ; con partioolare rlgiiardo
alia soelta dell'operaaione '(I).

Golotoiaia lombare per ennero.

iwi urgent! ICO , <li cni 55 seguiti da Imou
aaccesso:

in 45 (es« troppo terdivi) morte entro un mese.
» 18 morte dopo 12 niesi.

• 19 » tr» il primo ed il secoudo anno.
> 12 » tr» il secondo ed il terio anno.
• 6 SoEo tnttora in rita , cio4 3 tra due anni

e mezzo e cinque dopo I'operazione, ed 1

dopo sei anni.

Vtsi non urgenti, 60:

Nessnns morte nel mese successivo;

18 (cioe 15 "/J morirono nei prin.i 12 mesi.
24 (cioi- 34 °

„) vissero da nuo a due anni.

16 (cioe 22 "/J vissero da due a ire ani.i.

12 (cioe 17 Vo) souo aucora viventi, di cui

8 dai due ai sei anni dopo I'c.peraziurit.

38 "/o di tntto il nunicro sopravvi,ji>ro ii!i' -

razione dai 2 ai sei anni.

Aggiunjjo a questa slaiistica clie. nei tre ,.

tiei 'pazieuti soprawissiiti alia opecazione, ;.,. .

ebbe nn pieiio risultato, in quantoche tutii i j:ia-

-terisli fecali Tonivano euie?si dallano ariiriciUf .

eon gran vantagffio della lesione lo.-.i- > v

I'operazione crasi tic^-ulta . e.'sen.i

a«ta an di essa rirritaunnto prodo'-.

gio delle feccc. Xcli'iihro qnart.. ..,,

Unto desiderate non ciasi ::

te, e. le fecce, specialmeut.

vano in parte a passaic per i ,,

giasgcado ifritazii.iif .I'llii ii-»ii, ..icniof-h'.'

the q^eati infermi intauto ritraiv.ino \.ii

.dalle Isrande fatte da! rv-ti^. n il.i!; an.. ^,it

le, 8 dfU'applicazione di suppositoti e.ih,-.

Ed ore credo opportune diseutere il \hI.

Jfttivo del)' opcrazionu lombare od tjti.ii,....

neale o della iliaca od intrapeiitomalo, tju.s! ul-

tima preconizzata superioie alia prima sjuc

mentc da I! e e v e s, H cli o r t A II i n ,- h .i m. H
ri(ou Cripjis. < Ciiiivas<(.

Gli argoijieiiii piimijiali -n uiii i, u.sti I'lirt,

•i fondano jjcr piotl.unarf l,i su].. lioiit.. •ic

operaziouu iliaca son.i: ] i.'lic ins;i in se ^i,.

i piii facile della l.imhiu.- : 2" el„. la iiui>i.

^do'minale permetle di ciiianif la ,ii,i-ii.,M

easi oscnri
,
prima di Ayr\vv rinir^tino ; :;

per <{QesU via non i- ].i)rtKi;,i!,- ,,..,iiiiiiai'- il -n.

inteKtino con il teinii-, i-", ihi.Mlcn,,, cnn lo s

die le l.r.~>:! ili ;iii ain- ,1,^1 c.lon i

6 6 finalmen«»,cLe la p,.i,io„,
j i„.ie della

ferita 6 molto piu conveniente alPinfermo per la
puluia

,
e per rapplicazione di app.recchi con-

tentivi delle fecce e dei g„ in.estinali.
Esamineremo tutti questi pr.gj ;„ ^„e alia

espen-nza clinica dei different! casi, ammettendo
Che 1. d.agnosi di occlusione i„te„inale per can-
cro o per altra causa sia certa. Tutti questi caai
posson.. andar divisi in tregrandi eategorie: Nella
pnma vanno i casi urgenti

, aasociati a sintomi
acut. generali ed a forte distensioae delPaddome;
nella seconda qu.lli di occlusione intestinale
cronica (prevalnntemente deirultima porzione del
retto senza sintomi generali acuti

, ma con di-
steusione dell' addome

; nella terza i casi di oc-
clusione rettale non urgenti

, i„ cui i sintomi,
quantunque bene svilnppati

, non si associano a
distensione dell' addome. Ora V opcrazione della
colotomia ha le sue indicazioni speriali per cia-
scuna di queste categoric di casi.

L'operazione iliaca e essa piii facile della lom-
bare ? Eseguita nelle due prime caio-orie

,
cio;.

quando vi e distensione addominalo
iliaca, checche ue dicano i suoi fa,,,,.... ^ «,...-

cile ed associata a pericoli indiscuiibili.

In questi casi I'intestino teuuc con assai faci-
lity protrude e si avaniia fuori deiraddome,e, quan-
do vi sia necessit.\ di licercare I'intestino grosso, di
e.^plorare laddonie a scopo diagnostico, i pericoli

opera 4 Jit«c

osecut

Xella terzasprezzi

laddoine non disteso.
;

venire Tinteitino e di i

la disiensi,.!ie dciradd.

zionc- favorevdle j.er

tall da non essere di-

egoria di casi , essendo

cido, la dirticolti di rin-

Ito lidotta. Il'altra parte

> co.titni.ee una condi-

c..l,.ic.mia l„m;,.ire ,• la

maco
posaoDO renders IVii^tiaue; lofn

«taere Taddonie ispl.irato iu tut

4" ehe I'intestino puu preslanien

enaere porlatu fuori dell' incisio

(Ueoza finsalii stretiamenti! alia

dnrre indebita iensione sui punti

alU eololomia lombare il prnli

eon':jd[cre- nie d,-?!!" intesitino iudc

i.tcndo

inliito;

sutura; che

I frequente e

seri disturb!

'li gravfz ja tra la

"ac iliHca (• qu. lla

'li della
|,cr ton

'•'i

;-'li stessi j.e an 1.0

aper

-Nolle 17(» cololomie lomli

solo due volte, scientement

peritoncale, senza che percio fosse conseguito al-
cun pericolo. Laonde sono obbligato a concludcre
Che l'operazione iliaca non i pii. f.^;,^ ,]^.„„ ,„,„.
bare, quando laddome 6 disteso, quantunque ri-
conosca che cio possa essere, quando laddome e
flaccdo. Xei cadavere la ricerca del colon dalla
incisione iliaca pud sombrare «<1 i.,._ ., ,,*; . ,

orare, ea e,nuaco»anon
difficile, ina nell infermo rinei«in«« i

, , , .
'ncisione peritoneale

c la -nanovra del ricercare col dito nella caviti
nn intestine leso per congestione, e per tntte le
alterazioni secondarie al male nrimi»i„primuivo certamen-
te sono piu pericolose, che non la,e„pi
Bizione del colon esteruamente al n« •

regione lombare. Nella met4 dei
zioni iliache esegnite dairAUingham^
terzi di queile del Cripps, I'intestino noal
tossi alia incisione, e quindi si dovettei
nel .javo peritoneale con manovre abb.
complicate

, le qnali , se sempUci e non db
pel chirurgo sperimenuto, non sono ,«„,
risultati per I'ammalato

, mentre nella er,!^!
lombare, salvo tare eccezioni , non vi sari U^gno di questa ricerca difScile e minuziosa! p^
liute.itino

,
se disteso naturalmente od artt^

inente, si presenta immediatamente nel fondoiJI
incisione. Ed in tutti i casi la ric- • -

dalla incisione lombare non importa tante ii^*
colta . e noa implica tanti organi, qnanto j^l
iliaca. Conclndo quindi che la ricerca dell'

stino riesce piu facil" e meno pericolosa ^
rcgione lombaro anziclie dall- ;' = -

^^
(Junnto at secondo argomento avanzato a &»«»

del nietodo iliaco, essere con qnesto, cioi, pan^
l.ile di veiiHcare la diagnosi dei casi oscnri prialj
di api ire I'intestino

,
io osservo solo che i j^j

clio possa essor-'i una oscurita di diigj^ij

chisiom retlali. le quali possono in p^
sserc esploiate dai ditn, e nelle colich.,

,

omi „on possono prCM-ntare alcun dubki,'
I.retazie.ie. Kd anci.e .He i sintomi

cliniii

lichiuo abbastanza chiarainonfe la ttit
dellocclusione, vi e I'auatomia patolngica che cj

insogna come, nei '/j dei casi di occlusione, queili
sia .sita in sotto dell' angolo splpui.o d^
. qui.idi iu sotto di un taglin lalto nelli ».
^'ioue iliaca sinistra, e come no
Jei casi ropcrazione lombare
c.niplc^'. ccrlc.;za sia .vlcguata agli scopi ch«

k

pr,.p»,.c. h,:„a„.I,i quindi- 1-uu una regola di pr^^
Ilea cliriir^ica

, ,-li,. ha .^oiunic orrisposlo
cuia ilcllc occhuioi,; fioniche del rettn,

"..liiKata, per pot,., risp.„i,le„. nei casi ecceil,.

u.ah e non -in uci piii die Irequenti
111., liiicare la piatica generale chirurgica
t;i!la ai soli casi di cccezione

La terza r.agiono a favore dclla colotomia
> die p.n- quosta via non e possibile 1" error* *
cajiitare sul Icinie intcstino, sul duodeno o nb
stmiac, f elii' le anomalic del colon non poiMM
iippMs,.,,!;,-,. una ragiono di csito sfavoxOToh

Icll opi i../:.,ii,-. poiclie dnila incisione addomiull

'
!'>'' >'• I'add. ne in tntte le dirozioni.

^^lau .. ai piimo fatto, io credo clio gli «n«

n.iii siiN.i 1. 1. ssildli, e, quando nvvengono, liu

da attril.ui,,i a mancanza di accuratezza nell'f'

peratori'. aiizielie all' opcraziono in si stestl. ll

o-rii specie di attivitii, e quindi aiiclie in qotti

propria del chirurgo, sono possibili crrori

'juesti non dcvono costituire fondanionto di l«gp

Quanto poi alle anomalic del colon , di

fautori della colotomia lombare si fanno

mento validissimo
, ed intorno alle quali k

tanto detio e scritio , io ho poco da dire. A*-

metto clie le anomalie in parola possano oeeor

rcre, ma tanto col inetodo iliaco quanto col

bare le probabiliti di imbattcrsi in queste anoi

sono le stesse, c Ic difficoltii operative esister

per ambo le operazioni^ quantunque posian* «•

sere di forma differente. Ma dai punto di til

chirurgico I'anomalia di scde del colon i an fil

piu sfavorevole al inetodo lombare die all' iB

CO ( Per mia esperienza devo rispondere di iii

poiche in 170 casi, finora da me osservati,

mi sono mai iinbattuto in condizioni tali dt(l*

durre serio ostacolo
, e .nolto incno da reoJ

l'operazione non favorovole nel risultato. h
sol case dovetti prolnngare I'iucisione in •«
ed andare ad afferrare il colon al distretto '

periore della pelvi
, aprendo percio il p(

i , e li deic

ica p«r«di|||

•I peritoneo nella I ma dopo snturai i margini della incitioM^
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i quali come iillnmi ratio sono indispen-

sabili. E. per adoperarli razionalniente, bc-

001 re che, insienie con le cause predispo-

nenfi, si ricerchino in ogni singolo casio le

cause imniediatamente occasionali dell' a-
gripnia ed a questa si confurini la terapia

ipnotica individuale.
La causa dell'agripnia 6 reretismo ce-

rebrale, in quanto che I'organo psichico

soggiace all'azione consecutiva degli sti-

Juoli del lavoro del giorno. I'er calinaiv

ques.to eretismo. oltre ad una giusta die-

tetica. al riposo del. cervello. alia onlina

eampesfre. e da .\spettare buono eftettu dal

bromo, dalia piscidia, dal sollonale. dalla

Valeriana, dai bagni tiepidi usafi la sera.

! seniicupi, e in generale i procedimenti

idropatici con bassi gradi di calore, rie-

scono piuttosto eccitanti ihe calnianti e

non sono da racconiandare che come cura

consecutiva.

Sa sono in giuoco processi cmotivi Delia

eoseieaza, non si pu6 aspet'ar sussidio che

da una terapia psicliica u^stetizzante. In

questo caso sono indicati oppio e la nior-

fina. eventualniente awalorati dal bromo,
dalla piscidia, dal sollonale. Nei casi miti

e con energia di associazione sulHcifiite-

meoie forte si pud deviare il corso dei

pensieri col ricordare poesie ecc.; le let-

ture leggiere riescono calmanti e menano
al soBDo desiderate.

In nioUi neuropatici la paura dell'inson-

nio e la causa della reale mancanza del

sonno. Gli infernii potrebbero proprianien-

te dormire, ma laspettazione, se oio ac-

cada realniente, 11 riene in tensione ed re-

eltamento e (uga il sonnu.

Ecco il giusto cauipu della torapia psi-

cliica, m quanto die ripnuti''o (ino allura

efficace, senza che I'infenno lo sappia. vie-

ne notevolntjente diminuito nella d<-se. o

S! finge d'iniettarlo , o si da all" infcniiD

«a rimedio affatto indifferente. p es. niol-

lica di paae, eon la necessaria circospe-

zjone e racconiandazione.

In analoga maniera psichica , cioc cal-

Biante sul morale degli infenni. agiscoiio

i confsttjai degli onjeopatici, rek-ttrns'so-
j

patia dt>l M atte i e simili. In tali casi gio\Vf

la fiducia. qwando h soccorsa da una oc-

casione favorevole, p. es. ott#nere accidei.-

talmente il sonno con un nmedio |> . sf>

ladifferente.

Ie tutu i neuropatici, che soUrono in-

soanio ed usano ipaotici eroici, il medico

eoscienzioso dovrebbe di tempo in tempo

provare il reale bisogno di tali rimedi.

Spesso una simile prova la da T infermo

medesimo, trovandosi il niattino seguente

ancora intatto ripnofjco permesso. Nun si

privi rinfermo di questo sussidio n orale,

ma ad ogni modo allora k tempo di > mu-

nuire la dose o di sostituire al medio i«ento

attivo uno che sia tjile in apparenza.

Causa frequente deU'agripnia dei netiro-

patiel sono le sorgenti di eccitamento pe

riferico I narcotici, rendendo insensibili

gli oigani centrali, sono qui eerto rimedi

«>vraDi, specialmente ia morflna per mie-

zione, che agisce prontamente e per lo pm

sicuraniente; ma spesso si pu6 risparnnare

Questa terapia brusca e non mnocua ed

ottenere Teflfetto desiderato in una mannera

Neile palpitiirionl di cuore e nel niolesto

senso dipulsaaione all' epigastno e nej

vasi >onM d« sperimentare come rimedi

tisiei il bagno tiepido, la fascia addomi-
nale e quelle sui polpacci.

Dei medicamenti sono opportuni il bro-
mo e la piscidia, possibilniente anche Ti-

puune.
Come rimedi piii miti si raccomandano

racijua di lauro regio ed i preparati di

Valeriana. Am-he il monobromuro di can-
Cora in suppositori (0,7) non pare inefli-
cace.

-Nelle iperestesi.' niuscolari (anxictas ti-

hwrtmi) pare raccomandabile il bagno tie-

piiiu. il leggiere massag<,Mo, il monobro-
inuiu di canfora, I'estratto di cicuta , la

bella ouna; in caso di forte e generale
iperestesia muscoiare. la chinina associafa
alia morfina per u«o ipoderiiiioo.

Le condizioni pat-algiche e nevi-algiche
cedono molte volte ai" preparati salicilici,

al salolo ed all'antipirina , in t'asi gr.ivi

alia mortiua.

Spesso Tauripnia deriva dallu stomaco.
Nel temp J die si vuol dormire la digest iu-

ne non ^ anwra compiuta e niulic volte

turbata da disordini dispeptici. Qm devesi

attentan.ente invigihire alia dietetiea did

pas;o della sera e pruwedere eventual-

niente eon preparati di soda. I'lio riiiseir

bene andie la fa.seia luldoiiiinale.

1 disftirbi spastiei rillessi (eistjjspa.siiiu.

contrazioni iiiu.seulari eec i. eedoiio al bi-.j-

uio e in certe eircostanze al niunubroiiiiiro

di canfora {jirr unitnt) con o sonza bella-

donna ed (j])pio.

Specialmente spesso e eccitafa la sfera

sessuale, costituendo un ostacolu al sunnu.

(Jiiando la causa & cenirale (esager.ita //-

ln//i) fi:rii,i/i!^), il brotiiu eunvieiie in grau-
di dusi. ed aitresi qtiaiido la causa «' pe-

riferica ; eventualnteiue si rieurrera ai

semicupi Ireschi, al iiiouubromuru di ean-

fora, alia belladonna, alia luppoliiia ed

airapplicazione dell'anode al perineu.

\
UVOM E LEZKWi OiUOMALI

. i:.vivi:i;s)i A- i>

della malaria. .

„: \',.,i. If. V,X,

parassiti

lir.auiiina-

tinii yrioriii. e particolatiiitntf due, uuo

ill I'elli r .Marchiafa va < laitro di

Canal i ,s, riguardaiiti le I.tn tntiuui. (i'vr-

me St'milunari), ci persnadono a tare una

aggiiinta alia nostra nota jnt liinm.ii >

Noi finivaiiio •-•ostenetHln chv.senDn/u oi/tn

rerosimigliaii:<), semiltine ( l.onraiiiai:) v

COrpipignuiitatiiljl//'/<v//'/w"r/"/(iiaiiprr-

seiitano generi difTfieiiti. (,iiie>ta nostra

opinione. elic riteniamo l^niiea plausi'dli'

nt'llo stato attiiale d«dl.- no-tn- eoLrmzio-

ni suUa malaria, ci sembra i'orteiiuiite :ip-

poggiata da ttitte lo ricerch-' tiiiora |)iili-

blicate. €on essa armonizzaiio aiulie le

nostre osservazioni cliniche che vogliamo

qui riassumere. .\ Catania la seconda sta-

gioiie malarica e cominciata in settein-

bre (dopo le prime piogge), e tutti i casi,

caduti sotto il nostro esame , fiirono fhi

tUi prhicipio fieti (li!<tiiiti in folilni lei/ofuri

\l) Uli tutori verameDle denomioiDO rorpo pipmen-

tato *ache U ptMmudio pigmcotato e quindi niiche le

(ioT*Di L»v«rmnlM.

^^^^il

(fo» presema iiel samjue delV
n„emnioeha\

e,l mfehhri irvegolari (colla Laverani^l
qiuiBti ultimi casi noi trovammo le^
lune piu o meno numerose; tfllorain^e*'

scarsissime, ma seinpre presenti,
quan^^

I'esame del saiigue fu ])rolungato a ^y^
cieiiza (4-10 preparati). Si noti die alcQiJ
ammalati di Laverania ci si presentarono

prima d'aver presa la chinina
, o gi^ j]

qufirto giorno da che la fehbre era com,

paisa per la prima volta, ed essendo
ptj.

mitiva I'infezione. K bene ripctere che gU
iiidividui, nel cui sangn.' fnrono viste fin

da principio le Laveraniae
, le presenta-

rono costantemento in segiiito e le pre-

senfaiio aneora oirgi.che sou .passati pa-

reeclii luesi. t^tiielli invccp che averano

Hapiiiauioohae, presentarono sempreque-

Rti parassiti ikm loro difforenti stadi di

>\iMippo. In individno affotto da quarts

na, arrivo a circa •_'."> ^ccessi senza che

inai niostrasse nel ^aii^ue nna sola Lave-

r:iiiia. Cos! purf avciinno casi di guari-

^'ioiH' -pontaiua, o projHi rata colla chilli-

t'.ldiii trr/.ane e ipiartane, senzaniiiM, <ii 1. hhi

eonipar>a d. 1

(oinr si V(
parte auelif d

dono a diiiio-

p.'iHl.'iiza d.-l

moidw.

Ki-uardual

i|Uaiifo al>bia

vatodalp..li>;

do 1.. M-niihii

pn-t .al p

do il p

tornavii

sti fatti (in graij

ri iisscrvati)teu-

V cisitii e r indi-

ia dair Haema-

e scinilune, ecca

o nel saiigueca-

eralineiite qiiao-

lolto uumerosD,

qnattro giomij

it.> pi^lttostofo^

1. v:i )irescMtarsi

•(•( lii ac-i I s-i lav\ II lIKiti, o con

enntravansi aiieoni, llia piU

sr; Mieetssivanicntr, pelduran-

.do d'apiressia ,
per -VS giorni

ad aiunentare. Ina .sola voltl

dimsHiurw uotuvohucnte U nif:,

|

• s.MniUiiie, senza ebc la feWw Ij

i-;vi-a Pareeelne altre volt«. {WT
I

t, Id, nil.

-. nd. .. 1.
i-.- Ir- =iini!iino, vf'deia-

il.aiin- la f, Mil- ., /„ ri.mphm't

n, ,./,„/, .In ,i,,„m,hii:,i tilli

hhn .
HI ,,! , ,,ii,iiilil'i 'Il •*<"

,7-n/.- , i,ilit> /'I , „,. ,„ ..>//- v-'"^

,„t,l ,' lo
.

, 1,1, r,'. ' 7 '"I"''' Z
-"/""

illll

r-ttl

oniento il s.Tligneu.6"

i Laverania offre q«»^

lui gia assimta.oche

<otti> al iiiieroscopio,

yt"llU'p'<'ial.nei'te'se la teinp^

ratura >' molto opjiortima (da -'D'

(/iiaii'l" "" "'''>>•" /"'•'' '/'./''''"' '\

oil Hiiii'iiii riiiiiii!ciafo, il iiiniitro 'I'-l'''

hni,; .'/(') ro/oiiil,.' I) che direutaiio

niiicosi.lettieorpiflagcllatiespnffl*
BrsiSTi'

forma ton;

(lei COS)

«/««('<'l

fenoiiieiio non tisiologico per

altravolf
no un

mo a crederlo, per le ragio

esposte.

V. eio, iionostante cli abbiamo









r
rodursi molto prontamente tenendo il

^ngne a 38." 0. sul tavolino riBcaldabile

jli
Lowi t- Avemmo in queste esperien-

26 la precanzione di raccogliere il sangue

tra vetrini riscaldati a circa 38° e di ciiiu-

(jere anclie talvolta i preparati con pa-

raffiua. Ma con tutto cio non crediamo

d'aver eliminate \e cagioni che valgono

a prodnrre il fenomeno iu discorso (for-

ge il salto di temperatura).

Kiguardo alia morfologia dolle semilu-

„f, dobbiamo far notare che il nucleo non

e seinpre ecceiitrico; anzi per osservazio-

iii iilteriori po.ssianio asserire che in qua-

si tiitte (' ccntrale.

J,!i mcnihritna della seniiluna 6 isolabi-

Ic, e vari casi di formazione delle semi-

luiie, anclip da iioi segiiiti, ci hanno con-

fcniiato nella persiiasioue che veramente
ess.i spotta al filobulo rosso. €i6 risulta

aiK'hc dal iiiiovci lavoro di Marchiafa-
va e CeLli.

Jii quanto alia riiH'oduzione della La-

verania, ecco Ic nostic dsscrvazioni.

Prima di tutto negliianio la gemniazio-
iir ammcssa da (' e 1 1 i, <i u a r n e r i ecc.

I iatti da ioro os.servati sono esatti, ma
l:i loio intciju-etazioiu' per noi e inso-

-tciiibih . sopratntto piMclie le cosi dette

gcmiinilr >oiio cor|)usco]i st-nza traccia

ili iiiiclrfi
;

|Hii jiiM-che .si producono indi-

liriiclcnti'iiii'iiti' dal iiucloo didle semilune.

Ill srconiln luogu ('" indiibitato che cer-

tc seiiiihmc , per lo piu evidentemente

ilucUe clic teiidono a diventa r rotoiide, o

che gia lo sono, lianno nn corpicciuolo

niicleoliforme (ossia una (jnaiitita di cro-

iliatina) iiioitu pin grande dolle altre, o

con foi-nia che acceiiiia a divisiono, o gia

diviso in 2 o in I. Qmsf,, niimrnto ili rro-

iiiiitiiHi > hi h,Mln,:ii <i ,liri(hn-si , o la f/ia

iinrin,/,, ,lirisi<ni,. Ironaio nsnnitro nn

Jullt il„ IIOI o.s^.nati per I' Ihiniiaiiiorhn C(J

tniioitii/ioili iiiiliiuiio riie .•>) pirjjiira la

nii/iiinitii^iiiiii- Noi pert) non sianio riiisci-

ti a vederc nel sangu(^ cavato dal dito i

iliv(r>i stadi di segmentazione. Soltanto

una \.jlta in nn nialato di Laverania (in-

ff/i.iiic pi-iniitival die prrsentavann'enor-

luf i|naiitita di soniilnnc e che noi ave-

vanid Ktiidiafo niinntaniente perdne mesi

r iiir/zo, ahhianio visto all'inizio d'nn ac-

i-sso febbi-ile dn<- forme, I'unadi scissio-

iie appena cominciata el'altra di scissione

lompiuta. Hassoniigliavuno a corpi iu sog-

lu, ntazione delle febbri rcgolari; e nella

seconda forma, oltre al residuo formato

<lal pigmento, si contavano non meno di

>i gimnospore ovalari, ognuna col proprio

nucleo.

I'er (pianto poi abbiamo cercato tante

e tante volte, nuiraltro abbiamo potato

trovare: in cin collimano interamente le

nostre osservazioni con quelle di M a r-

chiafa va e Ce Ili.

(^uadi anche noi ritenianio |:he le La-

veraniae fii segmontino conu- ,e Haeona-

moebae (1), ma sospettianio che la loro

segmentazione abbia luogo ncl midoUo
delle ossa, confortati iu ouesta supposi-
zione dalle ricercbe del Danile-wski
sui rettili. Del futto accidentah e, secondo
noi, la cpmparsa nel sangue periferico
delle sopradette forme di segmentazione.
In complesso, a nostro parere , neanche
lo Bviluppo delle semilune avviene , al-

meno in gran parte, nel sangue perife-

rico.

Ed invero e cosa rara trovar Laveraniae
in via di sviluppo nel sangue estratto dal

dito, eccettuato il primo stadio (amebulc
non ancora pigmentate, o con pochi cor-'

puscoii di pigmento, e forse non distin-

guibili da ciuelle delle Haemamoebae).
Non vogliamo tacere che noi sospettia-

nio siasi presentata a Marchiafava
ed a Celli, e fors'anche a noi in alcuni

casi, un'altra Haemamoeba, diversa da

quella della terzana e della quartana (1).

Mentre i fatti da noi osservati si ac-

cordano sempre con quelli di M a r c h i a-

fava, Celli eGuarneri ecc, noi non

sappiamo couciliare le nostre osservazio-

con quelle del Canalis. Egli avrebbe vi-

sto facilmente la segmentazione delle La-

veraniae nel sangue periferico: questa seg-

mentazione si compirebbe , come risulta

evidente specialmente dalle figure del Ca-

nalis, senza che cio, che noi riteniamo in-

discutibilmente nucleo, vi pigliasse parte

alcuna. f] inutile soggiungere che que-

st'ultjnio fatto non sarebbe secondo noi

possibile.

RIViSTA DELLE CLINICHE

E DE&L' iSTITUTI SCIENTIFICI

CLINICA TEEAPE0TICA DI EDIUBUR60 (Prof.

Fbaser)—SuU'azione anaigesica della me-
ttlacetanlUde od esalgina.

Ifi allontaun, in questa lezione, apparentemente

dagli argomenti che sogUoiio formare I'ordiaario

obietto dei noBtri studi
,

perche mi serabra die

lo studio di quegli agenti, i qnati servouo a cu-

rare un sintoma tauto imporrante quale e il do-

lore , sia intiinameute coUegato ecu la cliuica,' e

coiitribuisca a rafforzare la fiducia uella nostra

scienza,

Liinitandoci al campo dcgli agenti fnrinaceu-

tici, noi riconosciamo, come i piu importanti ri-

inedi analgesic!, 1' oppio ed i suoi alcaloidi , la

belladonna, lo stramonio ,
1' aoonito, la cocaina,

i bromuri, gli oli volatili, il cioroformio , I'etero,

i! cloralio ed altii anestetici ed ipnotioi general!

artificialmente otteDOti. Intanto i aostri studi

farmaceutici ci pongono in grade di afferniare

che gli effetti ottanibili da tiUU questi ageuti

non sono gemplici srl innocui. Molti di essi, quali

I'oppio c la belladonna, riescono analgesioi , ma

quest' azione h accompagnata da altri effetti i>on

desiderati nfe dasiderabili Altri agiscono sol-

(l)l),il\..

!"«liit|„
,

,f„r.el.L.ver.ul.d»irHH.o,.m..ba.o.

.
..U.,«Mtamt.in.ipo.o(.».b. Ian-

0

poso) per un periodo assai breve e queUa iiivece per

iiu periodo piutto»to lango (forse circa 8-10 giorni).

(1) Si avrebbero percii tre (specie o semplioi varia-

sioni ?) dl Haenamoebae, quella della terzana, quella

delta qnartaiia ed infine qnesta di Marchiafava
~ Ili, caratteriiiata da ci6 che si riproduce inolto

0, qaando 11 globulo rosso e appena parzialiuente

imato (di febbri quotidiaue. eccj.

C

.

prest

tanto (« appHeati loealmente, e qseata app
lione locale spessu riesee impossibile, ovrerol

fieile. Sd, oltre a ci6, il dolore i una sensarioa

alia cai prodaziono uon k necessario che part*!

cipino tutte le parti del sistema nerroso corebro-

spinale, e nemmeno i gangU sensitivi nel cervaUo
tutte lo fibre di un nervo di senso ; e conae-

guentomente non k necessario, perchi venga cn.-

riito, che si agisca su piu di uno o di pochi ele-

menti del 'essuto nervoso sensitivo. Insomraa il

dolure e tunzione di sistomi di 6bre e di un cen-

tre specivle affatto individualizzato
, la regiune

deir ippocampo del Ferrierj per cni lo stadia

della terapia devo tender^ ad agire direttamente

jn di questi sistemi e centri , laseiando non in-

Buenzate le altre parti del sistema nervoso. Una
analgesia di questa specie attualmente k ottent

bile con I'uso di composti chimici recentementA

scoperti, specialmente di parecchi compresi nelle

serie aromatiche dei composti di carbonio.

Probabilmente i composti salicilici furono qaelii

nei quali prima si studid I'azione analgesica , g«

uon si vuol tener presente che I'azione calmaate

dei dolori, sempre riconosciuta nei sali di chinina,

debba ritenersi della stessa natnra, essendo questi

sali un prodotto naturale delle stesse serie cbi-

miche.

In generale per6 la propriety analgesica di

niolti di questi composti aromatici e secondaria

alle propriety antipiretiche, diaforetiche, ed anti-

setticbe, pin particolarmente inerenti ad essi , e

non si ottiene se nou con grandi dosi. Qnindi

I'uso di questi composti a scopo analgesico
, a

simiglii za di ci6 che si verifica con oppio e

con altri farmaci simili , ha degli inconvenienti,

die li rendono pericolosi. Percio i bisogni della

terapia iion sono da essi complctamente soddi-

sfatti, poiche, mentre riescono a sedare il dolore

navralgico per la loro azione snl tessnto nervoso

conduttore o ricettore delle sensazioni dolorifiohe,

essi producono, nelle dosi necessarie ad ottenero

I'eBFetto predetto, altre azioni, che non hanno nulla

da fare con I'azione analgesica , e che possono
inoltre riuscire danuose aH'infermo. Questi svan-

laggi sono gii riconoocinti aell'antipirina e nel-

I'antifebbrina, composti che probabilmente sono t

piu efficaci aaalgesici di questa serie. L' analge-

sia da essi prodotta con dosi rileranti non vft mai
scompagnata da dLsturbi gastrici, ottusiti di udito,

sudore profuso, disturbi circolatori ed alterazioni

del sangue,

Gli studi dei vari componenti di queste send
aromatiche h»nno intanto dimostrato che lievi mo-
dificazioni della loro costituzione chimica possono

dar luogo a notevoli cangiamenti nella loro azione

farinaceutica. L'antifebbrina od acetanilide, infatti,

combinata al metile , forma un nuovo composto,

la metilacetanide , il quale ha propriety analge-

siche luolto superiori aU'acetanilide, da cui h de-

rivato, e con dosi di molto inferiori, sicchfe nou

produce nessuno di quegli accideHti spiacevoli,

die uecessariamente tengono dietro all' uso delle

dosi iiiassimo.

La metilacetauilide od e^algina e uno dei quat-

tro derirati della combinazione del metile con

Tacetanilide , scoperti dall'Hoffmann ncl 1874.

Gli altri tre sono : I'orto, la meta e la para'cera-

nilide. La sua formola h C'H"NO. BoUe ad 8/,

85", coU'acido nitrico concentrato forma uni» so-

luzione quasi incolore, la quale col riscaldamento

divieue giallo-brillante , ma non ha svolgimento

Vapori irritanti. Si presenta in aspetto di cristalli

aghiformi di notevole lunghezza, di odore forle-

meute aromatico, e di sapore leggermente pungen

te. fi quasi insolubile nell'acqua,8olubile nell'nlcool

rettificatu od anche allungato. lo mi sono servilo

di una soluzione idro-alcoolica, centenente ciuquA

centigrammi per ogni cacchiajata di liqniJo,
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